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This diary is from the perspective of Senior Packmaster Rollen, Commander in chief of the deWulf 

Corporate Navy, though at the same time it sometimes views events from the eyes of others, and 

occasionally has interludes that show what would not normally have been seen. 

 

Turn Titles and other important markers have been set on the Document Map (MS Word feature) to 

allow easier navigation. 

 

In the beginning, this document started as a personal journal from the POV of the senior commander of 

the deWulf navy, but through the interludes and other interruptions, has segued into something more 

akin to a novel. Personally, I like it more thus, and I hope you bear with my ham fisted attempts at 

writing.  

Turn 1 
 

Personal Journal of Senior Packmaster Rollen: 

 

The preparations are complete. The last five years of blood, sweat and tears all come down to today. 

We've clawed ourselves out from the chaos, and have focused our energies out to the world. Needless 

to say, the corporations are very happy with this... new markets, new resources, new everything. 

 

About the only thing not owned by the Corps is the military itself, though we get our share of social 

generals. 

 

Scouts transited our single warp point into our first star system, a binary with a yellow star and a red 

dwarf. Our scientists are poring over the data. They were evidently interested to see if a combination of 

tide locks could produce a habitable planet.  ExRon 1 and 2 transited in, 1 doing a warp point survey 

and the other moving in to survey the O1 and O2 worlds. 

 

We've bought some IU as well to help enhance production later on, since the accounting department 

decided that massive colonization of this first system, known as Falke, has no easily habitable worlds. 

More industry would be better, they said... 

 

We're also rolling off another 10 Eyeball Mk1's to add to the exploratory fleet, and our research 

departments are making some interesting noises. Some of the ideas are just enhancements on current 

ideas, more powerful lasers, or more sensitive surveying gear. Datalinking technology however is a 

new and interesting technology. It would make our bombardment destroyers quite tough. Of course, 

none of the groups actually know HOW they propose to offer this, but it remains to be seen. 

 

Now, the ruling CEO wants to try to talk me into reducing fleet expenditures again.... 
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Turn 2 
 

I’ve decided to insert a short list of the ships that are currently in service with our navy, as well as a list 

of fleet composition as of the end of this month to keep track of deployment and construction.  

Fleet designs as of Turn 2 
 

Manos class DD                                                  30 HS SL1 

[3] SSSAx7H(Ia)La(Ia)La(Ia)QaQa(Ia)La(Ia) [5/2] 

Trg:1                        PV=19    Cost= 372/55.8 

21 HTK Sx3 Ax7 Lax3 

 

Slingshot class DD                                              30 HS SL1 

[3] Sx6AAHYaQa(Ia)(Ia)PtaMgMg(Ia)Qa(Ia)Pta [4/2] 

Trg:1                        PV=21    Cost= 419/62.9 

20 HTK Sx6 Ax2 Ptax2 Mgx2 Yax1 

 

Nail class BS0                                                  15 HS SL1 

[0] SAAAAHLaQaLa [0/0] 

Trg:1                        PV=5     Cost= 118/5.9 

9 HTK Sx1 Ax4 Lax2 

 

Eyeball Mk 1 class EX                                           7 HS SL1 

[2] S(1)XaHQa(Ica) [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=4     Cost= 80/12 

6 HTK Sx1 (1)x1 

 

CFN FT2 Cargo class FT2                                   16 HS SL1 

[2] Hx11Qa(Ica)(Ica) [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=4     Cost= 69/5.2 

7 HTK 

 

CFN FT2 Passenger class FT2                                16 HS SL1 

[2] Qvx10HQa(Ica)(Ica) [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=6     Cost= 109/8.2 

7 HTK 

 

ISS class SS                                                    833 HS SL1 

[0] Sx27HH(SY)x10Qax4 [0/0] 

Trg:1                        PV=266   Cost= 6649/53 

80 HTK Sx27 (SY)x10 

 

The senior VPs are trying to cut into my budget, but when I pointed out how much our surplus is, they 

piped down quite a bit. 

 

We've shipped off several more colonists to our planet's moon, as well as to our local asteroid belt. This 

short amount of local colonization is about to be cut short since several surveys have completed. We've 

finished surveying Falke's O1 and O2 planets, and we've lucked out. Surveys have identified several 

very rich O2 worlds ripe for exploration. Needless to say, next month there will be considerable 

colonization in that system just for the sheer economic value that it offers. 

 

Our warp point survey has also identified another warp point in-system, leading to an as-yet unexplored 

star system. We hope for an actual habitable planet so we start setting up a proper extra solar colony. 

 

Construction command has authorized the construction of a pair of cargo freighters to lease to the CFN, 

and for later usage for shipping the population into new systems to exploit. The yards just completed 10 

Eyeball Mk 1's, which were assigned to ExRon 02 as it finished the planetary survey. 
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It is in our research department that the major problems lie. While our R&D efforts for the economic 

level as well as for new lasers and survey gear is going according to plan, our plans for datalink have 

fallen apart. Our scientists looked at the idea and realized that it just cannot be done with our 

technology. Thusly, our brains-in-a-can have moved on to look at new shield technologies. The rest of 

our brains have been put to work looking into tractor beams, and general research. Tractor beams 

would be very interesting, since they allow us not only to pull out damaged ships but also move around 

OWPs in system and even let us look into the possibilities of asteroid fortresses. The economic bureau 

seems to like the lower cost inherent in them, though I worry about their tactical applications. 

 

Turn 3 
 

Exploration Squadron 1 (ExRon 1) successfully transited into the third star system we know of, another 

red dwarf with the rest of the system filled with gas giants and ice planets with the attendant moons. 

This lack of even vaguely habitable planets is very disturbing and we hope that our physicists have not 

made a serious mistake in how solar systems form.... It would be very annoying if habitable planets are 

rarer than they think. ExRon 2 continues to survey Falke, now surveying the system's asteroid belts 

cataloguing the richest asteroids. 

 

Thankfully at least, R&D is moving along better. We expect that results could occur in either the laser 

and survey tech fields anytime now, though shield, electronic, and torpedo tech are all still in the initial 

test phases. Our laser tech is actually looking rather good. Reports from our think tank suggests that all 

that has to be fixed are some teething problems with the power generator... Apparently keeps shorting 

out and frying nearby systems with every firing. 

 

We also keep looking for more breakthroughs to enhance our research capabilities. We still haven't 

devised a way to actually develop tractor beams or the miniaturization necessary for automated 

platforms. While this is annoying, we continue to work towards the development of these technologies. 

 

The colonization effort has begun. We have sent roughly 1.5 million colonists from Fenris to the next 

system over, which has a Very Rich O2 class planet in a system with two asteroid belts. We'll name the 

planet next month once the colonists have arrived. 

 

The Construction Bureau has decided to roll out eight FT2 colonizers to help our colonization efforts 

and put more population into the next system to exploit it to the full. They have also decided to build 7 

new IUs on Fenris to help increase production. 

 

With the expansion of our markets, the corporate bigwigs are more than happy enough to shell out the 

extra money for colonization and research... 

 

Turn 4 

Officer Ranks as of Turn 4 
 

I have decided to include a list of our current ranking system for reference: 

 

Senior PackMaster 

PackMaster 

Junior PackMaster 

 

Senior PackHunter 

PackHunter 

Junior PackHunter 

 

Senior Hunter 

Hunter 

Junior Hunter 
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Our colonization of Falke continues. Our first 1.5 million colonists have touched down and commenced 

constructing a mining base. The VPs are very pleased with this development, and have authorized 

another 0.75 million people to be transported to the planet. They wanted to transport even more, but our 

resource base is spread pretty thin at this point and this was the maximum amount of production that 

they could devote to the effort. To help make up for it however they have authorized the construction 

of several factories on Falke to help increase production.  

 

R&D also continues well apace. Those power issues haven't been ironed out in the new lasers, and our 

survey hardware still isn't completely rock solid, but we're looking at some pretty good advancements 

so far. Shields and plasma torpedoes continue on schedule but are quite far away from any practical 

developments. We did achieve a breakthrough with electronic research, which is a pleasant surprise. 

Our projections for completing research in this area have been suitably bumped up. Normally this 

higher speed R&D is prohibitably expensive but our new miniaturization techniques are allowing us to 

research faster for the same relative cost.  

 

Eight FT2 (P) liners have left our shipyards and have been put into commercial service.  

 

Our WP survey in Grumman is complete, and has revealed a trio of warp points in the system. This 

leaves us with an interesting situation. We can fortify Grumman and give ourselves some strategic 

depth while securing our resource base on multiple fronts. Our long-term logistical department is 

looking into setting up a small base in-system to provide for repair and refit in system. ExRon 2 under 

Hunter Mirborg has finished her asteroid survey from last month and moved in to Grumman to probe 

the newly discovered warp points. Survey Command realized how unsafe it was when they projected 

our entire survey fleet jumping into a black hole and disappearing. Most disconcerting let me tell you. 

 

Since a probe only reveals basic information about the systems, we don't have too much to work with. 

However we do know roughly what is in each system. The first opens up to an Orange K2 and a Red 

M0 binary pair. Besides the usual gas giants and ice worlds, we have detected a super terrestrial world! 

While possessing a much higher gravity well than our home world, this is one of the best finds yet. The 

second system has a single Yellow G9 star with a pair of habitable planets! One is a super terrestrial 

world, but the other is a proper terrestrial planet! Our scientists cracked open a fairly large bottle of 

Winter Fang '47 and shared it around when news of that find was transmitted back to Survey 

Command. Colonization over the next few months could prove to be quite interesting. The final warp 

point lead to a starless area filled with a dark nebula, something quite disturbing to the probing crew. 

Our sensor ranges suffered in that nebula, and our shields failed to energize as well.... we're hoping we 

don't have to deal with combat in that nebula... 

 

My secretary has finished preparing a report to the senior VPs about establishing a forward base either 

in Grumman or in the system with the class T planet. Either way, we do need a forward base. 

 

Turn 5 
 

Another momentous month for the deWulf corporate democracy. We have successfully shipped over 

2.25 million people to Falke and production on the planet continues to climb. While we will not be able 

to turn it into a general colony it is proving to be a very economically sound investment. To this end 

another 0.75 million people have been shipped out to help colonize the planet and increase production. 

Construction of another industrial complex has been completed on the planet to help increase 

production and to take advantage of the dual asteroid belts in-system.  

 

In order to help with colonization of the newly discovered habitable planets, we have begun laying 

down another 5 cargo freighters at the Fenris yards. We do not yet know how habitable these planets 

are and are thusly planning for the worst.  

 

Research continues at its usual glacial speed. While our scientists keep insisting their technology is 

close to completion we are yet to see any actual fruits of their labour. No concept on tractor beams or 

automated platforms has proved actually applicable, and the ruling directors are considering cancelling 
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the projects. I'm going to have to convince them to continue on with the research, as these technologies 

are very crucial to our long-term plans.  

 

On a slightly more positive note our two survey fleets have transited into other systems, ExRon 1 into 

Witzig and surveying for warp points, ExRon 2 into Weyland and surveying the class T world. No 

reports have filtered back yet. 

 

Turn 6 
 

A fairly slow month compared to the last few that have happened. Surveying continues apace, with 

ExRon 1 surveying Witzig's warp points and then probing them. Two new warp points were 

discovered, one leading into a blood red emissions nebula that has been named Rotensee, and the other 

leading to a new system with a red star called Koch. Our scientists will be examining the nebula quite 

closely. We still aren't sure how these nebulas are formed, so another one gives our think tanks 

something to ponder. ExRon 2 has completed surveying both the class T and the ST worlds in the 

Weyland systems. The class T world proved to only have normal mineral levels, and the ST rich 

mineral levels, the class T will be colonized first. It has wide-open steppes with smooth breezes and 

although slightly cold, is still easily within habitable limits.  

 

To this end we are building another two of our Qv freighters to transport more people to the planet. 

While the freighters will be ready next month, we have already sent 2.1 million people to Weyland 2 to 

establish a small colony so that our claim is well established.  

 

The R&D think tanks keep working on new technology, but no substantial improvements have 

occurred. 

 

Finally, we have also authorized the construction of two new industrial complexes on Falke, since that 

is where we can get the best financial return for their construction. For once the bureaucrats can do 

something right, and if it gets me more resources to spend, then I'll do it.  

 

Turn 7 
 

This month brings us some impressive gains in the R&D department. A pair of sharp developments has 

helped us complete a project ahead of schedule. We achieved a breakthrough in plasma confinement 

technology and so we put this breakthrough to use developing better plasma torpedoes. Our scientists 

then took this breakthrough and developed the next level of torpedo technology. A fairly auspicious 

start to the month. The think tanks have also postulated a "plasma gun" that can cause a hellacious 

amount of damage at very close range. Still this new idea requires a new way of projecting a drive 

field, and without a breakthrough is impossible to realize. 

 

Surveying operations continue. ExRon 1 under Hunter Gloval is headed from Witzig to the Cloak 

Nebula via Grumman, which is fast becoming our primary nexus. ExRon 2 under Hunter Mirborg 

passed ExRon 1 in Grumman as they headed back into Witzig to survey the ST world there. 

 

Our colonizing efforts have shipped another 2.15 million colonists to Weyland 2, helping increase the 

population on planet. With several more months of this effort of colonization, we should have a proper 

small population on the planet that will be capable of self-sustained growth. 

 

Finally, we have ordered the construction of another 11 industrial complexes on Falke to help take 

advantage of the asteroid belts in system. Our bean counters assure me that this is the most economical 

way to enhance our funds... I do tend to agree, since it seems to be enhancing our bottom line much 

more effectively than anything else. 
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Turn 8 
 

The colonists that we shipped off to Weyland 2 have arrived, bringing up the planetary population to 

4.25 million people. Sadly income from this venture is not as high as the VP's had hoped. Still, we now 

have a new colony and it is producing some wealth. Its true advantages will not become known until 

some time in the future however. Because of this it has been decided to resume colonizing Falke. 

We've sent 1.55 million people over to Falke in order to enlarge the population and let us install more 

IUs on-site. That should increase our general production level considerably, when put in combination 

with the anticipated IUs.  

 

This month however, our R&D teams have outdone themselves. This month we have achieved not one 

but three technical advances, developing a new level of expertise in survey equipment, laser 

technology, and electrical components. This last development is particularly interesting as it now 

brings us within reach of datalink technology. Still however we still need breakthroughs in order to 

actually be capable of engineering this datalinking technology, but now we are indeed a step closer. 

Next month we will begin development of the actual tech systems that we have made possible this 

month. The new lasers alone are interesting, but the enhanced multiplex tracking is a nice bonus. 

 

Finally, Survey Command has finished surveying both the cloak nebula and Witzig, the former survey 

revealing a pair of warp points, the latter giving us a rich world for exploration. These new warp points 

have not been probed yet, since completing the survey took the whole month.  

 

A particularly impressive month so far. Three technological levels achieved and more colonization 

taking place. Next month should show a dramatic upswing in income, hopefully. Two things are 

looking positive with regard to next month: first, the Charts Department should have the first issue of 

the deWulf Galactic Atlas, and secondly the engineering bureau is thinking of laying down a brand new 

ship, easily 50% larger than the ones we currently have in controlled storage in Fenris orbit. Hopefully 

the budget will allow for construction to take place. If not, we may force it to be shelved in light of 

more needy matters. 

 

Turn 9 
 

First of all, I have some serious news to report. One of our senior corporations, Hyperdine, has been 

gouging our corporate government for shipping costs from Fenris to mining base Falke. They have in 

effect been charging us double for the shipping costs. This kind of arrogance is not tolerated in our 

government, though part of the matter is that they simply got caught. The executives have been arrested 

and the company resources sold out to the other corporations. They have been stricken from the records 

and will not be re-formed. 

 

(What actually happened was that I didn't notice the discount on only shipping items 1 sMP and so was 

paying double what I should have been paying) 

 

With that particularly unpleasant business behind us, we have now contracted our near-system 

colonization to another corporation, one who is not only charging the legitimate amount of money, but 

who also seems to have better in-flight meals.... 

 

We have sent another 1.5 million people to Falke, but this time have only paid for the shipping of 0.75 

million people. We are now at the half way mark with how many people this planet can support. This 

still does mean that exploitation can continue and we intend to ship more people next month.  

 

The bureau of construction is still looking at that light cruiser prototype, but the continued demands to 

expand the economy are still more important. More to the point, there are several groups in the VP 

council that seems to believe that since we haven't met any races, sentient or otherwise, that our current 

mothballed navy is all that we need, and that more ships, especially larger ones, are not needed. The 

same can be said for our requests for an advance base in Grumman. It too has been deemed 

"unnecessary" 
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Our survey groups have slowed their tempo somewhat, with ExRon 1 probing the two new warp points 

in The Cloak Nebula, one revealing an Orange K0 that our survey team has named Borodino. Borodino 

has a class T planet, though we do not know what conditions it has. The other warp point leads to a 

trinary system with a Yellow G8, a Red Dwarf M7, and a Red M2. In orbit around the yellow star are 

two class T worlds and an O2 world, which is quite an impressive discovery. The Red star has an O2 

world, and the Dwarf has the usual smattering of gas and ice worlds that our survey crews are so 

familiar with. In a decided change of pace ExRon 2, which has previously been assigned to planetary 

survey duties, has headed to Koch to survey for warp points.  

 

Research and development has sucked up quite a bit of money this month as we have started 

researching several actual components, the most expensive of these being the development of next 

generation survey gear and the technological concepts behind it. Not only that, but that means that we 

will have to re-survey most of our star systems to see if there are any warp points that we could not 

detect with our current gear. We're also developing a more powerful laser weapon, one with longer 

range and more kick. 

 

Also enclosed in this month's journal entry is a map of our current astrography. The Current colour 

code is as follows: 

Turn 9 Navigational Data 
 

Red planets:  Has O2s and/or asteroid belts  

Yellow planets:  Has O2s and/or asteroid belts and is being exploited 

Purple planets:  Starless nebulae 

Blue planets:  Habitable planets 

Green planets:  Habitable planets, colonized 

 
 

Turn 10 
 

This month is a particularly slow one, with nothing out of the ordinary happening. Quite the opposite 

considering how last month was. Industrialization continues apace in Falke, with another 14 industrial 

plants constructed. Our colonization efforts also continue and another 2.25 million people who have 

emigrated to Yutani, the name of our colony in the Weyland system. Our VPs have termed this a "long 

term" investment, since it's costing far much more than we get in return per month.  
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ExRon 1 continues its slow survey in Koch for new warp points, with nothing new to report. ExRon 2 

has moved on to Weyland from the Cloak Nebula and is surveying for warp points in the same system 

as our fledgling colony.  

 

Once again research is proving expensive. Over 751 megacredits on technical research, most of it 

working towards the enhanced survey sensor systems. Still, it does require technological concepts that 

are more advanced than our tech base is capable of easily manufacturing. We also continue developing 

our new laser emitter, which is admittedly going slow but shows promise and just might be completed 

within several months, early enough to consider inclusion into our CL prototype, assuming it ever gets 

built. 

 

We are also looking at a smaller shipyard complex that we can deploy in orbit of smaller colonies, and 

a mobile shipyard that we should be able to fit onto a CL hull, though once again all this is on the back 

burner. It all depends on how our economy goes. In any case, now that our expansion programs are 

slowing down to a less insane tempo, I've got a vacation coming up. I'm sure my secretary will hold all 

my mail while I kick back and relax away from all the corporate types that I'm continually dealing 

with. Arrivadachi~ 

 

Turn 11 
 

Yet another slow month, by all standards. Our empire is so big at the moment that we are in possession 

of more systems than we have colonies, and not for lack of any decent colonization locations. In fact 

we know of at least 4 class T planets and another 2 class ST planets. Of these, only two Ts and one ST 

have been surveyed for habitation. This translates into far more real estate than we can economically 

colonize at this time. Still, colonists continue to be shipped to the planet Yutani in the Weyland system, 

with another 2.4 million people arriving to settle. At this rate we should have the colony at a self-

sufficient level by the end of next month.  

 

Speaking of surveying, ExRon 1 has completed surveying for warp points in Weyland, detecting a 

single warp point. ExRon 2 continues surveying Koch, and should be done sometime in the next 

month. As an aside, it is nice to only have that one warp point since it does simplify our astrography 

rather easily. Single warp chains make for a much more easily defended empire. Probing this single 

warp point will have to wait till next month. 

 

As mentioned earlier, we have far more habitable worlds than the ability to colonize them. BuShips has 

authorized the construction of another pair of "Qv" class freighters to be put into the commercial pool 

to increase our lift capability.  

 

Research is continuing at the same glacial pace that it seems to enjoy, and despite having virtually 

designed the next leap in shield technology down to the bolts, and then -re-designing- them, just can't 

seem to get them up and running. With a bit of luck we might figure it out next month. As a 

consequence, I've decided to hold their paycheques until we get results, one way or the other. 

 

Finally, using the last of our free cash we have built some more factories on Falke in a continuing effort 

to maximize our yield from that otherwise barren system. Realistically, we haven't even hit the halfway 

point on our real exploitation of the system, though we will need to pay considerable amounts of 

money in order to reach that point.  
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Turn 12 
 

This month, to say the least, has made up for the comparative tranquility we've had the past few 

months. Before getting to that, I'll deal with the more mundane business. 

 

We've bought yet more factories on Falke, this time 4 more. We still haven't hit the maximum 

exploitation we can in that system, but we continue working towards it. We've also managed to find 

enough passenger space to ship another 1.1 million people to Yutani, which will finally bring it up to a 

self sustaining colony, though our choice of location may seem slightly suspect in the light of recent 

events. We have also shipped out another 1.3 million people to Falke to continue the industrial 

expansion in that system since it is still the most profitable system we have to exploit. In order to 

facilitate better exploitation of the system BuShips has acceded to BuCol's request to build more "H" 

class freighters to expand our ability to colonize hostile environments better. More haulage capacity 

means more population can be emplaced and thus begin production sooner. 

 

Our R&D has moved forward, somewhat. Our scheme for withholding paycheques has succeeded and 

we now have developed a newer, more efficient shield projection system. While it does not generate 

more shields, or stronger ones, it does however regenerate at a much faster pace and we should be able 

to retrofit our existing designs without much difficulty. It does remain to be seen how soon we will be 

able to manage this, but our scientists will look into it as soon as possible. We have also decided to start 

work on an improved tracking system that will let us engage more than two ships at a time. Our current 

version only allows us to track one extra target per installation but the next version should allow us to 

engage two targets per system, which is a 100% improvement over our current version.  

 

Our survey efforts.... yes, our survey efforts continue as planned. ExRon 2 has finally surveyed its warp 

points and has discovered one open warp point. Our probe of the Weyland warp point has netted... 

something interesting. 

 

I'll quote from the log from here on in: 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

Eyeball Mk 1 Hull Number 25 Log Entry 01/12/10 

---------------------------------------------- 

(The voices heard are from Hunter Marros (the Capt) and several bridge officers) 

 

Astrogation: Translation complete..... looks like a class E... emerging warp point is open. 

 

Sensors: Post jump complete, systems stabilizing.... okay, bringing up the survey sensors… 

 

Helm: plotting course for the primary.. 

 

Sen: Okay, looks like we have a nice single star system.. Reads to be a G6… warranty of normal 

planets... some more of those dammed Ice worlds, and a trio of gas giants... Damn two of em are 

monsters.... Getting some odd sensor readings from farther in system. 

 

Capt: Helm, take us in. 

 

Helm: Aye sir, drive to full cruise. 

 

(Several hours later) 

 

Sen: Inner system's shaping up... no asteroid belts, and I have a habitable world right in the middle of 

the liquid water zone... still getting those readings though... fine-tuning sensors now... 

 

Helm: watch~ It'll be a nice big radioactive dirt ball... 

 

Sen: sweeping... sweeping.... uhh captain, we're not alone. 
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Capt: What?!? 

 

Sen: I'm showing an energy spike. A massive one. I can't sort any one source... I'm reading plenty of 

them... The energy reading from the planet is just massive... must be billions of people there.... 

 

Capt: Very well then... Helm, put us on a course back for the warp point. Any indication that we've 

been spotted? 

 

Sen: Negative.  

 

Capt: Very well. We'll dog back to the warp point and stick our heads back in after we've reported this. 

Congratulations people, we've discovered another civilization. I think the corporate bigwigs will give 

us a few extra shares for this one.  

 

Crew: *general laughter* 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

END LOG 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Needless to say, the ruling VPs have come just shy of having a group coronary. They have a good idea 

how defenceless we are at this point, and that they have quietly sidetracked most of our finances to 

other departments obviously hasn't helped one bit.  

 

This coupled with the relative lack of survey data about their fleet (assuming they even have one to 

begin with) means that we could be looking at a very unpleasant fight in the near future. Suddenly 

many of the earlier requests to the ruling council are being reconsidered... The three items that are 

currently being looked at are the Light Cruiser prototype, a mobile shipyard design, and the 

construction of more Nail defence stations. Also under consideration as a possible long term project is 

the construction of that forward base in Grumman.  

 

A new development, one put forward by one Junior Hunter Michalson, is that we use the planetary 

industry to build a few larger bases in orbit of Yutani to provide defences. While this would be a 

particularly expensive venture, it does offer up some better prospects at defence since we can do this 

while the enemy builds up his forces. I'd prefer meeting them on the warp point but this will have to do.  

 

Finally, we have looked over the commercial tractor beam and we think that a fleet tug might be built 

with it. The tractor beam has abysmal range but should be enough to tow bases and ships. Ship 

specifications follow this entry. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Hawking Class CL                                              45 HS 

[3] Sx7Ax8HQaQa(Ia)LaLa(IaIa)LaLa(Ia)QaLa(IaIa) [4/2.25] 

Trg:1                        PV=28    Cost= 557/83.6   SL1 (Prototype hull/class cost 904 MC) 

30 HTK Sx7 Ax8 Lax5  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

BS2 - Pt-class BS2                                              60 HS/60 TS 

[0] Sx6Ax10HQaQaM1Ptax3MgMgQaQaPtax3 [0/0] 

Trg:2                        PV=27    Cost= 673/33.7   SL1 (Prototype class cost 808 MC) 

30 HTK Sx6 Ax10 Ptax6 Mgx2  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Longshoreman Tug-class DD                                       27 HS 

[3] SAAHQaQa(Ia#12)(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)Ta(Ia) [5/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=26    Cost= 510/76.5   SL1 (Prototype class cost 612 MC) 

24 HTK Sx1 Ax2 Tax1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Welder-class FT4                 (AC)                           30 HS 

[3] H(SYM)Qa(Ia)(Ia)(Ia) [3/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=17    Cost= 331/13.6   SL1 (Prototype class cost 452 MC) 

4 HTK (SYM)x1  
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Turn 13 
 

Ah, the glories of first contact... kind of. Our first contact team with ExRon 02 has moved in to Sintilla 

to initiate first contact. I'll add on a quote from the contact ship:  

 

---------------------------------------------- 

Eyeball Mk 1 Hull Number 54 Log Entry 01/13/10 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Hunter's Log 

 

We've been in the contact system for about a month now... no luck establishing contact with the other 

race yet. We've been trying all sorts of things, with prime numbers being the first thing off the mark, 

but somehow they don't seem to understand. It's mind-boggling. I mean, prime numbers, those 

wonderful mathematical constants, none of them worked. Pi, e, root 2, nada.  

 

The ships aren't particularly impressive either. They are quite possibly the worst kept ships in 

existence... Even our corporations maintain their ships better. The ships are dented, duct-taped, and 

even rusted. Don't ask me how they got rusted. The hulls aren't atmospheric-capable. There's really no 

way they can rust. At all. I'm going to kick this issue back to the scientists. Maybe they can figure out 

how the hell that is possible. I'm heading back to Comms, perhaps they had some luck decoding the 

latest transmission. 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

End Log Entry 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Other parts of our economy are progressing normally, even though we aren’t exactly in an expansionist 

mode like in the previous months. The only colonists shipped out this month were 1.6 million people 

out to Fenris to complete the mining colony on site.  It is now at the maximum amount of people it can 

support. We might consider shipping more colonists to the very rich moons in the system, but that can 

wait until we have finished with industrializing this system. Speaking of which, we've ordered another 

9 factories built in Falke to continue our build-up in the system.  

 

Research continues anew, and it would seem that our scientists are delivering this month. While we 

have only developed a more enhanced knowledge of boat bays, our theoreticians have indeed delivered 

this month. We have not only discovered how to research automated platforms, but we have also had a 

breakthrough that allows us to actually design datalink. This one development is a massive 

technological leap is an amazing force multiplier. The ability to link up our ships and have them fire 

simultaneously is nigh-unholy, and frankly I love it. Research into AP will be eventually done, but 

realistically, we are going to be putting our resources into datalink and new ship designs. 

 

As you might have guessed, our survey fleets are being manoeuvred around somewhat. ExRon 1 has 

been pulled back to Fenris. Officially, we're going to give a parade to the ship that successfully 

discovered the new race. I'm not going to deny them that, but as soon as the festivities die down that 

exploration fleet's going into mothballs with the resulting funds being put into reactivation of part of 

our wartime fleet. I'm torn between un-mothballing our short range laser warships, or the longer ranged 

plasma torpedo destroyers. Thankfully I don't have to make that decision yet, but it will have to be 

made eventually. Personally I'm leaning towards the laser destroyers. They're slightly more 

economical, and we should have a new laser emitter out of R&D soon that can be retrofitted onto the 

new design. Plus we have more of them; so losing a few won't be quite as bad.  

 

I'm going to talk to the ruling VPs soon about my plans. I might be able to wrangle some funding next 

month for some mobile shipyards. They won't be as capable as our bigger fixed ones, but they just 

might be more useful than the fixed yards.... after all, these ones will be mobile. 
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Turn 14 
 

Our military mobilization continues this month. Our survey ships are now being mothballed in Fenris 

orbit to lower out current maintenance budget. Next month we will commence recommissioning our 

warships. The first ships that will be recommissioned are our long-range plasma torpedo destroyers, 

and then our laser destroyers, which will need a refit almost as soon as they leave the shipyard. This 

staggered deployment will allow us to field the majority of our fleet without putting undue pressure on 

our shipyards.  

 

Firstly, we still have not established contact with the unknown aliens, though they do seem intent on 

continuing efforts. Our scientists have indeed concluded that their ships are indeed rusted, and have 

ID's weak points in their environmental plants that seem to cause the water leakage.  

 

Our research and development efforts are what have truly shined this month. We recently hired a new 

researcher, one Ken Lam. Personally I think we've hit a minor goldmine with this guy. I don't comment 

on individual researchers too much, but he's almost single-handedly given us a whole whack of 

advances. First off, he suggested use of an innovative focusing system that has enhanced our laser 

technology, and given us a new, longer-range laser that is ready to be mounted on our ships.  This 

single development snowballed into a new method for dealing with light in general, and ended up 

removing a massive bottleneck in our economic technology level, leading us to our new level called EL 

3. Lastly, this leap in technological understanding has allowed us to modify the drive field to let us 

develop plasma guns. A truly inspiring technological tour de force! 

 

Lastly, on our construction effort, we have begun construction of a pair of mobile shipyards to aid in 

the construction of defence bases in the Weyland system. We have also begun construction of another 

laser destroyer to help bolster our fleet. 

 

Turn 15 
 

With our achievement of EL 3, our economies planet side have achieved a fairly impressive boost to 

their economy, causing an estimated 900 MC of additional income. Our economy has also grown, with 

us building 32 industrial plants on Falke to maximize its output and another 8 on the home world.  

 

At the suggestion of one of our financial planners, I've decided to instead scrap all of ExRon 1 instead 

of mothballing them. While this means we will have to rebuild our survey fleet, it also means that we 

have a substantial boost to our economy this month. Hunter Gloval will be appointed commander of 

DestRon 2 as soon as it is unmothballed next turn. 

 

Construction continues in our shipyards, with the new Welder (SYm) class ships being completed next 

month, as well as one Manos class DD. We've used some of the resources from the scrapped ships to 

recommission 5 Slingshot DD's, as well as begin construction of a pair of Nail BS0s. Both the 

Slingshots and the Nails will be headed to the Weyland-contact warp point, holding position on the 

Weyland side. While the Nails finish next month along with the Welders, the base stations will be 

disassembled for shipment through the CFN to the warp point where the Welders will reassemble them.  

 

Our R&D efforts continue, but without the spectacular successes as last month. This is partly due to the 

fact that we just haven't advanced the remainder of our projects to such a level that they can actually be 

finished. Still, this has not prevented us from starting new projects, and our current level of extra 

capital has allowed us to begin researching a staggering amount of new technologies. Our think tanks 

are simultaneously working on a previously discovered method of shield regeneration, an advanced 

understanding of electronics that would give us an even more advanced form of multiplex tracking and 

a powerful communications suite that would let us actually send long range signals clear across a star 

system. That think tank even thinks that a short-range re-usable drone system could allow it to 

communicate across warp points! Truly amazing! We've also begin researching automated platforms, 

and this would let us install long range drones and navigation buoys in our systems to enhance 

navigation and give our exploration fleets an effective method of long range communication. Lastly, 

our techs have stumbled across the idea of having external ordinance racks onboard our ships, allowing 
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us to get a harder punch in at the beginning of combat. However due to the size of our plasma 

torpedoes we would only be able to carry one extra torpedo on the outside of the hull. Still, this 

technology is promising and we have begun research into the necessary hardware.  

 

Finally, a proposal has been put foreword to design an even larger class of ship termed a "Heavy 

Cruiser" that is far more massive than even the proposed light cruiser. I have to admit that the larger 

hull would allow us to have an impressive throw-weight for our ships, and our scientists do not believe 

that the Heavy Cruiser hull will be outdated anytime soon.  I have deferred construction of the Light 

Cruiser prototype till we have a comparative CA design.  

 

Finally, our communication with the aliens has taken a promising turn. We have established partial 

communications! We have visual contact, and I have to admit these aliens look... disturbing. They look 

like blobs of geletan that extrude tentacles at need. This might account for the seemingly high levels of 

liquid that the ships seem to have stored in their life support systems. We have also had some success 

passing across basic ideas and concepts, and Hunter Mirborg is quite ecstatic about this. She even 

seems to have simple phrases and concepts going back and forth with some degree of accuracy. We 

look foreword to achieving full communications with this race so that we may begin trading with them.  

 

Oh, as a last note, I noticed that I neglected to include a summary of our naval forces several months 

ago. I've attached it below: 

 

Fleet Composition as of Turn 15 
 

Designation  Contents   Status 

 

DestRon 1  10x Manos Class DDs Mothballed 

Destron 2  5x Slingshot Class DDs Recommissioning 

 

ExRon 1   50x Eyeball EX  Scrapped 

ExRon 2   20x Eyeball EX  In Service 

 

Fenris Yards  1x ISS   In Service 

 

CFN Fleet  9x "H" Class FT2  On loan to CFN 

   12x "Qv" Class FT2 On loan to CFN 

 

Turn 16 
 

This month our available cash broke the 6 billion dollar mark, something I hadn't expected to happen 

for some time. Of course last month's scrapping of a large portion of our survey fleet had something to 

do with this. Industrially, we've begun construction of another 10 factories on Fenris. I'd like to build 

them in a place where we could get a better return, but our home world is the best place now that Falke 

has been maxed out. 

 

Our research and development efforts continue and have borne some impressive fruit. This month we 

achieved an amazing breakthrough with datalink technology achieving a stunning breakthrough and 

have developed the necessary technology to develop a basic datalink system. Research will begin next 

month on the actual component. Having datalinked ships promises to make our ships that much more 

powerful in combat, especially when our plasma torpedo armed ships get it. While on the subject of 

plasma, we've also begun looking into plasma guns as an armament for some of our close-range ships.  

 

We have also developed an improved multiplex system capable of tracking two targets in addition to 

the ship's inherent sensor systems. This system will not be implemented until our ships throw large 

enough salvos to warrant the additional tracking time. Finally, our scientists have broken through and 

are now ready to develop capital sensors, a system that lets us track ships at extremely long range 

compared to our own system. The most basic capital sensor system should be able to track ships as far 

away as 12 light minutes. Quantum leaps in sensor technology don't get better than this.  
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In the shipyards orbiting Fenris, we've finished building the first two of our Welder mobile SYMs and 

assigned them to ConRon 1 (construction squadron 1). They were then dispatched to the Weyland 

system to get ready for the soon to be arriving crated Nail BS0s. 2 BS0s themselves were completed 

and the shipyards have gone to start crating them up and prepping them for shipment to the system. 

They should be ready for shipment by the time the construction ships arrive. We've also begun building 

another two Welder mobile SYMs to help disassemble the current defences in the Fenris system and 

ship them to the Grumman system as the next line of defence. 

 

Another two BS0s are being built so that they can be later crated and shipped to Weyland to bolster 

their defences. One Manos class DD also commissioned this month and has been added to DestRon 1, 

which is currently in the process of being re-commissioned.  

 

Finally, and this is a truly great thing, I have convinced the ruling VPs to pry out some money from 

their precious R&D (not like I don't like having new toys...) and given the go-ahead to begin 

construction of our Hawkins Class CL prototype. It will be ready in some 4 months, but this offers us 

some truly hardy and tough hardware to take into battle should we need it. Somehow I hope that we 

won't really need it... 

 

Turn 17 
 

This month is one filled with quiet. One might say that it's a month of rest, and I have to admit it's nice 

to have. Our economy has stabilized at an output of about 4700 Mc with all sources included, with 

maintenance of 1181 Mc.  

  

Of course, research is the second most expensive department, with expenses running up to 1950 Mc, 

including the costs of working towards a more modern industrial base. This month one of our most 

important projects was successfully completed. Our development of a newer, more sensitive survey 

suite was completed. This new "Xb" sensor suite allows us to detect previously undetectable warp 

points and lets us survey faster as an added bonus. The higher processing speed lets us make use of 

every single day. Previously the slower processing speed forced us to waste several days each month 

when we transited into a new system to survey.  

  

We've also begun research into datalink hardware this month. While we're accelerating the project, it 

will still take a few months for the kinks to be worked out and the system put into general production. 

Once it is fully operational, we will be refitting all our designs to have datalink, with priority to our 

plasma torpedo destroyers. We'll also be able to commence construction of our heavy cruiser prototype, 

since the only component missing from the current design is the datalink system.  

  

Since our first ConRon will be arriving in Weyland at the end of this month, the first two crated Nails 

are being shipped to Weyland and will be assembled on the warp point leading to the aliens. I'll look at 

respective costs next month for assembly, but if I can get them up and running sooner, then I'm willing 

to pay a premium for assembly. As for the rest of our construction, our shipyards remain relatively 

busy, with a Longshoreman tug commencing construction at the Fenris yards. Next month we should 

be completing construction of another 2 Welder class mobile SYMs. Those ones will be set upon 

crating up the Fenris warp point defence and getting them ready to defend the future site of the 

Grumman Fleet base.  

  

Finally, we've pulled out of mothballs 5 of our Manos class DDs. While these ships are rather 

antiquated compared to the current levels of technology, we will be sending them up to Yutani to show 

the flag, and to cover our asses should the aliens get hostile. Hunter Mirborg assures me this is not the 

case, though our ability to communicate has not improved since last month.  

  

Next month I'll be looking more closely at our fleet and seeing how I might be able to fine-tune the 

current set-up.... 
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Turn 18 
 

Several interesting things happened this month, though I'll get rid of the more monotonous bits out of 

the way first. Our efforts to achieve first contact have still not borne fruit, though efforts continue. 

Hunter Minborg assures me that progress is being made, though she also states that the Sintillans, as 

they seem to call themselves, seem to be more determined than normal.  

 

Our shipyards continue to build, with our prototype light cruiser Hawking commissioning next month, 

as well as our prototype Longshoreman Tug. We've also ordered the construction of another Manos DD 

and five Eyeball Mk 2 explorers. ConRon One now arrived in the Weyland - Sintalla warp point (on 

the Weyland side) has also received two crated Nail BS0s and is currently fast assembling them. They 

should be ready for next month. Another two Nails are en route via the CFN and they should be 

assembled by the end of next month.  

 

Our research efforts continue on a wide selection of technologies, and surprisingly this is the first time 

we have used almost all of our research facilities. Only one Science Academy remains un-used, and 

that is only because the SA is incapable of conducting actual technical development of hardware. 

Development of a faster-regenerating shield system has been completed this month, and will be refitted 

onto all our ships and bases by the end of the month. Our scientists have also broken through a problem 

in tractor beams and power-to-weight ratios that were restricting us from developing more effective 

tractor beams.  

 

We have discovered that a SYM is not the most efficient way to assemble ships, but a newly available 

system know as a machine shop should be able to assemble and repair systems at three times the speed 

of a SYM, at the expense of being able to build new hulls. Research into this hardware has 

commenced, and should be completed in about four months.  

 

What makes this month interesting was a recent discovery made by a corporate survey crew on Falke. 

A survey crew under the command of Junior Hunter Magnan, while in the process of surveying for a 

new series of surface mines, hit a hard block with the survey drill. After trying with several bits, and 

determining that the blocking material was only 12 meters underground, he summoned a ground 

penetrating radar unit to examine. Consensus showed that this was an underground vault, though what 

it held was unknown. Digging commenced the next day at a conjectural access point, and after several 

hours a large hatch was found. Poking and prodding forced it to open and divulge its contents. Inside 

were 53 plasma torpedo launchers of an advanced design compared to those our fleet uses. Some of 

these torpedoes are going to be shipped out to R&D labs to be disassembled so that we can learn how 

to maintain them, while others are going to be sent to our fleet to be retrofitted onto newer designs. A 

rather serendipitous bit of luck, but one that also throws off most of our research and fleet designs in 

one fell swoop. 

 

As for our naval deployments, we've reinstated Hunter Gloval in command of Destroyer Squadron 2 

(formerly in command of Exploration Squadron 1) and deployed him as a forward picket in Weyland to 

help cover our forts as they are building. We've also designated the two new Welder SYMs as 

Construction Squadron 2 under the command of Hunter Mainwaring.  

 

Fleet Disposition as of Month 18 
 

DesRon 1 Mothballs 5x Manos DDs 

DesRon 2 Active  6x Manos DDs 

DesRon 3 Active  5x Slingshot DDs 

 

ConRon 1 Active  2x Welder SYMs 

ConRon 2 Active  2x Welder SYMs 
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Turn 19 
 

Another slow month this year, with our collective population a staggering 3030.8 PU, with a monthly 

income of 4840 Mc. Our military grows stronger this month with the completion of our first Hawking 

Class CL, and five of our new Eyeball Mk 2 survey craft. Our prototype tugboat, the first 

Longshoreman, has also left the slipways.  

 

Research efforts have also progressed well this month, with no less than three separate research bureaus 

delivering completed technology. This month research into Za, our first datalink system, has been 

completed. The needed software and hardware links for XO racks have also been completed and are 

now ready for use. Lastly, research into the theory of Plasma Guns has been completed and all that is 

needed is the development of an actual plasma gun. Preliminary data suggests that these guns have 

abysmal range and accuracy, but the damage throughput is particularly nasty, especially compared to 

the size of the gun. A large battery of PGs would be quite nasty to deal with. 

 

I have also arranged to have all those discovered Ptb's shipped back to Fenris in order to have them 

analyzed and then loaded onto our newer designs. We've worked something rather interesting as well. 

Due to the acquisition of these Ptbs, we can skip the Mk 2 Slingshot design and go right to the Mk 3 

design, which features the Ptb's, datalink, extra armor, and external ordinance racks. 

 

Surprise in Sintilla and Weyland 
 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Explorer 61, Sintilla space 

 

The single sleek deWulf EX lies floating in space mere light seconds away from it's counterpart from 

the Sintillan government. Aboard, first contact efforts continue.  

 

"So... anything new from our friendly neighbourhood blobs?" chimed Hunter Mirborg to her comms 

officer. "Hah~ high command would have you strung up if they heard you say that... um... nothing to 

report sir." Junior Hunter Ismir playfully snapped back. "Ahh..." he continued, "we're getting 

something from their survey ship... patching through visual" The picture that was coming in was 

almost... childish, and quite crudely done. One of the blobs was holding up a series of pictures. The 

first illustrated their two ships pointing at each other, while the second featured a trio of larger ships 

appearing on the Sintillan side. The third showed a trio of bright red lines reaching out from the new 

ships to the deWulf ship, and the final picture showed just the four Sintillan ships. The Sintillan 

holding the picture then dropped the last one, waved a cluster of tentacles in the direction of the visual 

pickup, and killed the feed. 

 

"Is it just me, or does anyone else get the feeling that we're on the butt end of a colossal joke?" chimed 

Ismir "Oh, I think it's a bit worse than that" replied Mirborg "I remember the tentacle waving thing 

from a month ago... think of it as their equivalent of giving us the finger" "How do you remember that 

one Sir?" asked Ismir. "Oh, in every language one learns, it's the insults that stick the most. Now, I 

think they basically pulled the welcome mat out from under us. Let's~" Mirborg was cut off by a new 

voice from farther down the bridge. 

 

"NEW CONTACTS! Plotting designating as Sierra 1, 2, and 3. Classified as Frigates, emissions not 

recognized by the comp, but am detecting weapon ports!" Tactical kept on yelling as the three frigates 

closed in, already at 8 LS and closing fast. Hunter Mirborg rapped out another order, this one with far 

more feeling than she thought possible. 

 

"Schiese! Get this tub around and into the warp point! Schnell Schnell Schnell!" 

 

This was too little too late, as the three frigates closed up to 2.5 light seconds and cut loose with a trio 

of X-ray lasers that cored into the ship, ignoring the pitiful shielding that the scout had. The scout just 

managed to get around and on course as the three frigates closed up to .75 light seconds and unleashed 

another volley. The lasers, unaffected by attenuation, were an obscene overkill. The explorer came 
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apart amidships as structural integrity collapsed and the drive engine detonated, scattering the 

remaining debris. There were no survivors, no drones. 

 

The rest of the fleet formed up, 13 frigates including the three hatchet men. They all formed up on the 

warp point, and commenced transiting. 

 

 

Destroyer Manos, DestRon 02 flag, Weyland space:  

  Weyland/Sintilla WP 

 

Hunter Gloval sat on the bridge of the Manos, watching as a pair of Welder mobile SYMs assembled 

another pair of BS0's .25 LS from the warp point. "mm~ slow day today" groused Gloval as his XO 

walked up behind him. Commander Ryyson replied, "yah, and this month's supply run has already gone 

through and returned... Unless Mirborg has some kind of breakthrough, we'll be saddled with having 

her scouts rubbernecking around our perimeter." "Amen to that one Ryyson, amen. Let's hope we get 

this blasted contact mission over with so we can get back to the yards for refit." 

 

The pleasant banter was broken as a harsh alarm rang throughout the hull and cries of "Transit! 

Unknown Transit!" were shouted out from the sensor officer. A full 12 frigates poured out from the 

warp point in random directions, scattered by the warp surge. Only two ships managed to make it to 

battle stations, the DD Hand and one of the base stations. The Glove opens up on one of the FG's, but 

causes no appreciable damage. A frigate fires back, cratering the armour on the DD Glove, but integrity 

holds. The base station fires on another frigate but fails to damage. Even with the transit disorientation, 

the Frigates open up on targets of opportunity. The Glove takes a plasma torpedo hit and then another 

hit from the X-ray lasers but shields hold and the armor belt remains intact. The Torgo suffers a pair of 

X-ray hits but remains intact as she races to combat stations. The Hand is then hit by a laser but shrugs 

off the blow. The Torgo is then singled out by another plasma torpedo but the shields continue to hold 

despite the damage. 

 

The DD Mitten suddenly reaches general quarters and begins accelerating into the fight from her 

position 1.25 LS from the warp point as the Sintillan fleet mills around about 2 LS from the point, 

spreading out haphazardly. A final enemy frigate transits the warp point and charges off into the melee. 

DD Manos also reaches general quarters and reaches out for a laser-armed frigate, cratering the armor 

but leaving it otherwise intact. The Mitten locks up the same frigate and hammers at its armor some 

more but fails to punch through. The Hand is the target of another laser as its armor melts off in rivulets 

into space but the tough belt still holds. The Glove takes a torpedo but the shields shrug off the blow. 

Destroyer 5, the Arm, takes its first damage with a laser and a torpedo, but neither fails to punch 

through the armor belt or the shielding.  

 

Destroyer 3, DNS Hand reaches general quarters, as does the other base station. The Manos and the 

Glove attempt to form up and provide some solid resistance as the Hand takes a plasma torpedo, 

struggling to get to battle stations. The Mitten locks up a nearby frigate and cores it with a trio of lasers 

at close range leaving it streaming atmosphere. She's hit back in kind but her heavy armor belt holds. 

The Manos opens up on the same frigate she fired on earlier, slamming with more photons but only 

scorches the armor. The Hand absorbs another hit, air streaming as her cargo hold vents to space. Her 

attacker suddenly suffers a massive explosion that tears her apart and leaves her drifting. Another X-ray 

blast from yet another frigate smashes through engine rooms as the drive field wavers. The Mitten's 

luck runs out as she catches a laser point blank leaving her without armor and losing precious drive 

rooms.  

 

The Hand, locked in close combat with a flurry of frigates, takes a hit and loses more drive rooms 

slowing her to a crawl as she retaliates and hammers the offending frigate with more laser fire. Another 

frigate locks her up and hoses her with neutral particles, melting off the destroyer's armament. The 

Manos, Glove, and Arm manage to get into tight formation and select an isolated frigate and hammers 

it with lasers, crippling it as it vents atmosphere and heaves as another engine fails. Base station two 

watches as a frigate carelessly coasts into range and opens fire, crippling engines. The Hand, dodging a 

flurry of plasma torpedoes, weaves when it should have swerved and catches a torpedo amidships, 

knocking down shields. 
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The destroyer Torgo finally goes to battle stations as the engineer finishes off a bottle of Jack Daniel's 

and decides to start taking orders. Six frigates begin to gang up on the Hand, as it opens up on a frigate 

at point blank and watches as it streams atmosphere from its holed hull. The Arm resumes its 

impressive weaving and slams its beams into another frigate and watches as the DF wavers. The Glove 

watches as a torpedo homes in on it and smashes aside the armor and opens her hold to space, people 

and supplies rushing out as it decompresses. The Manos smashes back and makes the offending frigate 

vent atmosphere. The Hand is once again singled out and is hit repeatedly by laser beams, knocking out 

almost all her engines and weapons.  

 

The Hand succumbs to the overwhelming weight of fire as she is torn apart by lasers and plasma 

torpedoes, with only a scattering of debris. Base Station 2 takes a pair of plasma torpedoes but the 

armor holds. Another one flies in and impacts, shattering the armor and venting the hold. Base Station 

1 takes a laser hit that scorches the armor, softening it up as another laser blasts through the remaining 

armor belt and punches into the crew quarters, incinerating anyone not already at combat stations. The 

Glove takes another laser hit and loses her armament as the ship starts to get out of combat. Another 

one of the enemy frigates shudders, but stays intact. On the bridge of the Manos, Hunter Gloval sees 

the mounting losses and orders the fleet to break contact, but against the faster and more manoeuvrable 

frigates, he has serious doubts if this can be achieved. 

 

The remainder of the fleet splits up onto different headings, hoping to draw the frigates apart and to 

escape the area. The Torgo suffers multiple engine hits as she begins to de-tune her engines, slowing to 

a crawl. The Arm looses crimson death on a pursuing frigate and punches through her armoured hull 

and watches as she begins venting air. The frigate responds as she burns away the Arm's armor and 

watches as she bleeds atmosphere. The remaining destroyers commence de-tuning to try to escape. 

 

The Arm manages to wreck a Sintillan frigate, even through the distorted drive field as she takes more 

hits to her internal systems, the Torgo suffering the same fate from a flurry of torpedoes. The Arm 

attempts to do this again, but misses the frigate wide. The Torgo however is bracketed by a pair of 

plasma torpedoes and explodes, breaking in half as the hull comes apart. The Manos, now streaming 

air, is trapped by a pack of frigates and is torn to shreds like a small rabbit being eaten by wolves. The 

Arm, still limping, manages to dodge a ramming frigate as it pours energy fire into the ship. The 

Mitten's luck seems to have disappeared again as she takes heavy engine damage. With her as the last 

craft to have had a chance of escape, DestRon Two's fate is sealed. The Arm dies to an X-ray laser 

from the rear starboard quarter, the beam punching straight through, skewering the hull before it breaks 

in two and explodes. The Mitten, still trying to break contact, cannot dodge the two plasma torpedoes 

that streak in and impact on her stern. Her drive field falters, shudders, and the ship literally 

disintegrates.  

 

With armed resistance over in less than 6 minutes, the Sintillan navy chases down the fleeing 

construction ships and destroys them. The half built base stations prove even less of a challenge. 

However, unbeknownst to the attacking fleet, the remains of Hunter Mirborg's ExRon 2 have been 

loitering on the fringe of the battle and had managed to receive combat updates as the fleet transmitted 

it in wideband, and remained to detect the last of the Omega buoys. As soon as the last of the data was 

received from the Mitten's omega buoy, the fleet fled at full power back to Fenris. They had 

disappeared from the Sintillan sensors before they could be identified, and with their superior strategic 

speed, transited into Grumman without revealing the location of the warp point. 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Journal of SPM Rollen, continued 

 

Hrm~ well... I didn't plan on making another entry to the log this month, but as one might be able to 

tell, events seem to dictate that I respond. Our losses were, for lack of a better word, total. Six 

destroyers, four base stations, and two of our mobile shipyards lost in less than six minutes. Not to 

mention the loss of two experienced survey commanders. Frankly, that we even managed to gain some 

information about the enemy ships was a minor miracle. We don't know much more than they use 

frigates and the same plasma torpedoes as we do. Their lasers have much farther range than ours, with 

more damage, but our scientists assure me that those emitters shouldn't be possible on their designs. 

One more imponderable to ponder. 
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Since our scouts managed to outstrip them and get to the warp point far ahead of them, we do know 

that they will have to survey, and that buys us some time. Next month, our tech programs are going to 

be scaled back. If it doesn’t have immediate relevance to the war effort, it will be cut to half the current 

funding. We have also authorized construction on a new pair of Hawking CLs in the shipyards, and 

begun construction of new shipyard modules to expand our shipyard to allow us to accommodate more, 

and larger ships. Lastly, I have placed our surviving naval units, DestRon 1, our completed Manos 

destroyer, and the prototype Hawking in a mixed squadron for drilling under Junior Packhunter Marcus 

Phelan for drilling. 

 

We cannot allow them securing Grumman. If they do, then our ability to expand is removed. 

Completely. Once we have trained our current ships to some level of competence, and retrofitted them 

with the newest hardware we have (this goes especially well for the newer Slingshots) then we will 

move them to the Grumman system to secure the system. 

 

 

Turn 20 
 

As per the constitutional covenant of 2049 (year -1 pre-space) the ruling CEO council has declared a 

State Of Threat, and is now placing all government control in the nominal hands of the deWulf Armed 

Forces. Bureaucrats will continue with the day to day operations, but command now lies with the joint 

corporate-military council comprised of 5 military officers and 4 CEOs who are cycled through on a 

monthly basis. The chairman of the council is the CNO of the deWulf navy, me. 

 

Or that's the official version of things. In reality this just means that everyone's realized that they've 

gotten themselves into a tight spot and they need the navy to pry them out. They're still bickering, but 

they at least have the sense to keep it out of my way. Frankly, if we live through this mess I'm going to 

be quite impressed with myself. Of course they'll put the victory on their own sagacious plans, or some 

crap like that. Ignoring everyone who died in the process of course, just to save their own asses. 

Regardless, I now have their undivided support. Amazing what a simple threat to one's bank account 

can accomplish. 

 

Now, on to more pressing matters. With the loss of contact with Yutani, we've lost about 230 Mc of 

income. However, this small amount is balanced by the much larger loss in maintenance with all of 

DestRon 02 being lost in combat. While we completed construction of a Manos class DD, most of our 

yard space is choked with building the two Hawking CLs. We've already got one shipyard module 

under construction, and it will be installed next turn. I've also managed to somehow squeeze in some 

unmothballing, getting the last of our Manos class DD's out of storage and into some kind of combat-

ready form. The only place that we could get funds for this was by selling off some 27 factories on 

Fenris to supply the necessary capital. The battle in Yutani shows that they are not truly front-line 

material, but are quite capable of holding the line and stopping anyone from breaking through. 

 

On our research front, no new breakthroughs have been achieved. While we have technical data for the 

Ptb's, we haven't decided to accelerate development yet. Research into electronics, as well as automated 

platforms have been cut back by about 50% to save some costs. Other projects, such as plasma guns, 

the plasma torpedoes, machine shops, and advanced sensors continue as planned. We did suffer a delay 

with our plasma gun research when a containment bottle failed and took out a portion of the laboratory. 

That portion happened to include the prototype. No damage was registered to the lab, and no personnel 

were seriously injured, but all of this month's work has been effectively lost, and it will take some time 

to reach the same level that we were at. Still, the relatively small scale of the prototype and the relative 

damage does bode well for when we actually deploy this weapon. As a final note, we took one of our 

Ptb's and disassembled it in our shipyard. While our scientists haven't figured out how to build or 

support this weapon, we now have solid tech data on the weapon and can make some educated guesses 

as to its range and yield. 

 

As a true example of square pegs in round holes, one thing that our CEO overseers managed to ram 

through this month was colonization of one of the many very rich moons in the Falke system. While it 

cost over 1900 Mc, it gets us a fully colonized moon, ripe for industrial emplacement. We had the PTU 

already sitting in stasis for god knows how long... might as well get some use out of them. 
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I want to upgrade all of our ships to a newer standard, either the newer Mk 3 version for the Slingshots, 

or just a simple weapon upgrade for the Manos DDs, but I don't have the shipyard space for the 

upgrades, and it would take some two months of yard time to upgrade the Slingshots. Everything other 

than the shielding and armour belt is being remounted or replaced, and that takes time we don't have. 

Next month I will be ordering my ships forward into Grumman and drilling them at the Grumman-

Falke warp point to try and bring them up to some level of competence. 

 

Obviously this doesn't help too much, especially since I will be standing on the defensive with a big 

neon sign over my head saying "Warp point over here". So, I am commencing Operation Buttercup. 

The name, along with the general idea, is from of one of our lower level staffers. We've slipped our last 

two mobile shipyards, and our prototype tug into Grumman. They're headed into the system's sole 

asteroid belt about 8 LM from the star, on a heading that keeps them as far away from the Falke and 

Weyland warp points. Their sealed orders are to lie doggo, and core out a small asteroid to turn into a 

fortress. We'll try to ship in pre-built parts from Fenris to speed completion, once the asteroid is ready 

to have them installed. 

 

Foydya-class Astr                                               75 HS/75 TS 

[0] SSSSSAx15YaHMgM2MgLbx4Ptbx6Qa [0/0] 

Trg:3                        PV=33    Cost= 821/24.7   SL4 

36 HTK Sx5 Ax15 Ptbx6 Mgx2 Lbx4 Yax1 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Thankfully asteroid forts don't need prototyping. Anyway, once the fort is completed, it will be towed 

to the Weyland warp point and sit there, cutting off traffic into Grumman. Should the situation need it, 

the construction fleet will head back to the belt and manufacture another one. The beauty of this plan is 

that they won't know that the fort is operational until it's on the warp point, and even while it's being 

towed it will be capable of defending the construction fleet and the tug. Should we be pushed out of 

Grumman, it should have enough supplies to remain operational AND be capable of cutting off the 

enemy's supply route in turn, allowing us to mount a counter stroke. 

 

Second ExRon, under command of Hunter Magnan, has been ordered to move out to another outlying 

system past Grumman, a system that we only barely charted, called Grant. Grant is a trinary system 

with a pair of habitable planets, and an asteroid belt. Excellent fodder for a new colony, should we 

survive the war. First ExRon, the remnants of Hunter Mirborg's command, are to be scrapped in Fenris 

orbit so we can use the materials to help build another shipyard slip in orbit of the planet. The sum of 

our navy is still being drilled under Junior Packhunter Marcus Phelan, and some results are being 

noticed. Exact details follow later in the report. 

 

Lastly, I'm adding some general information on our current fleet levels and technological standing. To 

save me some time, I've just copied the opening briefs from the full reports. No sense in wasting effort. 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT: dWN Strength and Readiness Report  

 

"..., which brings me to our current deployment strength. Our active combat forces are limited to a 

grand total of seven destroyers and a light cruiser, about half of which is currently certified for combat 

deployment. With the loss of half of our destroyer compliment, we are pulling the last of our early 

destroyers from mothballs, and are currently building another two light cruisers. Ideally, these ships 

will be put through an aggressive training and drilling procedure to bring them to combat readiness. 

Non combat forces comprise of 19 outmoded survey ships that will be scrapped to expand the 

shipyards.  The rest of the support fleet consists of a pair of mobile medium shipyards and a tugboat. 

Naval doctrine..." 

 

ATTACHMENT: dWCD R&D Report  

 

"Our continued efforts to expand our knowledge and technological capabilities are going about as well 

scheduled as research can go. While we suffer failures in several of our endeavours over the past few 

months, most of our work is poised to bear fruit. With war officially declared, most non-combat 
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hardware and theories have suffered a cutback in funding, much to the chagrin of my co-workers. The 

reduction in theoretical breakthrough R&D is most distressing as it is this that gives us the truly new 

technology that you, the navy continue to demand. We despair that more funding is being diverted 

away right when it is needed most. You must remember that wars are not just won on the battlefield, 

but in the research labs as well! Failure to increase funding could cause serious problems in the 

future..." 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Planet Yutani, Sector Gamma-Seven-Niner 

After Combat Report, Sintallan LZ "Hotspur" 

 

"Damn... I never thought I'd see action... Hell, I'm just a bloody rentacop writ large. I sell insurance for 

god's sake… You can imagine my bloody surprise when I get called up and told to report to the 

barracks double time and get ready. So anyway, we get our asses out to the barracks, and they tell us 

that PTC (that's planetary traffic control to you noobs) has detected a convoy of freighters headed in 

and being escorted by a pair of frigates. So we get loaded into a pair of hover APCs and get driven out 

to one of the projected LZs outside of Vergint. We're hunkered down in one of these little foxholes we 

get told to dig, and watch as their lumbering freighters drop their cargo. Makes me wish we had 

something more powerful than a SADAR to scratch the paint. Anyways, so a freighter drops off the 

troops and they start moving in on Vergint like they own the place.  

 

Goddam blobbies came in green and stupid. Soon as they crossed our perimeter we just opened up on 

em like it was training day at the range. Man, I know I've been told that those fuzed rounds on our 

M41A's were nasty, but against those blobs it was murder. One, two of those things hit em and they 

just burst like water balloons. Then our SADARs went for their tanks as they tried to support their 

troops. They got opened up faster than a keg of beer in the barracks. It was a bloody massacre. We 

bagged about 260 of them blobs and a full 10 of their combined APC/Tanks. I hear we got the best kill 

ratio for the initial drop. Only 2 dead for us, and one of em was from a lucky shot from a blobbie tank. 

He took a full 90mm shell to the torso. Ain't no combat vest that can stop that. Anyways, I hear they 

dropped all over the planet, managed to take the secondary spaceport out at Nee Holland. Big casualties 

there. Heard the blobbies called in ortillery and wiped out the whole defensive garrison in about five 

minutes. We're gonna be in this one for the long haul..." 

  

Turn 21 
 

Our wartime construction is going much better this month, with both DestRon 1 commissioning (giving 

us another 5 outdated yet still effective destroyers) and another two of our Hawking CL's clearing the 

yards (The Einstein and the Fermi). This boosts our naval component to a flattering twelve destroyers 

and three light cruisers, a particularly formidable force. We've also finished building a shipyard 

module, and have commenced building space for it on the space station (with a second shipyard 

module commencing construction). Our mobile yards have also begun construction of a Foydya class 

Asteroid Fort, hollowing out a suitable asteroid. However, that will take some 7 months to complete, 

and we think that perhaps this war might be over before then! Regardless, it does give us a decent 

defensive position.  

  

We also scrapped the leftovers of Mirborg's survey squadron, seeing as it's better for us to build ships 

from scratch as to retrofit them, especially with ships this small. The money we did get from the 

scrapping was used to help commission another Manos DD for service in our navy.  

  

Our R&D this month has been promising. We completed research into Automated Platforms SL 2, and 

will begin development of drones, courier memory cores, and DEEP next month. All of these give us a 

greater command and control and also let us get some kind of warning from our destroyed ships, 

courtesy of the newly theorized "Omega Drones". Our own scientists also disassembled four of our 

Ptb's in the hopes of understanding how to make them, but were unable to tease out the secrets of the 

more advanced launcher.  
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---------------Interlude--------------- 

Planet Yutani,  

Transmission broadcast to all Sintallan Naval units in clear from ground command station. 

 

<Start feed> 

To: all People's Navy ships in Sintilla 

From: STAVKA 

 

Attention, defenders of the State! 

We have finally conquered the imperialistic and amoral world of Yutani, colonized by the great enemy! 

But be careful! This colony is not the way that all deWulfans live! The well stocked stores, the cars in 

every garage; the abundance of consumer goods is merely an illusion! This colony is merely a resort 

for the bourgeoisie and the ruling class, so they can live away from the crushing poor and despair of the 

proletariat! They want to avoid the reality of class struggle, locking the workers into a low level of 

existence. The high technology evident in the colony proves this! Do not be fooled! 

 

Heroes of the State! Your orders are thus! Press on into the bloated morass of this corporate cancer; 

there you will find the oppressed masses who will welcome you with open arms! Liberate them from 

the tyranny of the corporations! Go forth and bring glory to the Motherland and all it stands for! 

 

*Cue patriotic music and waving banners* 

<End feed> 

Turn 22 
 

Nothing quite like several months of hard scrambling to get things moving again. The navy is well on 

its way to being combat ready, if perhaps a bit behind the technical curve. Our research continues 

according to plan, and within a few months we will have a whole plethora of new technologies to make 

use of. 

 

First off, our research efforts: No technologies have been developed yet, no new levels gained either, 

though at the same time no accidents have occurred. A few lesser developments have occurred over the 

last month, most notably a random discovery in one of our lesser-used R&D labs. GalSpan labs 

recently began research into a new technological concept, one of their think tanks having decided to 

take a stab at an old idea, designing a point defence component for our starships. Against all odds, they 

managed to come up with a functional theory for a basic point defence grid. I'm sure that GalSpan will 

be quite willing to sell the technology far and wide when things calm down, but before then, we should 

be able to make use of the defence system once the hardware has been put into production. Finally, our 

shipyard teams disassembled another one of those Plasma Torpedo Launchers from the storage cache 

we discovered on Falke, and they've figured out not only how to maintain them, but to manufacture 

more of them. 

 

Our construction yard is about as crammed full with work as it can handle. Between installing the new 

shipyard modules, and assembling new ones, there isn't too much space in the yards. We have decided 

to squeeze some cargo freighters into shipping roster, to take maximum advantage of our existing 

yards. With our navy currently absorbing the maximum amount of ships that the current training 

regime can handle, we can't build any new hulls as of yet, otherwise they will be going in with green 

crews with no combat experience. 

 

Not much else going on this month, though we have built enough factories on the first of Falke's 

colonized moons to maximize its output, as well as built some spare parts for later to ease up on future 

retrofits. In fact, this might be a way to refit our Slingshots in a quicker manner... something to pass on 

to the guys down in BuShips. 
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Turn 23 
 

Yet another slow, grinding month of preparation. It is now obvious that Operation Buttercup is 

pointless. Completion of the first Foydya asteroid hull is not anticipated to be completed for another 5 

months, by when this war will be decided either way. The newly designated Task Force 01, under the 

command of Junior PackHunter Marcus Phelan, has now been dispatched to Grumman with sealed 

orders that he will open and promulgate to the crew upon arrival. 

 

Our meagre survey efforts continue, with Hunter Magnan completing the survey of a class T world in 

the Grant system. The mineral content is nothing too impressive, featuring average mineral deposits. 

The environment itself is downright hostile. Average temperatures reach a barely survivable -46 

degrees C in the day, and drop almost 80 degrees in the night. This planet is a wasteland of ice and 

snow, and is now officially the least habitable planet we have ever surveyed. Due to its utter 

unsuitability as a colony, he has decided not to name the world, and let it exist as merely a survey 

number. 

 

Work in the research labs continues well apace. We have succeeded in replicating the plasma gun 

prototype, and are slowly working towards completing the technology. No other major breakthroughs 

have taken place so far, but we have pulled one of our Science Academies, the prestigious Harland 

Academy, off their current program of theoretical research and assigned them to more practical matters. 

They have been assigned, first of all, to assist GalSpan researchers in the refinement of the point 

defence system so that a workable component is capable of being developed, and to work on a more 

advanced understanding of automated platforms. The point defence system is an understandable 

benefit, but the automated platforms offer more possibilities. If we can develop a larger stationary 

buoy, we may be able to cram more hardware into the chassis, possibly even weaponry. 

 

Our yards are once again crammed with construction; we now are turning our efforts to the expansion 

of our primary yards in Fenris. Next month we will complete the hull module for the already built 

shipyard module, and will assemble and install the module around the hull. Therefore, next month we 

will be adding another 16 hull spaces of capacity, and then about three months later, another 16 hull 

spaces when the second module is installed. We have also commenced construction of a pair of 

Hawking class CLs, to further expand our combat ability, and to replace combat losses. Pessimistic 

perhaps, but realistic. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Grumman Star System 

dWN Task Force 01, JPH Phelan Commanding 

 

DECRYPT: AUTH1145861668ALT774 

FROM: CentSecCenCom 

TO: Commanding Officer, TF 01 

 

Message Follows: 

These orders are to be promulgated to the crew once TF 01 completes transit to Grumman. Strict Radio 

Silence will be enforced. God Speed. 

SPM Rollen. 

 

Content: 

This message is addressed to all the crews serving in Task Force 01. As you know, four months ago our 

picket force in Weyland was massacred in a sneak attack. The combat forces suffered 100% losses, and 

soon all communications from Yutani was lost. We can hope for the best, but must be, inevitably, 

prepared for the worst. All of us have lost friends, family, and our Packmates. But this month is 

different. We are no longer going to sit on the defensive, hiding behind the enemy's lack of survey data. 

We are going to do what wolves do. Stalk, and attack. At this time orders are being passed to plot a 

course to the Yutani warp point, to transit, and to destroy all hostile forces in-system and secure the 

planet.  

 

If the planet is occupied, then we will secure orbit and force the surrender of hostile forces. If the planet 

is depopulated, then we will immediately transit the warp point into Sintillan space, and sit on their 
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warp point as a forward defence. We will then move up repair and resupply elements to bring the fleet 

to combat readiness, before moving into the system to destroy all orbital and planetary industry, and to 

shut down the enemy's ability to fight. 

 

We will retake Weyland, and we will make our enemy pay for their treachery. 

 

<End Feed> 

 

Turn 24 
 

Well, we've committed our forces to the assault now. They should be hitting Yutani any minute now. 

War. We're finally striking back at the enemy. It’s only a matter of time really. I just hope that we end 

up fighting for something more than a blackened collection of craters.... 

 

Still, we must continue on. This month our greatest star is our research department. This month we 

achieved a startling breakthrough in our electronics field that, as usual, seems to have cascaded down to 

other levels of technology and given us new breakthroughs. First off, we can now begin development 

of a high-powered communication system that can be used to connect star systems through warp points. 

These com relays mount a high power transmitter that can reach clear across a star system and a 

reusable short-range drone that can deliver messages through a warp point. Command and control from 

a central base, with transmission times from the frontier reduced to mere days instead of weeks. This 

could be useful... 

 

Also developed was the theory behind plasma guns, letting us begin development of the actual cannon. 

Once again, this will be done by the time the war is over, but it also lets us have enough time to 

actually work out a proper doctrine for the weapon. Finally, thanks to our advances in electronics, we 

have achieved a breakthrough with our capital sensor project. The advancements in miniaturization 

have allowed us to actually work out a practicable device. Once again, we have to work on a practical 

model, but now that we have the theory, it is only a matter of time. Annoyingly, the development of a 

machine shop is proving to be elusive. We can hope that this vital technology is nailed down so that we 

may begin deploying it. The ability to make field repairs to ships is one that may very well become 

useful.  

 

Not much has changed in our construction projects, primarily because the majority of our yard space is 

tied up expanding the yards and building a pair of light cruisers. By the time those two cruisers roll off 

the yards we should have sufficient space to begin laying down some of our Slingshot Mk 3 class 

destroyers, as well as some improved Riveter class mobile shipyards. The designs of those are still 

being nailed down however, so it remains to be seen how they will be looking. We have managed to 

squeeze in a few Eyeball Mk 2 survey ships into the queue however, since those ships don't take too 

long to build. We'll probably assign them to work out at Grant under Hunter Magnan, seeing as how 

he's currently charting new planets for us to colonize. 

 

To appease my corporate partners, well, actually more like masters as much as I hate to say it, I have 

also authorized some more colonization in the Falke system, on another very rich moon. More 

industrialization to colonize the planet. With a bit of luck, we'll be able to maximize output on the 

moon and begin reaping the benefits.  

 

That's about it really. Can't do anything more than wait for news to come back from the task force.  

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Weyland Star System 

dWN Task Force 01, JPH Phelan Commanding 

FT 01 Flag, dWN Einstein 

 

The last of TF 01, the dWN Einstein emerged from the spatial discontinuity that linked the Grumman 

and Weyland system, now some 5 light years distant. The Einstein slipped into formation as the lead 

DD, the Manos II squealed a SitRep to the flag~ 
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"Fleet is forming up and plotting course, admiral... Comms is reporting that we're picking up signals 

from Yutani... Looks like the colony's still around..." Admiral Phelan listened as his XO read off 

information as the fleet formed up and plotted a course towards Yutani. 

 

"Sir, Ballista picking up drive signatures dead ahead. Looks to be 13 ships, Frigate class. They're 

running them through the warbook, but nothing yet. They do appear that they are heading to for the 

warp point from the channel... odd. I thought intel said that they didn't have the transit data." Phelan 

paused for a moment before replying "No, they aren't supposed to have the data... hmm... I suppose 

they pulled the data from the shipping logs." "Could be sir. It's very possible" replied the XO. "In any 

case, signal the fleet to go to battle stations... we have blobs to kill" as Phelan leaned forward and 

looked into the main sensor repeater with a feral grin on his face. 

 

The 13 Sintillan ships leap forward thanks to their powerful tactical drives, while the dWN warships 

warm up to full throttle, their engines pushing their ships forward at a slower pace. Phelan growls and 

stares into the display, willing for the range to close so weapons can open fire.  

 

Phelan watched as one of his destroyer squadrons closed in range, watching as one of the torpedoes 

home in on a lead frigate, smashing into its shields as the rest of the formation rolls forward.  

 

The same destroyer belches out another pair of torpedoes, it's target's shields buckling as it lances out 

with an X-ray laser, scoring the armour leaving a blackened mark on the hull. The Ballista lets loose 

with another pair of torpedoes, one of them melting into the hull and forcing loose a stream of 

atmosphere. The rest of the squadron trades shots with the Sintillan frigates, leaving one of them 

drifting in space.  

 

The rest of the frigates opened up at long range on the Springer, but failed to breach either the shields 

or the armour. Plasma torpedoes volley again, pounding at the armour of each other, engines and 

armour scattering into space. Phelan grimaces as a trio of frigates gang up on the Pilum and literally 

slice her in half, leaving her barely combat ready. Revenge is sweet and quick as the Einstien slags off 

the armour of one of the offending frigates, her consorts joining in on the slaughter as lances of pure 

light slice at the ship, cutting her to pieces.  

 

The rest of the formation continues on as it smashes into another squadron of frigates laser fire ripping 

through space leaving a deWulf Destroyer damaged and a frigate destroyed with another limping 

through space.  

 

"Damn! All Hands brace for impact!" JPH Phelan yelled as a wave of Sintillan frigates closed in on his 

starboard flank, having blown through the destroyer screen though not without paying a heavy pound 

of flesh. The Fermi reaches out and smashes an approaching Frigate, most of the frigate literally 

vaporizing from the combined firepower of four lasers at point blank range. Phelan rocks in his 

command chair as an x-ray laser slashes into the Einstein's armour belt, but manages to shrug it off.  

 

As the Sintillan frigates pass behind the cruiser screen Phelan looks at his status screen and polls the 

condition of his squadron so far. Two of the Slingshots have suffered heavy damage, losing everything 

foreword of the central magazine hold. Four other ships have some armour damage, but were still fully 

combat capable. 

 

Phelan grimaces as the Fermi takes a hit that punches through her armour and gouges into an engine 

pod, the drive field shuddering. His grimace gets worse as the Fermi only manages to pit the armour of 

the offending frigate. The Fermi then manages to dodge into another X-Ray laser that bites deep into 

the hull, reminding Phelan that even the CLs aren't invincible. 

 

Thankfully the Slingshot and the Pilum slam a pair of torpedoes into a damaged ship, shattering the 

hull completely. For a few seconds space is illuminated as the reactor goes critical and melts down, the 

ammunition of the laser projector cooking off in a sympathetic detonation.  

 

Phelan growls and orders the rest of his squadron to help the Fermi, managing to cause some damage at 

long range, shearing off engine pods and crew quarters. Phelan orders another volley on the offending 

frigate, shattering the hull and smiling ferally as it vomits flame and disintegrates. 
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The destroyed frigate's mate lashes back against the embattled Fermi, destroying more engine rooms 

and leaving just two lasers functional. Several thousand clicks away to port the Pilum takes another hit 

shattering the rest of her central magazine and tearing off another engine pod. As Phelan watches on 

the central command display Pilum's consorts move in to cover the crippled destroyer, but not before 

several more torpedoes come uncomfortably close to the Pilum.  

 

"And now it ends, herr Blob.." softly mocked Phelan as he watched his ships close up in the torpedo-

armed frigates, leaving the damaged laser boat to a full squadron of five destroyers. "Now I will 

dispose of your little navy and make sure that you will not be causing any more... distractions. Guns, 

lock on the nearest frigate and open fire." 

 

Obediently the Hawking and Einstein loosed their guns on the advancing frigates, but not before the 

Fermi takes another two torpedoes and loses the last of her guns. The rest of the Slingshots return the 

favour and empty their launchers into the offending frigate and bathing it in hot plasma, destroying the 

ship.  

 

Phelan watches as one of the last Sintallan frigates opens up and carves into the Fermi, hitting deep into 

the hull with its X-ray laser, watching in a kind of mute fascination as the ship explodes in an eye-

tearing boil. Without warning the Hawking snaps back and pours fire onto a frigate close aboard her 

port side but not before she manages to launch a torpedo at the embattled Spear. The torpedo misses by 

less than a ship length as the Einstein thunders back and blasts of the entire after portion of another 

frigate taking all her engines with her.  

 

The frigate manages to launch another torpedo at the Spear, missing wide thanks to the sudden loss of 

drive power throughout the ship. A third frigate launches her torpedo at the Spear just as two destroyers 

concentrate their firepower on her at the same time, their combined firepower shattering her hull and 

killing her engines. 

 

"PackHunter, one of the frigates has just powered down her drives and is closing up weapon ports. I 

think she's trying to surrender... Running the message through the translator we have... yes sir, that 

frigate is surrendering." the XO rattled off. "Ahh, yes, accept the surrender and~" Phelan watches as the 

Hawking locks on her target and melts the last mobile frigate, destroying her drives and burning the 

wreckage as the destroyers closed in for the kill. The Catapult and Ballista went to rapid fire from their 

dual tubes and smashed the last two frigates, breaking the last of their structural integrity and reducing 

them to a drifting field of wreckage.  

 

"XO, commence SAR and begin pulling survivors from the hulks. Comms, put me through the 

surrendered ship. Let's see if he can give us any information." ordered Phelan. "Aye aye sir~ I'll put the 

comms to your office." chimed the XO as the ship stood down from combat. 

 

 

Turn 25 
 

Victory, how sweet it is. We've secured the Weyland system at the relative cost of only one CL and a 

pair of destroyers. Rather cheap all things considering. More importantly, we have secured orbit around 

the colony and cut off supplies from the invaders. While they might be able to re-supply for a while 

from looting, they will inevitably run out of ammunition and consumables, and be forced to surrender.  

 

Now, before moving on to more mundane matters of logistics, we have a pair of interesting 

developments. First of all, one of our destroyers managed to sneak into orbit and establish 

communications with a small resistance cell. They uploaded a sparse but functional dictionary to the 

destroyer, which is quite a surprise. In the time they were conquered, it appears that they managed to 

achieve full contact. Very interesting indeed. This allowed us to do the second development; the 

interrogation of personnel captured during the battle last month, both from the surrendered ship and 

from survivors pulled from the debris fields. While the captured admiral has refused to talk, we were 

able to pull some information from the rest of the captured crew as a group, by discovering past 

postings, rumours, and other things to this end. BioMed, one of our smaller corporations has reportedly 
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developed some interesting truth drugs based on the Sintillan's body chemistry. We'll be testing them 

on the admiral over the next month. Perhaps we will be getting more information from him...  

 

We've put together a basic idea of their military forces in their home system, and it isn't much. After 

cross-referencing and indexing all the information we've recovered, we have identified a "Home Fleet" 

consisting of some 4 plasma torpedo armed frigates, apparently named the "Stalin" class, and another 8 

or so of the X-Ray laser frigates, known as the "Ostrova" class. These ships are apparently very poorly 

trained, having just come off the yards and are being put through their paces before their 

commissioning proper. Their naval yards appear to be based out of one space station with 12 shipyards, 

and they have just gotten a new technical level. This means that they are now roughly as advanced as 

we are. We have no knowledge about their economic power, though we do know that their homeworld 

is a more resource-rich world than ours.  

 

With that said, our own shipyards are about to get a lot bigger. Next month the second phase of the 

expansion is competed, with the second shipyard module coming online. At the same time two 

Hawking CLs will also be clearing the yard (BuShips has assigned them the names "von Braun" and 

"Oppenheimer"). We'll be putting this free space in the yards to very good use in the near future. Also, 

6 Eyeball Mk 2's have cleared the yards, but they are currently being held in Fenris till we have build 

about 20 of them so they can go and start surveying for new warp points efficiently. Lastly, we have 

also ordered the construction of another Welder MSYM, which will be assigned to the newly 

designated 1st Support Squadron. 

 

Our research efforts this month are nothing short of astounding. This month we have finally completed 

research of the machine shop, researched Courier Memory cores, and enhanced our understanding of 

plasma torpedoes. We've also begun design of a number of innovative ship components, most notably 

the Communications module, plasma guns, and capital sensors. I know I've mentioned most of these 

systems one time or another, so I'll spare myself the repeat. Our development of the machine shop has 

provided us with some interesting insights into miniaturization, ones that would prove to be very useful 

on the plasma gun, so we should be able to advance research in that project considerably. 

 

As far as fleet deployments are considered, JPM Phelan is handling things from the front and I see no 

need to second-guess him. He has detached the two most badly damaged destroyers (the Pilum and 

Spear) and sent them back into Grumman so that the two Welder MSYMs might repair them already in 

the system (once they're done building that asteroid fort's hull). 

 

Turn 26 
 

Out of the pan and into the fire. That about typifies this month. We've secured Weyland, and are now in 

the process of sending troops to the planet to recover the colony. We've also finished expanding our 

shipyards. There's more on that in a bit.  

 

First, to our research labs. One of the things we've realized as of late is our neglect of several key 

research areas in favour of specific technologies, namely weapons and electronics. First off, we've 

begun research into a new level of laser technology. While this promises no new tech components, it 

should lead to more powerful and efficient emitters down the road, ones that should be able to match 

the ones used by the Sintillans. We've also started research into more effective armour compounds that 

could give our ships an edge in combat, allowing us to absorb more damage when compared to the 

current composites in use. Lastly, we've begun some work on more advanced engines. Our scientists 

believe that with some work we may be able to design more powerful engines that can push our ships 

faster. This can also work towards defeating the Sintillan advantage with their tactical drives. 

 

Our research into point defence by the Harland Academy has gone well. The academy has reported that 

the basic groundwork has been completed and they are ready to begin development of a practical point 

defence array. Unfortunately the academy does not have the necessary gear to actually develop the 

array. Development will be handed off to one of our research and development complexes next month. 

 

Our major issue this month is with our shipyard. While we now have the capacity to build plenty of 

new ships, we don't have the finances. Typical. But we still need hulls for combat and support. To this 
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end, I have managed to convince my corporate counterparts to liquidate a substantial amount of 

factories to support our military expansion. We've placed 4 Eyeball Mk 2 survey ships under 

construction, as well as a pair of very nice Slingshot Mk 3 destroyers. These ships are our pride and 

joy, the current cutting edge of our technology. These should be a nasty surprise for the Sintillans, and 

our first combat test of datalink and the newer plasma torpedoes. Also in the production queue is a pair 

of mobile machine shops, built on the same hull as the Welders. These Labourer class MMS (Mobile 

Machine Shops) are capable of repairing and assembling hardware at the front lines at a much higher 

speed than the Welders, but cannot build new hulls. The new designs are detailed below: 

 

 

Slingshot Mk 3-class DD                        4-XOa            30 HS 

[3] Sx6AAZaHYaMgQa(Ia)(Ia)APtb(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)PtbQa [5/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=23    Cost= 457/68.6   SL4 

22 HTK Sx6 Ax3 Ptbx2 Mgx1 Yax1  

 

Labourer-class FT4                (AC)                           30 HS 

[3] H(MS)Qa(Ia)(Ia)(Ia) [3/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=15    Cost= 281/13.6   SL3 

4 HTK (MS)x1  

 

We've decided to launch a ground assault to recover our colony. While conducting orbital 

bombardment would kill them outright, we could suffer heavy civilian casualties. We could also starve 

them out, but then they might start mass killings in order to support themselves. So we're deploying out 

newly raised military forces to the system to secure the planet and round up the sintillan troops as they 

are forced to surrender due to a loss of supplies. While our troops will still be somewhat outnumbered 

by enemy troops, the addition of reinforced planetary militias should be more than enough to lock 

down and secure the planet. 

 

Turn 27 
 

Our operational pattern continues, though not quite how most people would think it does. We seem to 

have set into a period of bursts, most often tied to our shipyards and the amount of free space in the 

yards. Wunderbar. At least our free finances at this stage permit me some leeway. In the coming 

months I expect R&D to wind down once the current crop of technologies is completed so that we can 

properly fund the conquest and secure the Sintillan home system. Troop costs are proving to be... 

expensive.  

 

This month's reports from the front are nothing really new, thankfully. No news is good news, at least 

on the combat front. Our troops are rounding up the leftover sintillan troops on Yutani. Once the navy 

cut off their supply train, it really was only a matter of time, especially since the planet is incredibly 

hostile to them. There was no way they could hope to survive by themselves. The navy is still 

undergoing a general build-up, though we have dispatched two of our newly minted CL's, the von 

Braun and the Oppenheimer to reinforce Task Force 1. The Pilum and Spear will continue holding till 

the mobile yards have finished the hull of the Foydya class, at which point they'll retrofit the two Mk1s 

to the Mk3 standard while repairing them.  

 

Our research efforts are proceeding very nicely, and we should be getting a series of breakthroughs in 

the coming months. Our plasma guns, capital sensors, drone modules, and Drone Engine Enhancement 

Packages are all moving according to plan. Our work into the next generation of automated platforms 

continues, and we expect completion soon enough.  

 

This month our shipyards are actually running a bit under capacity, but due to the incredible cost of 

keeping our navy in a combat ready footing, we cannot really afford to expand it too much beyond 

what it already is. We can afford to replace losses, and we hope that our newer and more advanced 

ships can give us an edge when we're facing numerical parity. The yards finished building another 

Welder MSYM, and 4 more Eyeball Mk2s. The MSYM is being assigned to ConRon 02, and the 

Eyeballs will be moving out with the ones already built to Grant.  
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I've also been informed that there have been some informal "games" being played in the BuShips 

primary data core. These games seem to consist of theoretical configurations that are pitted against one 

another, and the results are then used by the gamers to cook up better designs. One of the more 

interesting designs was a rebuild of a Slingshot Mk3's internal layout, and has proven to be an 

outstanding modification that offers better combat survivability when compared to the official design. 

The creator, Tomas O. Gille, will get to have the second Slingshot Mk3 named after him in honour of 

his creative and unorthodox method of designing ships. The more official section of BuShips has also 

come up with some more designs for me to consider, and I think we have a good crop of new 

provisional hulls.  

 

The first is a smaller version of the main shipyards in orbit around Fenris. While expensive to build, I 

do plan to put these up over each of our main colonies. They will give us a forward maintenance base, 

and the ability to mothball a portion of our navy forward so we can respond to threats quicker. The 

second is a proposed test bed destroyer to combat-test the new plasma gun weapons. I've decided 

against having a design with a fast hull since that would increase the cost many-fold, and the engines 

would still take up space that could be devoted to weapons. The final weapon is a small and effective 

PDC that can be built cheaply and quickly, and might be able to stave off invasion of a frontier colony 

long enough for the fleet to reinforce them.  

 

Frontier Station-class SS                                       242 HS/242 TS 

[0] HQa(SY)x3 [0/0] 

Trg:1                        PV=78    Cost= 1937/14.8   SL1 

16 HTK (SY)x3  

 

Hauptmann-class DD                             4-XOa            30 HS 

[3] SSAx8HQaPga(Ia)(Ia)Pga(Ia)Pga(Ia)PgaQa(Ia) [5/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=21    Cost= 413/62   SL2 

22 HTK Sx2 Ax8 Pgax4  

 

Volleymaster-class PDCb                                         17 HS/17 TS 

[0] AAAAAMgPtbPtb [0/0] 

Trg:1                        PV=7     Cost= 161/4.9   SL4 

8 HTK Ax5 Ptbx2 Mgx1  

 

Hunter Magnan has also reported that he has finished surveying the second class-T world in the Grant 

system, and this one is habitable! Only marginally more distant than the first one surveyed, it seems to 

have a more active core and thusly a more habitable ecosphere. While still a bit sparse on life in 

general, it is habitable. The equator has a passable temperate zone, and offers comfortable living. The 

far north and south slip into tundra, and several powerful storms seem to whip through the regions. No 

doubt they will become a mecca for thrill seekers and daredevils. What makes this planet worth 

colonizing is that sensors have also identified a host of valuable minerals and ores. While astrography 

makes it a slightly less than perfect planet to secure, I feel confident that we will be setting up a frontier 

base on this world within the next year. In a fit of odd humour, the planet has been named Dave's 

World. Somehow I can sense the media companies bidding on this world already.... 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Planet Yutani 

Intel Officer Attached to the 23rd Armoured Pack 

 

Personal Log: 

 

Last month's been paperwork, paperwork, and more paperwork. These blobbies are soo dammed 

indoctrinated it's driving most of my personnel insane. "Glory for the State" this, and "to liberate the 

oppressed" that. These suckers can't seem to think in any form except for ideological. It's mind 

boggling how inflexible they are. Oh they're devoted, but they couldn't navigate out of a paper bag 

without guidance from central command back home. Thankfully some of the pharmacological products 

that our black ops division has come up with in the past months are effective [Note: Only 12% fatality 

rate with the latest batch] and we're getting some useable information. We've managed to get enough 

information that troop levels as of 2 months ago were about double what we've deployed to this rock, 

and their approximate population is about the size of our home world, though income is increased 
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thanks to their higher relative mineral content. Most of this information we've pulled together from 

anecdotal information about various cities and collectives. All the higher-level officers either believe in 

their own propaganda, or are just too scared to talk. 

 

We've paroled most of the lower level troops to a small city to the east of Nee Holland. They haven't 

been causing any problems since we disarmed them, and honestly I think their programming is starting 

to fall apart. Been having some interesting reports coming out of that town... I'll attach them to the next 

entry once the latest statistics are in. We just might have a way to break them.... 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 28 
  

This month has been quite a productive one, and I anticipate next month to be even more productive. 

The only real problem we, or rather I have is that climate control has failed in the entire central 

command complex. To put it bluntly, it's really damn hot in here. You'd be thinking that as a 

government building in wartime we would have priority repair, but the realities of a corporate system is 

that other, more wealthy competitors get an earlier crack at maintenance and repairs... I've asked one of 

my legal officers to take a discreet look into those corps who got priority. I'm curious to know exactly -

who- is getting priority... 

  

In any case, we've established a colony on Dave's World. Already it's proving to be more profitable 

than Yutani. I've authorized another lift out-system with as much of our available shipping capacity as 

possible. While this is costing a large amount of cash, its letting us continue to expand our economic 

output at a prodigious rate, and once we have enough people, the planet will become self-sustaining. 

Our only construction this month is approximately 11 freighters to virtually double our loaned shipping 

capacity to the CFN, and provide us with more income to help support our increased efforts. 

  

Our researchers are the real stars this month. Once again Ken Lam, our chief researcher, has made 

another impressive breakthrough. Our work improving corporate infrastructure has borne fruit. Next 

month our economy will surge forward to level 4, opening several new doors with several more 

possible technologies that we could research. New possibilities our scientists have theorized are linked 

weapons and external beam weapons. The latter seems to be insanely hazardous according to initial 

ideas, but they have interesting possibilities. We have made several more interesting breakthroughs this 

month, ones that look to be quite promising. We've also broken through a knot in electronics, letting us 

move one step closer to the theorized weapon linking technology. Our scientists have also developed 

plasma guns, and we hope to field these devastating yet incredibly myopic weapons. Finally, some of 

our lesser scientists have developed the DEEP1 system for drones. Infuriatingly, they still haven't 

developed the drones themselves.  

  

Ahh, my adjunct is showing up with the report on the maintenance contracts... I'm going to enjoy 

tearing into these guys.... Fenris bless the extended reach that ONI has.... 

 

Turn 29 
 

Well, first things first. Air conditioning has been restored. The company responsible for maintenance, 

Versacorp, is actually a subsidiary of Union Aerospace Corporation. Unfortunately, this means that I 

can't really do anything to them at all. They effectively control the small craft market, as well as a fair 

amount of the hazardous waste disposal sector, with a strong showing in weapons development and 

biotechnology. Hell, they even have their own seat on the council. A full seat, not one of the rotating 

seats that changes hands every now and again. Even so, I have my ways. I think that UAC will be 

finding out that the navy is well stocked with shuttles for the next few months. I wish I could do more, 

but that's about all I can get away with now. Still, ONI will be watching them very carefully. If they 

even step out of line by a millimetre, they're chapter 11 feed. 
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Now, on to business. Colonization continues apace, with over 6.8 million colonists on Dave's world. 

Not quite a self-sustaining population, but it is growing closer. By the end of this month we should 

have enough on-planet colonists to establish a self-sufficient population.  

 

As usual, R&D's been delivering some interesting hardware. This month a pair of very nice 

technologies finally rolled off the workbench. We now have functional capital sensors. We should have 

some new designs featuring this new piece of hardware as a command/control design along with a CIC 

from BuShips sometime next month. Our research labs have also finally completed their research into 

Drone1 tech. We can now start deploying small robotic drones to send messages and orders without 

having to carry them via ships. This also allows us to deploy "omega drones" that can send us a 

message even if a ship is destroyed in another system. Finally, we've also worked out another 

enhancement to our engine technology. No new technology, though our scientists assure me that we're 

close to a breakthrough regarding commercial engines.  

 

Hunter Magnan continues to survey the Grant system, now searching for warp points leading out of the 

system to other star systems. The survey hasn't given any interesting information yet, but it's just begun 

as well. It shouldn't take too long to have all the survey data we require.  

 

Lastly, I've authorized some construction projects, both in Fenris and on Yutani. Currently under 

construction are a pair of PDCs on adjacent continents on Yutani, one protecting the spaceport at Nee 

Holland, the other the planetary capital at Riker. They'll take a bit of time to finish, but they should be 

done by the end of the month. Each one has the firepower of a Mk 3 Slingshot, but with heavier 

armour. Thanks to the planetary infrastructure, we don't need any additional sensor systems or 

datalinking hardware. We can just tie them into a secure subnet. Also, now that the hull construction of 

the asteroid fort in Grumman is completed, we've delayed installing systems and concentrating on 

completing the repairs and upgrades to the two damaged Slingshots that were pulled off the line some 

months ago. Repairs and upgrades should be completed in about 2 months time, which will present us 

with a pair of new Mk 3 Slingshots with the Ptb's. Lastly, we've also authorized construction of a third 

Labourer MMS. Once she's complete then we'll designate a proper support fleet and move her up to the 

front to repair the damaged ships in Yutani orbit. 

 

 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Weyland Star System, Yutani Orbit 

dWN Task Force 01, JPH Phelan Commanding 

TF 01 Flag, dWN Einstein 

 

JPH Phelan groaned as he looked over his latest dispatches from headquarters. "No reinforcements. 

CSHQ has decided that due to the inflexibility of their military, we should be able to hold off any more 

attacks." "In other words, the new construction stays in Fenris" Groused his Flag Hunter. "Yes, they're 

staying in Fenris. Though I have to admit they wouldn't add too much firepower. Once those PDCs are 

finished, they should make up nicely for any missing hardware" replied Phelan. His flag hunter opened 

his mouth to reply, but closed it as he noted a new message pop onto his console, flashing bright red. 

"ahh sir... we have an incoming report from planetside. Sensors have identified hostile ships 

incoming... they make it 15 drive fields." "Signal the fleet to go to battlestations" barked Phelan 

"What's the status of the PDCs?" The Flag Hunter paused and queried the latest report "ahh... They've 

built launchers, as well as their magazine space. Unfortunately their crews don't have much training 

beyond some sim time, and the armour hasn't been poured into place yet either. They're combat ready, 

but they won't be very accurate or take many hits." "I'll take what I can get then" replied Phelan "Signal 

the fleet to go into formation in line with the planet, at a right angle to the Sintillan course, but hold us 

back a couple klicks behind the planet. Let's try to sucker them into range of the PDCs…" Flag 

responded with an "aye aye" and began rapping out orders as the fleet began to break orbit and sit just 

inside Yutani's orbit. 

 

The Sintillan ships engaged their faster tactical drives and rocketed forward as the deWulf ships 

patiently waited for them to close the range. As they burned closer to the planet, datalinked torpedo fire 

erupted from the planetside PDCs, two of the torpedoes impacting and knocking down shields. As the 

range closed plasma torpedoes screamed in from both sides, scorching shielding and armour.  
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The two fleets close up to laser range, deWulf light cruisers slipping around the far side of the planet, 

trying to flank the opposing Sintillan flotilla and wedge them between the destroyers. Another heavy 

volley from the PDCs whip in and slam into a sintillan destroyer, punching through shields and armour. 

Lasers begin to snarl back and forth as the range closes, armour floating into the void as the invisible 

beams of light slice away. 

 

Phelan watches his holotank as the two fleets enmesh, ranges dropping into the tens of thousands of 

klicks, the von Braun reaches out and slams all five lasers into a new Sintillan destroyer, shattering the 

hull as it's consort hammers back with a pair of powerful lasers, cutting into the foreword crew 

compartments of the Braun. Suddenly Phelan rocks back into his chair as a wave of x-ray lasers lance 

into the Einstein, cutting away at the hull and tearing away the forward laser battery and reducing her 

firepower by 2/5ths. Several other destroyers buckle as their already abused armour belts rupture and 

take heavy damage to engines and weapon batteries.  

 

Suddenly one of the Sintillan frigates erupts into flame and explodes as several plasma torpedoes 

impact into her hull, bathing her in a hellish green glow before melting into nothing. The planet's 

plasma torps reach out and manage to get another pair of hits, knocking down the shielding on another 

frigate.  

 

As frigates stagger out of formation, most of the deWulf destroyers manage to link up into a line of 

battle, the von Braun staggering past the front of the destroyer squadron in close company with the 

Oppenheimer. Phelan watches as 4 frigates streak past his flagship as it makes a hard turn to keep them 

in targeting range, only one ship managing to stay in the Einstein's blind spot. The MacAllen smartly 

manages to broadside one of the damaged frigates as it tries to turn and get something into its weapon 

arc, the laser beams neatly cutting her to ribbons. 

 

Combat rages onwards as the lasers cut back and forth into ships' vital innards, burning away engine 

rooms and weapons on both sides. One of the two Sintillan destroyers buckles and collapses, burning 

into little pieces of unrecognisable debris as the von Braun and Oppenheimer both open up on another 

frigate, shattering her as she lances out and cripples the Gauntlet II, leaving her with a single engine 

pod to drive her. The Einstein reaches out and swats at another frigate on the edge of her blind spot, 

shattering her engines as momentum suddenly comes back into effect; the hull comes apart from the 

stress and another sintillan ship enters the void.  

 

Her brethren reply with fire, hammering one destroyer till she comes apart, with another deWulf 

destroyer crippled and limping. Phelan orders his three remaining torpedo destroyers to try and 

withdraw a bit and open the range, watching as they point their blindspots right at the closing Sintillan 

frigates. Half the Sintillan forces chase up after the seemingly fleeing destroyers, while the rest close up 

on the Einstein and Hawking. The Slingshot heaves as a trio of x-ray lasers cut into the hull and tear 

away the armour and sensor systems aboard ship. A thunderous broadside reaches out and cripple a 

pair of sintillan frigates as they close, their torpedoes running true but bouncing off of the heavy shields 

of the Einstein and Hawking, though the heavy lasers from the frigates behind them run true and shake 

the spine of the Einstein, throwing Phelan as the amidships battery is smashed and engine pods explode 

from the violent energies being dumped into the hull.  

 

The "fleeing" destroyers suddenly execute an about face, having drawn several frigates away from the 

planet and into effective range of the PDCs. The destroyers loose a barrage of torpedoes, battering the 

shields of one frigate, shattering the hull of another in a pair of deathly beautiful blossoms. The 

surviving frigates retaliate, smashing deeper into the Slingshot and breaking open her central magazine, 

the impotent plasma torpedoes tumbling out like a series of gigantic milk bottles into space. The 

planetary PDCs retaliate and smash three torpedoes into the attacking frigate, wreathing her in plasma 

and breaking her into pieces. The von Braun manages to hit another frigate with one of her still-intact 

laser beams.  

 

The rest of the destroyer formation closes in on the suckered Sintillan warships, their blind spots facing 

right down the laser barrels of the remaining deWulf destroyers. The small flotilla pauses a moment as 

they realize they've been had, and struggle to come about. The deWulfan ships lock up the pirouetting 

frigates and open fire, the barrage dismantling the last Sintillan ships violently. 
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Phelan looks about his shattered bridge as a damage control officer worked on a ruptured oxygen line. 

Most of the consoles ringing the bridge were damaged or non functional, but my some strange chance 

his main repeater panel still was functional, and he watched as the system slowly processed his request. 

He tallied the losses:  Gauntlet II, Slingshot, and Manos II were total losses. Springer, Barnaby, 

MacAllen, Hawking, and Ballista had all suffered relatively light damage. The Einstein and von Braun, 

on the other hand, were severely crippled and would spend months in yard hands making good the 

damage. As Phelan shifted in his vac suit, he let out a low groan reminding him that sometime in the 

battle he had cracked a pair of ribs. He fingered a small button on the panel, and cycled to an external 

camera, watching as commercial ships lifted from Yutani to help in the search and rescue efforts, small 

minnows swimming in an ocean filled with sharks... 

Computer Analysis: 
Task Force 1, deWulf Corporate Navy: 

  

Ships: 

7 Manos Class Destroyers, 

3 Slingshot Class Destroyers 

4 Hawking Class Light Cruisers 

2 Volleymaster PDCs (half completed, launchers but no armour) 

 

Sintillan Assault Force: 

Ships: 

3 Stalin Class FGs 

12 Ostrova Class FGs 

2 Beria Class DDs 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

 

Turn 30 
 

The Sintillans don't seem to be taking things lying down. I've received a report via one our CFN 

communication chain that Yutani managed to repulse a heavy attack. Three destroyers destroyed, and 

another six or seven ships with heavy damage. To top it off, we don't even have anything in-system to 

repair them. A fine bloody mess, they say. Still, it could be worse. Intel we've pulled from the survivors 

has let ONI generate a fairly good understanding of what kind of forces are left in Sintillan hands, and 

it makes me wish I had a fleet to counterattack. Intel says that they only have 12 frigates left, most of 

them with green crews, or worse. Unfortunately, our own naval power is not capable of handling this 

threat in the condition it is in. If we had an intact TF 01, we could take them and finally shut down their 

orbital yards and put a stop to this war.  

 

But we don't and we can't. No real point in crying over such spilled milk. First off, our colonization 

efforts at Dave’s World have come to a close, with the last shipment of colonists arriving in-system and 

successfully making it a self sufficient colony. Not only that, but it appears one of the more recent 

colonists has proven to be quite a leader. His name is Dave Slayer, though our manifest shows him to 

be David  Markham. Apparently the cold sleep rewired some neurons... Regardless, Dave has proven to 

be an exemplary governor. He's quite an interesting manager, and he's made an already profitable 

colony that much more. Thanks to his governorship, we have easily 12 megacredits more in income, 

and it's only going to continue to grow. 

 

Survey efforts in the Grant system continue, but no new information has been generated. Our research 

efforts continue, with developments in Laser technology, Armour technology, and Automated Platform 

technology. Construction is the big winner this month. In order to reinforce our fleet, and to expand it 

to be capable of taking the war to the Sintillans, I have authorized construction of 4 Hauptman class 

Destroyers, as well as another Labourer Mobile Machine Shop and a Slingshot Mk3 destroyer. I've also 

created a temporary naval unit known as Task Force 2, consisting of a pair of Slingshot Mk3s, a Manos 

DD, and our first Labourer MMS units. This fleet will go to Yutani, and the combat elements will 

merge into TF 01, while the repair elements will begin work on the damaged units in-system.  
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Lastly, our design bureau has come up with another trio of designs that we might be seeing in the 

future. The first ship is a pure fleet scout, utilizing our capital sensor suite. Ideally, two of these ships 

will be assigned to each task force, and any extra ones will be used to picket our perimeter warp points. 

The second is another heavy cruiser prototype, the Fierce Class. This one is designed as a command 

ship with close combat capabilities. The design utilizes a theoretical weapons load that is based on 

"capital" class lasers, beams that should be almost comparable with Sintillan bomb-pumped lasers. The 

final design is a retrofit and upgrade of the Manos class destroyer. This time though the modifications 

are severe enough to consider giving it a new class entirely, since this one features XO racks and much 

heavier armour as opposed to shielding. In fact, most of our newer designs seem to eschew shields for 

armour, since shielding does nothing to stop the lasers that both our sides use. 

 

Aufklärer-class CT                                              16 HS 

[2] AHQa(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)Yca [6/3] 

Trg:1                        PV=15    Cost= 291/43.7   SL2 

7 HTK Ax1 Ycax1  

 

Fierce-class CA                                8-XOa            60 HS 

[3] SSSSSAx7ZaHQaQaQa(IaIa)Lca(IaIa)Lca(IaIa)M1LcaDa(CICb)LcaQa(IaIa) [4/2] 

Trg:2                        PV=45    Cost= 892/133.8   SL4 

33 HTK Sx5 Ax7 Dax1 Lcax4 (CICb)x1   

 

Sword-class DD                                 4-XOa            30 HS 

[3] SAx9ZaH(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)(Ia)QaQaLbLbLb(Ia) [5/2.5] 

Trg:1                        PV=22    Cost= 434/65.1   SL2 

22 HTK Sx1 Ax9 Lbx3  

 

Turn 31 
 

I've been poring over the intelligence we've gotten from ONI, and the captured personnel from the 

latest Sintillan attack. We've identified several interesting bits of information. I don't like them. 

Preliminary information suggests that the Sintillans have realized that frigates are not combat-capable 

against destroyers. They can cripple their targets, but the ability of the destroyers to survive long 

enough to kill the frigates is bad news for them. They've apparently decided to concentrate on building 

destroyers wholesale. I've even been hearing a rumour about them looking into building light cruisers, 

though that is unsubstantiated. But it's not that they're deciding to build destroyers. It appears that they 

are now unlearning their current military doctrine. Our commanders have been more than happy to 

abuse their poor design issues, but the possible wholesale deployment of destroyers could make things 

very difficult.  

 

At this point there's very little we can do about this. Next month 5 combat destroyers, 4 of the new 

Hauptman class DDs and one Slingshot Mk3 roll off the yards and into service. As well, we complete 

another Labourer MMS, bringing us up to a total of 4 in operation. I've also added in a pair of 

Aufklarer class scout CTs. They'll finish at the same time as the rest of the destroyers, so we can send 

all the reinforcements in one wave as opposed to a trickle. Completing construction this month as well 

were the repairs/upgrades to the two destroyers in Grumman, which joined TF 02 for transit to Yutani. 

TF 02 was then promptly broken apart, with combat elements folding into TF 01, and the two mobile 

machine shops becoming SupRon 01 (Support Squadron 01). SupRon 01 will start repairs on damaged 

ships next month.  

 

Research this month is comparably logged down. This month we've begun researching an improved 

commercial engine termed "Icb" in conjunction with the technical basis for the hardware. While this 

will not provide much improvement for our warships, it will allow us to deploy light cruisers with a 

strategic speed of "4". This will give us a mobile platform on which we can mount machine shops and 

medium shipyards. Unfortunately, we still don't have the ability to build hulls big enough to carry full 

sized shipyards. Anyways, our R&D efforts have completed research into (CC) technology. I'm 

contemplating having a mobile comm. ship designed and built to provide roaming communication for 

our more far-flung reconnaissance and exploration fleets. At the same time however... I think that idea 

will have to be shelved until we can lower our combat expenses.  
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Lastly, our exploration of Grant for warp points is almost done, and we should have results sometime 

next month. It will be nice, honestly... going back to simple exploration instead of bloody war... 

 

Turn 32 
  

Another month of recovery. Our economy continues it's slow expansion and repairs have begun on the 

damaged ships of TF 01. Machine shops have gone to work repairing the damaged destroyers, as well 

as the heavily crippled von Braun. While the destroyers will be repaired next month, the von Braun will 

require some two months of repairs before she is combat ready. This of course means that the Einstein 

won't get her turn in the shop till then, and thusly will not be combat ready for about four months. On 

the positive side at least TF 01 will have some more reinforcements.  

  

The matter of reinforcements is something pleasant. Our shipyards completed all their construction this 

month. Four Hauptman class Destroyers, Haputman, Captain, Lieutenant, and Sergeant, another 

Labourer class MMS, one Slingshot Mk 3, Mortar, and a pair of new fleet scouts of the Aufklarer class, 

Aufklarer and Scout, all rolled off the yards.  

  

So once again I'm forming another task force, officially on the rolls as TF 02. Not terribly clever but it 

does work. Assigned to this are all the newly constructed ships as well as a Labourer MMS that was 

completed earlier. All these ships are to proceed to Yutani and TF 01. There they will break apart like 

the last time I sent off TF 02.  

  

Now, new construction: Reacting to the new developments on the Yutani front, I've authorized the 

construction of our first heavy cruiser, the Director class. The class has been modified since last 

proposed, primarily to accommodate the newer plasma torpedo launchers. Also, a pair of the new 

Sword class destroyers are under construction, with a Slingshot Mk3 to round off the fleet. I've decided 

that as soon as is practicable, all of the Manos class destroyers will be withdrawn from service and 

either rebuilt to different specifications or scrapped outright. Most likely they will be scrapped, given 

that modification could take a significant amount of time. One possible option is as a survey command 

ship.  

  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Director-class CA                              8-XOa            60 HS 

[3] Sx8Ax8ZaHMgs(IaIa)MgM2Ptb(IaIa)QaQaPtbPtb(IaIa)MgQaPtbPtbQa(IaIa) [4/2] 

Trg:3                        PV=46    Cost= 910/136.5   SL4 

39 HTK Sx8 Ax8 Ptbx5 Mgsx1 Mgx2  

PROTOTYPE HULL/CLASS = 1428 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

  

Research this month is particularly absent of news. No new developments, no breakthroughs, just slow 

and steady development. What has been authorized this month was research into tractor beams and 

automated platforms. Interestingly enough, this current level of automated platforms would offer both 

armed buoys, and a hull large enough to accommodate the communications suite that we developed a 

few months back. I look forward to news on this development project as it continues. 

  

-----------------Interlude----------------- 

Grant Star System, the edge of deWulf space 

Eyeball Mk2, hull #12 

  

The single hull floated up and slipped into the warp point, disappearing into the singularity as if it were 

something done every day. Earlier in the month it had already transited another newly discovered warp 

point, discovering a unique situation. A pair of red dwarfs, 2.75 light seconds apart in a close orbit. The 

scout had already spent over an hour, cataloguing their emission spectra and orbit as they slowly 

rotated around each other. The unstable gravity wells had prevented any planets from forming. Through 

ought the system laid the bits that worlds were made of, but there was nothing of value. Nothing more 

than a collection of pebbles no more than a fist in size. As the survey ship sailed out-system, a name 
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was catalogued for the system. The Lorelei, singing rocks that lured sailors to their deaths... now a tight 

binary marking the boundary of explored space... 

  

Transit surge dissipated, sensors coming online and sweeping space as it revealed itself, cataloguing 

another star system. Survey instruments recorded the surge, but as the EM pulse dissipated the sensors 

detected drive fields, habitated worlds, and signs of civilization. The explorer fired off it's courier drone 

back into Grant, and prowled in-system slowly. A destroyer-sized signal slipped into range and halted 

in front of the explorer ship. Scanners reached out from both sides and caressed each other's hulls. Com 

lasers lanced back and forth, and attempts at communication began... 

  

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 33 
 

More repairs and recovery. I've decided to launch the assault on Sintilla as soon as the Einstein is 

finished repairs. That should be done in about... three months total. Next month there will be enough 

space in the machine shop for them to get to work. Figure two months in the yards total. Well, can't get 

them ready to roll till then.  

 

Other than that, nothing too much going on at the moment. Research continues, with one positive point. 

Finally, we have developed a basic point defence system. While it's not terribly effective, it does offer a 

basic anti-torpedo defence. Based on the design philosophy that the Sintillans seem to be taking, it is 

doubtful that we will need such a defence system, and the mass will be better spent on armour.  

 

ExRon 01 has broken into two separate parts, but are still considered to be ExRon 01 (we haven't 

actually split the squadron, but one ship is on detached duties. More on this later). The lion's share of 

the squadron is at The Lorelei, surveying for warp points leading beyond the system. The single ship is 

still in the alien system, attempting to establish full communications. I've already gotten a rather 

blistering email from the local governor all but ordering me to just move in the system and incinerate 

the entire planet. Frankly I would much rather have trade agreements than another war. Still, Governor 

Savage has a point. I've ordered the 1st ConRon to move to Grant from Grumman and land on-planet to 

start building some PDCs to provide some defensive firepower. I have also shipped out some of our 

stock of Ptb's to Grant to help ease the cost of building the PDCs. 

 

On the colonization front, the corporations are pushing for an expansion of markets, and since Dave's 

World is currently the most profitable planet, they've pushed hard for more colonization. I've 

acquiesced to this request, since this also provides more funds towards our navy and R&D programs.  

 

Our first contact effort just outside Grant is the reason that ExRon has a ship on detached duty. The 

probing ship continues its contact efforts while the rest of the squadron, under Hunter Magnan's 

command, surveys The Lorelei. Contact hasn't been properly established yet, but these new aliens seem 

to be very willing to talk. The contact ship is armed with some kind of missile weapon. The tracking 

systems are similar to ours, but at the same time they have an unusual modulation compared to our 

plasma torpedoes. Against these guys our point defences will most likely be more useful. 

 

Turn 34 
 

Repairs and re-supply continue. To use a common phrase, we're pedalling as fast as we can. Frankly 

I'm looking at the distinct possibility that our economy is being pushed to the breaking point and might 

implode in the near future. That's currently only a distant possibility, but still a threat. 

 

I'll start with fleet operations. Most of our navy is still in Yutani orbit currently refitting and forming 

up. Estimated completion of repairs to the flagship Einstein should be done in by the end of next 

month, and thus ready for service at the beginning of the month after. ExRon 01 continues surveying 

the Lorelei, but has not reported any warp points so far. ConRon 2 has landed on Dave's World and is 

now beginning construction of a series of planetary defence centres. 
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Construction this month is far more spread out than last month, with construction taking place in Fenris 

orbit, Dave's World, and on Fenris itself. At the Fenris yards, 13 Eyeball Mk2s are under construction 

to expand our survey fleets, to explore new systems and resurvey old ones for new warp points. Also 

under construction are a trio of PDCs on Dave's World, to provide defensive firepower should the 

planet fall under attack. To expand our colonization capabilities and our trooplift capacity we're also 

building a few Qv freighters planetside, though this is proving more expensive than orbital 

construction. Also, this ability cannot be used to build any combat ships, since none of our current 

designs outside our support freighters are atmospheric capable. 

 

R&D continues slowly, unfortunately more slowly than we had planned. A power spike hit one of our 

R&D labs and caused a partial data loss. Our research into data link technology has been summarily set 

back. Thankfully this isn't a particularly important research project at this time; otherwise we could 

have had a serious problem on our hands. The bigger project, the one I'm most looking forward to is the 

comprehensive laser upgrade program. That one offers some rather impressive firepower. 

 

Contact with the race discovered in the system next to Grant has not resulted in any benefits, but they 

continue attempting communications. They seem genuinely willing to continue contact, and I think this 

bodes well for future. 

 

Turn 35 
 

As the days inch closer, I’m starting to get some significant butterflies in my stomach. Next month our 

offensive will kick off, and then we should be in command of the Sintillan system. If not, then most of 

our military firepower will have been expended. With some luck our forces will secure the system. If 

they secure the warp point, then they should be able to abuse their massive long-range combat 

advantage and secure high orbit. If they fail, then we should have a small blocking force that we can 

commit to try again, to hit the yards while the ships are down for repairs.  

 

Anyways, A few positive things have happened this month. Our construction yard has finished off 13 

Eyeball Mk 2s to be assigned to the new Second Exploration Squadron. I've ordered another 12 of them 

to be built for next month so that they can be sent out to the frontier to survey some more star systems, 

especially ones near the Sintillan front for possible secondary routes into the system. 

 

Research is also going along huntingly. A total of four different projects delivered either technology or 

the theoretical basis for hardware. Our research into tractor beams has given us the theory for a 

projector that is half the size and has about three times the range. Research will be done into this tech, 

but since it is a relatively non-military system, research will have to wait till later. Our new 

understanding of electronics also gives us an improved multiplex tracker, but at the same time since we 

haven't developed the M3 yet, the M4 is beyond us. The gunnery linkage software however has some 

really distinctive possibilities. Since it is merely a software upgrade all our units should be upgraded as 

soon as we have completed without extra cost. I will have this project given priority. Lastly, we have 

developed a more sophisticated understanding of data link. While it isn't any more effective, it paves 

the way for more effective pieces of hardware. Research is ongoing. 

 

Diplomacy with the Elysians continues. No new developments in that area, though survey of the 

Lorelei continue as does fortification construction on Dave's World.  

 

When you stare into the void, the void stares back... 
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Turn 36 
 

The assault has begun. Due to the time lag I won't know how the assault has done till sometime next 

month once the latest merchant courier arrives in-system. The last of the reinforcements have arrived, 

and JPH Phelan should be running in the assault as I type this in. I hope to god I've done the right 

thing... 

 

Still, less vital matters have to be dealt with. More colonists have been shipped to Dave's World to help 

push it into self sufficiency and give it a large enough industrial base so that it can build hardware on 

it's own. We'll need to lift an estimated 500 PTU in order to get the colony to that level, excluding 

inherent growth.  

 

Construction is another semi-slow month this year, what with over half our current budget being fed 

into fleet maintenance. However, since our first CA, now officially designated as the Waidslaw Orona, 

Hull Number CA-001, is scheduled to roll off the yards in two months, I have authorized a pair of 

Hauptman DDs to be built and scheduled to enter service at the same time. This will give us a small 

battle group that should prove to be a particularly nasty speed bump to any hostile navies.   

 

Research has given us a pair of interesting developments this month. First off, we have finally 

completed theoretical research into the next level of laser technology, laying open a pair of interesting 

developments. The first is the possible development of capital laser technologies. While this will need a 

breakthrough in order to develop the massive lasing cavities needed, it offers us the first way to match 

Sintillan laser projectors without resorting to their potentially self-destructive hardware. The second is 

an external laser mount bolted to the XO racks of our ships. This offers an interesting variant to the 

normal load out of plasma missiles on XO racks. However, the idea also seems to be insanely 

hazardous to even develop, never mind actually deploy. We've also begin managed to achieve a 

software breakthrough that should allow us to commence development of linking software next month 

should we choose to. Rather serendipitous, but always a welcome surprise. 

 

Work has also begun on both improved armour compounds and enhanced datalink systems. While both 

are not technological projects, both get us closer to being able to develop more efficient armour plate 

and more capable datalink software.  

 

First contact efforts continue with the Elysians, though we have achieved partial communications. No 

more information as of late, but I look forward to peaceful relations. Frankly, if they so much as hiccup 

annoyingly I think another war of conquest is fitting. Can't have all these ships running around with no 

use for them... 

 

Oh, survey information has revealed one warp point at the Lorelei leading to an orange K8 star with no 

habitable planets and no asteroid belts. The system has been named Stratus, and logged for later survey.  

Also, the other 12 survey ships have finished construction and have been assigned to the reformed 

Exploration Squadron 2, which has headed to Weyland to carry out a more detailed survey that will 

look for new warp points in that system that the initial survey may not have detected. 

 

 

-----------------Interlude----------------- 

Sintilla Star System, Sintilla-Weyland Warp Point 

 

The flotilla of 33 Sintillan warships floats, hovering around the warp point and waiting. In the blink of 

an eye, the assault begins. 

 

Six deWulf warships leapt into real space, a pair of light cruisers and four destroyers, the first 

Hauptman class Destroyers to see action. Plasma cannon volley, but a combination of transit lag and 

incomplete targeting data ensures barely a quarter of the volleys hit. Fire ripples back from some of the 

destroyers as they manage to make combat stations. One of the Sintillan destroyers reels from the 

plasma hammering as the ships struggle to recover. 
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Another six destroyers, all older Manos class leap from the warp point and begin to scan with their 

targeting systems. The Hauptman slams fire into a nearby frigate and tears her entire bows off as the 

active Sintillan warships close in on the fresh arrivals. The Hauptmans start to flush their external racks 

into the defenceless frigates as their active consorts start to fire into the newly arriving destroyers. The 

battle degenerates into a brutal melee as the first Sintillan frigate explodes. 

 

Sintillan discipline, such that it is, collapses as the third wave of ships assault the warp point. Another 

Sintillan frigate explodes as the plasma guns keep firing. The Sintillans fire back roughly handling the 

Manos Destroyers, one of them exploding as it tries to keep up with the pack. One of the newest 

deWulf destroyers, the Sword, emerges from the warp point to catch a pair of heavy X-ray lasers from 

a Sintillan boat right up his tail, smashing the plasma torp on the XO rack.  

 

As the destroyers barrel up, the deWulf ships hammer out, one volley hammering a crippled frigate, the 

other from a pair of light cruisers reaching out and cracking open another destroyer. Plasma guns roar 

up the blind spots of a squadron of destroyers as they fire into the newly transiting ships, cracking one 

apart as it floats into space. The survivors manage to flush their racks at a still-inactive frigate, tearing 

it apart in a hail of plasma torpedoes. 

 

The Hauptmans wheel about and hammer out at a wave of five Destroyers, shattering a pair of 

destroyers but leaving another one completely untouched by the fireworks. The entire deWulf 

formation makes a hard about face and turns in on most of the Sintillan ships as they crowd around the 

warp point. Unfortunately the Oppenheimer zagged right into five lasers and loses over 3/4ths of her 

hull to the hungry beams.  

 

Confusion reigns as the fleets clash, a massive volley of fire rippling back and forth as the formations 

crash back and forth struggling to knock each other out. After a few minutes of fast and furious combat, 

soon there are only a few ships left in the void, none undamaged, all still shooting. 

 

Suddenly the entire Sintillan fleet breaks off, and begins going at full throttle to escape the deWulf 

warships. A pair of Sintillan ships breaks apart as they try to cover their comrades escape. The ragged 

survivors of the Sintillan navy fall back, carelessly exposing their blind spots to the deWulf survivors. 

The racing formation of Hauptman destroyers manages to clip a fleeing frigate, crippling engines. 

 

The remaining Slingshots of both variants reach out, flattening shielding and burning off armour, but 

always switching targets once heavy engine damage slowed the ships to a crawl. The crippled Sintillan 

ships came about, and tried to claim some last bit of damage on the deWulf ships, but the concentrated 

fire shattered their hopes and their keels. 

 

As the wreckage cools, the Katana launches a single message drone back into the warp point. It was 

Katana's drone simply because it was one of the few undamaged ships that still had operational drones. 

The two Auflkarer scout corvettes warp into the floating wreckage field and begin scanning for drones, 

escape pods, and lifeboats. The data is passed onto a small collection of freighters that slip from the 

warp point and commence SAR. The remainder of the combat fleet, lead by the scout corvettes heads 

towards the homeworld of the Sintillans, as the sound of reloading torpedo tubes echo through the 

fleet... 

 

-----------------End Interlude----------------- 

 

Turn 37 
 

We have secured the Sintillan star system, though at a heavy cost. We suffered 48% losses, with three 

of the four light cruisers killed. Another 7 destroyers were lost in combat. This of course does not 

discuss non-critical damage that the rest of the fleet has suffered. However more than enough of the 

fleet was still combat-ready, enough to secure the Sintillan system and the orbital works. The Sintillans 

attempted to scuttle most of their ships, but charges failed (probably due to poor maintenance) on four 

freighters. More incredibly, scuttling charges failed on the space station, allowing our Naval Marines to 

board the station in null-grav suits and secure the station before they managed to get the charges 

operational.  
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Addendum: After Action Losses Report 

Sintillan losses 100% 

Total HS lost = 886 (20 DDs, 13 FGs) 

 

deWulf losses = 48% 

HS lost = 375 (3 CLs, 7 DDs) 

Total HS = 780 (4 CLs, 20 DDs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

JPH Phelan has called forward the First Support Squadron from Yutani to begin repairs to the damaged 

hulls and to refit the captured ships. For meritous acts in breaking into the Sintillan system, I am 

promoting Phelan to the rank of PackHunter. For lesser yet still important acts, the commander of the 

Ballista, Hunter Raeder, has been promoted to Junior PackHunter. For similar acts, the commander of 

the MacAllen, Hunter Thompson, has also been promoted to Junior PackHunter. Both of these officers 

will function as adjuncts to PH Phelan until we have decided proper postings for them.  

 

Not too much construction is happening. Construction of three Volleymaster PDCs has been completed 

on Dave's World, and the first CA and a pair of Hauptmans will be completed next month as scheduled. 

I've also ordered construction of a pair of FT2 "H" freighters to supplement our cargo carrying 

capacity.   

 

On less military matters, more colonists have been sent to Dave's World, pressing its population farther 

towards the next breakpoint. Research also continues well, with a more advanced understanding of 

Automated Platforms and not only a more improved understanding of commercial engines but also a 

more advanced version of the commercial engine, the Icb drive. This will let us make light cruisers 

with a strategic speed of "4".  

 

No new developments with the Elysians, but as always communication efforts continue. ExRon 01 has 

fallen back to Grant to consolidate and await reinforcements. ExRon 02 has arrived in Weyland and is 

re-surveying the system for more warp points. 

 

Lastly, our engineers have come up with a few interesting developments in ship design, and have come 

up with a few new interesting ship designs, as well as several redesigns based on the new commercial 

engine. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tripwire BS1                                                    30 HS/30 TS 

[0] SSSAAAAAHQaDaM1DaDaPgax4Qa [0/0] 

Trg:2                        PV=14    Cost= 330/16.5   SL3 

19 HTK Sx3 Ax5 Dax3 Pgax4  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 396 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

This one is a perimeter base; one used for close in defence of a warp point and designed to cause some 

substantial damage to an assaulting fleet. A better point is that it is cheap and small, so it can be 

assembled rather quickly. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Shield-class CL                                                 45 HS 

[3] SSAx9HQaQaM(IcbIcb)1DaPgax7Qa(Icb) [2/2] 

Trg:2                        PV=27    Cost= 530/79.5   SL3 

27 HTK Sx2 Ax9 Dax1 Pgax7  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 636 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

The Shield is a simple warp point assault cruiser, something that is small and cheap, and should excel 

in the assault. The plasma guns ignore engine modulation and are less affected by transit effects. It also 
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functions as a semi-mobile base. The slow engines let it keep up with the newly developed heavy 

cruiser but also give it a better transit signature to allow more of them to transit at a time. 

 

The last three designs are rebuilds on the earlier Welders, Labourers, and Longshoreman. They retain 

the same class names but are appended with an Mk2. The first two are merely the same with larger 

hulls, to accommodate the engines needed for class "4" speed. The Longshoreman Mk2 is a virtual 

redesign, having the military engines replaced with the commercial engines, and having three tractor 

beams to tow around bases.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Welder Mk2-class FT5             (AC)                           40 HS 

[3] S(SYM)(Icb)(IcbIcb)(Icb)(IcbIcb)HQa [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=18    Cost= 344/14.6   SL3 

7 HTK Sx1 (SYM)x1  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 412 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Labourer Mk2-class FT5            (AC)                           40 HS 

[3] S(MS)(Icb)(IcbIcb)(Icb)(IcbIcb)HQa [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=15    Cost= 294/14.6   SL3 

7 HTK Sx1 (MS)x1  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 352 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Longshoreman Mk2-class FT5       (AC)                           45 HS 

[3] S(Icb#12)TbTbTb(Icb)(IcbIcb)(Icb)(IcbIcb)HQa [4/4] 

Trg:1                        PV=15    Cost= 296/22.2   SL3 

13 HTK Sx1 Tbx3  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 355 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Turn 38 
 

Naval operations are currently functioning well. Our fleet is in orbit of Sintilla, and the repair ships 

have pulled the most damaged ships out of the line to the far side of Sintilla's moon. Repairs on some 

of the destroyers will be done next month, with the Hawking being done the month after. 

 

Reinforcements have already been dispatched. Earlier this month the Wadislaw Orona slipped her 

moorings along with another pair of fresh Hauptman destroyers. She should arrive by the end of next 

month to take up duties as the flagship, as well as providing much needed fire support. Next month we 

should begin refitting the captured ships, as well as completing repairs on all the other damaged hulls. 

Refitting the space station will start later, once we are working towards securing the surface. 

 

As a precaution however, PackHunter Phelan has had the station rigged with surplus plasma torpedoes 

in certain structural junctures wired together on an independent net. This should allow us to cripple or 

even completely scuttle the shipyard altogether. With some luck, we should not have to blow the yards, 

but if we have to, we will. 

 

No new technological developments have rolled in so far, but development is proceeding at schedule. 

Within the next 6 months, we should be ready to begin practical development of an advanced datalink, 

and should have some basic armed buoys as well as some comm buoys on the drawing board. 

 

Surveying in the Weyland system has identified a new warp point thanks to our second warp point 

survey. The survey fleet has transited into a single star-system, with no anomalies detected. The quick 

probe has identified an uninhabited habitable planet, as well as an asteroid belt and several gas giants, 

including an amazing collection of moons. The survey fleet has, on the discretion of the commander, 

broken in half to survey the habitable planet and the massive collection of O2 worlds. 

 

Recruitment drives at home have also been going well, and building on the heroic recapture of Yutani, 

we have succeeded in building a large army. Beginning next month we will start to have them shipped 

to Yutani as a jump off point for the eventual invasion of Sintilla. Shipment of troops to the jump-off 
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position will commence next month, and as soon as troops are in position, the invasion proper will 

commence. 

 

Lastly, we have some construction going on in our yards. We have a second heavy cruiser under 

construction as a squadron mate for the Orona. We also have a pair of the upgraded Labourer Mk2 

ships under construction, and a pair of CFN Qv freighters to help expand our troop-lifting capability. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Palace of Winged Flight and Cathedral of the Czar, 

Elysium, Elysian Sovereignty. 

 

Talons tapped down the central grand hall, leading past the throne room and to an unremarkable hatch 

inset in an adjoining wall. High Priest Solon tapped in a complex code into the pad and walked through 

into a small, fortified room with only another door. Small force beam cannons artfully inset into the 

walls swivel and track the High Priest, but he remains nonplussed as a retinal scan confirms his 

identity, and the second hatch pauses for a moment before it cycles open. 

 

Solon steps into the chamber and bows his head reflexively as his king and religious leader looked at 

him as he stepped into the chamber. "My lord and master, I have the monthly reports as you had asked, 

and I bring good news from both our research labs and our exploration fleet." 

 

"What news do you bring of the Strangers with whom we are trying to communicate?" 

 

"Our efforts continue. They have undoubtedly noticed our efforts to move our forts to defend the 

sleeman juncture. At the same time, they have not been perturbed by these efforts. Not that we can see 

in any case. We have a basic understanding, and we can get across some information." 

 

"And their government?" 

 

"Obviously they know nothing about the glory of the White Wings, and they seem to be rather atheistic 

in general. They call themselves "The deWulf Corporation". The problem is that without full 

communication and the trade that will undoubtedly come with it, we will still have significant gaps in 

our knowledge." 

 

"You spoke of good news, Solon. I do not want to be disappointed..." 

 

"As you wish, your eminence. Our surveying fleet in Scylla has identified another warp point and 

transited through the sleeman juncture into a starless area, with no apparent stars or anything else in it. 

The fleet continues surveying. As well, we should have a second fleet of exploration ships ready 

shortly." 

 

Czar Scion looked at his high priest cum Prime minister with a manner of hostility before growling out 

"Hurry on your technological report, before I become overly tired of you..." 

 

"Our scientists have completed research into sensor systems, and we will shortly be able to develop 

drones that can probe these junctures for hostile forces without putting any manned ships in danger. We 

have also achieved a breakthrough into developing Enhanced Drive Missiles that can provide us some 

defence against incoming salvos of missiles. Unfortunately, they can only be carried on external racks, 

but they should provide good defence against the first salvos that include ordinance from external 

racks." 

 

"Well now, Solon. That is some good news. I assume research into these EDMs... that's what you called 

them, yes? That these EDMs should be researched next month..." 

 

"Yes your eminence. We will be researching these missiles, since they currently will provide our only 

active anti-missile defence. But still, that is not the best news from this month." 

 

"Oh, now what is this?" 
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"We have succeeded in advancing our general industrial base to a new level of efficiency, and this will 

be affecting the rest of our research projects next month once we have upgraded hardware in the labs. 

Also, we have begun work into another project, one that promises incredible firepower. Theoretically, 

we should be able to develop small craft, larger than our Kohan Class assault shuttles, but substantially 

smaller than a self-sufficient ship. These craft will be able to fire missiles at an attacking ship before 

closing with force beams to rake the hulls. Our missiles would have incredible difficulty in targeting 

these fast moving swarms." 

 

"These craft, what range would they have?" 

 

"They would have 12 hours of life support, and would be capable of staging multiple strikes before the 

attacking ships could get within conventional weapon range." 

 

"Excellent, Solon, Excellent! Keep me appraised on these small craft... these... Gunboats. I understand 

this project will take some time, but please use some discretion to get these into production." 

 

"As you wish, my lord. The needs of the state continue to press, my lord, so..." 

 

"By all means, Solon. By all means. Get about your work. I have things to contemplate..." 

 

Solon slips back out deferentially from the way he had come. Czar Scion turned to look at a powerful 

holoprojector, showing the projected designs for this new small attack craft, and he spread his wings 

slowly, just as a matching thin smile cracked across his face... 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

Turn 39 
 

Another slow month for us, with a pair of small exceptions:  

 

As per the study last month, I have authorized the transport of the lion's share of our troops from Fenris 

to Sintilla as an invasion force. While this is expensive, it is all the same cheaper than having them sent 

to Yutani to link up with the forces on that planet and ship them again in a cohesive unit. The rest of 

the forces on Yutani will be sent in as a second wave next month, to bolster the invasion force. 

 

Our research and development continues apace, though we have not achieved any particular 

improvements as of late. We have decided to begin research on a better understanding of point defence, 

one that should lead towards a more effective point defence. Worse, we have had a setback with our 

research into more efficient crew quarters. Our oxygen generator proved to have a significant internal 

fault, one that required a complete redesign of the generator. While this is not a serious setback, it is a 

setback nonetheless. 

 

This month's second exception comes from the first contact team out near Dave's World. They have 

successfully established full communications with the inhabitants, who are called the Elysian 

Sovereignty. I've attached a description from one of the officers on the communications ship. He's got 

the best description that I've seen so far… 

 

---------------Log Entry--------------- 

 

The Elysians live on a high gravity world, which makes their particular evolution all the more unique 

and interesting. They apparently rose to sentience somewhere in the evolution between lizards and 

avians. They stand on double-jointed reptilians legs, and have a lizard like main body. Their arms 

however are covered in feathers and end in a four-fingered hand (3 fingers, 1 thumb). The feathering 

actually begins higher up their body on the back of the head at the forehead level, and runs down the 

neck, back, and along the tail. Coloration is usually very bright, save for the ruling family which 

apparently has an all-white coat of feathers.  

 

Their clothing usually consists of an open-backed cloak for everyday wear, with military uniforms 

instead having a flap that covers the back and concealing virtually all the feathers, which apparently 
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keeps blind favouritism down. They move very gracefully, and apparently still maintain the ability to 

fly... 

 

Their technology... 

 

---------------Log Ends--------------- 

 

 

As a side note, our survey team in the Caribbean system has completed survey of the T class world and 

the O2 moons in system. Several of the moons are very rich, and the planet itself is benign. 

Unfortunately, the planet only has average resources. Still, this does not mean that this planet is useless. 

It is a particularly nice ocean world, with balmy winds and temperatures. It also has several large island 

archipelagos, some comprising thousands of islands. The last thing of interest is the dominant species 

on planet. They are a kind of flightless bird, usually about one to two kilograms in size, and with a 

variety of plumages. Apparently a Gig settled down onto a small colony of these birds, and the wash 

killed most of them. Some of the corpses have been sent back for study, but the crew apparently 

consumed the rest... I await more detailed reports next month. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Sintillan Star System, Sintilla orbit. 

 

PM Phelan looked over his sensor repeater, watching as a collection of freighters lumbered in-system, 

pregnant with 900 regiments of freshly trained troops and with General Vladimir, liberator of Yutani at 

their lead. Phelan knew that virtually every free cargo bay in the Corporate Democracy had been rented 

to cover this, and though there were insurance riders on the commercially owned hulls, the government 

freighters rode in the vanguard. "Well, let's not keep the dirtsuckers waiting. Take us into orbit and 

prepare for suppressive bombardment." "Aye aye Sir, moving into planetary orbit now." Phelan 

watched his repeater as the armada closed in on the planet. 

 

Planet Sintilla, Center for the Supreme Soviet 

 

Defence Councillor Kuropatkin shifted in his bowl-like chair, looking at the rest of the Advisors as he 

finished off the overall report of the military. "... and with the completion of the Kamchatka field, we 

are almost done emplacing missile silos. By the end of next month, the Kalinin and Butzov fields will 

be complete, and we will be ready to begin construction of atmospheric-capable warships which will 

allow us to regain control of our star system."  

 

The rest of the Councillors nodded as Kuropatkin settled into his chair. He relaxed as he watched the 

Minister of Agriculture stood, well re-formed into a more vertical position and began to make a speech 

"So now we begin our offensive against the atheistic capitalist invaders! We will drive them from our 

system and roll back, flooding over their borders and liberating the proletariat in a glorious wave of 

revolution! New victories will ring anew...." 

 

The Defence Councillor leaned over in his chair towards the Industrial Councillor "Minister Alexyev is 

getting more and more unhinged... Ever since we were driven from the Weyland system, he's been 

sinking into a more and more dogmatic pit..." The Industrial Councillor leaned and whispered back 

"Agreed. Ever since that defeat and the latest purge, he's becoming more and more of a liability. I think 

we can do something about it after you've built some of those ships of yours... but we shouldn't talk 

here..." "Agreed" said Kuropatkin "we can work out details at a more secure location". 

 

As Minister of Agriculture Alexyev ranted on, a shrill ringing tone echoed through the impressive 

meeting hall. All the whispering stopped, and even Alexyev's ranting ground to a halt in mid epithet as 

all eyes focused on the Defence Councillor’s comm unit. The comm units were used only to call out, 

though theoretically they could still take calls. But no-one was really insane enough to call it when the 

quorum was in session. Whispers were passed down halls as to the fate of a lowly technician who 

requested clarification on a matter. Grushkovy, as his name was known, had been reassigned as an 

armour technician with the invasion force to Yutani. He was most certainly dead... 
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The Defence Councillor paused and answered the phone, silently hoping that this insane call was 

important, because no matter how he shifted the blame, he'd catch some of the flak as well. He was not 

disappointed. 

 

"COUNCILLER!!" screamed the sensor rating on the other side of the comm-line "THE ENEMY! 

Their fleet is closing in to orbit! And they have freighters! Hundreds of them! What should we do!?!" 

The Defence Councillor paused momentarily as he looked at the rating, paling slightly. Suddenly he 

noticed that all of the other councillors were looking at Alexyev, who had turned an odd shade of puce, 

and was looking like he was going to explode. 

 

Though most people sensed it before it happened, Alexyev exploded and ranted out loud "LAUNCH 

THE MISSILES!! KILL THEM! DESTROY THEM BEFORE THEY LAND!!" The sensor rating was 

shocked by this sudden outburst, not knowing what to make of it. "Launch, damn you. Launch! Are 

you refusing an order from your superior?!?" Alexyev continued. While the Minister was technically 

the supreme commander, all Ministers before him had passed their judgement on military matters to the 

Defence Councillor. The rating shuddered to attention as he frantically worked at his terminal, locking 

in the first firing sequence he could find, and pressed the launch command. "Missiles Away, Comrade 

Minister" he intoned. 

 

High Orbit, Sintilla, dwWulf Flagship Wadislaw Orona. 

 

PM Phelan had all of three seconds to react. Unfortunately, he spent the first five watching the deadly 

bloom of torpedoes from the planet streak out to his fleet. Waves of torpedoes, over one hundred, broke 

over his flotilla. His flagship was wreathed in over 16 torpedoes as hull and hardware boiled away in a 

bath of plasma. Several seconds later, the flames receded and Phelan looked at his data repeater to find 

out what was left. 

 

Several destroyers, including every Slingshot he had, were showing signs of severe damage. What was 

worse was the first line of freighters. Three of them had been destroyed outright, another two smashed 

to near wreckage, and another one suffering light damage. He then noticed a loud howl in the 

compartment. He looked over to see his Flag Hunter, legs torn off from a massive steel splinter that had 

been blasted through the hull... 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 40 
 

Our ground assault continues. We've sent the ready reinforcements from Weyland, but it proving to be 

not enough. We are managing to hold off their militias, and we are at least causing equivalent 

casualties. Next month we will be training more troops and deploying them to the invasion to properly 

secure the system.  

 

Also, I have ordered the two Labourer Mk2s deployed to Sintilla to assist with repairing the damaged 

ships, as well as refitting both the captured freighters and the captured shipyard. I've had an idea about 

what to do with the Sintillan shipyard. We're going to refit it, and then strip it apart, using its onboard 

components to help build a trio of small frontier shipyards through ought our empire. I'm thinking of 

putting one in the Grant system, another in Weyland, and the third as an additional module to our main 

yards in Fenris. That would give us 15 shipyards in our home system, more than enough shipyards to 

cover our needs. 

 

Economically we are as stretched as we can, with supporting our navy, our continued invasion efforts, 

and our R&D projects. Realistically if we want to finish this invasion we are going to have to step up 

our garrison troops. Next month, among other things we will be cutting most of our R&D in half (at the 

very least) in order to sustain the effort. 

 

I've also authorized a bit of construction to replace the losses in freighters from the invasion fleet. 

Hopefully we should be able to repair the damaged ships and return them to service. As soon as some 

of the damaged ships are returned to the yards, I have also decided to retire the Manos class destroyers. 
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While they are good ships, the Swords outclass them in every respect. I'll have them pulled back next 

month as the repairs commence. That should give us some cash to help support our growing army. In 

the meantime we might transfer some crews to newer or less damaged ships, or even promote some to 

flag rank.  

 

Governmental negotiations with the Elysians continue, though they have rejected a limited trade 

agreement. We will let them cool off for a month or two before pressing the issue. We do look forward 

to having trade relations (especially that this will give us extra income from trade). 

 

As well, Junior PackHunter Raeder has proven to be particularly competent in his duties, and has thusly 

been promoted to new duties and the rank of PackHunter. I expect that his quick reactions in the 

Sintillan ambush last month will have him promoted to command Task Force One, with Phelan moving 

to command Support Squadron One (which befits his engineering skills more than a combat 

command).  

 

Also, we have received some interesting requests from "legitimate" companies operating on the frontier 

at Dave's World, most of them concerning the time it takes to process certain government requests and 

applications. Normally this kind of bureaucratic mess is of no concern, but at the same time, one of the 

more concerning incidents to happen is that all these requests came from front companies. While some 

of these were legitimate requests, most of them were in a slightly stilted language, and all of them 

concerned the speed that it takes for our bureaucracy to process requests. As I said, I don't know what 

to really make of it, but I think the Elysians are trying to get some information from us. I'll speak with 

our intelligence officer and see what he can come up with to defend us. 

 

Turn 40 Starmap 
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Red planets:   Has O2s and/or asteroid belts  

Yellow planets:   Has O2s and/or asteroid belts and is being exploited 

Purple planets:   Starless nebulae 

Dark Green:    Nebulae with planets 

Blue planets:   Habitable planets 

Green planets:   Habitable planets, colonized 

Orange planets:  Worker's Party of Sintilla 

Dark Grey planets:  Starless/no planets 

Marbled Green:  Elysian Sovereignty 

 

 

 

Turn 41 
 

Our war drags on, though now at a slower pace. With the destruction or capture of the entire Sintillan 

space fleet and supporting installations, we can step down our construction of our naval fleet. As well, 

we can begin repairing our damaged fleet and start to re-deploy to cover other sectors of our growing 

empire. While our naval dominance is now secure, due to the ground campaign the State of Threat, as 

stated in the constitutional covenant, remains in effect.  

 

Now, with the two Labourer Mk2's on station in Sintilla, we've begun repairs on the damaged ships in-

system. Our first priority is to repair the damaged freighters, and after that the warships that were 

crippled by the torpedo barrage. 

 

With the repairs beginning on the damaged ships, the four Manos class DDs have been ordered back to 

Fenris for decommissioning and scrapping. They should arrive next month. Their commanding officers 

will be promoted to Senior Hunter, which should flesh out our officer corps. I will work out to try and 

find some postings for them, but most likely they will be assigned to various Skywatches and other 

support positions.  

 

Research this month is a dismal read, with little being developed. Our only development was a better 

understanding of plasma guns, though this does not give us any new hardware for us to develop. Still, 

since we have cut most of our research and development back to about 20% of our normal funding 

levels, any sort of advancement is welcome. We managed to research a miniaturized drive coil that has 

proven useful to our developments as we try to research Bouy2. This is the only research project that's 

going forward, and it's going forward full bore.  

 

I've also received a report from Sintilla from General Vladimir, outlining our current progress. While 

the assault is tough going, we have successfully captured an RDS station on the planet. The report from 

the looting offers some good news for once. Our intelligence unit has managed to pull out information 

regarding their current technological developments. I've added in the summary of the intelligence 

report below that outlines their technological understanding. 

 

Excerpt from Sintillan Hardware and Software Intelligence Assessment:  

EYES ONLY! 

" 

Sintillan development in hardware is generally behind our own, though with its own unique 

developments. They only had SL 2 in Pts, and DeC SL 3. Their armour tech is more advanced than 

ours, and it appears they were on the verge of developing A1 for their ships. Their electronics and 

shield technology are both considerably behind our own understanding, as is their XO and Y 

technology. Our survey equipment is again considerably more advanced, though their crew quarters are 

somewhat more advanced, as they were developing Qb (which is still currently beyond us). Their most 

impressive advancements are in small craft, which are considerably more advanced than ours. They 

have developed assault small craft and larger boatbays. This is particularly worrying, but thankfully 

they never did attempt to exploit this advantage further. 

 

Due to the fact that we were invading their home world, they were naturally unable to conduct any 

research due to the disruption in production that our invasion has caused. 
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" 

 

Finally, our cartography corps has identified a trio of warp points in the Caribbean. The first leads to a 

system that has been named Babylon, a system with no habitable planets but several large O2 planets 

and an asteroid belt. This system offers the possibility of becoming a reasonably productive mining 

system. The second, called Sukara, is a dismal collection of planets orbiting a red sun. There are only 

gas giants and ice worlds in this one, with a usual collection of moons and an asteroid belt. The final 

system has been called "Fog Alley", in a fit of dark humour by the survey officer. It is a starless nebula, 

filled with grey gasses that cut into scanner capabilities. As well, there are parts of space that are 

curiously distorted, forcing engines to shut down to a crawl. A crewman nicknamed them "Sargassos", 

and it has caught on rather well. The Sargasso will also slow surveying, meaning that it will take some 

4 months to properly survey the system. Due to this delay, he has decided to survey Fog Alley first. 

 

Turn 42 
 

With our ground war slogging away on Sintilla, there is little else for our forces to do. The navy is 

currently surveying and patrolling our perimeter, and maintaining space superiority over Sintilla. Since 

all of our military needs are currently met by both our naval and ground forces as they are, the last four 

Manos class DDs are being scrapped this month at the Fenris shipyards. This gives us some more 

financial leeway, both with the revenue from the scrapping and the reduced maintenance fees every 

month. 

 

There are no new construction projects being started this month, save for some more repairs of ships 

damaged during Sintillan invasion. This month a pair of Sword DDs are being repaired by the 

combined resources of SupRon 01 and 02.  

 

However, what we have done is promote all the commanders from the Manos DDs to flag rank. This 

now gives a relatively decent officer corps to rely on. Next month I'll start to post them to various 

commands, either survey fleets or Skywatch commands for the most part. Also, I'll be re-designating 

part of TF 01 as TF 02 and placing it under Senior Hunter Raeder and having it deployed to Dave's 

World as a covering force for the survey team that will be resuming operation. 

 

Some more annoying information has emerged from Sintilla. Apparently one of our intelligence 

officers was falsifying data, and literally cooked the books on the latest intelligence assessment. 

Sintillan tech is more advanced than we believed. Not only did they have A SL 4, but they also had 

developed A1. They are also continuing to improve their economy, though this is moving at a slower 

rate. We have finally gotten rid of the officer. He has been... cashiered. Thankfully enough, our new 

intel officer has some new digs. Our troops managed to secure another RDS, and have looted it for 

more information. We pulled some intel on their ongoing EL research, but the information secured was 

strictly academic. We've also determined that they didn't receive any assistance from any other 

empires. While this doesn’t mean that there are any empires that they have met, but the lack of tech 

assistance is a good sign. The other bit of good news is that we also discovered some test samples from 

their research of A1, and they've been forwarded to our research labs for testing. It should speed our 

research some.  

 

Turn 43 
 

Sometimes I feel as if I'm marking time here. I don't really have any true command over my forces. It 

all rests in subordinate hands. Still, with all this being said, it also means that I do get to live longer 

than them... and I might even survive to retirement and actually get those stock options I'm paid in. 

Partly, anyway.  

 

Well, alright. So some interesting stuff did happen this month. I can't complain really since this time it's 

actually useful stuff. And stuff that should make our finances a bit easier to deal with to boot.  
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But I'll just gloss over the Sintillan front before that. Our troops continue their rough slog across the 

planet, but haven't succeeded in destroying overt resistance yet. It's proving to be a tough slog but we 

are slowly winning the upper hand as time goes on. Repairs and refits in orbit continue, with this month 

the last two damaged ships, the Wadislaw Orona and the last of the damaged destroyers being repaired. 

As well, funds have been found to upgrade the last of the original Slingshots to the Mk3 configuration. 

However, since repairs to the Orona will take some three months, I will have to keep the Hauptmans on 

station for a while longer. Once repairs are completed the Hauptmans will proceed back to Fenris for 

mothballing.  

 

Yes, mothballing. It's expensive keeping both a conquest fleet and a ground assault force in operation, 

and seeing as how our political environment has become rather more friendly, I think that some 

cutbacks are in order so that a more pleasant financial outlook can be maintained. 

 

Which of course brings me to the next major update. We have successfully concluded a limited trade 

treaty with the Elysians, and are currently in the process of setting up the necessary infrastructure. I 

have put aside some of our funds this month, which in conjunction with next month's available funds 

should allow us to commence trade not later than the month after.  

 

The second bit of good news comes from our R&D department. No less than three major projects have 

finished this month. Thanks to some of the captured samples, our R&D into A SL3 has been 

completed. Now we just need to figure out exactly how to make these composite armours and then we 

can start researching them ourselves. Secondly, our Q SL2 project has completed.  While this is not 

exactly a massive breakthrough, it does mean we can start researching both SL 3 and Qb, which would 

offer up some advantages for both prospects for our larger classes (installing Qb's on our heavy cruisers 

would free hull space due to their greater efficiency) and any smaller FGs that we choose to build (as 

that would let us get away with only one Qb).  

 

The big development was the completion of the BOUY2 project. This gives us a buoy hull large 

enough to accommodate a full sized (CC), or a powered down but multi-use Lb, or two APew modules 

(though we haven't actually researched this hardware yet). We also have researched in conjunction a 

control module to control these armed platforms. We also have a modified design of our Pt BS2 as a 

command module. If it supplements its volleys with XO rack ammo, it can conceal itself as a normal Pt 

BS2 at least for the first two volleys. Unfortunately, the current design also calls for A1 composites, 

which are currently unavailable. Fleet design should have a revised design available next month. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Corner of Kurchatov and Meridian, 

"Research City", Sintilla 

 

Hauptman Hobbes looked over the rubble at his current problem, the Vector Science Academy. The 

rest of the company had attempted to take the facility by rolling over the defenders two days ago. Stiff 

resistance had killed that idea, as well as most of the company. Now Hobbes' only concern was 

levelling the entire facility. The Sintillan 248th' people's guard had dug in and was turning the place 

into a strongpoint, one that blocked the path further into the city.  

 

"Korporal, get a squad together and see if you can anchor the flank at the housing complex. Take Tor 

with you. You'll need his smartgun" 

 

"Jawhol, herr commander."  

 

Hobbes watched as Korporal Dieter gathered an ad hoc squad and led them west to the damaged 

housing complex that overlooked the intersection and the courtyard of the research facility. His options 

for levelling the facility were limited. Orbital support was no good in this close range, and artillery was 

already heavily engaged. Attempts to task some from Divisional had already failed, as the blobs were 

making a counterattack due east of the city. That left air support, but with the amount of flak that the 

blobs seemed to toss up, the Banshees were steering clear of the city entirely. 

 

Logic dictated that the best course of action would be to thin the flak then. This at least was a doable 

objective, one that another pair of squaddies were already well at work on.  
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---------------------------- 

 

"ahhhh~ so there's the bugger" 

"and looking so defenceless too. Quick, set up the SADAR." 

PFC Timmins looked over at the massive Flak cannon, easily twice the size of a normal blobbie tank, 

its quad barrels spinning and belching out heavy fire on marauding Banshees. He saw the SADAR get 

set up, and loaded a round into the back before rolling aside and thwapping the helmet of the gunner as 

he rolled.  

 

The SADAR leapt from the tube and homed in on the small IR laser that was centered on the open crew 

hatch, glimmering off some internal part. It corkscrewed through the air and impacted inside the Flak 

tank, setting off a chain reaction that cooked off the Flak cannon's ready ammo. It brewed up and 

detonated, rocking the ground as the magazine exploded in an orange gout of flame. 

 

The two wulf team raced on all fours from their firing position, already moving out of the area as the 

blobbies counterattacked, turning their firing position into even more devastated rubble.  

 

---------------------------- 

 

Hobbes looked over at the explosion that grows on the horizon and noted the diminishing flack, rolling 

over to his radio schultzen, hitting his shoulder roughly to grab his attention.  

 

"Get me support! I need a strike on Grid 12-89 DELTA! Target is emplaced infantry!" Yells Hobbes as 

he makes sure his radioman gets the message before relaying it to support.  

 

It doesn’t take long before a kette of heavy duty Banshees scream down Meridian and towards the 

Academy. They execute a perfectly synched popup over the wreck of the Flak tank and loosed a whole 

rack of dumb fire plasma missiles into the building. The rockets had no guidance at all, instructors 

admonishing pilots "If it moves, this rocket WILL miss its target!" 

 

Fortunately for Hauptman Hobbes, not so much for the Blobbies, buildings don't move. 18 missiles 

plastered the entire Science Academy, reducing it to rubble. Several blobs managed to get out as the 

plasma fire ate into the structure, but most of the defenders were consumed by the fire. The rubble 

began to burn fiercely as the contents of the academy caught fire under the rubble. Hobbes waved his 

surviving troops to flank the burning facility as they advanced slowly deeper into the city.  

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 44 
 

Our advances on Sintilla continue slowly, grinding away at the Sintillan army on-planet. Unfortunately, 

our assaults destroyed another RDS station on-planet, but at the same time our army's been functioning 

as a far more efficient force as of late. After being on-planet for some 6 months, we have a good grasp 

of conditions on-planet. Victory is closer than ever. 

 

As well, we have scrapped the only Longshoreman tug in commission, the Donnie Brosco. This design 

was poorly conceived, and our newer Mk 2 design is not only larger, faster, can tractor more ships, but 

is at the same cheaper to build and operate. We should be commissioning a pair of tugs in the next few 

months to replace them. Also, as soon as the repair jobs are completed in Sintilla, the Laborers will all 

be returned to Fenris. The Mk1's will be scrapped out and replaced with Mk2 versions, whereas the 

Mk2's currently in service will begin disassembling the BS0's currently defending the Fenris warp point 

for shipping to Grumman, to begin construction of a central defence and Fleet base, as was the original 

pre-war plan. 

 

As a side effect of the samples stolen from the Sintillan RDS, we have managed to effect a 

breakthrough with A1, and will be able to commence research into the technology next month. We 

expect to be able to have the enhanced armour developed within one year. No other technological 

improvements or advancements this month otherwise. 
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Thanks to some creative (and legal, I should add) bookkeeping, we have found some cash, enough to 

finish the fortifications on Dave's World. Thanks to the Ptb's already stockpiled on the planet, the costs 

are somewhat cheaper. Construction will be completed in three months, and will give Dave's World a 

particularly impressive belt of defences. 

 

While on the subject of Dave's World, we also have enough funds to send a few more colonists to the 

planet. While they will not make a substantial impact on the planetary population, they should all the 

same help increase the profitability of the planet.  

 

On the subject of trade, this month we have paid in full for the necessary infrastructure to trade with the 

Elysians. This should provide a welcome amount of income once the goods begin to flow next month.  

 

That's about all really. Surveying in Fog Alley won't be complete for another month or so. 

 

Turn 45 
 

This is a particularly... odd month. It has its highs and lows, a bit more so either way than I'd prefer. I'll 

start with construction and research, and then getting on to survey data. 

 

First off, by the end of this month construction will be completed in Sintilla, with the Orona being 

restored to combat capability. We will probably be keeping the repair ships in the Sintillan star system 

so that we can scrap and refurbish the Sintillan hardware in-system. Rolling off the yards back in Fenris 

is something special. Our first Bouy2 (CC) buoys are being built. After they're laid next month, we'll 

have virtually instantaneous comms between Fenris, Yutani, Sintilla, and Dave's World.  

 

Our research is also progressing rather well. While no new developments have occurred, we have 

begun a combined research project on Armour SL 4 and A1. What is impressive is that this month we 

have completed our work on enhancing our Economic Level. Next month we will make the leap to EL 

5, with the attendant boost in productivity. This is a very well timed leap, and it greatly assists our 

economic situation. Something that is very well timed, considering some new problems we might be 

having... 

 

That problem is Fog Alley. This one starless nexus has nine, yes nine warp points. This is worrying to 

say the least. More than that, 5 of the 8 discovered warp points lead to binary star systems. Two more 

lead to single star systems, with the final system being a starless nexus.  

 

Some of these systems are relatively normal. Nothing fancy about any of them. The systems have been 

named, in no particular order: Chicago, New Languishia, Kalamazoo, Serpens, Beowulf, Vickers, 

Douglas, and Heigoland Blight. Most of these systems are rather unremarkable. A few habitable 

planets here and there, some planet less systems. The real problems to us lie in Kalamazoo and 

Beowulf. When our ships probed the systems, we found a fairly advanced industrial civilization in 

Beowulf, with another habitable planet. Our probe bugged out from that star system in short order.  

 

The other probe emerged in a binary star system and headed to the primary star. In orbit around the 

primary were a ST and a T class planet, both inhabited and surrounded by a collection of drive fields. 

The probe then bugged out to the secondary and detected a Type T world also wreathed in drive fields, 

but ones with a different modulation compared to the first set. What's more, our probe ship observed 

actual straight up combat in the asteroid belt as it escaped out-system. There's no doubt that it was 

detected by the combatants, but they seemed far too busy beating the stuffing out of each other to care. 

I've posted a single survey ship at the warp point while the rest of them patrol. Next month we'll 

attempt to make first contact with these two navies, as well as the Ind2 in Beowulf.  

 

Lastly, I've also received a report from Sintilla indicating the capture of another RDS. We've managed 

to pull some more information from the rubble. We've recovered information on life support systems, 

as well as some general information on their hardware capabilities. With exception to the life support 

hardware, this really isn't anything we already don't know. Our army has also been stepping up their 
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assault, and have managed to roll forward on a general offensive. However the Sintillan industrial base 

has suffered as a result, with over 55 industrial complexes levelled in the offensive. 

 

Turn 46 
 

Ahh.... it is nice, nay, blessed to have free cash again. Cash that can be used for all these other things 

that we seem to have forgotten about over the last few months. Like colonization. Granted it's not much 

in the way of colonization, but it is something.  

 

Now, with the extra funds we've gained from the upgrade to EL 5, I've managed to finagle another 

heavy cruiser for the fleet. Just mentioning that we had met another three races seems to have gotten 

the ruling council up in arms a bit, and they want their padded seats to be protected. Well, if it gets me 

my fleet I'm not going to complain. As a nice bonus, we've managed to cut our CA costs by some 225 

MC by using those Ptb's we found on Falke. Unfortunately thanks to continued experimentation and 

construction, we only have 25 of the launchers left out of the original 53. After we shift from cruiser to 

base construction, I estimate that the supply will be exhausted in some 5 months.  

 

As a footnote, out machine shops in Sintilla are currently scrapping the captured Sintillan freighters. 

We were looking at the hull for some other designs, but we just couldn't come up with any way to use 

them. They're simply too small. So next month we'll ship the reclaimed resources to Yutani for 

spending. 

 

Now, besides the normal shipping that we've been doing to support the invasion on Sintilla, there have 

been a pair of more special shipping runs from Fenris, one to Sintilla and one to Dave's World. Each of 

these runs has deployed a pair of Bouy2 (CC)'s, one on each side of the warp point. That means by the 

end of this month we will have a greatly enhanced communications grid, one capable of giving early 

warning and allowing for faster response times. As well, our scientists have suggested that by 

researching a miniaturized set of combat sensors, we could deploy them in concert with a (CC) chain to 

provide early warning for our outer systems, by transmitting any IDs and hull sizes of incoming ships.  

 

Our one small colonization mission is to expand a colony on a moon in the Falke system. Not much, 

but it offers a reasonable return, one close to home. Hopefully, a small colony will be started in either 

Koch or Witzig, to provide a better cover for our empire and to picket our approaches. 

 

Our research this month continues. We've successfully developed partial understanding of Z SL 4, 

though not all the kinks have been worked out so far. We have however worked out the knot that was 

preventing us from researching External Ordinance beams, though it remains a hazardous development 

project. Due to the less likely chance of us doing a warp point assault, we will be putting off 

development for a later date. 

 

Our contact efforts have been remarkably impressive, certainly better than our initial efforts with either 

the Elysians or the Sintillans. We've achieved initial communications with both races in Kalmazoo, and 

have partial communications with the third race in Beowulf. Hopefully in the future we'll have at least 

one or two more trade agreements to help fuel our economy.  

 

Our invasion is, as always, the current focal point for our military campaign. Our general offensive has 

hit some serious snags, but has managed to roll foreword rather impressively in other areas. Troops 

have successfully hit the outskirts of the capital, Volkov. More importantly, out of the three ICCs we 

assaulted, we secured two of them. Among the facilities secured was the Office of Budgetary 

Shipbuilding, Research Central Planning, Fleet Central Command, The Office of Central Paperwork 

(!!), and a private office of one of the government's internal commissars.  

 

The data thus revealed is particularly impressive. We know the costs of all their ships and bases, 

including one design that didn't make it off the drawing board (Information on table below). We also 

know the amount of ships currently in commission (which is zero, including CFN ships). As well, we 

have determined that they have not surveyed their own home system! This of course means that we 

haven't gotten any navigational data. What we have determined is that all their ICCs, indeed their only 

sector is composed of Sintilla and Weyland (which they claim but obviously do not hold. Our 
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intelligence recovered from Research Central Planning has provided more information on their armour 

composites, which will be sent back to our own research department for evaluation. Lastly, the 

paperwork recovered from the commissar’s office has been... rather unenlightening. Just the ramblings 

and complaints of middle management.  

 

" 

TABLE 46.1 Sintillan Ship Costs 

 

Ostrova FG  260 MC 

Stalin FG  277 MC 

Lenin EX  118 MC 

Shipyard  7057 MC 

CFN Freighter  74 MC 

Beria DD  374 MC 

Stalingrad BS1  291 MC 

" 

 

Turn 47 
 

Our operations this month are proceeding well, if not for a few upsets.   The biggest of which is the 

complete dismemberment of the UAC Corporation. 

 

Now, under the State of Threat as outlined in the constitution, the office of Naval Intelligence has 

certain extra powers, and is capable of prying into the affairs of corporations that are tied to the military 

in one way or another. Munitions is one of them. Several of our NI officers worked their way into 

places of relative power. Not power to change, but rather to report internal malpractice that is damaging 

the government as a whole.  

 

Which brings me to the Union Aerospace Corporation, pushers of fine weaponry everywhere. 

Especially our ground forces in Sintilla. Recently one of our moles has revealed that they were skilfully 

overcharging us for support hardware and consumables by a factor of ten. Not so good for them was 

when our operative brought a veritable truckload of evidence (he basically had a portable shredding 

truck "forget" to shred the paperwork) to the NI office. 

 

The end result is the complete and utter liquidation of the corporation. The leading CEOs were brought 

up on charges of grand fraud, grand larceny, and over 20,000 thousand counts of treason (one for every 

offence defrauding the army in times of war). Lesser executive officers, which knew of the problem but 

were not in a position to deal with it, were charged with accessory to grand fraud and grand larceny. 

The CEO's themselves were convicted (the mountain of evidence, including verigraphed paperwork 

signed with their thumb prints really gave them no chance to refute it) and then executed by firing 

squad. As a particular touch of irony, the plasma rifles used by the squads were UAC-manufactured 

rifles.  

 

The lesser executive officers were found guilty, but given lesser sentences of jail time and heavy fines 

(the largest was well over 2 million marks).  

 

Now, since the corporation itself was confiscated and liquidated by the government, that means we 

have fairly substantial funds this month. We were able to recover about 5.5 billion marks thanks to 

sales of UAC assets, including several research labs on desolate planets and moons. 

 

Now, using these funds we have embarked on a particularly extensive colonisation and industrialization 

program. We have ordered built some 60 factories on Dave's World, as well as authorized over 100 

PTUs worth of additional colonization of the planet. We have also continued our colonization efforts in 

Falke, to finish colonizing the second mining planet in-system.  

 

In our construction yards we have begun construction of some eight Qv freighters to help support our 

colonization efforts in the future, and three Eyeball Mk2 survey ships to help expand ExRon 1 as it 

starts to survey various habitable planets along the edges of our claimed space. Also in progress is the 
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refurbishment of the Sintillan shipyard complex, due to be completed sometime next month. Lastly 

we've started construction on a single destroyer to finish off the orbital garrison in Sintilla and free up 

our heavy cruisers for possible combat operations. 

 

Research this month has been particularly fruitful, opening up new possibilities while getting a few 

other items one step closer to development. Our research into Z SL 4 and Y SL 3 are both complete, 

offering newer hardware, most notably the development of Zb, a particularly effective piece of 

hardware that would allow us to datalink up to four destroyers or three ships of any class together. This 

would give our Slingshot Mk3's the power to handle even heavy cruisers.  

 

We have also succeeded in a pair of key breakthroughs that offer the possibility to finally begin 

research into capital beams, finally offering us matching firepower comparable to the Sintillan X-ray 

lasers. The second breakthrough was with a knot that was impeding research into more advanced 

engines, helping us be able to design faster combat warships. 

 

Our fleets have been holding position for some time now, with the exception of ExRon 1, which is 

redeploying from Dave's World to the Borodino system to survey the class T world there. They should 

have results done by sometime next month. With the comm chain passing right through the Cloak 

Nebula, the report should arrive rather promptly. 

 

Communications efforts continue with the two races in Kalmazoo and with the race in the Beowulf 

system, but to no great impact. We have been noting the beginnings of orbital infrastructure in orbit of 

the inhabited planet in the Beowulf system, indications that the society may be growing beyond IND-2. 

We still have not advanced beyond partial communications, but efforts continue. 

 

Now, this month's interesting developments occurred in Sintilla, as usual. Our armies pressed forward 

with the offensive and have secured the planet, mounting a crushing frontal assault on the capital that 

snapped the back of organized resistance. Realistically, it will take some time to properly incorporate 

the planet into our government, and we anticipate considerable resistance, but we should eventually 

secure the world. In any case, we now move on to consolidate our hold on the planet. We have also 

captured the last of their ICC centres, well, the last one standing after the assault. Sadly, it has given us 

little in the way of usable data. Really nothing that we don't know already. 

 

 

Turn 48 
 

A nice leisurely month it's been, far more so than in ones beforehand. Revenues are up, combat losses 

are down, colonization is up as well, and even our political situation is looking stable.  

 

I suppose I'll deal with those in turn. Revenues are up for a few reasons, mainly being enhanced 

industrialization and colonization, with the third reason being tribute from Sintilla. Our colony on 

Dave's World has increased substantially thanks to the first wave of colonists, just as the increased 

industrialization has helped increase its GSV. Hopefully within two months the colony will be large 

enough to both commence manufacturing ships and bases on-planet, as well as supporting research 

facilities.  

 

Combat losses, such that they are, are substantially reduced now that we have not only crushed the 

Sintillan's standing army, but have also consolidated our conquest of the planet. Next month we move 

on the peace phase, and try to reach a diplomatic understanding with the newly installed government. 

 

Yes, new government. Since we recovered Yutani, we have had a sizable cadre of captured troops and 

support elements, which were slowly but steadily added to with every naval victory. We believe that 

this cadre of newly educated Sintillans might be able to form the core of a new government, one 

perhaps more amenable to our own, and more importantly not one that is immediately hostile to us. 

 

Our colonization program continues like before, though now stronger thanks to the earlier completion 

of some 8 Qv freighters. Again this month we have used up all the freighter capacity that we can, and 

we are looking at perhaps constructing more next month.  
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Whilst discussing colonization, ExRon 1 has finished surveying the class T world in Borodino. While it 

is benign, it is also very poor in resources. However, as part of the corporation's new policy, each 

system that has a habitable planet will have at least a small population to ensure our claim to the 

system. Granted, with the discovery of new races seemingly popping up like mushrooms, this policy 

seems to make sense. At the very least, we'll start to have a more spread-out industrial base. 

 

Construction also continues well apace, with three Eyeball Mk2 class ships leaving the slips along with 

the 8 Qv class freighters. With the Dan Preston scheduled to clear the yards next month, I have 

authorized the construction of another Heavy Cruiser, to be named the C.M. Burns, as well as another 

ten Eyeball Mk2's to form the core of a new planetary survey squadron, ExRon 3. As well, next month 

we should be done refurbishing the Sintillan shipyard, and we will commence dismantling and shipping 

the hull and other components out to the other parts of our empire. 

 

I've decided that any ships that will be built to expand ExRon 1 will be built either at Dave's World 

once it has the capacity to do so, or by ConRon 1. Most likely construction will begin next month at 

ConRon 1. 

 

Nothing to report from R&D this month, though we have had a breakthrough making larger crystal 

lasing chambers that allows us to more easily build capital lasers. Though our possession of capital 

lasers is still several months, perhaps a year or more away, it is still good, since this development 

shortens the amount of time needed by at least one month, and also helps remove the chances of a 

catastrophic accident during development. 

 

Lastly is our diplomatic front. We have established full communications with one of the races in the 

Kalmazoo system, and they call themselves the Ibizians. Our lowly scout also witnessed the attack of 

several unknown ships on the Ibizan's home planet, though it was repulsed with some losses for both 

sides. In Kalmazoo's other binary component we have achieved partial communications with the other 

race, though they seem more militant than the Ibizans. Next month we will, as mentioned, attempt to 

introduce a new government for Sintilla. Our communication efforts continue with the third race 

located in Beowulf, though our communications have not advanced beyond Partial. The race's technical 

knowledge has however increased. Increased neutrino readings, as well as other high-energy emissions 

have multiplied all over the planet exponentially. We believe that they have now managed to grow to 

EL 1. Our intelligence division suggests that we should be expecting drive fields and asteroid 

exploitation to begin shortly.  

 

Lastly, our diplomats have advanced an offer to the Elysians for a limited trade treaty. They turned it 

down, but haven’t said never, either. We will submit the proposal again in three months. 

 

Turn 49 
 

With the end of organized military resistance on Sintilla, our active war against the communists comes 

to an end. Now that we have successfully dismantled the previous government, we have set up 

management group that handles the basic day-to-day needs of government.  

 

Really, this isn't as bad as others work out to be. We haven't made any actual changes to their lower 

levels of government, and the fact that we are now actually enforcing all the laws in a relatively even 

form seem to be counting for us. General Vladimir has offered the people to put forth a new 

government structure, but has not heard anything back from the people yet.  

 

Our colonization efforts continue, with populace being shipped in to Dave's World and to the newly 

founded colony of Konigsberg in the Borodino system. While resource poor, it cements our claim to 

the system and allows the chance for it to grow substantially larger in the future.  

 

This month's colonization efforts are mainly focusing on the archipelago world of Puerto Pollo in the 

Mediterranean system, with smaller lifts to Dave's World and to a ST world surveyed over two years 

ago in the Witzig system now known as Eben Emanel. 
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Research is dismal this month, with several major projects suffering unforeseeable snags that are 

delaying final deployment of the technology. Among the technologies being delayed are the advanced 

armour composites, enhanced life support hardware, and point defence. The one bright spot is in 

automated platform research, where our scientists finally completed development of the bomb pumped 

projector. Our scientists have found that this weapon can be connected to a variety of channelling and 

lasing apertures, and our technological base allows us to currently manufacture both APew-L and 

APew-Pg mines. We will be putting both into production eventually, sometime within the next four 

months, and stockpiling them until they are needed.  

 

This should add a particularly effective way to stop warp point assaults. Our scientists also suggested 

mounting these on drones, but we cannot engineer a suitable drone body to contain the warheads. Well, 

it’s an idea.  

 

As construction goes, a very busy month with over one hundred HS of ships leaving the yards. Leading 

this flotilla is the Director CA "Dan Preston", which along with the Hauptman DD "Colonel", has been 

dispatched to the Sintillan system to join in the orbital garrison. Also rolling off the Fenris yards are 12 

Eyeball Mk 2 survey craft that will form the nucleus of the Third ExRon. Their duty will be to carry 

out a resurvey of all previously explored systems to see if there are any other warp points that have not 

been detected. Ever since our development of Xb, we have known that our survey data is incomplete. 

We hope that new threats are not discovered, but it is important that we have our space properly 

charted. To help this, ConRon 1 in the Grant system has begun construction of five Eyeball Mk2's to 

reinforce ExRon 1, which currently only has 15 ships and is taking considerable time to survey the 

Borodino system. As well, to help improve our colonization capacity, eight FT2-Qv class freighters 

have been laid down, and will be completed by next month. 

 

Lastly, we have completed retrofitting the Sintillan yards, and have commenced disassembly of the 

entire complex for reshipping to the rest of the deWulf empire. 

 

Moving on to the political scene, there have been several interesting developments. With full contact 

gained with the Ibizans, we have been discussing the possibility of trade. Our proposal for a restricted 

trade treaty has been accepted, with a few wrinkles. They have also informed us that they are at war 

with another race they call the Naralei, who live in the other part of the binary system. Aside from a 

general collection of hostile epithets, we don't know much else. Still, this does confirm what we 

suspected earlier, so their forthrightedness is welcome. The one major wrinkle is that due to this war, 

they cannot guarantee safety of our freighters in their system. In short, they are asking us to cover the 

transfer point with our warships. Thankfully, trade will not initiate for another two months, since the 

infrastructure necessary for trade will have to be built before any cargo can be shipped. This gives 

enough time for the Dan Preston and Colonel to get on-station at Sintilla so I can release the Wadislaw 

Orona and Paul Church for this duty. I think a pair of modern heavy cruisers should more than suffice 

to keep the natives in line. 

 

As a last note, we have finally achieved full communication with the race in the Beowulf system. Also 

included with the standard paperwork regarding a completed first-contact is a delayed situational 

report. I've added in the report in it's entirety below: 

 

" 

Eyeball Mk 2 Hull EX-38 

Junior Hunter Demins 

Day 29, Month 7, 4 AS 

 

I've been sitting in orbit now for three weeks now, and i'm filled with a sense of awe, and not a little bit 

of concern. It's almost like... well it's really like nothing I've ever seen. For the past three weeks they've 

been building up their orbital infrastructure as well as building small ships. It seems like every week 

there's another scout or explorer sized ship leaving their ever-growing yards and heading out into deep 

space. I guess they're starting to survey the system, though how quickly they will get it done I don't 

know.  

 

They've almost finished building another yard, I don't know how long until it is operational, but at this 

rate they'll have five slips that they can use to build ships. 
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Here's hoping they are friendly. 

" 

 

Turn 50 
 

Another month of record growth. Our colonies are expanding, our technological edge sharpens, and our 

teeth get a little pointier.  

 

Wish I could say that was all true, but it's not quite like that. Yes, we have more and more colonies, but 

research is moving at a glacial pace, which hamstrings any attempts to improve our combat projection 

abilities. In short, things are sucking. 

 

I've authorized construction of five BS2-Pt class bases. They're primarily long-range combatants, but 

their heavy torpedo loadout works equally well for planetary bombardment. These bases are being built 

into a disassembled form for shipment to Sintilla to replace the orbiting destroyers. This both cuts 

down on expenditures on maintenance, and gives us a larger mobile reserve. Granted, about half of that 

reserve will be mothballed, but only the less advanced ships, primarily the Hauptmans, will be going 

into storage. 

 

The fourth Director CA, the C.M. Burns, should be rolling off the slipways next month, right on 

schedule. As well, ConRon 1 at Dave's World has finished the first five Eyeball Mk2's, and is now 

working on the second batch to be delivered to ExRon 1. 

 

Due to the construction being done, there is comparatively little money available for additional 

colonization, but funds have been found for some more colonists to be sent to Puerto Pollo. Combined 

with the colonists already on-planet, the colony should grow to a small population within five months. 

 

As well, Dave's World has grown large enough to support on-planet industry and research facilities. 

This is a very good thing as our present facilities are stretched to the max, with an ever increasing list 

of projects that need to be undertaken. We are only able to research SL 4 engines because our work on 

APew was finally completed last month. This is doubly true because of the incredible slowness of our 

current research projects. Unfortunately, due to some legal challenges and the CERU (Collective 

Empire Researchers Union) I can't do anything like withhold pay checks or cancel vacations in order to 

persuade them to research faster. Very annoying people, lawyers. 

 

Thankfully at least our theoretical researchers are on the ball this month. They first came up with a 

particularly impressive transmitter that should speed our research in to Zb, and secondly they came up 

with the concept of generational hulls. Now this is a particularly interesting technological development. 

Basically it allows us to build bigger hulls but with the same engine room requirements. This does 

come at a cost of speed and transit efficiency, but several theoretical components should be able to 

mitigate the effects. Within the next month or two I should have upgraded designs comparing relative 

cost and capabilities.  

 

Surveying in Borodino continues, but we will not have any results from the survey until the end of next 

month.  

 

Also done this month was a proposal to the Krak (the race in Beowulf) for a restricted trade treaty. 

Unfortunately, this treaty was rejected.  We will try again in a few months, to let them cool down. No 

improvement negotiating with the other race in Kalmazoo, but they also don't seem particularly hostile 

to us either.  

 

This month however was a banner month for our officer corps. We had a whole wave of promotions. 

Admiral Thompson, commander of ExRon 02, has been promoted to PackHunter. Admiral Weiss, 

Yutani Skywatch commander has been promoted to Junior PackHunter, as has Admiral Harman of 

Dave's World Skywatch. Admiral Harman has also proven to be more alert during recent combat 

exercises, a useful skill for a border post. Also promoted was General Vladimir, who has attained the 

rank of Junior PackMaster, and is proving to be a formidable ground force commander.  
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Turn 51 
 

At this point, I am very pleased to report that I can declare the State of Threat over. While our ground 

troops do continue to patrol the Sintillan homeworld, and our navy continues its orbital garrison, 

organized combat is over and I see no reason to continue pressuring the civilian economy with the 

burdens of supporting continued military expenses.  

 

Of course, research and development is separate from this, and will continue proceeding as needed. I 

admit it's almost a kind of pork barrel, but this is one of those lesser evil things. I know that the 

corporations will be lining their own pockets before long, so I might as well try to get some benefit by 

funnelling it through our research programs.  

 

Since I'm on the subject of research and development, I am happy to say that for all their pork 

barrelling, they do deliver eventually. This month it has been in spades. Work on new armour 

composites has finally been completed, and we now have access to A1. While useless now, we will be 

refitting our ships to have the new armour as they are rotated back into mothball. That should help 

them when they are called back into service, as then they will not be so far behind the technological 

curve. Also completed was work on new shield research. Unfortunately we have reached an impasse 

that cannot be broken unless we have some kind of breakthrough. We theorize that we could make a 

slightly more compact generator, as well as improve the regeneration speed, but this requires a bit more 

research. 

 

Also completed is work on the next level of plasma torpedo technology, an advancement that finally 

brings our theoretical knowledge equal to our practical knowledge that we bootstrapped from the 

discovered weapons on Falke. Finally, work on point defence has advanced. Once again, no new 

technology, but we theorize that we might be close to developing datalinkable point defence system 

that would enable our ships to cover each other.  

 

Our construction projects in the yards continue as well, though this month they are less on military 

issues and more on infrastructure and defence. Work on the first five BS2s continues, and should be 

completed and ready for shipment to Sintilla in about two months or so. Also this month I have ordered 

construction to begin on another BS2 to bring the entire orbital compliment to six BS2s for Sintilla. 

This offers enough coverage for the current population, but eventually we will need another one in 

orbit to handle the increasing population. But that will be dealt with as needed.  

 

More freighters are being built this month to continue supplementing the CFN and to enhance our 

colonization capacity. As well, disassembly of the Sintillan space station continues, and we anticipate 

complete disassembly and shipment to Yutani in another six months. As part and parcel of our 

continuing drive to enhance our technological edge, work has also begun on both a new RDS and a SA 

on Dave's world. While the RDS will be ready in two months, it will take the better part of five for the 

SA to be completed. As such, I am delaying the shipment of the necessary personnel till next month.  

 

With regard to our colonization, another 2.5 million colonists have been sent to Puerto Pollo, which 

should push the population above Small, and cement our hold on the system. Another shipment has 

been sent to Konigsberg, this one of 4 million colonists. This in and of itself is half what is needed for a 

small population.  

 

Our exploration squadrons have completed a concealed warp point survey in the Borodino system, 

identifying a pair of warp points in the system. One leads to a white dwarf star that is slowly rotating, 

possibly an early pulsar. The radiation that this one is throwing off is very light however, and our 

shielding can handle it easily. Because of this odd rotational effect, the system has been named 

Lighthouse. Oddly fitting since recent corroboration puts it only a few light years from a suspiciously 

familiar pair of closely orbiting red dwarfs, the Lorelei.  

 

The other system is a single-star system with a habitable planet very close to the red sun. Due to a 

countervailing tidelock with the moon, the planet has managed to hold onto a biosphere. There are no 

other moons in the system, save for the one orbiting the habitable class T world. This system has been 

named Bremen. At this time, the survey crews have not decided which system to go to and commence 

exploration, but I anticipate they will make a decision somehow.  
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Our political reforms on Sintilla have borne some fruit. While they remain a strong, militaristic, 

determined race, they are no longer a communist one. We have managed to influence their government 

into a different format. They are now an Imperial Monarchy. I really don't understand how they worked 

out who actually -is- the Emperor, and who are the lesser kings, but all I know is that they aren't openly 

hostile to capitalists now. They might have gone with some kind of holdover from the old regime, like 

various ministers becoming kings and princes, but in any case I can't complain too much about the end 

results. 

 

Lastly, our diplomatic efforts have continued, but have not yet yielded any particular benefits. No new 

trade treaties have been negotiated, but we will resubmit treaties in the next months as we can. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

 

Elysian Soverigenty Space, Perseus System, Survey Ship Apollo 1-niner, 

 

"Coming up on the planet now sir... still reading faint emissions" 

 

Wing Sergeant Zoroff looked at his scanner rating as his little ship edged closer to the planet. During 

their initial survey they had detected... something in orbit, but standing orders were to complete the WP 

survey first. What that had revealed was something interesting. One of the warp points actually orbited 

the star, tied to the ST class world that initial scans had detected. That meant that someone had to 

investigate the emissions. Someone, meaning Survey Ship Apollo 1-niner. 

 

The rating babbled louder now, IDing the emissions as from asteroid fortresses. Shields, but no drive 

field. As the small ship inched closer, he heard a scream from his tac officer, a harsh screech that cut 

the air inside the vessel. By then it was too late. Far too late. Twelve capital missiles were inbound, 

weapons that the Elysians knew nothing about, save for a pile of theoretical designs. Zoroff merely had 

the time to close his eyes and mutter a soft prayer to the White Wings before himself, his crew, and all 

of Survey Ship Apollo 1-niner was wiped from existence forever. 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 52 
 

More and more of the same this month, research and colonization, research and colonization. Almost 

becoming our new song. Still, it's a better one than "All Hail The Conquering Sintillans". I've ordered 

the construction of more industrial units on the homeworld as well as the construction of more 

freighters to lease and increase our colonization capacity. Admittedly actually using all this capacity is 

not likely to happen, but it is nice to have it available. Also under construction are 9 Eyeball Mk2 

survey ships. They will bring ExRon 3 up to full strength so they can re-survey most of the star systems 

we mapped before the development of Xb. 

 

Construction continues on the base stations for Sintillan garrison, with the first five completing next 

month, and the sixth finishing the month thereafter. When the disassembly of the Sintillan SS is 

complete, I will begin shipping the bases to Sintilla for assembly by the machine shops. Once that is 

done, the garrison fleet will be rotated back for refit and mothballing.  

 

More colonists have been sent to Puerto Pollo and Eben Emanel, helping push them up farther and 

increase our generated revenues. This helps push Puerto Pollo closer to the plan of becoming a sector 

capital (more on this later) while the improved colonization of Eben Emanel just helps our bottom line. 

 

Research has yielded some fruits this month. Our development of Qb and Q Sl 3 have finally been 

finished, which lets us more efficiently crew some of the larger hulls that we can theoretically build, 

but not as efficiently as we would like. We've also had a breakthrough in engine research that is letting 

us speed development of I SL4, bringing us closer to the more powerful Ib engine.  
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Nothing going on in political circles as of late. Surveys have been completed in Bremen, revealing a 

planet of normal richness, slightly drier and hotter than our race prefers, but still easily compensated 

for. The planet seems to lack any axial tilt whatsoever, and appears to have its climate set for an 

equivalent to high summer on Fenris itself. Once word gets out about it's existence, then we can expect 

a not so small immigration boom. 

 

As a final note, our cartographic corps has finalized our next series of star maps for commercial use. 

There are three Sectors now, the Caribbean Sector, the Central Sector, and the Grant Sector. 

Eventually, ICCs will be built on Puerto Pollo and Dave's world, and they will become sector capitals 

for the area. Granted Dave's World is out of place, it will still be the capital because it will become the 

main concentration of force in the sector. Eventually, a new sector might be founded down the other 

end of the fork, in Bremen or beyond.  

Turn 52 Starmaps 
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Red: Krak University 

Yellow: Habitable Worlds 

Purple: Nebulae (planets/no planets) 

Dark Green: Kingdom of Ibiza 

Blue: deWulf (colonized) 

Light Green: deWulf (claimed) 

Orange: Sintillan Empire 

Dark Grey: Starless/no planets 

Marbled Green: Elysian Sovereignty 

 

 

 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Scout 18, Kalamazoo, Naril Orbit 

Hunter Burchan's Log 

 

Day 9, Month 2, 5 AS 

 

Been sitting in orbit for god knows how many months, looking down at these... people. Made some 

progress in communications, but no real breakthroughs. I've been observing a large amount of shipping 

in orbit of the planet. The shipyards seem to working at capacity, and they even seem to be using 

planetary capacity. About one week ago a sizable fleet departed, destination unknown... 

 

Day 12, 

 

Comm watch picked up a substantial burst in communications. They were in the alien's language, but 

we were unable to break their scramble... No one uses broadband comms unless they don't have a 

choice. 
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Day 18,  

 

Incoming drive fields. Tactical has ID'd them as the aliens ships. No damage evident, count is 2 CAs, 5 

FGs. 

 

Day 21, Month 2, 5 AS 

 

Shields on all the ships in orbit have snapped up. I've raised my own as well. 

(two minutes later)  

The cruisers have begun taking fire... some kind of kinetic attack that's burning through their shielding. 

Incoming drive fields again... Sensors have ID'd them as the Ibizans. Count makes it 3 CAs, 1 CL, and 

5 DDs. Fire seems to be spread over the Ibizans.... Alien CA just went down. Repeated kinetic hits tore 

her apart... 

 

Ibizans taking it bad though, bases seem to have locked up one of their CAs and are pounding it apart... 

Ibizan DDs getting into combat range... no targeting emissions at us thank god.... Base one is 

streaming... and gone. Proving hard to track inbounds.. aliens seem to be faltering... 

 

(4 minutes later) 

 

All Alien ships destroyed, shipyards burnt, all orbital constructs gone. I've been contacted by the Ibizan 

commander, and he's suggested that I leave orbit. "Further contact will be considered a hostile act", he 

put it. I'm inclined to agree. We were here to make contact with an alien race. One that is being 

conquered (especially when we have treaty obligations with the conqueror) is of little use to us. I have 

forwarded all relevant sensor data to the Ibizan commander in the interests of papering over this little 

diplomatic incident. He seemed pleased with my effort, and has promised to put our "participation" in a 

positive light for his report to his king. We'll be heading back to the rest of the survey squadron in Fog 

Alley in a few minutes. All's well that ends well. 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

Turn 53 
 

Economic growth continues. With over 2500 MC being spent on colonization this month, I can 

honestly say that we are driving to cover the lost ground over the past three years at war. Even our 

survey efforts are recovering, with a very long-overdue resurvey of our core systems. The first results 

are in already: no new warp points in Fenris. Surveying now continues in Falke, further updating out 

survey data. After Falke, the survey team will move on towards Rotensee and Koch. 

 

Another five industrial units have been purchased on Dave's World, bringing it to an even 100 IUs. Not 

too much is going on in the shipyards this month, most of the events being projects clearing the yards. 

Some more FT2 Qv freighters left the yards, as well as more scouts and four of our BS2 - PTs. This 

month we did start construction on a new prototype base station, a BS4. Called the Zitadelle class, it 

has 2.5 times the throw weight, its passive defences are tougher than a BS2 is large, and it can even 

handle large salvos of missiles thanks to a heavy PDS suite. Stats have been attached to the end of the 

entry. 

 

Colonization continues, sending over five million colonists to Pureto Pollo, two million to Konigsberg, 

and a half million to Eben Emanel. Soon enough, Puerto Pollo should be pushed up to a medium 

population, allowing the installation of military bases to help anchor our approach to Fog Alley.  

 

A small breakthrough has taken place this month in shield generation technology. One of our scientists 

has come up with an interesting hardware modification to our shield generators, one that both 

substantially shrinks the emitter AND offers a faster regeneration. When we manage to free up some 

lab space we'll start to look into the technology. And that's the problem. Some of our projects are on the 

verge of completion, but every month they take up keeps them in the labs, tying up facilities we don't 

have to spare. 
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A few good things have happened as of late in our diplomacy department. The Krak have accepted an 

offer of restricted trade. Next month we will begin setting up our trade infrastructure, and the month 

after reaping the benefits. As well, surveying has been completed in Fenris. No new warp points 

detected. At least our homeworld appears secure. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Zitadelle-class BS4                                             130 HS/130 TS 

[0] Sx22A1x33ZaHQbx5Ptbx5Mgx5M2Mgx5Ptbx5Dax6QaQa [0/0] 

Trg:3                        PV=68    Cost= 1693/84.7   SL4 

91 HTK Sx22 A1x33 Dax6 Ptbx10 Mgx10  

Prototype hull/class = 2753 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Turn 54 
 

Economic growth continues. We have sent 9.5 million people to our colony on Puerto Pollo, pushing it 

closer to a larger population and soon giving it the ability to support research centres and the 

construction of new units. It will also give us a good location to establish a sector capital, with the 

attendant ICC. 

 

Construction continues well, with no unpleasant events occurring this month. Among the new units 

under construction is a new BS2 class, similar to our BS2 - PT design, but it trades off some armour 

and a torpedo launcher to mount an Automated Platform Control module. This "Brain" class BS2 offers 

concealability by looking very similar to the basic BS2, and can even match the normal BS2 - PT's 

throw weight for two turns by judiciously using it's XO racks to supplement it's volleys. This one is 

being built in a disassembled form for shipment to Grant, and the border with the Elysians. Also under 

construction is a flotilla of FT2 Qv's that will go into our leasing pool to continually expand our 

colonization capabilities. This latest wave of construction will allow us to create a small-sized 

population on any planet in only one month's colonization.  

 

Research this month is again one of our big winners for funding. As I said, it's a pork barrel, but at least 

the navy gets something out of it. While no real breakthroughs have occurred, this month we have 

finally finished our understanding of capital laser technology, so next month we will be able to begin 

researching the actual emitter. Again, I'm expecting about 8 months of research before this technology 

is even remotely ready for the field, but it at least is not a limiting factor to our designs. What is the 

limiting factor is out continuing failure to develop the basic datalink. Once we have Zb, we will be 

ready to pull out a sizable portion of our fleet for refit, to upgrade it to have the new armour 

composites, the upgraded datalink, and any other technologies that might have been developed in the 

meantime.  

 

Back to R&D being a big winner. This month, thanks to our excellent cash flow, we have initiated 

some general acceleration of several products, namely sensors, point defence, automated platforms, and 

lasers. While none of these projects have any useful hardware for the foreseeable future, the 

acceleration allows us to get closer to other, more useful components. For example, Lasers SL5 gives 

us the possibility of developing precision lasers, something that offers the ability to cause internal 

damage to opponents without having to pound through armour. 

 

All three of our survey squadrons are moving this month: Exron 1 will be working on the survey in 

Bremen, 2 will finally be moving from Fog Alley to Douglas to carry out a warp point survey, and 3 

has moved on to Falke to continue it's resurvey mission, now checking Falke for any missed warp 

points. The rest of the navy continues its patrols as earlier.  

 

In our diplomatic efforts, the Sintillans reject a generous offer to become a trade protectorate, while at 

the same time are funding development of the infrastructure needed to trade with the Krak. Work on 

the infrastructure should be done by the end of this month, with trade beginning at the start of the next. 
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All in all, a slow month. I should try to make use of that vacation pay that I've racked up over the last 

two years...  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Brain-class BS2                                                 50 HS/50 TS 

[0] Sx7A1A1A1ZaQbQbHM1PtbPtbDaDaMgMgQbPtbPtb(APCa) [0/0] 

Trg:2                        PV=29    Cost= 703/35.2   SL4 

25 HTK Sx7 A1x3 Dax2 Ptbx4 Mgx2  

PROTOTYPE CLASS = 844 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Turn 55 
 

This is PackMaster Donnal, filling in for the Senior PackMaster who is currently on a much-needed 

vacation. He's racked up almost two months worth of vacation time, and I'm more than inclined to take 

up the slack for him while he takes it easy. I don't know exactly where he's chosen to take his time off, 

but I think he's gone to Puerto Pollo. The climate is especially balmy, and the hunting, as I am told, is 

quite rich. 

 

Anyhow, as the adjutant to the chief of staff, I am taking up his duties, and so I'm continuing his log as 

a personal courtesy so he won't have as much paperwork to catch up on when he returns. Our 

colonization programmes are continuing, and we should have a relatively stable population on Puerto 

Pollo by the time SPM Rollen returns. As well, colonization on the other end of our empire continues 

and should be yielding some self-supporting colonies within three months if current colonization trends 

continue. 

 

Our construction programs are continuing well, with most major results occurring in two months' time. 

The disassembly of the Sintillan space station, as well as the construction of our new Brain BS2, will 

be done by month 7, 5 AS. As well, next month construction of the Science Academy on Dave's World 

will be completed. Due to shipping difficulties, the needed support personnel will not be arriving until 

the month thereafter, so the academy will not be functioning until 7, 5 AS.  

 

This month we are completing the industrialization on the planet Falke with the purchase of another 30 

IUs. Research and Development this month continues, with enhanced acceleration for most projects. 

The only development this month was a breakthrough in miniaturization when we completed 

development on SL 4 sensors. This gives us A) the ability to design a more enhanced version of combat 

sensors and B) points out the possibility of perhaps building micro-drones to probe warp points. At this 

present time however we do not have the technical knowledge to build these micro-drones, but it is 

now at least theoretically possible. Hopefully when the new science academy is brought online we will 

have the lab space to pursue this technology further. 

 

Our surveying efforts in Douglas have paid off, identifying a pair of warp points that lead to a pair of 

systems, charted as Sonnenberg and Vonderland. Sonnenberg is unremarkable, with only a few O2 

planets and moons. Vonderland is the impressive system. Over 10 O2 worlds, with a pair of asteroid 

belts. This system has the potential to become an impressive extraction site that can support our 

growing empire. However, given the exposed nature of the system thanks to the warp nexus of Fog 

Alley, we may be better off just leaving the system fallow for someone else to secure. 

 

Surveys in Borodino have identified another three warp points in-system. Two of them lead to single-

star systems, both are devoid of habitable planets, though one has an asteroid belt, another has a 

collection of moons around the gas giants. They have been tagged as Holstein and Banhoff. The final 

star system is this interesting binary, not quite trinary star system that we have tagged Nebelzee. It has 

a pair of stars, as well as a gas giant that seems to have been just large enough to self-ignite. The nebula 

seems prone to discharges on occasion, and our probe picked up interesting sensor... ghosts throughout 

the system.  

 

But nothing of great concern.  
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Turn 56 
 

Once again, Packmaster Donnal filling in for SPM Rollen, who is still on vacation. I've been looking 

over reports from the various departments of government, and several things of note have recently 

occurred. 

 

First of all, we've successfully concluded a Limited trade treaty with the Ibizans. This opens up our 

trading capacity with them considerably, all the more useful since our nearest small colony is on Puerto 

Pollo. Indeed, it is almost up to a medium level, which bodes well for its own infrastructure and our 

ability to defend our perimeter. While on a political note, it has been decided that we will be placing 

the planet of Sintilla into an "Economic Protectorate" status. I don't expect much good news from the 

planet itself regarding that, since our corporations will be given pretty much free reign to rule over the 

world and its economy, but it does begin a transition of power to the locals. Granted, our fleet will be 

watching them, and if they step so much as one millimetre out of line, I doubt there will be any 

survivors planetside. 

 

Construction is going according to plan, with several bits of good news this month. Next month our 

Brain-class BS2 will be finished building into disassembled form and ready for shipment to Dave's 

World. As well, the Sintillan space station will be completely disassembled and shipped to Yutani. 

Thusly it will be trans-shipped into smaller components to establish smaller space stations at nodal 

positions in our empire. Finally, as a result of the Fog Alley fiasco (where a trio of newly discovered 

races halted survey operations for over 6 months), all survey fleets are being provided with a pair of 

Magellan class FGs designed exclusively for probe and first contact duty. They mount survey gear and 

combat sensors, as well as a (CC) suite. They will be completed by the end of the month. Completed 

this month was a Science Academy on Dave's World. However, it is not yet functional because the 

requisite population has not been relocated. This has been remedied, and we can thusly expect it to be 

completely operational by the beginning of next month. 

 

Lastly, we have begun construction of our newest capital unit, an Elder God class Battle cruiser. Since 

we expect to have several technologies in service by the time this unit is ready to be completed, we 

have begun construction of the hull and life support units, and will finalize the design in some 4 

months. Her design has been added to the end of this entry (both current design and the projected 

completed design). 

 

Research this month has been going at a breakneck pace as usual. Money is being funnelled into a 

collection of research projects to accelerate their development. This month there has been a quartet of 

developments, with development of I SL4, basic Datalink tech (Zb), Automated Platforms SL5, and L 

SL 5. This opens up development of several new possibilities. We now can begin work on Ib (which is 

essential to our Elder God Battle cruiser), and our scientists also believe that now it is possible to 

develop a "precision" laser, though this will require a breakthrough by our scientists in the coming 

months. 

 

Survey operations are continuing apace, with Falke being resurveyed, but with no new warp points 

detected. ExRon 3 has moved on to Grumman and is resurveying that star system for any possible warp 

points. ExRon 2 is moving back from Douglas to Babylon, to survey that star system and to give us 

some defensive depth around the Caribbean system. ExRon 1 has moved from Bremen to the 

Lighthouse system, and is currently surveying that star system for warp points. 

 

One of the last occurrences is on Konigsberg. This planet was colonized because of its strategic 

location as a cork, holding off any advance into the Cloak nebula and thusly into the Central Sector. 

Since the planet was so poor in mineral content, we neglected any major colonization but still sought to 

bring it up to a small population. Well, it appears that we have a governor on-planet. One of the 

original colonists named Michael Bach has proven to be an able administrator and leader. Thusly, he 

has been elevated to the post of Governor. His administration should prove to give some value to an 

otherwise unprofitable rock. 
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Turn 57 
 

This is SPM Rollen, back from my vacation. Damn it felt good. Two months of relaxing on Puerto 

Pollo, hunting the local wildlife (chickens or otherwise), and generally enjoying my free time. I see that 

Packmaster Donnal has been quietly keeping the gears spinning, as well as courteously keeping my log 

up to date. Very thorough of him.  

 

Among his accomplishments is completing the transformation of Sintilla into an economic protectorate. 

While not really as profitable as a full on occupation, it gives us control over their economy and allows 

us to work towards better, less hostile relations. 

 

This being said, he also concluded an enhanced trade treaty with the Ibizans that is proving to be very 

profitable, which of course pleases the corporations immensely. The addition of an economic trading 

partner almost as large as our homeworld has given them the chance to expand their markets. That our 

trade partner is less technologically advanced than us is another mark in our favour for trade. 

 

Moving on to new construction, work on the Elder God prototype BCb is moving about as well as can 

be expected. The Admiralty board has decided to name the first of the class the "Cthulu", with the 

second and third hulls being the "Nyanthorlep" and "Shoggoth". Completion is slated in some five 

months, with us having two more months before we have to finalize the design for the ship. Beginning 

construction as well at the Fenris yards are a pair of Hawking CLs. The board hasn't designated names 

for these new hulls yet. 

 

As PM Donnal stated, we now have six Magellan class corvettes to attach to our survey fleets, two 

each, to handle first contact situations while the rest of the survey fleet continues on to handle other 

work. It should allow us to handle increased surveying and first contact duties without having an entire 

fleet halted due to one ship being detached for first contact duties. 

 

Our construction ships in Dave's World orbit have begun construction of a pair of Laborer MMS ships. 

While they will not be completed for several months, they will serve well to replace the older Welder 

ships in most duties. 

 

Those Laborers are particularly useful seeing as how parts from the Sintillan space station are being 

currently shipped to Dave's World and Puerto Pollo. Each location is receiving 3 SY and the necessary 

hull. All the planet has to provide is two more hull, and one cargo hold and some crew quarters. Then 

both Dave's World and Puerto Pollo will have shipyards that will be able to support any combat that 

might occur on the frontier. We are also planning to send one either to Konigsberg or Emden, but we 

have not decided where yet.  

 

Research at this point is immensely critical. We need several components to be complete for us to be 

able to field a fully-functional Elder God BC, specifically Lca and Ib technology. We are accelerating 

both technologies as fast as we can, at great expense. If they are not ready within two months, then the 

prototype will have to be refitted after she is completed. It could be worse. At least when she is 

completed the tech will be researched completely. 

 

This month in any case, the only project completed was SL4 in plasma guns. This does allow us to 

design a slightly more efficient plasma gun. No increase in range or damage, but is slightly smaller. But 

with all the research projects that need to be done, this will probably be shuttled farther onto the back 

burner. 

 

Our survey fleets continue to explore space. ExRon 1 has moved on from Bremen to Lighthouse, where 

it is conducting a survey of the warp points in-system. ExRon 2 is surveying Babylon and extending the 

perimeter of surveyed systems around the Caribbean system and Puerto Pollo.  

 

Ahh, also our astrography department has also forwarded new mapping data on our survey operations. 

Some new software was developed, and they’ve put it to very good use. 
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---------------Interlude--------------- 

Imperial Fleet Shipyards 

Close Attica Orbit, Elysium 

 

Czar Scion looked out from the observation deck out at the shipyard slips that lay at the heart of his 

power, the shield and sword of his race. His prime minister deferentially stood two steps back, patiently 

observing the work in the yards as his lord contemplated the sight. 

 

"Well Solon, I do think you have delivered quite well on your promises. Soon we will possess a force 

unequalled in all known space. How soon will it be before our prototype clears the yards?" 

 

Solon checked his work pad for a moment before replying "Five months sire. We'll want to think how 

to work out how to get crews trained in the meantime, so we will have ready strike groups." 

 

The Czar looked back at him, knowing that Solon was smart enough to propose a solution whenever he 

pointed out a problem. Solon replied to the cold stare "I was thinking about building some cheap PDCs 

with a launch bay and hangar bays. It should give us a crew reserve AND provide defences for our 

colonies." 

 

"Thank you Solon. Now, if you'll leave me, I would appreciate it~" Solon nodded and made himself 

scarce, closing the hatch and leaving his lord in the lounge to brood. His eyes traced the hulls in the 

shipyard slips before him. The massive bulk of the prototype gunboat carrier occupied the nearest slip, 
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her hull still under construction but only her forward third needing completion. The next farthest slip 

held a heavy cruiser half built, but getting closer and closer to completion, while the last one held 

another heavy cruiser, the same class as the first but only beginning construction.  

 

Yes, victory would come soon... very soon... then the White Wings would claim the technology that lay 

in Perseus, and then would be more than ready to reach out and claim more space as they so richly 

deserved... 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 58 
 

Another month of expansion and rebuilding. It's come to my attention that the deWulf navy is under 

strength, severely actually compared to all the duties and possible threats that they are expected to 

cover. Thusly, this month we've started building a trio of Director Cruisers, but this time they are the 

new Mk 2 variant, which corrects several flaws of the original. Actually, one of the oddest and most 

debilitating flaws wasn't even noticed until the redesign was almost complete. It appears that somehow 

combat sensors were left off the original design. Thankfully, this ship was not sent into combat and 

thusly did not suffer from this serious flaw. The four Mk1's in service will be refitted as soon as is 

practicable, but will remain near Sintilla till the fleet yards at Puerto Pollo are done. They will then 

head there for refit. As well, a pair of Sword class DD's are under construction to help reinforce our 

nodal forces. The design for the Mk2 has been appended to the end of the entry as usual. 

 

Very little colonization is happening this month, with only 14 PTU being sent to Emden to boost the 

local population some more. One of the greater limiting factors is the lack of enough spare Qv when we 

really go on a colonization drive. So next month while most of our resources go towards colonization, 

what's left will go towards building more freighters for colonization.  

 

This month our research has had not very much in the way of successes. We need both Ib tech and Lca 

tech to be able to build the Elder God prototype. However, we have at least broken the knot at SL 6 for 

lasers. This opens the road to more impressive laser technologies, though our scientists don't anticipate 

any new hardware. 

 

Lastly, our survey operations have revealed some new star systems. Two systems have been charted in 

Lighthouse, but only one has been successfully probed, a binary star system with a blue giant primary 

and a White secondary. There is a Type T world in this system, so it is well worth further surveys. The 

other warp point in Lighthouse... well... ate our ship. Granted, it was nothing more than a small survey 

ship, and much can eat those, but that is disconcerting. I will see about having a warship seconded from 

another command to probe the warp point again and determine the problem. It might be able to eat 

survey ships, but a destroyer or light cruiser should be a more difficult prospect. The former system has 

been named Edielweiss. The other new system discovered this month was from Babylon, and it is 

centred on an Orange star orbited by ice worlds and gas giants. With the attendant moons of course. 

The survey officer has named it Zinkel. Grumman has been re-surveyed, but no concealed warp points 

have been detected.  

 

With the required two systems surveyed at Babylon, ExRon 02 will head for Sukara and commence a 

survey there to identify any in-system warp points. After that, it will head on to Witzig and Koch. 

ExRon 3 will survey the Cloak Nebula before continuing on to Stratus and beginning to explore from 

there. ExRon 1 will move on to inspect Banhoff and Holstein before moving on to explore the nebula 

off of Bremen.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Director Mk2-class CA                          8-XOa            60 HS 

[3] Sx9A1x12ZbH(IaIa)MgMgM2DaDa(IaIa)QbPtbPtb(IaIa)QbYaMgPtbPtbQb(IaIa) [4/2] 

Trg:3                        PV=48    Cost= 955/143.3   SL4 

45 HTK Sx9 A1x12 Dax2 Ptbx4 Mgx3 Yax1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Turn 59 
 

Our efforts to expand continue unabated. Peaceful expansion continues, a pleasant change of pace from 

the war that still hangs in our recent past. I'm rather happy overall that we have this breather to help 

improve both out fleet and our populace. Perhaps I'm waxing a bit nostalgic, but things were simpler 

three years ago when all we had to worry about was a black hole eating a survey fleet. Well, all in the 

past I suppose. 

 

We're almost half way through our prototype Zitadelle BS4, though at this rate by the time we complete 

it, we'll already be working on our prototype BS5! Amazing how technology seems to hum along faster 

than our actual construction capacity. The Elder God BC is still on schedule, with still one month left to 

finalize the design. Next month two of our Hawking Class CLs as well as a pair of Sword DDs will 

commission, giving our fleet some much needed close in punch that has been lacking. Another 

Hawking CL has been laid down, as well as seven Comm-Array BS0s to improve our communications 

loop. Though we have comms to both Sintilla and Dave's world, several other colonies like Eben 

Emanel, Puerto Pollo, and Konigsberg and beyond are lacking in communication links. These bases 

will improve our command and control network as well as speed the relay of information.  

 

Colonization this month is substantially larger than last month's, with an additional 148 PTU sent out to 

colonies like Eben Emanel, Emden, Yutani, and the asteroid belt in the Fenris system. This has 

effectively used up all our slack in the live-goods sector of the shipping industry, but this is one of the 

few pork-barrel projects that I can consciously support.  

 

Research and Development has provided a collection of interesting and useful components and general 

technological data. Our sensor systems are now up to SL 4, our Point Defence systems are now up to 

SL 5, and electronics is now up to SL 5. The latter two are particularly useful, since next month we can 

begin development of a datalink module for our point defence systems, allowing ships to defend each 

other as a group, instead of individually. While this will only remain functional for as long as the 

datalink remains up, it offers considerable strength in initial engagements, especially against XO-rack 

salvos.  

 

But the most important technological project we have completed so far is Lca tech. This gives our new 

battle cruisers teeth, even if they might not have the legs to catch up to the enemy. Hopefully next 

month we will be able to complete work on Ib's, which will give us the legs. Still, Lca gives us several 

interesting options, not least of which is impetus to finalize the design of a close-in warp point defence 

base on a BS3 hull, which was previously tagged as Caisson Class BS3... We've also opened up the 

beam condenser tree, an interesting side technology that can give our close in beam ships some 

planetary bombardment capability. But with other technologies more badly needed, this will be placed 

on the back burner. 

 

With our various survey ships having completed surveys last month, they are currently being moved 

elsewhere to continue their work. ExRon 1 has moved to Banhoff, and is currently surveying warp 

points there. ExRon 2 has moved on to Sukara, while ExRon 3 is surveying the Cloak Nebula. I expect 

preliminary results to be in by then end of next month. 

 

Our diplomats have once again offered a Restricted trade treaty with the Elysians, and this time they 

have stated that they are interested in increasing our trade treaty. Though they sounded somewhat 

reluctant, they stated that they should have the necessary infrastructure in place within two months. 

While this is a bit disappointing, the corporations are more than willing to wait a month in order to get 

access to such a promising market.  

 

I have to admit, I have some curiosity about the current astrography in the Elysian's sector of space. 

NavCom suggests that we have been exploring a pair of parallel warp chains, and expect that they 

should be meeting sometime soon, one way or the other. It is entirely possible this has already 

happened, but we have failed to detect any of their starships in the systems we have surveyed... Of 

course, a star system is a big place, and even with a fleet of starships with capital sensors, we could 

easily miss an entire battle fleet. 
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Turn 60 
 

Once again, I'm reminded of my desire to simply space the politicos and their corporate masters. We're 

barely out of our last war, and already they've decided to feed my navy back into the grinder. President 

Slavin has just inked a full military alliance with the Ibizans, which pulls us into their current war with 

the Narelei. Thankfully, at least we're not going in blind, and the Ibizans have in-system capacity to 

repair our ships without having to haul them back four or five systems. Of course, now that the higher-

ups have decided to assist the Ibizans, they've ordered a cost-effectiveness study to be done to find out 

what is "fiscally responsible" assistance. 

 

Bastards. 

 

Construction this month has shifted towards manufacturing support and maintenance ships, with four 

Laborer Mk2's being laid down this month, as well as a pair of Aufklarer corvettes. While the Mobile 

Machine Shops will take two months to roll off the yards, the scout corvettes will be ready for service 

next month. They'll probably be assigned as picket boats to help provide extra sensor coverage for our 

task forces. We can get away with one capital sensor platform, but we could stand for several for 

redundant coverage. Realistically, the ships are not that expensive. We've also rolled off a pair of 

Hawking CLs, as well as a pair of Sword DDs. These ships will be sent to Puerto Pollo, to set up a 

covering force for the shipyards that are scheduled to be built there. 

 

More colonization this month, primarily to existing colonies to help enhance populations already 

emplaced. Emden is scheduled to be getting just shy of two million colonists, whereas Eben Emanel is 

scheduled to get one point five million colonists. Lastly, we've decided to help rebuild our oldest 

colony, Yutani, with two point five million colonists. This should inject new life into a colony that has 

seen a fair amount of war... 

 

Research has had a few successes this month, most importantly in the branch that we needed it to be in. 

We have finally developed Ib technology, and we will have our BCb design finalized by the end of the 

month. As well, we have also completed work on X SL 4, meaning we will soon be able to work on a 

new, more effective survey instrument. The Serven Institute also had a breakthrough, coming up with a 

proof-of-concept for a larger, more powerful drone chassis. Though it will require extensive research to 

make this new technology functional and reliable in a combat situation, it offers us new possibilities. 

 

We've also started research on several new projects, including Beam Condensers (The idea is to retrofit 

these onto our plasma gun destroyers to turn them into WP assault units and impromptu planetary 

bombardment destroyers), SL5 in Life Support, L SL 6, and finally the z module for point defence, 

allowing us to build dedicated escort cruisers. 

 

The officer corps has grown this month as well, and one of our most recent graduates from the Vlassik 

Mountain Academy as proven to be very intelligent, his skills incredibly sharp for his age, and he's 

been the first to actually -win- at our traditional "no win" combat simulator (a combat ambush at a warp 

point, basically a warp point assault at patrol stations). So I have had the honour of welcoming Junior 

PackHunter Korman to the command staff. As well, Admiral Thompson has been promoted to Senior 

PackHunter, and has become quite skilled at training officers and crew. While I am loathe to pull him 

off his survey squadron, he is high ranking enough to slot into a High Command staff position. As well, 

Admiral Weiss has been agitating severely to be promoted out of his slot and to be given a naval 

command. Soon enough we will have plenty of command slots, and we will be conducting a reshuffle. 

 

This month's survey data has arrived via the ICN, indicating a pair of new systems that have been 

probed. ExRon 3 has finished resurveying The Cloak Nebula, and has discovered another warp point 

leading to a binary system with Red and Orange stars. The initial probe has identified a Class T world, 

as well as one asteroid belt. While not too promising a system, another habitable planet is always 

welcome. Once this one is surveyed, then it will have to have at least a small population to give us an 

effective claim to the system, which has been named Munich. We have also discovered a system 

connected to Sukara, a starless nexus that has been named Horker Channel. Now that ExRon 2 has 
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probed the starless nexus and discovered nothing, the survey group will be heading towards Eben 

Emanel and the Rotensee to extend our system depth in that area of space. 

 

Turn 61 
 

A reasonably slow month, this month was. Our government has come to an agreement as to what kind 

of forces we should deploy to the aid of the Ibizans, which is some good news. The political infighting 

was nothing new, though particularly bitter as several corporations wanted to have the fleet stood down 

entirely and refitted with new hardware (which would of course mean that they would make 

considerable profit as they were the ones scheduled to do the refitting).  

 

In order to both support our new allies and to maintain control of our possessions, Task Force 01 has 

been split into two parts, with TF 1.1 comprising the Heavy Cruisers Paul Church, Wadislaw Orona, 

C.M. Burns, and Dan Preston, as well as the Slingshot Mk3 Destroyers Tomas Gille, Cannon, Pilum, 

and Ballista. This is particularly needed as the CA's currently lack combat sensors in their design, and 

must data link with a DD in order to conduct long-range combat (this is the main reason why work on 

the Director Mk2 was pressed for so much, and why no new Mk1's were built after the first flight of 

four). 

 

TF 1.2 is comprised of the Hauptman Class DD's Captain, Sergeant, Lieutenant, Corporal, Major, and 

Colonel, as well as the fleet scout Aufklarer. TF 1.1 will proceed to Ibiza next month at best speed, 

whereas TF 1.2 will hold position until some garrison replacements arrive from new construction.  

 

Why do we still need a mobile garrison at Sintilla, anyway? Because some dumkopf down in 

Construction only ordered the construction of 5 BS2's, not the 6 we needed. So we're still a bit short on 

the orbital garrison in Sintilla. Annoying as all hell. 

 

But, at least new construction is going apace. New construction for this month comprises the new 

Director Mk2 CA's Tor Silvron, Waylen Smithers, and Christopher Black, as well as the Aufklarers 

Spy and Ranger. Last month's construction of the CL's Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner, as well as DD's 

Dirk and Falchon have given us a rather interesting little squadron, one I have to admit looks more 

balanced than most we've fielded.  

 

Due to last month's promotions, we're shuffling around some of our officers to commands that will 

better suit them. PH Phelan is being reassigned from Task Force 01 to TF 2, currently at Dave's World. 

SPH Raeder is also being reassigned, from TF 2 to overall command of TF 1. JPH Demeter and 

Korman are now commanders of TF 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. SH Kraft is being reassigned from Fenris 

to Yutani Skywatch, and JPH Weiss is being reassigned to staff duties on Dave's World. I'm sure we'll 

come up with a more offensive command for her soon enough. Lastly, SPH Thomson is being pulled 

from ExRon 3 to our new construction fleet, to help train the crews and get them up to grade as soon as 

possible. 

 

This month has also seen a particularly large amount of colonization, with over 170 PTUs being sent 

out to bolster several of our smaller colonies in an effort to get them up to small or medium population 

levels. Konigsberg has had over 70 PTUs sent to it, whereas Emden received 80, and Eben Emanel got 

the balance. As well, we have shipped out space station components from Yutani to Dave's World, 

Puerto Pollo, and Fenris, to get ready for the new frontier shipyards that are to be built in system. There 

are still two more SY's and accompanying hull, and I am looking in our backnet (the region around 

Bremen) and contemplating another shipyard installation in that area. As well, enough disassembled 

Comm Arrays have been sent to Puerto Pollo and Konigsberg to enable them to be tied into the commo 

net, and our crated Brain BS2 has been sent to Dave's World so that work on the WP defences may 

begin. 

 

Construction continues on both our prototype BCb, and our BS4. While the BS4 is still nine months 

away from completion, the prototype battle cruiser will be ready for service in two months. Once she 

has cleared the slipways, we will probably lay down another two or three to function as our close-range 

main battle-line. As well as the four Laborer Mk2's that are under construction (and another Hawking 
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CL), seven more crated Comm Arrays are under construction, as well as ten Eyeball Mk2's that will 

become the core of ExRon 4, once enough ships are finished and the fleet is ready for service. 

 

Research co-ordination this month has struck a deal with GalSpan Labs. They were the ones who 

initially developed our PDS unit, and they claim that they can design a far more capable defence 

module. While it is somewhat beyond our technical abilities, I've decided to fund the research. Startup 

costs are particularly obscene (over 800 million credits!), but since it works as a nice pork barrel 

project and can get us both an enhanced PDS unit sooner than otherwise, I've decided to okay it. Since 

we're already working on the data link module, this means that in several months we might be able to 

deploy a far more capable Shield-Class escort cruiser than we initially envisioned. Our scientists have 

also managed to develop a "c" module for AP, which is a step towards enabling us to have picket 

sensor networks at the perimeter of our space. We've also managed to figure out a theory to make a 

more efficient shield generator, so we should be able to start developing it sometime next month. We 

also might be able to devise an upgrade to our shield technologies to have it reset faster, which can give 

our warships an advantage in long-range combat. 

 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Ibizan High Fane, Corazone Castle  

Ibiza, Kalmazoo System 

 

"and since we have crushed active resistance in the asteroid belt, we will soon be able to bring financial 

support from the population to help bolster our finances. I will send another report as the situation 

changes. By your command, my king." And the message repeater snapped to a burst of static as the 

message ended, being then replaced by the seal of Generallisimo Don Fernandez de la Luis. Seated 

around a small round table were Commodore Sola Campaniella, commander of the orbital forts and the 

shipyards, Flota Admiral Don Juan de la Vega, overall commander of the Ibizan navy, Senior Don Nazi 

Dimena, head of the economic advisory council, and seated at the big chair King Don Arman de Donar, 

King of Ibiza. The King shifted a bit in his chair, before breaking the silence. 

 

"So we can soon expect victory in the Naril belt. Excellent. Flota Admiral de la Vega, you mentioned 

that you had some ideas to help our effort?" "Yes, my leige" replied de la Vega deferentially "But in 

truth, it was Commodore Campaniella who voiced the idea". King Arman nodded in the commodore's 

direction, offering her a chance to speak "My leige, I have come to an idea with our forts. Given our 

situation, we need all the firepower we can muster in the defence of our homeworld, but I say that our 

efforts have severely weakened the enemy. I propose we build several combat tugs to tow our forts into 

orbit of one of their worlds, preferably their world of Naril. Our scanner information tells us they have 

a large number of research facilities, and since this planet is one our ships escaped from the ambush, 

we know where the hidden PDCs are located. These forts, combined with the reinforcements from our 

new allies, should provide us with enough firepower to both wipe out the PDCs and cover our landing 

forces. How does that sound, my leige?" 

 

"I agree with your plans. They offer us a way to strike at our enemies and catch them before they have 

a chance to retaliate. As well, crushing their homeworlds gives us a chance to bring this war to an 

end..." said King Arman. "Can we do it, Admiral de la Vega?" de la Vega was already referencing at 

his terminal, flipping between sheets and data forms, referencing and checking, before grinning and 

replying "Yes, we can. It will take us two months at least to do it, as it will take some time for the 

deWulf reinforcements to arrive, as well as to build enough tugboats to move the forts all at once. We 

will have a considerable amount of new construction, but they will be severely under-skilled. Frankly 

their idea of formation flying will be more than two of them going in the same direction. So call it three 

months all told, realistically." 

 

The king shot a glance to Don Nazi Dimena, who piped up "Well, we can afford it without breaking 

our bank, but we will have to eventually cut back on new constructions and research in order to fund 

the navy. The more we can use the forts, the better, since they're more economical to use, both in 

construction costs and maintenance. But for the moment, we're good." 

 

"Very well. Begin production as stated by Admiral de la Vega. Anything else?" 
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Admiral de la Vega raised his orange-furred paw and took the opening offered "Yes, my leige. It has 

come to our attention that the Narelei are using hidden planetary units to prevent us from striking at 

their planetside defences. I propose a specially designed ship with sensor equipment to give us enough 

scanner capacity to detect the PDCs before we engage them. While the class is expensive, it may prove 

to be useful." 

 

King Arman looked over de la Vega, and then at the other advisors. While de la Vega and Campaniella 

both silently nodded, Don Nazi shook his head firmly "No, we cannot spare the finances. Dismiss me if 

you will, but we cannot afford it." The king nodded once and summed up "Very well then. We will 

begin the construction of tugboats and support ships to assist the attack on the Nareli homeworld that 

will happen in three months time. We will look into the support ship, but none will be built until then. 

Let it be done according to my word." 

 

The advisors bowed deferentially as they got up from the table, Filing off as the King did the same. The 

orders went out, and in the skies above Ibiza, word became form. 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 

 

Turn 62 
 

Incremental developments and rational progress. That sums up the last month to a tee. Population 

grows steadily, with some more colonization being done on Eben Emanel, with the earlier dispatched 

colonists arriving at Emden. As well, slow colonization continues in the belt in our home system.  

 

Construction, again continues. Marking time, as it were. With our expeditionary squadron deployed to 

assist the Ibizans (and currently en-route from Sintilla, supposed to be arriving sometime next month). 

We’re working on expanding our survey fleets, with 13 Eyeball Mk2s being laid down this month, as 

well as a pair of Magellans for first-contact purposes. Also, we’re building a Longshoreman tug to 

replace the one we had scrapped some years back. Given how we’ll eventually be emplacing forts in 

Dave’s World, we’ll need something to tow them from the yards to the warp point. 

 

This is just as well, since the two mobile shipyards there are almost done building their replacements, a 

pair of Laborer Mk2 MMS’s. Also, Dave’s World has begun planet-side assembly of the space station 

hull, and that Brain BS2 we shipped out there. About six months time before the SS hull is assembled 

and another 3 for system installation. The same is happening at Puerto Pollo, with the same expected 

timeframe. 

 

This month, as expected another Hawking CL rolled off the yards (this one the Tim Berners-Lee), four 

Labourer Mk2s, and ten Eyeball Mk2 survey ships. As well, another 7 Comm Arrays were built into 

cold storage. They’ll probably be used to extend the comm. grid to Ibizan space, as that would provide 

more improved communications between central command and our deployed fleet elements. 

 

Research continues at it’s glacial pace, though we are getting closer and closer to upgrading our 

industrial infrastructure. Scientists have finally developed both Bouy1 (which gives us a cheap platform 

for comm. buoys) and XO SL 4, which is one step from an improved external ordinance rack. This 

would be most useful, seeing as how our large plasma torpedoes prevent us from mounting more than 

one or two of them per ship. 

 

As an interesting note, the climate on Fenris has been changing slowly for the past three years, steadily 

getting warmer and wetter. Climatologists are puzzled by the changes, but while the changes are 

forcing modifications to local building codes, to say nothing of how the corporations are being 

affected, but at least it is not a drastic, devastating change. 
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Turn 63 
 

With the completion of our prototype BC, the Cthulu, as well as the commencement of assembly of our 

satellite yards, this month is one of winding down in our production and colonization operations. Due 

to pressure from various corporate elements on the ruling council, we’ve ordered ten industrial plants to 

be built on Konigsberg. Admittedly, the planet is a financial hole, and has a dearth of natural resources. 

I suppose that’s why the CEOs pushed for the construction. Who can fathom the corporate mind… 

 

All our planetary colonization efforts have ended this month, which brings us up to a pair of medium-

sized worlds (Dave’s World and Puerto Pollo), and four small-sized worlds (Yutani, Konigsberg, Eben 

Emanel, and Emden). Of these four, Yutani is close to becoming a medium world. Not much 

construction is taking place either, our only new construct is a first-in-class of the Mark 3 of our 

Director class CA (stats appended at the end of the entry). This new class offers improved firepower 

with only a slight reduction in survivability. This reduction is especially unconcerned as newer 

developments should allow us to correct these issues. 

 

Research this month has been particularly unimpressive in most development. We’ve begun 

development both of XOb and its accompanying SL, as well as research into the next level of plasma 

torpedoes. This being said, there is come cause for celebration this month. Our scientists have finally 

finished working with the corporations to upgrade our industrial infrastructure. In short, we have 

achieved EL 6, and should have the upgrades completely implemented by the end of this month. 

Excellent news, and about bloody time. 

 

As well, we have completed warp point surveys in Munich and Banhoff. While no new warp points 

have been found in Banhoff, a pair of them has been found in Munich. These warp points were probed 

in the course of normal survey operations, and one of them led to a reflective starless nebula that has 

been named “East Passage”. This system will be surveyed in due time, but what is interesting is that the 

other system that Munich is linked to is Holstein. Very interesting, as it is now our first loop inside our 

empire. While it is not of much strategic or tactical value as of now, it does offer us the possibility of 

multiple angles of approach if our frontiers in this area are threatened.  

 

Task Force 1 should be on final approach to Ibiza by now, to rendezvous with the Ibizan navy. As a 

kind of backstop, the latest construction that was completed this month being reorganized into Task 

Force 3, and is now en-route to Puerto Pollo. A bit shallow perhaps, but should things go very south we 

will cork the Naralei there. Task Force 3 consists of the Director Mk2’s Tor Silvron, Waylen Smithers, 

and Christopher Black. Along with them are the Aufklarers Spy and Ranger, and the Hawking CLs 

Lise Meitner, Otto Hahn, Tim Berners-Lee, and the Sword DDs Dirk and Falchon, with Flag on the 

Elder God BC Cthulu. While we have not assigned a flag commander to this Task Force, we will 

scrounge up an officer for this group. I’m sure there are a few officers we can dump this onto… 

 

Turn 64 
 

With the economic leap to SL6, our finances have eased considerably. Research costs are down and our 

maximum population levels have increased. Unfortunately, even though we set aside over 1700 MC 

last month for new construction projects (which will be detailed shortly), the government was still 

required to sell eight IUs to cover our expenses. At least it comes at a time when we have the economic 

capacity to replace it later. 

 

And on that note, the population on the core colony world of Puerto Pollo is now more than enough to 

support on-planet research facilities. Seeing as how it is already scheduled to become a naval base, and 

thusly a world that will already have defences, having some R&D facilities built on-planet would allow 

us to maintain our technical edge. 

 

But that will have to wait. 

 

New Construction this month is where we have sunk most of our newly available funds. One of the 

lessons that we have learned from the Sintillan War was that we had to have our ships prototyped and 
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ready for mass production, so we don’t waste the first crucial months and years prototyping the newest 

hulls that we may need. The delays we faced with prototyping the CL and CA classes were bitter, and 

forced the extension of the war by at least 6 months. Thusly, we have begun construction of two new 

prototype classes; the first is our prototype Battleship. Admittedly, we don’t know what to design this 

hull to have, as it is far too slow to be a fleet combatant and too big for most warp points to be an 

assault unit. So our design tries to do both at the same time, mounting a reasonable mix between long 

and short range weaponry. While the design may prove to be a very poor one, at least we will have the 

hull available. Our other design is for a fast battlecruiser. Mounting only one more launcher than the 

initial design of the Director class, she has improved point defence and passives, and her high strategic 

and tactical speed should allow her to dictate the pace of battle. Designs appended to the end of the log, 

as usual. 

 

Assembling the hull of the Brain BS2 at Dave’s World is complete, so we’re installing the systems this 

month. Once our tugboat is complete, we’ll dispatch him from Fenris to Dave’s World to get it out into 

position, and then the planetside industries there can start building mines to emplace on the warp point. 

Nothing like paranoia. 

 

On that note, resurveying is done in Witzig, and has confirmed no new warp points. Surveying has also 

been completed in the recently discovered system of Coronel. At seven warp jumps from Fenris, it is 

one of the farthest-away systems we have charted. Alas, it has no more warp points, so next month the 

survey fleet will be heading back to Holstein to survey there and extend the strategic depth from 

Bremen.  

 

The newly completed Exploration Squadron 4 is currently en-route to the newly discovered East 

Passage nexus to survey for new warp points. Given Munich’s strategic location, it will be getting at 

least a token population on its terrestrial planet, we’ll be needing the strategic depth there too. 

 

Also dispatched is Support Squadron 2, from Sintilla to Ibiza in the Kalamazoo system. Again, I don’t 

expect it to be too needed, but it will help keep our squadron there intact and well maintained. The 

Ibizans already have enough on their plate. Providing maintenance and supply for four CAs and 4 DDs 

is asking a bit much of them at this time. Support Squadron 3, newly minted at Dave’s World is headed 

to Borodino to expand the CC network with the stockpile of stations there. Work will begin next 

month, and when it will be done both the Borodino and Bremen systems will be in the loop. Support 

Squadron 4, also newly minted (though from Fenris this time) is being sent to Puerto Pollo to assist in 

the construction of the shipyards there. While it will not make things go much faster, it will be better to 

use orbital capacity than planetside yards for this kind of job. 

 

Usually, our leap to another economic level causes a cascade effect as newer technology becomes 

feasible, and results in a flood of new developments. This month however, no dice. While several 

developments are close to completion, none of them are done. Well, as least work continues. 

 

Diplomatic efforts, such as they are, continue with the Sintillans as well. While we have not been able 

to get them to accept better terms, we remain confident that they will inevitably bow to our desires to 

improve them. Realistically, existing as an economic protectorate isn’t a safe long term situation. Most 

corporations are already starting to bend the rules and rip apart what inherent civilian institutions exist 

on Sintilla. Only a matter of time before they realize that under current laws, they have no protection at 

all.  

 

On the other hand, they are exploring now. They charted a new warp point in their home system, It led 

to an unremarkable yellow star, but one with an ST world. At this time it’s unknown what kind of 

mineral content it has, but it may be enough to warrant colonization. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Thrungenwald-class BCf                         11-XOa           80 HS/46 TS 

[5] SSSA1x15ZbQbMgx6QbM2Ptbx3YaPtbx3(IbIb)Qb(IbIbIb)DaDaDa(IbIb)(IbIbIb)       

    (IbIb)HQb(IbIbIb) [6/3] 

Trg:3                        PV=85    Cost= 1687/253.1   SL6 {ULTRA}  

56 HTK Sx3 A1x15 Dax3 Ptbx6 Mgx6 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1  
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Landser-class BBb                              15-XOa           109 HS/91 TS 

[5] Sx8A1x24ZbHQbx5M2MgsMgMgDa(IbIbIb)LcaLcaPtbPtbYa(IbIbIb)(IbIbIb)LcaPtb     

    PtbLcaDaDaQb(IbIbIb)Ptb [4/2] 

Trg:3                        PV=90    Cost= 1785/267.8   SL6 {ULTRA}  

69 HTK Sx8 A1x24 Dax3 Lcax4 Ptbx5 Mgx2 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Planet Ibiza, Kalamazoo-B 

After Combat Report 

 

DECRYPT: JD432S00AFXXAUTH1P1 

FROM: Provisional Commander, TF 1.1 

TO: CentSecCenCom 

 

Message Follows: 

 

This is Hunter Ivarrson, commander of the dWNS Tomas Gille, reporting on actions taken in support of 

our allies in the Kalamazoo system. 

 

The fleet numbered a total of 36 ships, of which 8 were ours. Aside from TF 1.1, we were in concert 

with 6 Canne class CAs, 3 Cadiz class CLs, 7 Ferdinand class DDs, 6 Fuerte DD-sized combat tugs, 

and 6 Castille class BS2s. We shook down into four distinct formations, the deWulf contingent, the 

Ibizan CAs and Cls, the DDs, and the bases and their tugs. JPM Raeder took command of our actual 

ships, and we seconded JPH Demeter to command the Ibizan CAs and CLs. The Ibizans had their own 

admiral, Valleria, in command of the forts and DDs. 

 

As two columns, we advanced. The DDs and bases in one column, and the CAs and then us in the 

second. Having halted at the edge of their known maximum range, we then commenced detuning the 

entire fleet and raced forward to get into range.  As we approached the planet, we began to take fire 

from the planet's PDCs. Intel had already identified 12 of these large installations, each mounting 4 Pta 

launchers. Fire was actually considerably heavier, as it appeared that there were at least three more of 

these PDCs in existence. The fire destroyed one Canne, and crippled another. Their lack of point 

defence was quite telling.  

 

At this point we halted detuning, as it had made us considerably more vulnerable to massed Pta attacks. 

Now our own ships were within range of the planet, barely. JPM Raeder decided to hold our initial 

barrage till we closed to a better range, as the enemy was only engaging ships that it had previously 

ID'd. The Pta barrage then finished off the crippled Canne, and shifted to engage some of the incoming 

DDs. By now however, the bases had been towed within firing range, and the tugs let them go. The 

bases immediately opened up, hammering on a pair of the identified PDCs. At this point, a new class 

became apparent, as PD fire attempted to engage the incoming kinetic rounds. While the initial volley 

was not especially accurate, it managed to destroy one Pta base, and damage a second. The rest of the 

rounds impacted into the planet, causing collateral damage (see end of report for damage estimates).  

 

This seemed to set something off on-planet. We counted 50 incoming shots of a new class of weapon, 

which we have tagged as an "Rb". One of the Ibizan BS2s was destroyed outright, with another 

crippled. Finally however, both we and the remaining Ibizan CAs were in range. We opened fire, 

targeting 1 of the plasma PDCs with 10 of our Ptb's (with 40 Ptbs from XOs and internal launchers, 

which is four PDCs). Unfortunately our targeting was off for three for them, and we barely hit them. 

We did completely annihilate the fourth though, so it wasn't all lost. The Ibizan CAs and CLs managed 

to finish what we had started on the first quadrant we were aiming for, and in short it was blow torched 

clean of PDCs.  

 

Then disaster struck. There were more Rb launches from the planet. 250+ launches, what can only be 

from silos. The launches wiped out almost all the bases (only one survived crippled), and combined 

with the next wave of incoming Pta's from the planet, finished off the remaining Ibizan CAs. As well, 

we detected six CL-class drive fields boosting off the planet. At this point, JPH Demeter managed to 

escape from his flagship as she was destroyed. Flag on the C.M. Burns signalled a general retreat, and 
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we made a tight turn to starboard to begin peeling away from the planet. The Ibizan destroyers would 

do the same, and try to take some pot shots at the CLs as they closed on us.  

 

The hostile CLs engaged us and hosed our CAs with energy beam fire. While we had general data 

about them from our Ibizan allies, seeing them skip our armour belts and short out the internal 

hardware was something else entirely. The Wadislaw Orona fell out of formation immediately as her 

forward two engine rooms were shot away, but squadron return fire managed to cripple three of the 

attacking CLs. Fire from the planetary PDCs concentrated on the remaining Ibizan CAs and forts, but 

they managed to silence the last damaged PDCs on the facing nearest to us. We accelerated and ran 

from the planet, zigzagging to hit again and again at the trailing CLs. Each time they fired, they 

crippled another CA. In turn, the Paul Church, C.M. Burns, and even the Dan Preston all fell behind us 

lamed. We were forced to fire on the Paul Church to scuttle her, as she had been hulked by energy 

beams, and we could not allow her to fall into enemy hands. As we escaped from PDC range, we 

finished off the last of the trailing CLs with the assistance of the remaining Ibizan destroyers. However, 

our flagship the C.M. Burns was destroyed by fire from the PDCs. JPM Raeder escaped safely, but we 

could not loiter to rescue him, as then we would have all been destroyed.  

 

As a parting shot, the Tomas Gille suffered one hit to her armour, and the Pilum lost an engine room 

due to burnout as we escaped. The destroyers of TF 1.1 are all otherwise undamaged. We are currently 

in Ibizan orbit, defending their home world while they rebuild, and we await reinforcements, namely 

TF 1.2. 

 

Our alliance with the Ibizans may have been signed in ink, but it's sealed in blood now. 

 

Losses and Planetary Collateral damage attached at end of message. 

 

dWNS Tomas Gille, Hunter Adam Ivarrson commanding. 

 

VIEW ATTACHMENTS? (Y/N): Y 

 

Losses: 

 Ibizans 

6 Canne Class CAs 

3 Cadiz Class CLs 

7 Ferdinand Class DDs 

6 Castille Class BS2s 

Admiral Valleria (Killed in action) 

 

 deWulf 

4 Director Class CAs 

JPM Raeder (Presumed Captured) 

JPH Demeter (Presumed Captured) 

 

 Naril 

4 Ptb-class PDCs (32 HS) 

3 Shield-Class PDCs (22 HS)  

6 Slasher CLs 

 

Collateral Damage to Naril 

 

42 estimated Kb hits = 252 damage 

40 estimated Ptb hits = 120 damage 

74 PTU Killed, 74 IU destroyed 

 

Estimated Economic Damage 

 

103 MC in lost production due to IU losses 

3.7 million Narilei killed 

 

---------------End Interlude--------------- 
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Turn 65 
 

First things first: Dealing with the remnants of our "little scuffle" in the Ibiza system. A board of 

inquiry has sat on the conduct of both Senior PackHunter Jon Raeder, Junior PackHunter Ryan 

Demeter, and Hunter Adam Ivarrson. The verdicts have officially exonerated both SPH Raeder and 

JPH Demeter, as they had pressed the attack, and only began to withdraw once it was apparent that they 

could not complete the assault. As well, it has been decided to promote Hunter Adam Ivarrson to Junior 

PackHunter for successfully leading the withdrawal and finishing off the crippled ships that were left 

behind. 

 

Still, this means we have virtually no combat forces in Ibiza, and the Ibizans themselves have next to 

no combat forces at all. The only bit of good news is that we seem to have knocked the Naralei back on 

their heels, if they even have heels. This means we're at a rough kind of parity. Which brings us to an... 

interesting co-operative venture between us and the Ibizans. Normally, under these circumstances, they 

would be scrambling to rebuild their mobile units. But our post-combat analysis has detected an 

interesting gap that -may- give us a chance to actually bombard their planet without taking casualties. 

Our plasma torpedoes have more range than the Nareleian ones. It's only their planetary installations 

that give them the effective attack range. So, the Ibizans are currently hollowing out eight 66 HS 'roids, 

and our factories on Puerto Pollo are building launchers and internal fittings to load into them. By 

mounting them on the 'roids, we will have a slight range advantage over the PDC launchers. We should 

then be able to bombard any silos and bases from beyond effective reply range. The only thing is that 

we theoretically will shoot our magazines dry after only a few volleys. That will be mitigated with 

munitions ships which will dock with the asteroid forts to replenish onboard munitions.  

 

We will counter battery the point defence PDCs first, as they will reveal themselves as they attempt to 

defend themselves, and then we will shift to the other plasma torpedo PDCs. After this, we will shift 

fire to the silos. Once we have accounted for all known targets, a group of ships will commence a slow 

inward spiral, probing for any new defences. As they appear, the forts will engage and destroy them. 

Once all fire has ceased or appears to have ceased, we will call in the waiting troopships to land on-

planet. Once we have secured the planet, the forts will be towed into orbit, re-munitioned, and repaired 

as necessary, before being towed to the other planet. 

 

Guarding the forts will be the combined force of TF 1.1 and TF 3. While not exactly a long range 

combat command, the collection of destroyers and CLs is enough to give us some close range 

firepower against the Narelei CLs that we have encountered. Especially when they get to deal with an 

Elder God class Battlecruiser!  

 

Initially however, the two Aufklarer scouts will be detached and sent a few light minutes away from 

both planets to keep an eye on them for any drive fields. While at range we cannot ID freighters, we 

can pick up their speeds. Anything moving at a sustained speed of 4 is most likely a freighter, with 

anything not doing so being provisionally tagged as a freighter. 

 

In any case, to pull this bit of insanity off, we've paid the Ibizans to build us these eight asteroid forts. 

Normally they wouldn't do so, but the profit they make is enough to fund the construction of a Canne 

CA for them, and they also get a powerful in-system defence force. Support Squadron 4 has been 

diverted to Ibiza from Puerto Pollo, and SupRon 1 is being moved from Sintilla to Puerto Pollo to take 

their place. Task Force 3 is also being funnelled forward to Ibiza, past Puerto Pollo. 

 

Shifting to less militant issues, our survey fleets are now in full action. ExRon 1 finished surveying 

Coronel for concealed warp points, with nothing new found, and is now headed to the Nebelzee to 

survey the nebula there. ExRon 2 is continuing their work on Koch, and results should be available 

next month. ExRon 3 is moving from Munich to survey Holstein and push out the frontier, while the 

newly built ExRon 4 is now surveying the newly discovered East Passage starless nexus.  

 

Clearing from the shipyards at Fenris is the first of our new, updated Longshoreman Class tugboat. The 

lead ship has been named Ian Clarke, though at this time I'm not knowledgeable for the reasons why 

she was named as such. Still, even though the Labourer MMSes, Eyeballs, and freighters are only 

referenced officially via their hull numbers, most of them have unofficial names, and some very... 

interesting nose art. Anyhow, the Clarke's been deployed to Dave's World to assist in manoeuvring 
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around the forts and mines that will be eventually emplaced in the system. The first of the Brain BS2's 

has already been fully reassembled there, and we will eventually be shipping more out there. 

 

On the subject of shipping and such, four Comm Array BS0's have been sent to Puerto Pollo to extend 

the comm array from Weyland into the Fog Nebula, and eventually into the Kalmazoo system to 

improve our comm loop and to speed information transfer. 

 

SPM Rollen Logged Off~ 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Konig-class Astr                                                66 HS 

[0] SSSSAx10ZbQbQbQbHYaMgx5Dax4Ptbx6Qb [0/0] 

Trg:1                        PV=33    Cost= 821/24.7   SL4 {ULTRA}  

36 HTK Sx4 Ax10 Dax4 Ptbx6 Mgx5 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

SPM Rollen Logged On: 

 

Secondary Update, video component:  

 

"I received today a communications drone from my friend Hunter Erwin Kemp. Its arrival surprised 

me, as he usually just uses the comm grid to chat with me. Much faster. Inside the drone was a sealed, 

encrypted communications block. These things... they're very rare to be used. Most things that are 

important enough to warrant one of these are never brought anywhere near danger. I shooed my aide 

out of my office, and sealed the door, and activated security protocols (white noise generators and 

more... esoteric devices). Sat it on my desk and pressed my finger to the security pad. It paused for a 

moment, contemplating my identity before unlocking and letting me retrieve the memory chip... 

Loaded it into my terminal and hit play... can't believe... seriously can't.... I'll just let it play..." 

 

 

"Hi Rollen... I know I don't exactly chat this way, but...damn. This is too risky to feed through the 

normal channels... It's... damn." 

 

He paused, and took a deep breath before exhaling and continuing. 

 

"We ended up running with a corp heavy freighter on our run from Falke to Weyland. They had some 

high up muckamuck aboard, god knows why he was on such a fat, slow barge. He snerked his way into 

being aboard TF3's flag, and managed to get himself invited to dinner aboard the Cthulu. Well, he's a 

CEO and I'm just a Hunter, I thought. Can't hurt my promotion chances, or might have a nice place to 

retire after the navy... now though... " 

 

"He got hammered. I mean seriously hammered. Put away two bottles of Imperial Smooth all by 

himself. He starts rambling, miscellaneous things. So I figure I'll lead him on a little while he's 

babbling. Might get something interesting out of him. Milk runs like this are boring as hell, after all." 

 

"Apparently the Sintillan war scared the crap out of the CEOs even more than we thought. I mean, until 

we had troops on the ground, they were seriously pissing in their pants. They've made a decision, now 

that we're encountering more and more hostile polities. They WANT this war with the Naralei. That's 

why it only took a month for them to okay our deployments. That’s why they aren't freaking out right 

now. The war's far enough away from them, and the Ibizans are enough of a speed bump to slow them 

down. They figure that even if the Ibizans are defeated, there'll be enough time to dig in on Puerto 

Pollo to stop them and conclude a peace." 

 

"But that's not what they really want. They want us to partner with the Ibizans entirely, and then crush 

the Naralei and eventually absorb the Ibizans. Then, once we have merged we launch an assault on the 

Krak and secure Fog Alley entirely for ourselves, to "secure our borders". But the brutal part is that 

they have no desire to advance with the conquered governments. They intend to hold them as 

"economic protectorates" like Sintilla now, and to rape and plunder their economies... " 
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"I don't know how, perhaps my yeoman heard the gist of it or something, but it's gotten out, at least 

among the Task Force. You know grapevines. It only made it off ship to the Dirk, as we had some 

cross-training going at the time, and it’s made its rounds through the Cthulu. I think I've got it clamped 

down now. I hope. " 

 

"I don't think we can stop this, Rollen. I really don't. They're the government. They're the ones calling 

the shots. I hope you can think of something to do about this. Otherwise we're doomed. All of us." 

 

"I'm sending you this via verigraphed data cube on a courier drone. I can't trust this to the comm grid. If 

the corps get wind that we've found out about their strategies..."  

 

The feed then scratched out in a burst of static, before prompting and asking for a replay. The feed 

shifted back to SPM Rollen, looking into the pickup with a glassy look in his eyes. 

 

"That's it. That's the problem. I'm going to have to think about this. There might be a way to deal with. 

Perhaps, if cards are played right." 

 

Rollen looked into the pickup, his tone shifting to a solid, commanding tone "Terminal. Delete last 

entry" 

 

Turn 66 
 

deWulf Naval High Command, 89
th

 Floor 

Briefing Room 5 

 

“Sir, we have compiled the latest reports for you, and we’d like to present them to you sir. At the very 

least, give an overview.” 

 

SPM Rollen looked up at the yeoman and gave a firm nod as the officers settled into their seats and the 

conversation died down. The first to take the podium was Packmaster Klaus Thies, commander of 

BuShips.  

 

“We are making strides to recover from our losses two months ago, and we estimate that we should be 

back up to strength in another two months, at least on paper. The good news was that the loss of the 

heavy cruisers at the Battle of Naril was an older design that would have cost a considerable amount of 

time to refit to the newest standard. That being said, they were available and where we needed them. 

Our replacements will not. “ 

 

“Even so, we have placed under construction a pair of Director Mk3s to replace the last of our losses, 

with more construction to follow next month. The prototype BS4 will also be done next month, and 

will be ready for service. Skywatch command is expected to request that it be dismantled and shipped 

forward, though they haven’t said where yet. As well, the first phase of our satellite yards in Grant and 

Caribbean should be done soon, and that will ease our logistics considerably. I’ll allow PackMaster 

Brand to cover Research Co-Ordination.” 

 

With that, PackMaster Thies stepped from the front podium, shifting to his seat as PackMaster Brand 

walked up to the front, looking more than a little tired. “I am happy to report that this month has seen a 

large collection of breakthroughs. Galspan Labs has completed research and development of an 

improved PDS unit, and their subcontractor Rolfin-Sinear has perfected a plug-in datalink upgrade for 

the PDS modules. This not only improves our PDS effectiveness, but also allows us to provide 

defensive fire for the other ships in the same datalink. As well, we have completed research more 

research into Ion engines, as well as Lasers. We believe that we can now develop an improved laser 

projector that is not only smaller, but more powerful. This will revolutionize our smaller ships, giving 

them the capacity to project far more firepower. We have also finished research into a kind of energy 

beam condenser that can channel energy beams from our normal projectors into a more focused beam 

that can punch through a planetary atmosphere. Work will commence on the actual component next 

month. Finally, we have developed a new thermal heat-sink/breaker that should ease our difficulties in 

researching improved shielding. Uhm….. yes. I do believe that is all” 
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PackMaster Brand shifted as he stretched a bit in front of the other officers, before wobbling back to 

his seat. SPM Rollen’s eyes narrowed as he finally recognized the soft smell that wafted around Brand. 

Grunloch, most likely the 09 vintage, knowing Brand. Well, he’s allowed to get smashed, especially 

due to his section’s performance this month. No sense not rewarding accomplishment. 

 

PackMaster Magnan was the next to stand to the podium. Without preamble, he bit into the core of his 

report “Thanks to our new com-link to Bremen, I’ve received the last two months worth of reports from 

ExRon 1 ahead of schedule. We’ve lost about half of the flotilla while exploring the Nebelzee nebula. 

Apparently the sensor ghosts that are there are more than ghosts. They attacked our survey ships 

randomly, each attack was powerful enough to cripple or destroy outright an Eyeball Mk2 survey ship. 

The only reason we knew of these attacks was that Magellan Survey Corvette #3 managed to survive 

an initial attack, though she was destroyed this month by a follow-up attack. I have ordered all 

surviving survey ships to fall back to Munich, though I do not expect them to get this order until the 

beginning of next month.” 

 

PackMaster Magnan exhaled, relieved that the weight was off his chest, before he continued “That 

being said, our other survey groups are working safely. ExRon 2 has completed a survey of Koch, and 

identified two new warp points in system, in addition to the one we discovered but never probed 

several years back. The first leads to a large maser nebula that has been named “Nebelflamm”. Not 

exactly the most creative name, I admit. We feel that we will not be exploring this system anytime 

soon, as it requires modified survey ships to survive in the nebula. The second link is to a starless 

nexus, one that we have not yet been to. The final link went to a new kind of system, one centered on a 

Neutron Star.” 

 

“While we have studied neutron stars from a distance, this is the first time we have encountered one 

close up. Our warp point was only a few light minutes from the star, rather than the normal light hour 

or so. As well, it is good that we had our shields, as a substantial amount of radiation was being emitted 

at that close a range. Outside the radiation belt, we discovered both an asteroid field, and what appears 

to be a gas torus orbiting the neutron star. Our scientists believe that when the star collapsed, it 

vaporized a gas giant that somehow transformed itself into the gas donut around the star. Based on 

some preliminary scans, it appears to be about as habitable as an ST world to us. Even so, we will not 

be surveying the system immediately, but rather we will survey the starless nexus, as it appears to be 

nearby several other stars that we have already identified through long range inferometry.” 

 

SPM Rollen looked over at Junior PackMaster Ott, Commander of the Bureau of Communications 

“Anything new to add to the discussion, herr Ott?” JPM Ott glanced up from his own notes, “No, 

nothing really Rollen. We’re extending the communications grid to Fog Alley this month, and should 

have a link to Ibiza in two months time. We’re also looking extending the grid to Eben Emanel, but a 

decision hasn’t been made yet. In time, I suppose”. 

 

Rollen grinned as he looked over at his adjutant, PM Donnal.  “Oh yes, one more thing, Rollen. This.”  

 

He slid a thin folder across the table, with only one line of text in the front. Rollen opened the folder, 

flipping through it all, checking the key spots, before closing it, signing the front: 

 

“Unternehmen Schwartzwald authorized” 

 

The folder slid back to Donnal, who locked it in a secure carryall. Pleasantries were once again 

exchanged as the meeting broke up. 

 

Donnal and Rollen got into the secure lift at the end of the hall, outside the meeting room. Donnal 

selected a floor and swiped his security key as Rollen exhaled “You wouldn’t have anything to do with 

today’s headline, would you, Donnal?”  

 

Donnal looked back as the lift went up “Oh, that? Nothing, sir. The very thought makes me boil with 

anger, for you insinuating that I would have anything at all to do with the untimely death of CEO 

Toddt. Terrible thing that, falling from his balcony while drunk. Very careless too. Well, we can’t 

protect them from themselves, can we?” 
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Rollen bit back a harsh chuckle “No, I suppose we can’t.” 

 

Donnal chuckled back, and the lift continued up… 

 

Turn 67 
Transport Shuttle “Alder 2” 

En route to Fenris Fleet Yards from deWulf Naval High Command 

 

SPM Rollen looked out the armorplast viewport at the steadily receding surface as the shuttle boosted 

off-planet. He sighed, knowing that those on the planet were playing fast and loose with more lives 

than they realized… He remembered last month’s briefing, Donnal’s words about protecting them from 

themselves…  

 

“Rollen, stop staring out the window. The planet hasn’t moved since the last time you were up here. All 

the continents are still there” Donnal chided. Rollen snapped back, looking over at his adjunct. “Still 

just you and me in here, and the shuttle pilot of course” he continued. 

 

“Sorry Erwin, just thinking about… things. Are we there yet?” quickly changed the subject, getting 

away from more unpleasant aspects. 

 

“Ahh, yes, we’re on final approach for the yards now. I suppose you want to know what’s new up here, 

seeing as how you managed to doze through my update on the trip up.” Rollen merely nodded, this 

time more intent on the information. “The prototype Zitadelle BS4 is complete. The prototype 

Battleship and Fast Battlecruiser are moving as well as can be expected. We’ve also laid down a pair of 

command CAs, another Mk3 Director, and a collection of survey ships to build out a new survey fleet. 

I suppose PM Magnan would want them to reinforce the first squadron, but they’re tied up doing 

planetary surveys now, and I think he’d rather have a fully functional survey group to investigate warp 

points in our neck of the woods.” 

 

The shuttle docked with a thud, and a soft hiss-kchunk was heard as the airlock clamped, pressurized, 

and cross checked before deciding it was safe and enabled the hatch controls. Donnal and Rollen stood 

by the hatch, straightening out their uniforms as the pilot walked back and opened the hatch for them. 

 

“Ahh, good to see you Thies!” “Good to see you too, Senior PackMaster. What brings you to my 

yards? Looking to borrow a corvette for a joyride, or perhaps to drop a few bombs on our friends…” 

Both Donnal’s and Rollen’s eyes locked on Thies for a few brief seconds. All three knew of the double 

game they were playing, but neither Rollen nor Donnal were happy with how Thies seemed to take a 

predatory enjoyment of it. 

 

“Best to discuss things like that with food, Klaus. Helps keep the bitter taste of it all washed from our 

mouth.” Rollen deadpanned. 

 

“Very well, sir. Perhaps we could do with a bit of all that. I believe your schedule has forced you to 

skip lunch. My cook may not be the best in the service, but he’s quite excellent. Today’s chicken… a 

nice roast with potato on the side. All quite foreign.” 

 

“Quite an exotic meal, if I do say so. Caribbean meat with imported vegetables. Well, lead on Klaus. 

You’ve added on a bit to the station since last I’ve been here, and I wager I couldn’t find my way to a 

head, with the way you’ve been adding to this station. In any case, you’ve got me baited Klaus. Let’s 

make for your galley.” 

 

With that, the four officers headed down the docking tube, leaving the shuttle pilot behind to hand his 

craft to station personnel. 

 

Station Commander’s Mess 

Fenris Fleet Yards 
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“Mrrmmm~ that’s good chicken. Where did you say your cook got the spices, again? I think we might 

have to invade to get them” joked Rollen. “I think they’re from Sintilla, sir. Cargil spice, I think” 

replied Thies. “So, why don’t you tell me why you’re really up here, sir?” 

 

Rollen paused as he finished off a forkful of food, before sighing a bit and nodding to Donnal. 

 

“Well Klaus, we’re in a bit of a bind. You know that last month Toddt, the CEO of KraftWerk IG, fell 

to his death from a fourth floor balcony to his death, yes?” Thies merely nodded in reply “Well, to be 

blunt, he didn’t fall. He was pushed. Moreover, we pushed him. You might have been hearing rumours 

floating through the grapevine in the lower ranks that the corporation’s been engineering a war. Should 

have happened sometime after Toddt’s death… say, about two weeks after the personnel rotation from 

TF 1 came back.” Thies nodded again, swallowing his food and clearly not liking exactly where this 

was going… 

 

Donnal continued “It’s true. Toddt got drunk in the company of one of our more loyal officers three 

months back, and spilled the beans. We back-checked what he said as best we could, as quietly as we 

could. Naval Intelligence doesn’t have the power it did during the Sintillan War, but we’ve cut a 

section out to try and keep tabs on them. Very black-ops. In any case, we need the ships they’re willing 

to fund for their own wars, so we can’t exactly go public with this. You can’t seriously believe that 

they authorised the funds for current construction from the goodness of their hearts, can you?”  

 

Rollen chuckled as he finished off his dinner, still listening to Donnal go through what they had both 

thought out months back “So, we pushed Toddt off his balcony. Fighting their sneakiness with our 

own. Oh, he was drunk all on his own, and he loved the view from his balcony. We just helped him 

over the railing. The amazing thing is that Toddt’s death seems to have had a very interesting effect. 

Apparently he was a major source of resistance to them, just on a purely personal level. Our entire 

bureaucracy’s gotten better almost overnight. So we’re at a bind. We can continue to push back, and 

kill our improved bureaucracy, or let it roll for a while until it runs out of steam, and then we kill it. 

Rollen’s personally leaning towards just continuing to push them, but I think we should hold off and try 

to milk it for as much as we can. This is where you come in. You’re the other person involved in this 

mess. What do you think?” 

 

Klaus paused, chewing on a selection of hind leg as he contemplated the question. He finished off the 

meat before looking over at the Chief Naval Officer and his adjunct. “Well, I say we milk it. We’ve 

always been fighting for more combat hulls, even when we’re being driven back.” Rollen looked back 

at Thies, growling a bit, before nodding “Very well then, two votes to one. We’ll ride this as long as we 

can, before everything comes apart. I won’t risk the safety of our people any more than that. Anything 

else?” 

 

Both the PackMasters thought for a moment, then shook their heads “Nothing that comes to mind.” 

 

Rollen chuckled, his arm outstretched “Pass the sauce…” 

 

Turn 68 
 

deWulf High Command, 8
th

 Sub-Basement 

Fenris Command Central, adjacent to “The Pit” 

 

Those officers who have served in other navies, some less advanced, some more, are familiar with the 

concept of “The Pit”, a central command nexus on a planet or base that coordinates tactical and 

strategic ops, where orders are centrally collated and organized. But many of those same officers are 

less familiar with what surrounds “The Pit”, and unless they were career desk jockeys (and many 

weren’t or just wouldn’t admit to being one) they wouldn’t know about the hundreds of other areas that 

allow The Pit to function smoothly. 

 

They almost look like cubicle farms, really. Officers are in undress, a uniform white light fills the 

rooms, and off to the sides of each were break rooms, bathrooms, vending machines, and corner 

offices, everything that would make a mid-level bureaucrat feel right at home. 
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Of course, even the deWulf Navy was a bureaucracy of sorts. It just happened to move faster than 

others. A blessing of strictly delineated command chains, one would suppose. 

 

SPM Rollen was walking from one of the main elevators towards The Pit, with his adjunct at his side. 

Also with them was PackMaster Magnan, commander of the deWulf survey squadrons.  

 

“… so as you know, we have finished surveying that starless nexus off Koch. We’ve begun surveying 

for concealed warp points in the system. But we’ve still probed the warp points we have discovered. 

Yes, I know it’s not quite SOP, but the squadron commander was rather impetuous. So we’ve identified 

two new systems it’s connected to. One warp point leads to a star system with a red star, and an 

asteroid belt. The other warp point leads into the Fog Nebula. It appears the Caribbean cork isn’t as 

effective as we thought it would be.” 

 

SPM Rollen looked up from his crouch in front of the vending machine “You’re shitting me. No 

bloody way.” 

 

“Yes, sir. No doubt about it. The warp point size and turbulence matches that of the Fog Alley-

Heigoland Blight link. It appears we’ve made a loop.” 

 

Rollen stood back up, pressing the cool drink to his forehead, silently leaning against the machine. 

“Well… that certainly throws us in for a spin or two… Very well then, pull your survey squadron back 

to Rhinehold, and survey the smoke ring there. Don’t bother with finishing the surveys in Heigoland 

Blight. We’ll need a forward base, and Rhinehold looks to be as good a spot as any. You will NOT, I 

repeat, NOT survey for any warp points in that system until we have colonized the ring to at least an in-

system population of nine million personnel. As well, you are authorized to move some support ships 

from Puerto Pollo to Rhinehold… the older Labourer Mk1’s will do nicely for this purpose.” Rollen 

took a deep breath, seemingly calming himself before continuing “Did you have anything else to 

mention?” 

 

Magnan nodded in reply “Yes, we’ve completed surveying East Passage, and identified and probed one 

warp point. The system’s a yellow star, with a class T world. No indigenous people. We’ll survey the 

warp points first, and then the planet as per usual. I’ll keep you posted.” With that, PM Magnan 

wheeled about and headed down a side hallway towards the Survey Command section. 

 

“Well, just when we think we can’t get deeper, hmm Erwin?”  

“I’d prefer not to think about it, Sir” 

 

The pair of officers headed farther down the side of the cubicle farm, working steadily towards The Pit.  

“Oh yes, Sir. We’ve got an interesting development in research co-ordination. We’ve completed work 

on another level of plasma torpedo tech, and we’ll be starting on the next one as soon as possible. 

We’ve also broken an impasse blocking research into a more effective command and control module, 

though with our current assignments, it’s hard to say when we’ll have a chance to actually develop 

it…” PM Donnal flipped through a clipboard of hastily scribbled notes… “Ahh, and one thing that PM 

Magnan didn’t mention. We’ve discovered a relic in the Heigoland Blight system. It’s massive, but it 

appears to be a quantum computer. We’ll have it shipped back here next month to see if it’s 

functional.” 

 

They turned a corner and headed past the foreign relations office. 

“Senior PackMaster! Sir!” 

SPM Rollen came to a halt, looking over to a corner office on the other side of the open cubicle farm. 

PM Donnal promptly rammed into him from behind, not expecting his commanding officer to come to 

so abrupt a halt.  

 

Rounding the corner was PackMaster Alice Hettig, commander of the Foreign Relations office. The FR 

office was the polite term for the overt intelligence bureau that dealt with other races, as well as the 

section that handled client states.  

 

“Ahh, Sir. Excellent that I caught you! I wish to deliver my report for this month’s developments, Sir!” 
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Rollen looked exasperated, whereas Donnal was unfazed. Donnal gave a hand wave to Hettig to get her 

report in gear, adding curtly “If you don’t mind, we have to be in the pit shortly, so just a quick 

overview will be needed.”  

 

Hettig nodded once, and dove in with enthusiasm that would put a middie to shame. “Well Sir, first off 

we have concluded an improved trade treaty with the Krak University. They seem quite happy to have 

completed the deal, and we can expect revenue to come on-stream next month.” Rollen nodded once, 

indicating he understood, and took another drink from the drink he bought from the machine.  

 

“Our relations with the Sintillans have also improved. Despite protests from the corporatists, we’ve 

managed to ram through changes to the Treaty of Lvov, and the Sintillans are now classed as a Client 

State, as opposed to an Economic Protectorate. Realistically, this is more of a formal acknowledgement 

of our previous status, but it improves their economic self control. The government of the Imperator 

has also informed us that they have completed first contact with the Altheans, and they have concluded 

a trade treaty, as well as recognising Althean ownership of the system that they discovered that was 

connected to Sintilla.” Hettig flipped to the next page of her report, skimming through it before 

continuing. 

 

“They’ve been making some noises as to having a system to colonize, now that their only exploration 

route has been corked. Since we’ll be eventually amalgamating them into our own government, I’ve 

been thinking we can give them navigation data and colonization rights to the Munich system. It’s just 

within a month’s travel time from their home system, we haven’t colonized it, and it also provides a 

few different routes of exploration. Well, we can leave out the fact that we know about East Passage 

and Palenberg, but it’ll give them something to do, and let them colonize. As an additional bonus, it 

will ease up on our border patrol obligations, which is something we haven’t been doing –at all– 

anyway.”  

 

 Donnal scribbled a few notes on his own clip-pad, noting the basic gist of it for later. “Thank you, 

Alice. That’s given us something to think about.” Alice Hettig nodded and almost bounced off back to 

work. Donnal tried not to stare, and he elbowed Rollen when he noticed that he was staring too. “Back 

on focus, Sir.” 

 

Rollen looked over at Donnal, before chuckling and finishing off his drink, tossing it into the garbage 

“Spoilsport. Besides, I saw you looking too…” Donnal seemed to freeze up for a few moments at the 

suggestion, before sniping back “Yes, but you were quite intent…” 

 

A sort of awkward silence hovered, before Rollen started walking down the hallway. Donnal just shook 

his head a bit before catching up. The hall started descending slowly before coming to a hatch, flanked 

by a pair of sentries. The hallway had changed in character here. Still brightly lit, but the walls were 

bare cermacrete, polished smooth. The sentries paused only for a moment, then opening the hatch for 

the two officers. They briskly stepped into The Pit, and the hatch dilated closed behind them. 

 

They strode down the steps into the center of The Pit, a circular table around a recessed holotank, 

capable of projecting onto the table itself, as well as up to the ceiling. The other officers at the table 

stood up and saluted in response to their entry, but Rollen waved them to sit down. 

 

“Status” He intoned. 

“Construction continues apace. Three new Director Mk3’s have been laid down, as well as enough 

survey ships to complete the new squadron” replied PackMaster Thies.  

“Colonists have been dispatched to the asteroid belt in the Grant system to help set up an early-warning 

sensor belt in-system”  

“Junior PackHunter Weiss has acknowledged his orders, and will be back on Fenris by the end of next 

month.” 

 

Rollen looked over the assembled officers, and smiled. 

“Very well then, let us get down to business. First off, the status of Unternehmen Stahl…” 
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Turn 69 
 

“We are advancing” thought Rollen “just at our seemingly traditional glacial pace.” 

 

Rollen sat in his office, looking over reports from the construction yards. Two cruisers built this month, 

three more the next, and then another three plus destroyer escorts, ones newly laid down. Leaning back, 

he rubbed his temples, remembering all the infighting, all the arguing, trying to persuade the council to 

pay for an enhanced fleet that could deal with problems quickly, rather than let them fester and grow. 

 

The corporate mantra dies hard, it seems. The average person knew only that the government was 

throwing its full support to the new construction projects, but they didn’t suspect the evil at the plan’s 

core. His initial attempts to stem the plan failed, seemingly throwing it into a higher gear. But such 

things played into both players’ hands, not unlike a high pair as the house cards in a poker game. Both 

sides knew what was in the open, neither knowing what was in each other’s hands. But as the navy 

knew, and the corps only dimly remembered, life didn’t quite work like a poker game.  

 

deWulf High Command, 89
th

 Floor 

Briefing Room 5 

 

The usual officers settled in to their seats, Thies for BuShips, Brand for R&D, Magnan for surveys, Ott 

as head of communications, and Hettig for Foreign Relations. As usual, Rollen took the head of the 

table, with Donnal to his right side. 

 

“Well Alice, where do we sit with the Sintillans?” 

Alice Hettig flipped to the front of her report, briefly glancing at it “Ahh, Sir. The Imperator has 

reviewed our suggestion, and he accepts the offer of a colony site, and new exploration routes. He said 

it would take some time to properly marshal the survey ships, but he will take us up on our offer, and 

we can expect a small survey flotilla to be arriving at Munich sometime within the next two months. 

Actual defences will have to wait until they’ve got their shipyard up and running first. Then we can 

expect a small but growing defensive force in the area.” 

 

Thies got up in turn, as Hettig finished her report “Nothing much to add, Sir.  As you know three CAs 

will be leaving the yards at the end of this month, and we delivered the last of the survey ships and a 

pair of CAs at the beginning of this month, so we’re working rather nicely right now. As a matter of 

fact, our slips are completely busy this month, and we couldn’t manage any more construction even if 

we wanted to. Our yards at Puerto Pollo and Dave’s World aren’t ready yet, but they should be 

completely functional in two months or so.” He paused to take a breath, before continuing at the same 

staccato pace “The other thing we’ve been looking at is devising a field refit kit to upgrade all our PD 

units. We have the ability to manufacture Db’s, but all our ships are currently only mounting the Da’s, 

and that’s not good if we have to go into a missile-saturated environment again. The specs for it will be 

done up, and should be ready for deployment by the time the Pollo yards are operational.” And Thies 

sat down, taking a long drink from his water glass. 

 

PackMaster Brand got up now, looking far more professional than he had in past months. Rollen mused 

that perhaps he just ran out of the good stuff, and wasn’t going to waste his palate on lesser wines. 

“Another impressive month for research. We’ve developed improved XO racks, advanced life support 

technology, shield technology, capital sensor tech, and developed a beam condenser that should give 

our smaller ships a basic planetary bombardment capability. We’ll begin work on improved shielding 

next month, as it offers us our best, quickest combat improvement. The quicker regeneration would be 

better over the long term, but given what our soonest engagements will be, just having tougher shields 

would go a long way to improving our combat survivability.” 

 

Next in line was PackMaster Magnan. A relatively jovial sort, with a dry humour, he was a stark 

contrast to many of the more ‘professional’ officers that he had been promoted past. “Survey Squadron 

1 is moving to Eidelweiss this month, to survey the planet, and then to look for warp points in the 

vicinity. ExRon 2 has headed back to Rhinehold to survey the Smoke Ring there, and ExRon 3 is 

moving on to a newly discovered system off Holstein, tagged Mittelmach. A binary system with a 

Yellow primary and a White secondary, it has a trio of class T worlds, and a pair of asteroid belts. 

Quite a choice piece of real estate. ExRon 4 has moved on to Palenberg as discussed, but it will just 
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conduct a warp point survey before pulling out as per our agreement with the Sintillans. ExRon 5 has 

headed to Munich, but its final destination is the nebula with the mist wraiths that devastated ExRon 1. 

Using a new cruise-in-pairs system, we should be able to finish our survey in another month or two, 

assuming nothing else goes wrong.” 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

15 km North of Nee Holland, Yutani (Weyland system) 

Delfin SchwerePanzerSchule KampfLand (Delfin Heavy Tank School Combat Ground) 

 

Two officers in the deWulf Ground forces stood in the raised observation tower overlooking the 

training grounds. Accompanying them were several representatives from Trans-Solar Armament 

Industries (TSAI), who weren't paying so much attention to the grounds as to the officers at the fore.  

 

"I think you'll find our Wolf heavy tanks to be your liking. We've done our best to incorporate the very 

latest in hardware and software developments, as well as remedy any of the complaints crews voiced in 

the Sintillan War..." the first executive explained, as the second took up the pitch to allow his 

compatriot to breathe "Yes, the Wolf has a primary armament of a pair of KreuzFlamm plasma cannon, 

similar to the PIG, but much larger and tied to a fusion plant to feed its needs. The gun has a range of 

three kilometres in combat, and can do damage even farther away, though with a drop-off in accuracy 

and damage. While both cannon -can- be discharged at once, this can burn out the alignment coils, and 

standard procedure is to stagger the bursts about one second apart..." The first executive took up the 

slack "As well, we've incorporated heavy forward glacis armour and a smart gun, as well as the 

capability to mount another in a pintle. Also built into the turret is a basic PDS that can provide cover 

against incoming missiles and infantry swarm attacks while-" 

 

The first officer, wearing the braid of PackMaster, waved his hand and cut him off, looking him in the 

eyes with a kind of dark glee as he spoke "All very good, but I'm more interested to see how our crews 

handle it." So all eyes looked out to the grounds in front of the bunker. Parked on a paved platform 

were a pair of the new tanks, squat monsters sitting on a pair of heavy treads and emitting a deep thrum 

as their fusion plants came to full power. The officer leaned forward and yelled down from the tower at 

the commander of the first unit, sitting on his hips on the rim of his hatch "Hey! Corporal! Get your 

new toy in gear and on the range! Schnell!"  

 

The commander merely made a semi-sarcastic wave before hopping down his hatch and slamming it 

shut behind him, the round cermaplast settling as it was locked into place. It sat for a few moments 

more before shaking and pulling forward smoothly off the concrete slab and onto the packed earth. A 

few meters forward it stopped and pivoted 90 degrees, its turret rotating around the opposite way, 

barrel wiggling up and down some before settling forward. The tank then moved forward to a dirt 

revetment and settled into the firing range. 

 

"Hey Klin, nice job flipping off our CO there-" joked the driver over the headset. Klin responded "The 

SOB's just pissed that he's not the one with the toys. Just wait, as soon as the suits are off he'll pull me 

from the hatch and be the one pushing you poor bastards through the course all over again." "Enh" 

responded the driver "I'm not gonna complain. This thing's so new I got to peel off the protective film 

from my diag board. Hang on-" as he reached down and set the parking brake. "Much better. We're in 

position by the way... might want to give Herr Kommander a good tease." Klin merely replied "With 

pleasure" as the gunner released the safeties and the weapon board blinked from orange to a warm, 

deadly green. 

 

Plasma weapons don't make the large, deep 'THUMP' that characterizes standard projectile weapons. 

Rather, they just lob a ball of burning flame silently. It's the leakage that makes the sound so unearthly, 

a kind of cross between a roaring fire and tearing paper. This sound issued twice as the tank opened fire 

on its first target, a wooden outline of a Sintillan assault tank. Plasma at weapons-grade concentrations 

bakes earth sterile. What it does to mere dry plywood is far more destructive. Only the stakes holding 

the outline upright remained, and those were burning fiercely in their holes. 

 

The tank barrel swivelled left some degrees, and engaged another, and then a third outline in quick 

succession, with no difference in end result. Closer up, fast moving targets popped up and swarmed 

forward. The barrel depressed, and began quick firing more diffuse blasts, not reaching more than ten 

or twelve meters, but each one was like dragon's breath, and more cut-outs joined their fellows as 
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vapour. Finally, a barrage of missiles screamed off the berm at the end of the range, arcing flatly at the 

tank. Invisible bursts of coherent light snapped off the turret flanks, clawing down several of the 

leading rockets, but the trailing two impacted, one on the front glacis, the second against the command 

cupola on the tank.  

 

The two Military observers in the range's central tower looked over at the executives, and then at the 

first prototype that was now coated in an eye-mugging pink paint "Well, it did get the first four..." the 

lead exec said apoligetically. The officers just looked back with a bit of annoyance before they yelled 

down, and the second tank took to the combat course.  

 

The second tank took off with none of the flair of the first, but it tore off through a far more complex 

combat course than the first. It raced across a rough dirt track, engaging moving target drones with its 

main armament while it's smart gun targeted infantry popups with equal élan. Making its way through a 

simulated urban environment, the PDS proved remarkably capable against incoming RPGs when 

launched in singles or pairs, though salvos of higher densities tended to ensure leakers. 

 

Finally arriving at the last leg of the exercise, it met up with TSAI's earlier model, the Stuutgart, and a 

company of infantry. The Stuutgart, more commonly known as the Stug, had the same basic chassis but 

carried a massive 20-cell launcher for dumb fire plasma rockets. Still retaining the smart gun on the 

glacis, it was designed for close to midrange fire support work.  

 

With the infantry supporting the tank, and the Stug providing tactical support, the mixed unit advanced 

into a small village, unexpectedly running into a concrete bunker built inside a low house. The officers 

in the range command tower were beginning to look annoyed as the Wolf failed to dislodge the bunker, 

but their expressions turned to surprise as the tank belched out a massive plasma lance, both barrels 

firing simultaneously. The lance scorched through the cermacrete, taking a chunk off the bunker and 

setting fire to the entire building. The Stug rumbled up and fired off a raft of rockets into the bunker's 

interior. Some impacted on the outside, but others penetrated, setting fire to the insides and gutting the 

bunker. Back at the command tower, the officers nodded, and though they wore a mask of bland 

concern, on the inside, the executives smiled. 

 

---------------Interlude Ends--------------- 

 

Turn 70 
 

"Dear Mom, 

 

Life at the front here is boring. Since we can't force the planet directly, we've begun a long range 

blockade. Initially, a few ships would try to get through, in twos and threes, and once an attempt of 

twelve freighters would try to break through our lines. With our force of numbers and long range 

sensors, we haven't had much trouble mopping them up. The last serious attempt was made about two 

weeks ago, but the freighter surrendered after we blew out its drive field. 

 

I suppose I shouldn't complain. Blockade duty is boring, but a lot less hazardous than combat duty. I'm 

hoping my ship gets pulled back to Ibiza. I hear Central (that's Central Command) has established a 

repair and maintenance depot there, with a full-fledged zocalo for some R&R. We haven't gotten a 

shore leave since we got on duty, and that was six months ago. I'm sure there's some reg against it, but 

it hasn't been -that- bad. We get new holotapes each month, which gives us some variety. It's just that 

we've all been staring at the same bulkheads for too damn long.  

 

Anyhow, rumour has it that Central's come up with a way to crack the planet's defences. Probably 

explains the growing collection of warships back at Ibiza. Apparently even more ships are coming. 

This is looking to be the biggest gathering of the fleet since the final push into Sintillan space. We've 

even been hearing rumours of refit kits that might be coming to fix us up to full combat potential. We 

could sure as hell use em.  
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Regardless of any developments, my ships scheduled for a full maintenance refit and overhaul in about 

eight months or so. They'll pull us off the line by then, probably back to the Puerto Pollo yards. I'll keep 

you posted on how things go. Maybe you can take a vacation and come visit... 

 

See you soon mom! 

 

Devon Lahm, 

DwNS Liese Meitner" 

 

Lahm looked at his terminal inside his cramped cabin. The display threw a bit of light, roughly 

outlining the sterile space. Still, it managed that lived-in look, a few pictures tacked to the wall, his 

bunk folded down and covered in unfolded uniforms...  

 

Somehow, the corporate cubicle looked more inviting every day... 

 

Turn 71 
 

"Sir, we've got a message drone incoming." 

 

Odd, though JPH Ivarrson, most of our messages are tight beamed to us from the picket ship at the 

warp point. Whatever they're sending seems to be important, important enough to send just via secure 

drone. "Very well, Comms, uplink to the drone and send the feed to my day cabin."  

 

"Affirmative Sir." 

 

Adam Ivarrson stepped from the bridge of his destroyer into the cramped day cabin, about the size of 

what most apartments would call a "compact" bathroom. Managing to wedge himself before his 

terminal, he loaded the command software, and was greeted with a prompt:  

 

RMT ACC ENG . . . . . . CONN EST 

PW? 

 

Ivvarson furrowed his brow, looking at the blinking prompt. Even with advanced technology, message 

drones seemingly were always at a premium for memory space. He paused as he carefully keyed in his 

access password, a seemingly nonsensical stream of letters and symbols. The drone seemed to mull 

over the data, though perhaps it was an artefact of lag between the destroyer and the drone.  

 

ACCESS GRANTED . . . STANDBY 

 

And the formerly blank screen suddenly switched to a rotating logo of the dWN, a scowling wolf on a 

background of black, as the drone uploaded its secretive cargo. 

 

UPLOAD COMPLETE . . CROSSCHECKING . . DATA VALID  

CONN LOST.  

 

The drone detonated, the drive coils overloading themselves and reducing the automated unit to a 

slowly expanding cloud of particles. Ivarrson looked at the data file now sitting in the secure section of 

his terminal. Opening the file, he saw it take up the whole of his screen and begin to play...  

 

"This is a war briefing, classified AHS-9. Please clear the room of all personnel who do not have this 

clearance." 

And the video feed stopped, displaying a single "continue" button on the screen. Ivarrson selected 

"continue".  

 

"This briefing is for all command personnel who will be, or currently assigned to combat units in the 

Kalamazoo system. Following is an overview of Unternehmen Schwartzwald and its component 

operations, as well as current status.  
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"Unternehmen Schwartzwald is the code name for the planned offensive at the Naralei capitol world of 

Naral. It encompasses five separate operations, Stahl, Eisen, Granit, Luft, and Plastik. There is a sixth, 

semi-standalone operation code-named Helm.  

 

"Unternehmen Stahl consists of a construction of a military war fleet to assault the planet, to be not 

least 12 Heavy Cruisers, as well as the same amount of destroyers and light cruisers. Currently, we 

exceed projected strength in all hull categories."  

 

"Eisen consists of the construction of eight large asteroid forts, outfitted with heavy armour and 

shielding, as well as not less than six torpedo launchers each. The performance of the Ibizan base 

stations was impressive, and we anticipate that our use of asteroid forts should improve their 

performance even more. All units are accounted for and ready."  

 

"Granit is the heavy strike that will begin the offenseive. Over 200 combat drones with external 

ordinance racks will close on the planet, and open fire simultaneously, targeting already known PDCs 

and missile silos, with a preference to PD equipped PDCs, then the torpedo bases, and finally silos. 

This initial barrage will cause substantial damage to their defensive infrastructure. While we do not 

anticipate the barrage to totally neutralize defences, they should cause enough damage to allow our 

fleet to finish off the remnants. Production is currently on schedule."  

 

"Luft is the next key point, and it falls to our Ibizan allies, as well as our own combat transports. 

Immediately after the first two waves of warships will be the troop carriers. Their priority is to land as 

many troops as possible during the assault, in order to cause additional delays for the enemy. Ideally, 

enough troops will land to be capable of fighting a protracted campaign, and our warships will be able 

to suppress the enemy defence sufficiently to allow for more reinforcements. The requisite troops have 

been positioned, and are able to commence the assault."  

 

"Plastik is the last key point, consisting of espionage being conducted by both the Ibizan and our own 

intelligence bureaus. We have been able to identify 6 different PDCs on the target planet, though some 

are ones that we previously knew about from our last assault. Plastik was also supposed to encompass a 

proacted sabotage campaign at the beginning of the offensive, but logistical errors have not allowed us 

to do so."  

 

"Finally, Unternehmen Helm covers a collection of uprating packages that are scheduled to be 

introduced to the fleet in the weeks before the offensive. Currently in the pipe are upgrades to our ships 

combat tracking, allowing us to combine beam fire to engage targets through the atmosphere, and a 

regenerator upgrade to speed up shield regeneration in combat. Also in the pipe is a PD upgrade 

package that includes uprating a ships point defence suite to the latest standards. Development of the 

first two are on track, if behind schedule. The third is in final planning stages."  

 

"Tactical realities leave little room for subtlety or finesse. Simply put, there is NO good way to take a 

heavily defended planet. The first wave of warships will consist of smaller Ibizan and deWulf designs, 

all carrying beam weapons to lead and hopefully draw some fire. The second wave of warships will 

consist of deWulf and Ibizan heavy cruisers, along with the asteroid forts. Approx 4 LS behind this 

wave will be the transports, making their run to the planet. Targeting priority will be point-defence 

equipped PDCs, then Torpedo and Missile PDCs, and finally the silos in third. Beam-armed ships will 

provide cover from any mobile warships that may be in the vicinity, while those capable of engaging 

planetary targets will aim for the silos if they can."  

 

"We anticipate overall casualties at somewhere around 70 percent, with lighter units suffering an 

effective casualty rate approaching unity. Unfortunately, in this combat environment it is bigger, not 

faster, that decides the battle. This is somewhat at odds with our development of our fast battle cruiser. 

Ideally, several heavy torpedo battleships would have been completed to function as assault units, but 

thanks to corporate interference we have what we could get, not what we would like."  

 

"This assault is not an option. We may have been brought into this war via the back door, but it is ours 

now. At the very least, we must rock our enemies back on their heels. At best, we will establish a 

beachhead on the planet that will allow us to follow up on the invasion and allow us to neutralize all the 

PDCs. The only bit of good news is that once we have ground troops on-planet, the enemy will be 

unable to reload what silos are left from the initial bombardment, which will make secondary supply 
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runs easier to conduct."  

 

"As well, we have an available repair and resupply base at the Ibizan homeworld. This means that any 

combat casualties will be able to be repaired nearby instead of having to travel up to two months to the 

fleet base at Puerto Polo. As well, the Ibizans are in a continual process of commissioning new units, so 

we can expect more reinforcements as things continue. At the very least, we will have a covering force 

to escort resupply runs..."  

 

"One of the main problems with this operation is that we will temporarily leave their other planet (REF: 

Soban) uncovered. Our sensor coverage has not revealed any hidden on-planet construction of 

starships, but this cannot be verified without getting troops on the ground. Obviously, we aren't going 

to be doing that."  

 

"You are to formulate your own briefings and operation plans according to the above stated dates. The 

offensive will commence in 7 months. Central Command will keep you appraised." 

 

MESSAGE ENDS- REPLAY (Y/N)  N  

 

SAVING IN SECURE TERMINAL.....DONE. 

 

Turn 72 
 

Now that we've set the timeline for our assault on Naral, everything's effectively running on automatic. 

However, our economic situation's managed to have stabilized somewhat, so at least we aren't 

cannibalizing our industrial base to support our production schedule. We have also managed to get 

some colonization off the ground, and about 4.3 million colonists will be arriving at the smoke ring in 

Rhinehold. It's not quite half the base population we need to have the system vaguely secure, but it is a 

good start. With a bit of luck, we'll have the requisite population by the end of the year. We've also 

been putting some population into Grant's asteroid belt, as a kind of early warning system for Dave's 

World. As it's becoming a fleet base in the sector, it seems a good idea.  

 

Research is most disappointing this month, as the only thing we've managed to develop this month is 

another advancement in sensor systems. But on the flip side, we've begun research on several new 

projects, namely Link2, enhanced decoy missiles, and an upgraded shield regeneration system.  

 

Our fleets are also being shuffled around a bit, with ExRon 4 moving from Palenberg to Bremen, and 

ExRons 2 and 3 surveying in Rhinehold and Mittelmach. SupRon 2 is continuing its assignment to 

deploy a chain of Comm Stations from Puerto Pollo to Ibiza to improve our command loop. What 

previously took two months one way takes barely two days to cover the same distance. While we have 

no plans to impose more restrictions on our field commanders, it does allow them to get continual force 

updates, as well as faster notification of changes in the strategic situation.  

 

Nothing otherwise has changed in our empire. 

Preparations continue. 

 

Turn 73 
 

With the date for our assault set, everything has kicked into high gear. Older units are being 

decommissioned or sold, as is most practical. In the former, we have made arrangements to have what 

orbital bases remain in Fenris to be sold for scrap. Our orbital garrison in Sintilla has been sold to the 

Sintillans. As we have concluded a rather favourable political relationship with them, and since the 

bases are considerably behind the technical curve, it's a portion of our navy that we can sell off. 
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While we sold our bases for less than they cost to produce, we still recouped more than if they were 

sold for scrap. Considering their estimated blue-book value, we made a more money than we could 

have reasonably expected. Selling them to a nominal ally, in the guise of helping defend them from the 

"preditations" of another race merely sweetens the deal. 

 

With the sale of the bases, we've had enough cash to build enough Db's to refit every single unit in the 

assault fleet. Unfortunately, due to design differences we cannot upgrade the Ibizan ships. Thankfully 

they at least have an equivalent to our less advanced module. So long as the modules can at least stop 

three missiles, or at least one torpedo, then they've broken even. More is a bonus. 

 

Bombardment drone production is another piece of good news. We've improved on last month's 

production of fifty units by another 18 units, bringing our current total to 118 at month-end. We gained 

this additional production by building the additional units on Yutani. The basic plan is one month 

before the assault we ship the drones to Puerto Pollo for shipment with the rest of the drones to the 

combat zone. Production on Yutani will cease in three months. This gives us an additional 72 drones 

for use. We have also analysed Narilei planetary defences, and have come up with a bombardment 

plan. According to our best research, they will be unable to engage the drones outside 2.75 LS from the 

planet. Accordingly, the drones are set to launch at a range of 3 LS. With each drone carrying two Ptbs, 

we estimate an 83% chance of at least one torpedo hitting its target. 

 

The only technological development this month was an upgrade to plasma torpedo technology. It offers 

no practical benefits at this time, but it does get us closer to having more efficient, more effective 

weapons. Our quantum computer is helping accelerate our research into shield regeneration, but it is 

still several months from completion. 

 

Surveying operations on the periphery continue as normal. Eidelweiss, Rhinehold, and Mittelmach 

continue with their open surveys. ExRon 4 has finished in Palenberg and is currently headed to 

Bremen. Surveying continues in Star's End for open warp points, but nothing yet has been identified. 

 

---------------Interlude--------------- 

Intercepted by corporate deep space probe 33-12-C "Roamer IV" 

<unintelligible static drops out and becomes vaguely clear> 

 

"Attention Caprice Space Control, this is the TDN Hannibal, requesting docking clearance." 

"Affirmative Hannibal, this is Caprice Control. Your docking vector is nine-three-niner on pier five 

alpha. Sound back." 

"Hannibal reads nine-three-niner on five alpha. Helm, port twenty and commence burn in three, tw-" 

 

"Hannibal, you are plus six and drifting. Course correct immediately." 

"Roger that control. Helm, up ten and give me a six-second burn." 

"Back on track Hannibal... You are clear to cancel approach vector and ready for docking stations." 

 

"Affirmative. Commencing final burn in three, two, one, burning now… now… now…" 

 

"Looking good Hannibal. Orbit is matched, extending docking arms." 

"Docking clamps activated... we have hard lock. Completing docking procedure..." 

 

"Hannibal is docked. Extending passenger umbilical... extending cargo umbilical" 

"We have hard seal." 

 

"Welcome to Caprice station, Hannibal." 

<Unintelligible from here> 

 

*Report Transmitted back to Corporate HQ on Fenris. 

*ETA: 4.6 Fenren years. 

 

---------------Interlude Ends--------------- 
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Turn 74 
 

Four months left till the assault. Fleets are moving into position. I’ve been having difficulty sleeping. 

Again. Even the meds aren’t really working. Odd, I didn’t get this way during dW-SN1 till the final 

assault there… and even then it was right when the battle was scheduled to happen… I suppose the 

communications lag is what kept me insulated. Now, I get weekly readiness reports, production figures 

and shipping notices. I can’t even say I think of everything as ships and men anymore… It’s all just 

data on a collection of spreadsheets, folded and spindled and statistically analysed until it’s all just a 

singular mishmash of refined information.  

 

Spent some time on my balcony, overlooking the capital city in the fall night. Not biting cold, just 

enough to be brisk. But then even then I can’t help but see the buildings for what they are. Versacorp, 

Imperial Autonetics, Galspan, deWulf, SuSag… their lights dominate the city in the not so far 

distance… It almost galls me to think that we’re working, willingly, -willingly- in step with their 

imperialistic paranoia. We think we can derail it before it becomes to momentous, but looking at them 

now, I have my doubts. Sure, I can stab any one of their arms, but the body lives on. I can’t even 

behead them… they’re my indirect bosses, and if they fall then our society will follow, just like an 

impact follows throwing a rock.   

 

Doesn’t mean I can’t fight against the worst of it. Just have to resign myself to keeping the cancer in 

check instead of wiping it out. Thoroughly disenheartening. 

 

We’ve sent the last of our homeworld’s defences to the breakers. They’re horribly outdated, I’m not 

surprised we did that, since our front-line defences will be rebuilt in Grumman on a collection of 

asteroid forts. We should get the revenue back from the scrapping next month, and it’ll be ploughed 

into building more bombardment drones. 

 

Not much in the way of surveying has been completed this month, though I expect a collection of 

updates next month, as ExRons 3, 4, and 5 will be completing surveys Mittelmach, Bremen, and the 

white dwarf off of Holstein.  

 

Research continues as one can expect. Nothing overall developed this month, just advancing closer to 

having more concrete developments. Engines have been made a bit easier to develop, but engines don’t 

quite have a high priority as of yet.  

 

Turn 75 
 

I’ve got this clock on my desk… a kind of sadistic torture I suppose. It’s a countdown timer to the 

assault on the Naril. I know it’s not accurate, what with the discontinuity that space provides… but it’s 

a tempting bit of insanity nonetheless. Sometime last night it clicked over from four months down to 

three. At least our preparations are going according to plan. The new point defence units arrive next 

month, and are installed. Month after that, task force two arrives and joins TF one on shakedown… 

 

That being said, we’re not entirely devoid of bad news. Research and development has delivered a trio 

of new developments, one of them is quite pertinent to our assault. The first item is shielding. We’ve 

developed the next generation of shields, S1. They’re more efficient, though a bit more expensive.  The 

second development was the next generation of plasma gun. Good for our new Hauptmann DDs and 

for our bases, but not quite useful for our purposes. The final one is for Link2. This one is quite useful, 

and lets our energy-armed ships conduct orbital bombardment. Hopefully we can transfer this 

technology to our Ibizan allies to assist us when we do make the assault on their second planet.  

 

Surveying and scanning continues as expected. Surveying in the Nebelzee should be done in about 

three months, and while surveying has been completed in Rhinehold, we have not established the 

necessary defences to hold it against an incursion. After the assault on the Naril homeworld, we’ll 

probably divert some beam armed units as well as older missile ships to the system as a system defence 

force.  
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We’ve also received a rather long report from the Sintillans on a rather interesting subject. It seems that 

an Ardan drone suffered a navigational failure and ended up transiting to their planet as opposed to 

some other Ardan colony… They haven’t identified where the drone was initially bound, as 

navigational data beyond the Sintillan system is unknown, though traders do report that a warp nexus is 

not far from the initial contact point. The Sintillan report is rather long, but it boils down to this: There 

has been a massive upheaval in their social structure, and their continued survival as a nation is now in 

doubt. In a nutshell, a militant force has been sweeping through the disenfranchised lower classes that 

have currently paralyzed the government at large. Sector fleets are currently declaring support for the 

local governors, the royal navy is currently in a state of lockdown, and inter-system trade has been 

crippled.  

 

At this current stage, NI’s estimate of the Ardan Regime’s stability is quite low. The ruling queen 

hasn’t lent her support one way or the other in the uprising, and her opinion could tilt the balance one 

way or the other significantly. A large portion of the royal navy is attempting to remain neutral, though 

some squadrons have apparently declared for specific sides. Apparently there was an incident where a 

ruling governor that used his personal cruiser to shell militants, which set off a violent disagreement in 

the local royal squadron. Half of the squadron supported the governor’s actions, whereas the other half 

wanted him deposed for his attempted genocide.  

 

We can’t say much more as this was definitely an unintended leak, the information coming from 

internal reports and news articles. Nothing much has come across the border to the Sintillans, though 

trade is continuing. It’s quite possible the local sector governor is siphoning off the trade income to 

bolster his own forces. Given that the border is otherwise secured, and our intelligence reports from 

across the border haven’t been arriving with any frequency, this is most likely the case. Thankfully at 

least, it appears to be an entirely internal issue. None of the factions have asked for any outside support, 

and all the better, as we have no desire to grant any. 

 

Turn 76 
 

“Oy, Hassman. Do you have that 25mm driver? The plate’s stuck.” 

“Clottin’ hell not again… hang on” 

 

Two space suited figures walked over the hull of BS-1001 “The Brain” as it sat in low Dave’s World 

orbit. Being the only base of its class, the tubeheads were always poking and prodding the design, 

subtly trying to tweak the design and make it more efficient. Thusly, the repair crews and especially 

Hassman and Jorgensenn were always repairing the little tweaks that the scientists had done.  

 

And so the two of them were once again walking over the hull and repairing another set of blown 

relays after the scientists had tried to boost the command and control radius of the buoy command 

emitter. 

 

“Yeah... looks like arc welding from the relay… figures. This one’s a primary for this section of the 

hull… okay... got it lose.” 

 

The hatch popped off, swinging open silently as Hassman went to get the replacement relay from the 

tool bot that was anchored a few meters down the hull. 

 

“Anyhow, I heard that the navy’s concentrated way out in the Reaches. That’s where our fleet squadron 

got redeployed to, anyhow. They seemed mighty pissed they were getting pulled off customs duty. 

Means all the inspections have to be happening out here instead of at the warp point like they should. 

Gotta love navy backassery.” 

 

“Yeah, they’re gone again I know. Command says that they’ve got about all the tweaks they think they 

can put on this thing and still have it functional. Supposed to be putting them into series production 

soon, and we’re scheduled to be getting the next five of em, as well as a large consignment of buoys… 

beats me –when– they’ll show up, but at least the navy’s budgeted for em… I think.” 
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Hassman paused in his rebuttal as he bent over and fitted the bulky unit into the now empty slot, the 

burnt out relay tethered to the station’s hull with a length of zippy cord.  

 

“Ahh, much better. Close up the hatch and let’s be on our way.” 

 

“Pick up any other interesting bits of gossip from the local bar, oh silver tongue?” 

 

“Well, not too much else. Some big shake-up in SuSag, whole batch of execs got canned, sold off a few 

divisions to some start-up.  I caught one of the execs in the bar doing some major slumming. Kept on 

weeping that his project got eliminated by the navy. He said that a navy team hit one of their main 

offices and melted the entire data core for the facility. How he thought it was navy I don’t know. 

Probably a rival corporation that did it. In any case the crap flooded down, caught him square on the 

head and he got canned. Bastard probably deserved it.” 

 

The two crewmembers continued their stroll over the hull of the base station, slowly and methodically 

replacing the relays that tied together the command and control emitters. The two non-coms continued 

their discussion with their suit radios, chatting about the changes and new developments in the 

neighbourhood. 

 

Several hundred thousand kilometres away from them was the orbital space station where cargo 

freighters from the Elysian Merchant Marine were undergoing inspection and cargo transfer. Aboard 

one of them, several small antennae swivelled, tracking their every word. 

 

Turn 77 
 

Project Granit Assembly Hall 1-Alpha, 

Neu Carlsbad City 

Puerto Pollo, deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

“We’ve completed the final delivery of the product, PackHunter Serg. Once again, Imperial Autonetics 

would like to thank you for choosing us to deliver the Granit program. We were looking for a way to 

break into military contracts for some time, to be honest…” 

 

“The thanks are yours, Director. Your company might not have provided the lowest bid, but your 

analysis of production bottlenecks and actual production schedule based on the… shall we say, limited 

information provided as part of the tender was what sold the Navy on your bid. We appreciate an 

efficient and honest appraisal of one’s capabilities, especially when it points out the weak spots in your 

production capabilities. And the Navy is always willing to pay a quality price for a quality product. To 

be truthful, we actually padded our demands quite significantly when it came to monthly production in 

an effort to smoke out the more questionable bids. We never actually expected you to meet our stated 

production goals, to say nothing of actually exceeding them. No, Director Telsen, you’ve earned this 

contract. In fact, once this delivery is completed, I have been authorized to offer you an exclusive 

tender to produce our Kaptor-Alpha and Kaptor-Beta area denial buoys. Not as substantial a contract as 

for the combat drones, but one that will be a steadier revenue stream.” 

 

The director paused for a moment at this revelation. He had been tasked to find another use for the 

massive production facilities they had built to deliver Project Granit on time, and building the facilities 

to do it had eaten up almost all the profit Imperial Autonetics would have earned from the project. This 

new contract would be almost pure profit, given that the automated factories could crank out any 

automated platform in use anywhere in the Corporate Democracy.  

 

“PackHunter Serg, I’ll gladly accept that contract. It would mean a great deal for my corporation.” 

 

The PackHunter looked back with a warm, but hungry smile “But that all depends on how your product 

performs on the battlefield next month… It all depends…” as she continued smiling “Now if you 

excuse me, Director, I have other matters to attend to.” 
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And with that the PackHunter stepped out of the office, heading down the hall to the sparse reception 

area where her aide was waiting.  

 

“And how did things go?” 

 

“Well enough as could be expected, Krauss, well enough as could be expected. He practically signed 

the contract right there, and he would have if not for our little caveat. Still, I don’t expect any problems. 

He really did deliver a quality product and it surpassed every single one of our requirements. Heck, he 

even managed to deliver the amount specified in the original tender requirement. We both know that 

was wild-assed guesstimate. Frankly I think we’ll be back in two months to ink the deal.” 

 

The two officers slipped into the hover truck with a bit of a chuckle, starting the engine and merging 

into traffic, headed back to the deWulf fleet base on the other side of Neu Carlsbad. 

 

 

deWulf Forces Base Carlsbad,  

Puerto Pollo, deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

“Attention on deck!” 

 

The lounging Jaegers cut their conversation short as they looked over at the ranking officers at the head 

of the briefing room. 

 

“Much better.” As he shifted into a more relaxed stance. 

“As you are no doubt aware, next month the fleet will be moving in support of our allies to invade the 

Narilei capital world of Naril. What you are not aware of is that in addition to our fleet units, High 

Command has decided to also deploy two Jaeger units as well as support from the 501
st
 panzer and 12

th
 

air combat wing.” 

 

“You may be wondering why you’re being attached to the Ibizan assault force, especially in such a 

small number compared to their assault group. The reason is simple. While the Ibizan combat forces 

are blooded in combat, they only have experience securing orbital and asteroidal colonies. Large scale 

ground combat is something they’ve only done in theory, and we’re going to be covering their asses for 

the first few months while they get their act together, providing experienced command and control to 

help them stabilize their front lines. This kampfgruppe will be acting as a fire brigade to help secure 

their initial drop zones and help them stabilize the offensive. At which point then you will be 

withdrawn from the combat field. Any questions?” 

 

“Sure sir” piped up one of the jager officers “When do we get our hazard pay?” 

 

The briefing officer smirked in reply “Standard terms. Half up front, the other half on completion of the 

op. With the usual provisions. You’ll also be drawing some new toys from the armoury, so I’d suggest 

double timing down there after the briefing to draw your new equipment and get some time on the 

range to familiarise yourself. That’s all. Dismissed!” 

 

Turn 78 
 

dWNS Richard Eugin, 

deWulf/Ibizan Combined Fleet 

10 LS from the Naril Capitol World, Kalamazoo System 

 

“Freighter command reports all drones laid. All warships in formation. I’d say we’re ready to roll out 

sir.”  

 

Senior PackHunter Marcus Phelan looked over at his aide. Not that it was hard to do so. The Richard 

Eugin hadn’t been designed as a flagship, so the wardroom abaft of the command bridge had been 

retrofitted into an impromptu flag deck. Even the spacious wardroom was taxed with holding all the 

needed electronics and ratings needed to maintain overall command. As a result, the fleet had been 
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subdivided even more than usual, with command broken down into four separate commands. Offsetting 

this was the fact that the fleet was the largest ever assembled in known space, either by tonnage or 

sheer numbers… 

“Still” thought Marcus “It’s still a pain in the ass to manage… at least all of the section commanders 

were all trained at the same academy. At the very least, we still think somewhat alike.”  

 

His aide’s prodding snapped him out of the brief disappearance into his inner thoughts “Oh, yes. Signal 

the fleet to go to General Quarters. And make sure PackHunter Korman gets all our Ibizan allies’ ships 

to general quarters. We’ll be needing their fire support.” 

 

The rating rapped a quick command, and general quarters sounded through the fleet. 

 

 

RINS Catalonia, 

deWulf/Ibizan Combined Fleet 

 

“Oh, hmm... general signal from flag, admiral. We’re to go to general quarters immediately.”  

Pack Hunter Korman shuddered inwardly “Why do I get the feeling he only noticed the signal because 

he had to move his drink…” straightening himself in his vacsuit he toned back “Please, commander 

Lopez, bring your squadron to general quarters. We’ve a job to do, and I don’t think you’d want to be 

missing it.” Lopez merely smiled back and let out a series of hissing commands as the Ibizan ships 

finally went to general quarters, a good minute behind their deWulf allies. 

 

 

dWNS Richard Eugin, 

 

“Sir, the Ibizans have finally gone to general quarters.” 

“About bloody time.” Phelan snarled “Signal the drone commanders to activate Granit immediately.” 

 

There were two reasons why the Richard Eugin had been made the fleet flag, even though it was not 

properly designed for the job. One, it looked better to fly your flag from the biggest ship in the fleet, 

and two, all the purpose-built Kommandant-class command cruisers had been assigned a bigger part in 

the battle. Instead of holding a command staff, each CIC was filled with technicians who were using 

the superior electronics to command a massive collection of drones. While only able to command a 

small number of them at once, by carefully feeding in a series of timed commands the cruisers would 

be able to unleash a tidal wave of drones. The concept was all the more fitting that given the lack of 

available command links, like a wave, once the sequence was begun there was no stopping it. 

 

Phelan looked over the crowded holotank as a necklace of drones came online, ringing the Naril 

homeworld in a warm green glow. The ring was then complete, blinking once in unison before they all 

raced inward to the planet. 

 

Three hundred and twenty drones all went from standby to full power, racing in on the planet. 

Targeting sensors reached out from the surface, tracking their approach. Just outside engagement range 

the drones blossomed, each launching a pair of downgraded plasma torpedoes. Point defence struggled 

against the tidal wave, but the lack of tracking data and the sudden increase in targets overwhelmed 

what point defence was available. Incoming birds were stopped in twos and threes, but tens reached 

their targets on the planet’s surface. 

 

Two hundred of the drones had been targeted on missile silos that had been detected when the Ibizans 

had been driven from orbit. Each silo was targeted with two missiles. Of the silos targeted, barely 

twenty survived. The other hundred and twenty drones were targeted on several of the PDCs that dotted 

the planet. While none were destroyed by the barrage, many were damaged, and some had lost 

launchers. Naril’s defences had been cracked, and the fleet began to move in and force the issue. 

 

But cracked does not mean defeated, as the remaining silos emptied their fire into space, along with the 

first volley of missiles from the ground bases. The first volleys of incoming warheads arced straight for 

the tugboats that were towing the forts into combat positions. The Naril defenders had learned from the 

last battle, but like in most wars, learning from your last defeat is invariably not enough. 
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“They’re targeting the tugboats sir. Looks like they aren’t being suckered twice” 

“Ja, but it is no matter Pack Hunter, as soon as the tugs release them, they’ll be able to respond in kind. 

One of the few blessings of using asteroid forts instead of bases, this time around.” replied Phelan, still 

looking intently at the holotank. 

 

“Entering engagement envelope for their torpedoes….. first wave launches detected. Estimate salvo 

strength at… eighty torpedoes.” 

Phelan stiffened at the report. Those were more birds than last time, even before they had blown a hole 

in the defences.  

 

“More impacts on the tugboats… SPH Weiss reports asteroid forts five, nine, and ten are now free to 

engage.” The unspoken comment was that their tugs had been destroyed. Civilian hulls like the tugs 

were simply unequipped to survive in the line of fire.  

“No pods?” enquired Phelan. His Flag Hunter just shook his head. There never were. 

 

The fleet had already opened fire, returning the attack with shoals of their own torpedoes, each small 

wave battering against the grid of point defence fire that the planet was throwing in their face. 

Somehow, some torpedoes slipped through the net, and began to silence the bases. 

 

“Fire shift! Fire Shift!” yelled one of the sensor ratings aboard the Richard Eugin, and suddenly the 

barrage shifted, moving from the tugboats, now obviously a waste of firepower as their tractor links 

dropped. The waves of incoming birds targeted new ships, a cluster of destroyers only a half light 

second in front of the Eugin, and another cluster four light seconds to port. A short barrage of torpedoes 

slammed into the Cannon, her frantic point defence stopping one of them, but not the other twelve. The 

destroyers in front of the Eugin fared even worse, with Captain subjected to a brutal volley of missiles. 

Her point defences managed to stop four of the missiles, but three waves of missiles washed over her 

and systematically took her apart. Major was even unluckier, having caught an entire wave of 

torpedoes, and vanishing in a single ball of plasma. 

 

“Just a few more minutes… just a few more…” chanted Rollen as the range continued to drop. The 

Naril had begun concentrating their firepower on just a few targets, steadily stripping away the lead 

deWulf ships one by one. The lamed hulks fell out of formation, small fires burning on the flanks as the 

onboard oxygen vented and flamed. “Just a few more minutes… then the Ibizans will be in range…” 

 

Again the incoming fire paused, signalling another shift in target. Already nine destroyers had been 

gutted, with other ships catching stray rounds. Again the planet belched fire, but this time it wasn’t 

spread over screening ships. All the missiles flew towards the largest ship in the fleet, the Richard 

Eugin.  

 

“Vampires, vampires!” 

“Engaging Able, Able, Niner!” 

“Leakers!” 

 

And the ship shuddered backwards as the first torpedoes began slamming into the nose of the ship. 

Armour ablated away as tens of missiles and torpedoes slammed into the hull. One of the torpedoes 

snaked past, somehow missing the nose of the ship and detonating amidships, blowing out key relays. 

 

“Sir! Localized compensator failure! Frame two-twelve... ohgod ohgod… frame failure on spar nine!” 

 

Localized compensator failures were rare occurrences, but they were in some ways worse than a 

complete failure. In those at least, the crew died instantly. With the Richard Eugin, her spine was 

suddenly exposed to crushing acceleration. A spine that simply wasn’t built to survive such force, and 

the forward third of the ship bent to port, and began to tear away.  The incoming missiles hastened the 

failure, and the following birds went past the armour, impacting into the core of the ship. 

 

Normal lighting failed as one of the incoming warheads smashed a power relay. Backups snapped back 

on within a few brief moments, but the light was harsh and did a poor job of illuminating the entire 

compartment.  
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“Sir! The Eugin’s crippled. We should abandon sh… Sir?” As the ship’s XO looked over to the 

captain’s couch, seeing Hunter Grieg dead, a large tear visible in his pressure suit. “Aw breaker take 

it...” as his finger mashed down onto the All Hands comm on the command couch. “All Hands! 

Abandon Ship. Say again, All Hands Abandon Ship.” With the flick of a claw the system began to 

repeat the annunciation, accompanied by a deep, reverberating klaxon. 

 

Doubling back to the flag bridge, the XO looked at both SPH Phelan and his aide “No point staying 

now sir. Your staff’s already making for the pods. We should as well.” Phelan merely nodded as he 

followed XO, doubling down the gangway to the pods “Crap. The only ones left here are damaged. 

Nearest bank is two decks down…” The XO looked back at his two charges, before silently leading 

them to a secondary gangway that lead to a tight stairwell. The ship rocked as another series of 

torpedoes impacted into the crippled ship, the explosions echoing down the halls as the trio double-

timed down the stairwell. 

 

They all locked themselves in on the harnesses as the pod launched itself from the flank of the crippled 

battleship, far too many seats empty on what should have been a cramped escape pod. As the pod 

rocketed away from the flank of the crippled battleship, Phelan called up an external feed on a small 

monitor.  

 

Even with the poor image quality, it was obvious the Eugin had been broken. Her drives had shut 

down; by damage or crew it was impossible to tell. Her forward third was bent back and down, hanging 

on only by the armour plate on her port side. The topside blister had been shredded by multiple 

impacts, and from the looks of things her chin blister holding twinned capital lasers had simply been 

vaporized. 

 

Though the flagship had been crippled, the advance continued. The plan had accorded for such an 

event, and finally the Ibizan ships reached launch range. The flotilla of Ibizan cruisers, over thirty of 

them, ripple fired their external ordinance racks as well as their onboard kinetic rounds. The steady 

flow of deWulf plasma torpedoes had weakened the planet’s defence grid and now they were ill-

prepared to deal with the wave of railgun shells that sliced through the atmosphere and slammed into 

the still functioning PDCs. 

 

Less than five minutes later, the dWNS Luther Sloan moved towards the wrecked battleship, her cutters 

manoeuvring to recover the scattered escape pods. In the distance, Ibizan ships and asteroid forts fired 

on the planet, suppressing armed concentrations and targeting command and control facilities. All 

around them, freighters skimmed the atmosphere of Naril, the Royal Ibizan Expeditionary Force 

conducting its first combat drop, straight into the teeth of the Narilei home world. 

 

---------------Intelligence Summary--------------- 

 

Ibizan/deWulf Combined Fleet 

 

Overall Commander: SPH Marcus Phelan (Rescued) 

 

AF Fleet Commander: SPH Weiss 

Commander of Ibizan CAs: PH Korman 

Commander DD squadrons: PH Adam Ivarrson (Rescued) 

 

deWulf Fleet: 

1 Battleship 

2 Battlecruisers 

12 Heavy Cruisers 

5 Light Cruisers 

26 Destroyers 

8 Asteroid Forts 

 

Ibizan Fleet 

24 Heavy Cruisers 

4 Asteroid Forts 

12 Tugboats 
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Losses: 

1 deWulf Battleship 

3 deWulf Heavy Cruisers 

9 deWulf Destroyers 

 

8 Ibizan Heavy Cruisers 

2 Ibizan Asteroid Forts 

 

 

Turn 79 
 

dWNS Tor Silvron 

Current Location: Fog Nebula, en route to Caribbean system 

Current Status: Blue (Operating under own power, non-combat) 

Current Time: Graveyard Watch 

 

Devon Lahm looked at the command console of the Tor Silvron, feeling not but a bit sad for the fate of 

the ship. Only one battle and already so far beyond the curve, not worth even a basic refit. “Last trip...” 

he softly uttered, patting the darkened console before looking over the empty command bridge. His 

only companion, Michael Wolfe, sat in the command chair reading a book. 

 

Mike looked up at Devon, seemingly hearing the whispered words. “Yeah… sad end for a ship to go to 

the breakers… is like dying in your sleep.” 

“Huh… I suppose so… not many other ways to look at it, really.” 

 

An awkward pause filled the air, eventually dispelled as Devon asked a question. 

“How’re they able to get away with such a shortlisted crew? I didn’t have a chance to look in the mess 

hall overmuch, but it looks like we’re at barely a quarter standard compliment.” 

 

Michael looked back “That’s because most of the crew’s been transferred to another warship that 

should be commissioning soon. We just got seconded or held back because we got lucky, I guess. I 

know some of us retired to civilian jobs over with a new shipping company based out of Eben 

Emanel.” 

 

Another awkward pause. 

 

“So what’s the condition of the ship? I understand she took a few hits, but I don’t recall how bad the 

damage was.” 

 

Mike set his book down, debating how to answer this. He chose politeness. “We didn’t get targeted 

earlier on. I suppose that goes without saying, otherwise the Tor wouldn’t be here. After we cracked the 

PDCs in sector four, we started taking concentrated fire from that part of the planet. We ended up 

taking a lot of concussion hits to our forward armour plate, lost a torpedo tube, and a Naril missile 

impacted on our portside #2 drive unit.” 

 

Mike slowly walked to the main engineering console, powering up the display and calling up an overall 

damage view of the ship “As you can see, we’ve basically pumped down everything forward of frame 

twenty three. There’s a full set of undamaged airlocks on that frame. In a pinch, we can re-pressurise 

portions all the way forward to frame one, but the selection will be haphazard. There are a lot of 

popped airlocks and damaged frames all over there, but it’s mainly crew quarters, magazines, and the 

forward nose launchers. About the only thing we still have pressurized beyond frame twenty three is 

the primary cargo hold, though the repair job is ugly as sin.” 

 

Devon pointed to the symbol of that hung over the portside engine “Why are you showing a computer 

synch failure on the # 2 drive? If it’s offline, you should be getting an offline warning, not just a 

frequency synchronization error.” 
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“Ahhh, that’s an interesting little hack we came up with. You see, if we had simply off-lined the drive, 

we would have had an imbalanced drive profile, and then we’d be moving at about half the speed we’re 

running at right now. So instead we installed a ‘monkeybox’ in the command node right where the 

drive’s command circuit connects to the central net. It mimics the data responses from an out of tune 

drive and fools the computer into feeding power into the drive. Of course, since the power flow is way 

over what the spec is due to the damage, we’re risking a catastrophic drive failure in the #2 unit. Sure 

as hell voided the warranty. But the chief says that there’s a lot of safety tolerance in the design specs, 

so we should be able to manage the problem till we put in to Puerto Pollo. And once we do, any 

damage to the drive coil is moot.” 

 

“But the drive software has at least three redundant data feeds!” 

 

“Under normal circumstances, yes. But I had Senior Hand Sturz take a set of power shears to the 

primary and tertiary nodes before we were brought online. A bit messy perhaps, but it works quite well. 

Of course, that means that if we get into any kind of combat, we’re in major trouble, but then I think 

that goes without saying. After all, we don’t have any ammunition in the tubes or even enough crew to 

man our PDS systems. We could slave them all over to automatic, I suppose… but that would 

overstress our computer capacity, and breaker knows what would go wrong then…” 

 

Devon nodded, snorting a bit as he looked over the system display, noting more instances of quick and 

dirty jury-rigging, though nothing on quite the same scale as the main drive system. “Look, Mike, I’m 

going down to the mess for a drink. You want anything?” 

 

Mike looked back and nodded “Sure. Coffee, extra strong, with a shot of cream. Oh, and see if we have 

any more of the type four MREs. Those are pretty good.” 

 

Devon nodded back in assent, heading off the bridge and aft to the main mess, two decks down and a 

good ten minutes away. His footpads echoed through the ship as it continued heading onward towards 

its end, still in concert with her sister, deep in the nebula. 

 

Turn 80 
 

A couch somewhere in the deWulf Corporate Democracy 

Dave’s World, Grant System. 

 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Hello, I’m Grant Eisen. Janeth deVries is away from the desk tonight. 

 

Here’s the news in five.  First off, several new advances in technology by deWulf Interstellar, Geiger-

Voss Industries, and SuSag AG have resulted in a collective upset in current technology markets. These 

new developments have resulted in the development and release of several new products that have 

revolutionized the manufacturing and electronics industries. We’ll have more details for you in our 

market and industrial report. 

 

Also in the news, ship losses have intensified in the Eben Emanel system. Several tramp freighters have 

gone missing, including an entire convoy of replacement components for the naval forces in Ibiza. 

Colonial police are looking into the activity. 

 

Next up, the Corporate Executive Council has decided on a new class of warship. To be christened the 

Gezelschaft class Heavy Cruiser, according to a press release from Current Chairman Gregor Donosev, 
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*Video feed cuts to an earlier vidstatement from Gregor Donosev* 

 

 “The Gezelschaft is a heavy defensive cruiser, designed to help safeguard the citizens by stopping any 

attempted hostile incursions into our space right at the warp point. Her design philosophy is markedly 

different from that seen by current navy designs. While the navy has felt that a good offence is the best 

defence, we on the council know that this merely invites aggressive posturing and hostile action. Our 

continued support for defensive action shows that we are not an aggressive race. If it wasn’t for certain 

others on the Corporate Council, we wouldn’t even be involved in our current war. As part of the 

budget for the coming year, we have mandated that the navy must build at least one Gezelschaft for 

every three other ships they build. I’m certain the navy legal department is already trying to sidestep 

this issue, but we must recognize that our neglect of home defence will only cause us pain and 

suffering in the end.” 

 

*cuts back to the newsroom with Eisen* 

 

And now for our market report: 

 

Imperial Autonetics stock went up 12% after an announcement they had signed a lucrative exclusive 

contract with the Corporate Navy. Sources indicate that IA is now the sole supplier of drone craft and 

automated drone pods to the Corporate Navy. IA remains silent on the specifics of the deal… 

 

------ Newsfeed Offline ------ 

 

Senior Packmaster Rollen reclined on the couch, before looking over to the other members of his 

Triumvir, as they began to call themselves. In private, at least. 

 

Klaus was the first to comment “In fairness, their design isn’t half bad. Oh, the weapons mix means 

you have to cling to your target in order to do anything, but the overall firepower’s pretty reasonable. 

Best to think of them as one of our Hauptman class destroyers on some major steroids.” 

 

Brand, chief of research, was still debating it seemed, nursing a dark liquid of some form.  

 

“Eh, Brand. What do you think?” 

He continued to sit for long moments, before sitting back onto the plush couch. “We’re better than we 

could expect to be. More naval funding, research on schedule, no major threats to our borders.  

 

“And the new developments mentioned on the news?” Queried Rollen. 

 

“True, more or less. We’ll be upgrading our yards over the course of this month, and we should start 

seeing trickle-down improvements sometime next month. Our research labs have already been 

upgraded, so they’ll begin showing improvements within a week or so as the staff acclimates to the 

newer equipment.” 

 

Erwin Donnal relaxed back on his couch, looking out the window and to the dark cityscape below “Just 

as well. Yard production is maintaining pace. We’ve laid down a pair of those new Geselschafts in the 

Fenris Orbital yards, and started reassembling the prototype Zitadelle at Grant’s World. We’re also 

building some additional yard components to emplace small yards in Bremen and Rhinehold. The 

components for Bremen will be shipped out next month, but it will take at least two months to 

complete the components for Rhinehold. Still, when they’re done we should have a decent amount of 

yard capacity on the frontier…” 

 

“So all goes well, then.” 

“Yes Senior PackMaster. All goes well…” 
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Turn 81 
 

As a rule, corruption exists in the deWulf corporate empire. Pork barrel projects are commonplace, as 

are payoffs, politicking, and more unsavoury corporate activities. But rarely does it devolve into actual 

armed combat. That doesn’t mean that the various corporations don’t have armed forces; most 

corporations maintain small armed fleets for local defence and to look good in front of the 

shareholders. A few corporations even operate small collections of modified ships to conduct 

surveillance and occasional black-ops against other corporations.  

 

Once again, these fleets are small. 

 

Generally, those corporations pay their “special operations” sections quite handsomely, due both to the 

fact that such skills that are needed are hard to come by, and because those employed tend to be 

walking repositories of the dirtiest of the dirty corporate laundry.  Some corporations cut corners by 

paying lower wages, but they are rewarded both by lesser competence, and a higher chance of suffering 

leaks.  

 

Traffic Control, Orbital Cargo Station 3-Beta 

L4 Lagrange point of Eben Emanel 

Witzig System, deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

“hrm…. That’s odd.” 

Watch Officer Lenord Brinkmann looked at the outer marker display, puzzling at a new contact that 

skirted his sensors. 

“Oh, what’s odd, Lenord?” inquired the Senior Watch Officer “Equipment acting up?” 

 

“Nein, sir.” Lenord was always a bit naval in habit, having only recently retired from the fleet after his 

last ride was decommissioned “I’ve been getting an odd reading on outer marker twelve. Looks like a 

steady track right ‘outside’ our sensor range. We shouldn’t be able to pick it up, but I guess the 

upgraded electronics we got this month gave us a few extra LS of reach. Emissions seem to match our 

own drive specs… looks like a commercial engine based on the harmonics, but I can’t make anything 

else out at this range.” 

 

“IFF?” 

“Nothing.” 

“Hrm. Well, keep tracking it while you can. Designate it… Alph-One and record what you can.” 

“You got it, sir.” Chimed in Lenord, as Senior Watch Officer Harz left the compartment. 

 

What Harz neglected to mention when he too signed on with DeepSpace IG just like Lenord, was that 

he had kept his commission in the dWN navy. Specifically, the analysis department of Naval 

Intelligence. What Harz hadn’t seen fit to mention to anyone else on the station was that he also had 

access to the planetary sensor grid, something far more capable than the station’s civilian-grade 

electronics. This was notable since the system governor had locked down access to it for the past three 

months, citing ‘overuse and misappropriation of corporate property’ for his decision. But for 

electronics as sophisticated as a planetary sensor grid, there were backdoors, and Harz was making use 

of one. 

 

Naval Intelligence had been keeping tabs on DeepSpace’s fleet units, but as of late the analysts had 

uncovered increased spending and income from the fleet units. Harz had been tasked to go find out 

why. Retiring from the navy and hiring on with DeepSpace proved the easy part. They seemed to be on 

a major hiring drive, and they were offering superior pay to naval service, even when one took into 

account combat pay.  

 

So they attracted a good chunk of retirees whose time in service was up. More than normal, as their 

estimated personnel turnover was nowhere near enough to justify that level of hiring. When coupled 

with the fact that their official registered merchant fleet wasn’t expanding, it left a rather large black 

hole that entire naval crews just seemed to be disappearing into.  
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Funny thing about black holes though; while things that go into one are forever gone, they tend to make 

a bit of a noise when they do go in. Intelligence had tracked most of the crews here to Station 3-Beta, 

where they then departed to points unknown. And unlike a black hole, NI now knew where the crews 

had gone: Witzig-B IV, an unremarkable ice world orbiting the second star in the Witzig system. 

 

Harz clicked on his portable terminal, compiling everything he had learned along with a rather copious 

amount of sensor data culled both from the station’s onboard gear as well as the supposedly ‘secured’ 

planetary grid. With a few swift selections, the data pack was sent off to Datawings Interstellar, the 

primary data and mail courier of the deWulf. Soon thereafter he received an invoice from them for the 

costs of a priority message to be routed to Fenris. The cost was prohibitive, but that’s what expense 

accounts were for… 

 

Two weeks later… 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries  

 

Our top story this evening is the arrest of Governor James Colgin, the now-former Governor of Eben 

Emanel. Exact reports are sketchy at this time, but current reports state that he was arrested under 

charges of having illegal weapons, attempted treason, and several counts of piracy, possession of stolen 

goods, and sale of stolen goods.   

 

Initial reports from sources closest to the investigation indicate that police forces inserted several 

agents into DeepSpace IG, the Governor’s affiliated corporation. They soon discovered that 

DeepSpace’s private security fleet had been illegally augmented with a collection of naval grade 

warships, reportedly a pair of Sword class Destroyers, a Hawking class Light Cruiser, and two Director 

Mk3 cruisers. This expanded fleet reportedly came from several ships that had been sold for scrap, as 

well as other hulls that had been secretly built in a civilian yard affiliated with DeepSpace.  

 

Reportedly, DeepSpace inserted several armed freighters into several shipping runs that move through 

Witzig, and then used a combination of the hidden freighters and their small combat fleet to force the 

remaining ships to surrender. According to the preliminary charges, several incidents are accused to 

have been commited in Sintilla, Weyland, the Cloak Nebula, and Grumman. Colonial police have said 

very little regarding this development, just that they expect the charges to sustain any challenge. 

 

Also in the news, a rare stellar event has occurred in the Chicago system. The primary star, an orange 

main-sequence, has destabilized and gone nova. Fortunately, no colonists were in the system. Survey 

ships from the Krak University had been on station for the past month to monitor the star as it 

collapsed. Krak research ships were able to leave shortly before the star detonated, but one ship was 

caught in an energy burst that erupted from the warp point on the Fog Alley side. After an hour the 

survey ships re-entered, discovering that the entire system had been destroyed, leaving just a burnt out 

brown stellar remnant.  

 

The survey ships did not loiter long however, as the warp point had apparently been damaged by the 

nova, forcing the re-survey of the system to be cut short. All survey ships successfully escaped back 

into Fog Alley before the warp point collapsed, closing all access to the Chicago system. 

 

------ Newsfeed Offline ------ 
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Turn 82 
 

deWulf High Command, 8
th

 Sub-Basement 

Fenris Command Central, “The Pit” 

 

The pit is the nerve center of the deWulf Central Command, the core of the Corporate Navy. This is 

where offensive were planned, resources allocated, and new objectives created. The overall design of 

the room is modeled on that of a university lecture hall, though being almost completely circular and 

centered not on a lecture podium but by one of the best 3d holographic tanks ever built. Capable of 

projecting into the entire room with impressive precision, it was used to show both stellar jump lines 

and combat after-action reports, and occasionally new ship designs.  

 

Tonight, the pit was relatively well filled, with just about every available ranking officer. Some, like 

those assigned to fleets in the field or to various fleet bases, were obviously not attending. Things like 

that were too important to be abandoned for a mere briefing, no matter how important or high-ranking. 

 

“Attention on deck!” Intoned a security rating as Senior PackHunter Rollen entered. He sat down on 

his front row seat, watching the holotank as a map of the deWulf Empire slowly rotated. 

 

His adjunct, Erwin Donnal stood up from his own chair and strode up the controls for the holotank. 

 

“Afternoon, everyone. I’m glad that everyone could attend. Today we’ll be looking over at the 

aftermath of our allies’ successful assault in the Ibiza system and the effect on our logistical operations 

and fleet posture. As well, we’re going to look at new developments for our fleet arm, and other 

political developments along our frontier.” 

 

PackMaster Donnal continued as the holotank map shifted from the full map to just that covering the 

Fog Alley sector, illustrating the fleet base at Puerto Pollo, the Fog Alley Nebula, and the allied system 

of Ibiza. 

 

“First off, the planetary invasion of Naril that we supported is a considerable success. Our allies have 

reported that general resistance has collapsed, and they are currently mopping up pockets of resistance 

and attempting to set up an allied government. Thanks to our drone barrage, we were able to pull the 

teeth of the planetary defence grid and be able to help our Ibizan allies to reach assault range, at which 

point their kinetic guns were able to wipe out the hostile PDCs.” 

 

The map once again shrank, zooming on Ibiza and pulling up a collection of 3d graphs, outlining the 

current fleet assignments in Ibiza. As each fleet was mentioned, another icon popped up next to it, 

outlining the approximate composition. 

  

“As we can see, we currently have six different fleet organizations in the Ibiza system, each having 

different compositions and yet have broadly similar objectives. This is, frankly, more than a little 

insane and very inefficient. We have one fleet that is solely tasked with providing a long-range cover of 

Soban, four currently providing either orbital support for the Ibizan ground forces or orbital security for 

the Ibizan homeworld, and another that’s handling patrols of the warp points, when it’s not involved in 

doing the other two jobs. As well, we have a pair of support fleets in Ibizan orbit that are functioning as 

a repair and resupply nexus for our ships.” 

 

The map by then was displaying every ship in the Ibizan system, all told over forty deWulf units, over 

three-quarters of them combat units. Barring the recently added Task Force Three (the units taken from 

a secret corporate fleet in Witzig) it was the entire combat force of the deWulf Navy. 

 

“What I propose is we re-organize our fleet into a collection of smaller, more generic light task groups, 

with a core fleet comprising of most of our heavy units. Given our current fleet makeup and a dearth of 

light picket ships, we’re looking at no more than three groups including the main fleet. We will have a 

close-orbit squadron tasked with providing orbital fire support in Naril orbit, made up mainly of 

smaller warships with a small cruiser detachment. A second fleet will blockade the planet of Soban by 

maintaining a presence around the planet while staying outside of the orbital defence grid. This fleet 
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will comprise the bulk of our armed forces including our heavier units. A third fleet will be made up of 

our support and logistics ships and will remain in Ibiza orbit. It will also have a few escort ships to 

provide an intrinsic defence. This same fleet will also be responsible for picketing the known warp 

points in-system.” 

 

The hologram display shifted as the ships were reassigned, with the fleets realigning into the various 

components. The various logistics fleets melded into one large fleet train, accompanied by a few 

destroyers and light cruisers. The rest of the armed warships melded into the new task forces, fleet 

elements consolidating. 

 

“This new proposed deployment offers us a somewhat streamlined logistics pipeline, but more 

importantly it simplifies our command and control structure. With the proposed fleets, we can adjust to 

changes in the combat environment and still deliver maximum firepower in our required envelopes.” 

 

SPM Rollen nodded to the adjutant before the display shifted again. The adjutant changed it to display 

current shipyard capacities and projects before continuing. 

 

“As you can see, all of our available yards have some work being done on them. The primary yard at 

Fenris will be delivering a pair of the Gezelschaft defence cruisers next month, and the month after that 

our first build of the Protze class as well as additional shipyard modules for our frontier yards. Puerto 

Pollo will be completing construction of our first Hauptman Mk2, and the yards at Dave’s World will 

have our Zitadelle base station deployed as well as completing a third Watchman to provide local 

customs support for our trade with the Elysians. Within three, we will have the first units to assist the 

Zitadelle in preparing a proper warp point defence perimeter” 

 

The display shifted again, this time showing a wire frame spec of a heavy capital laser mount. “We’ve 

also improved our technical base for both capital laser weapons, and drone buoy command systems. 

With the latest development, we feel that we can now put the Brain class base into series production.” 

 

The meeting continued onward, discussing the known and believed deployment of various navies that 

lay on the borders of the expanding corporate state. The reports were detailed, precise, and well 

founded.  

 

And in one place, they were utterly, utterly  

wrong. 

 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries.  

 

Breaking news today from the war in Kalmazoo from our Ibizan allies. Generalissimo Don Fernandez 

de la Luis, commander of the ground forces that are pacifying the Naril homeworld, has been killed. By 

all reports, Don Fenandez de la Luis was visiting a field recovery hospital in the Sanjall region just 

outside the capital region when a small pocket of Naril guerrillas assaulted the hospital.  

 

Specific information is not available at this time, but early reports are filtering through channels that 

suggest the Ibizan army was in the process of normalizing relations in that area when the guerrillas 

attacked. The attacking force was quickly pinned down and wiped out, but not before they caught the 

Generalissimo in the crossfire during the initial assault, resulting in his death. 

 

His body is being transported back to Ibiza for a proper burial. King Arman has reportedly stated he 

intends to found a new knightly order in honour of his services to the Kingdom… 

------ Newsfeed Offline ------ 
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Turn 83 
 

Lohengrin Bar 

Dave’s World Orbital Yards, 

Dave’s World System 

 

“Finally done… you’d have thought that those test tubes would’ve okay’ed the final design 

configuration a couple months ago, hmm Hassman?” 

 

Jorgensenn nodded, drinking another mouthful of his drink with a shudder “Yeah. A full eight months 

of tweaking and modification. ‘Replace this relay’ and ‘Rewire that data junction’ day after day after 

day. And did any of it work? Course not-” as he then choked off the last few syllables of raw hostility 

with more beer. 

 

It did indeed take a while for BuShips to finalize the design of the Brain Class Base Station, mainly due 

to the sheer unfamiliarity that existed when dealing with buoy technology. Scientists from Research 

Co-Ordination had spent months playing with the design specs to try to improve the command range 

and capacity, but it had proven to be beyond their abilities. So finally the design was approved, and 

plans were begun to put it into production. Eventually. Right now, the yard techs were busy building 

mines to go with the Base Station, a far simpler task. 

 

The two workers finished drinking their beers, heading back to their dorms over on the other end of the 

yards. But not drunk. Corporate cops tended to not like drunken employees, even if they did work for 

the navy. Seems they clung to whatever powers they had with an almost religious fervour. 

 

Nor were the corridors empty. Station life continued 24 hours a day, and for every shift coming off the 

slipways there was another on the way to work, and the news kiosks stayed open to keep all the 

employees and residents aware of events. 

 

“So, seen the news about that new station that got put up over in Kohlm? ‘Parrently the Sintillans cut a 

deal with SuSag and in exchange for some industrial rights they helped put up a small shipyard. New, 

fresh from the factory. Corporate Council’s throwing a wagging fit over it, since they’re supposed to be 

the ones to okay that kind of sale.” 

 

Hassman snorted in reply “Yeah. Like those damn office warriors play by the rules. SuSag’s probably 

just greased enough tail to get it through with nothing more than a ‘failure to submit proper notice’ 

warning. Like usual. Official response was some ass-covering note… ‘building the future of The 

State’s allies’ they said. More corporate back scratching.” 

 

The two of them walked into the residential sector, confirming another evening at the bar, same time 

tomorrow, after their next shift in the yards.  

 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

From the desk of the Royal Navy, Ibiza: 

 

With the laying down of our newest Heavy Cruiser, the Sepharid, the Ibizan Royal Navy is proud to 

continue its commitment to the defence of the realm by maintaining our technological edge over our 

enemies. With assistance from our allies, we have begun construction of our latest and most modern 

warship, fitted with cutting-edge technologies that will solidify our lead in the race against our 

hidebound allies.  

 

The Keel-laying ceremony will be commencing at 1500 hours at Slip Three, starting with a speech by 

the leader of the design bureau, then a ceremonial ‘first weld’ done by the Minister for Naval 

Production and the Chief Yard Manager. Free drinks and snacks will be provided along with 

entertainment after the ceremony. All off-duty naval personnel are requested to attend. 
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Royal Navy Chief Morale Department 

 

------ Newsfeed Offline ------ 

 

 

Turn 84 
 

To: Senior PackMaster Rollen, CINC dWN Navy 

RE: Monthly Security and Military Readiness Report 

 

VETTED READERS ONLY. DO NOT STORE ON CENTRAL DATA NET. 

 

This report first covers external events and threat changes, as are known, before dealing with internal 

events in order to help provide a balanced and fact-based report: 

 

Elysian Sovereignty: 

Trade continues at a steadily growing pace. We have not observed any significant changes in the 

volume of trade that may be attributed to substantially new colonies or an increase in technological 

sophistication. However, our traders have noticed that substantial fleet elements have departed the 

primary base in orbit of the capital for locations that are unknown. Elysian News Services have not 

stated any news on the fleet deployment, but given the amount of time it has been missing has led 

analysts to believe that it is not out on training manoeuvres. Among the missing ships were a collection 

of fast battleships of an unknown configuration. Heavy analysis of freighter sensor logs suggests that 

they are configured to deploy large numbers of assault shuttles. 

 

Imperial Sintilla: 

Both governments (ours and theirs) are working towards our eventual amalgamation. The Sintilans are 

working hard to replace their old shipyard, and most of their current income is being ploughed into the 

twin projects of expanding their yards and colonizing their currently available planets. Additionally, 

they’re deploying their survey fleet out to the Munich region in order to complete our survey. Given 

that they have access to our surveys of the area, they have noticed that we never did more than a 

cursory examination to anything other than the habitable planets.  

 

Their research operations are also moving as fast as they can. Research is generally being heavily 

accelerated, and is beginning to pay dividends. One field they have been concentrating is small craft 

operations, and all projections suggest that they are getting closer and closer to some fairly 

revolutionary developments. Part of their research is being fuelled thanks to their small navy, which 

accounts for a very small percentage of their expenses. One of the major limiting factors for their navy 

is that they don’t have that many spare shipyard slips, though that problem is expected to disappear 

within the next year or so. The other problem that exists is that they are currently going through a 

doctrinarian reassessment in their naval ministry, and as a result they are not able to deploy any combat 

ships outside their home system. It is expected for this reassessment to be completed within the next 

year at the latest. 

 

Krak United Universities: 

Trade and relations with the Krak are continuing without any hiccups. We have not identified any new 

naval construction or significant expansion, and it appears that they are devoting most of their efforts to 

internal growth and development. It is known that they have conducted a very sizable survey of the star 

systems beyond the Fog Alley nebula, but the true extent, and any other species they may have 

contacted, is unknown.  

 

Royal Kingdom of Ibiza: 

Our Ibizan allies have been working hard to uprate their navy. Thanks to our trade treaties, we have 

been providing considerable additional cash for the government, while keeping the corporations happy. 

Unfortunately, it appears that their mass-production of the “Canne II” class CA for the assault on Naril 

was perhaps, a bit premature. Various stresses have resulted in the entire class of ships developing a 

series of considerable power grid defects that have led to the failure of several critical systems during 

combat training tests. 
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On the upside, the RIN has begun deployment of their “Canne III” class. The flaws in the power grid 

have been corrected in the upgraded design, and the new class features uprated weapons and defences. 

The liaison adjunct has informed us that once the prototype is built, they will be retrofitting and 

upgrading the “Canne II”s to the new standard, correcting the power grid issues in the process. Their 

naval bureau has also begun construction of a new class, named “Sepharid” that shares several design 

similarities to our current “Director MK3” cruisers, mixing both long and short range weapons. 

However, given the tactical considerations of the battles that are expected in the near future, they have 

decided not to put the class into series production. 

 

deWulf Corporate Navy: 

Naval production has currently hit a plateau as we deal with the continuing pressure to lay down more 

“Geselschaft Class” cruisers, as our current force needs entail the construction of more long range 

warships, not close range sluggers. So as a result more funds are being allocated to research and 

development. One project that completed this month was a new generation of commercial engines that 

allows us to make larger ships move at the same speed as commercial freighters. Work on an ECM 

missile that we can mount on external ordinance racks is on track, but not expected to be completed for 

several months.  

 

Several survey fleets are operating in our New Colony Region, but have not yet completed surveys for 

any appreciably new sectors of space. The only real noteworthy discovery was a pair of habitable 

worlds one jump from Rhinehold; a T world showing rich mineral deposits, and a ST with (as far as 

surveys can tell) absolutely massive mineral resources. We have tagged them both for future 

colonization as soon as more funds can be allocated. 

 

One final piece of good news, and frankly it is VERY good news, is that we’ve finally concluded a 

partnership agreement with the Sintillans. This essentially upgrades our political status to one step 

removed from total amalgamation. With some small amount of luck, we will have completely 

amalgamated with them in the near future. In the meantime, we have offered them a collection of warp 

link and survey data that leads them to a series of systems that are benign to them, but hostile to us. 

They’ve stated that they will be ploughing their income into colonization, as soon as they have 

upgraded their space station some more. Given the long lead times for yard expansion, it may be a few 

months before they are in position to begin some serious colonization.  

 

Turn 85 
 

deWulf Naval High Command, 89
th

 Floor 

Conference Room 5 

 

“So, are we all here then? Ah, good. Let’s get this moving then, shall we?” 

 

“Yes sir~”  

 

SPM Rollen looked over the gathered officers, themselves all seated around the large table. The head 

officers of the deWulf Corporate Navy, and himself as the CEO, the leader of it all, were in attendance. 

He looked over them, belatedly catching himself as he thought in those terms… was he really 

becoming a suit, something that he despised on a personal level? I mean, is it something he could 

avoid, or was it an inevitable result of his position? Things had been much simpler when space travel 

was new. He could forget the reality that was his old job, before being part of the Navy. In some ways 

he was starting to understand how suits thought… and no matter how practical and useful it was, he 

could feel a part of himself perhaps, on the blurry periphery of his vision, dissolving. 

 

“Sir, is there something wrong?” PackMaster Donnal asked, looking at Rollen quizzically. “No, no… 

just thinking for a moment.” Rollen replied. 

 

“Ahh, alright then. So, first thing on the table is what we should do with that corporate secret base 

located out in Witzig, the one where we found those… extra navy units. PackMaster Thies, perhaps 

you can go into details?” 
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Thies nodded, getting up from his seat and activating the table mounted holoprojector “As you can see, 

this is the corporate yard as established in Witzig space. A small three-slip yard patterned on our 

frontier yard design, but with two small external defence modules with point defence and torpedo 

launchers, as well as considerable shielding. Given how its current location and design still aren’t 

public knowledge, but is now known by most of the major corporations, Deepspace IG is currently 

looking at selling the yards. It’s my personal belief that we should work to purchase them before they 

are scrapped. It would offer us the ability to have a small, out of the way shipyard where we could 

conduct prototype testing and drilling, away from public eyes.” 

 

The rest paused for a moment, each one of the officers quietly thinking about how this would affect 

each one of their departments. This wasn’t so much bureaucratic infighting as a quiet reshuffling of 

power and responsibility. Rollen broke the silence, suggesting that it be crunched out to see if the funds 

could be diverted. Heads nodded as other matters passed by in quick succession, reports about 

technological development segued into the economic growth of the Sintillans, and increasing mine 

production at the yards at Dave’s World. 

 

“and lastly, we have begun laying communication buoys out to Rhinehold, though this will take several 

months before the network is fully operational. This is doubly important as it appears the Rhinehold 

cluster will soon become a core part of the deWulf economy.”  

 

“Thank you for the update, Junior PackMaster Ott.” 

“Not a problem, Donnal. Hmm, PackMaster Hettig, do you have anything to add?” 

 

She cleared her throat with a growl “Yes, as a matter of fact… there are several things that have not 

been covered yet. As the senior foreign liaison officer, I have several matters that should be brought to 

attention, primarily from our two allies the Sintillans, and the Ibizans.” 

 

She slipped up from her chair and went to the head of the room, activating the wall display. A large 2d 

stylized map of the deWulf empire came into view, centering itself on the nexus of systems that 

surrounded Fog Alley, bounded by the Sintilla and the Puerto Pollo fleet base to the right, and the 

Ibizan system of Kalmazoo on the left.  

 

“First off, the Ibizans~” as the map then zoomed in on Kalmazoo, showing the layout of the binary 

system “have been refitting their Canne IIs to the Canne III spec at their primary shipyards. As well, 

they have been producing several more new hulls based on the same design, as best as their capacity 

allows. Their garrison troops in the Naril asteroid belt here” as the map then pointed out several 

asteroid colonies in the belt “have discovered what appears to be a classified research installation of 

Narilei origin, inside of which they found seventy-five energy beam projectors of an advanced type. 

Their intelligence services have additionally identified five previously unknown light cruisers on 

Soban, thanks to uprated SIGINT capabilities. Their exact specification is unknown.” 

 

The map then shifted back to the sector display, centering on the home system of the Krak United 

Universities. “The Krak have been reasonably quiet. We don’t know much about their current situation 

as we only have a restricted trade treaty with them, but we have observed steady freighter traffic inside 

Fog Alley, suggesting that they have multiple survey fleets somewhere beyond the nebula. We never 

did anything more than a cursory examination of the nebula, so exactly what is beyond it is unknown. 

 

The map cycled to display the fringe of the New Colony Sector, primarily the peripheral warp line that 

had been granted to the Sintillans. 

 

“Now, the Sintillans have been conducting fairly heavy colonization along this warp line. Apparently 

the new access to our markets has resulted in a fairly substantial upswing in income, and due to most of 

their yard capacity being tied up with producing additional yard capacity; they have ploughed the 

additional income into colonization ahead of schedule, primarily in the Palenberg system.” 

 

The map now zooms into the Munich system, displaying primary bodies. “As a result, the additional 

traffic has resulted in a rather unexpected development. One of their freighters went through an 

accidental transit, discovering a new warp point in the system. They’ve offered to scout out this warp 

line, an offer we have accepted. Most of our survey fleets are either already engaged or are heading into 
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port for rest and refit. Their liaison counterpart has also informed us that thanks to our technological 

assistance, they will soon be advancing their industrial base. They feel that within a year, should they 

continue to receive assistance, they will have the same technological and industrial base as us.” 

 

The map behind her shifted back, displaying an overall view of the borders of the deWulf Empire and 

the known borders of its neighbouring states. “That concludes the political overview. Any questions?” 

Hunter Magnan raised his paw, eliciting a nod from Hettig before he asked “Any information on the 

Elysians? I noticed you hadn’t mentioned anything about them.” 

 

Hettig paused for a moment as she quickly gathered her thoughts “There’s not much to say really. Our 

traders have not noticed their fleet returning to base yet and most of our more subtle inquiries have-“ 

 

She paused again, this time looking at the almost flush-faced messenger, handing a data pad to Rollen. 

He paused and looked at the data for a few moments, waving Hettig to sit down. His eyes defocused, 

having that faraway look of deep thought. Reaching down, the map display centers on the short warp 

chain that leads out from Fenris to Grumman and the rest of the empire. But Falke, the first system out 

from Fenris, was ringed with the red of hostile units in-system. 

 

“We have just been notified by local corporate units that a single unknown drive field has been 

detected heading inbound to Falke B-2. Two Project Blue corvettes belonging to Schunamann und 

Sohn AG have broken orbit and intercepted the unknown ship. dWN naval representatives have been 

contacted and are en-route to the system to take over first contact information. Their entry warp point is 

unknown, though we have an approach vector. That is, assuming they did not dog-leg on their 

approach.” 

 

The rest of the room was silent. If there was a way to make this an even greater threat, no-one was 

saying how. The contact was within even the tightest of defensive perimeters, inside of the junction at 

Grumman. The main fleet was deployed on the periphery of the Corporate Democracy, easily two 

months travel. At best the Navy could deputize corporate fleet assets, but that would be a hodgepodge 

of random, almost defenceless units that would be hard pressed to stop a few light cruisers, never mind 

the possibility of a modern battle line.  

 

The meeting quickly adjourned, and at once an air of concern descended onto central command. 

 

 

DATA DUMP INCLUDED 

Review Data Y/N? Y 

 

Ship Data, Ibizan Royal Navy 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Canne III-class CA                             8-XOa            60 HS/60 TS 

Restricted Arcs apply [H1.05.1]. 

[3] Sx6A1x9ZaH(IaIa)QbQbM2Ke+Ke+Ya(IaIa)DaDa(IaIa)Ke+x3Qb(IaIa)Ke+ [4/2] 

Trg:3                        PV=53    Cost= 1044/156.6   SL6 {ULTRA}  

38 HTK Sx6 A1x9 Dax2 Kex6 Hx1 Yax1 Zax1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Seraphaid-class CA                             8-XOa            60 HS/60 TS 

Restricted Arcs apply [H1.05.1]. 

[3] Sx6A1x9ZaH(IaIa)QbQbM2Ke+YaKe+(IaIa)DaDaEbEb(IaIa)EbQb(IaIa)Ke+ [4/2] 

Trg:3                        PV=50    Cost= 984/147.6   SL6 {ULTRA}  

38 HTK Sx6 A1x9 Dax2 Ebx3 Kex3 Hx1 Yax1 Zax1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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---------------Interlude--------------- 

Home Star System, 

HQ for Mitsubishi-BAE Industrial Combine 

3 Jumps from Sol 

 

TDN Third Fleet Flagship: 

Nova Class Carrier "Procyon" 

Escorts: 

Urchin Class Frigates "Dodger, Oliver, Sykes" 

 

Log Entry January 12, 2951 

 

Fleet has transited into Home system without hostile action, one frigate lost due to jump turbulence. 

SAR conducted to recover survivors from TDNS Valjean. 5% of crew recovered; a new record. 

Currently on burn for orbital insertion around only colonized planet in Home system. Long range 

sensors have identified substantial population on planet. Magnetometric/gravimetric sensors have 

identified orbital assets, size and configuration unknown. 

 

Log Entry January 21 

 

Conducting final orbital insertion burn on approach to Home. Sensors resolved orbital assets to be one 

small space station, two heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, and two frigates. We are being hailed by 

planetary traffic control, but we will not be responding until we have achieved a parking polar orbit. 

 

Log Entry January 30 

 

Have achieved polar orbit. Procyon is conducting planetary scans with passive sensors as we negotiate 

with colonial government. Have identified unknown drive signatures from mobile ships in 

neighbourhood. Will send information with monthly communication drone as soon as practicable.  

 

Log Entry February 2 

 

Talks with colonial government breaking down. Continued heavy resistance with regard to corporate 

assets. Local assets have grown considerably since loss of contact, and Terra-based part insists on 

complete and total control of local "orphaned" assets. Talks continue, but outcome is looking less 

sanguine. XO refuses to authorise use of courier drone to update GHQ of status. 

 

Log Entry February 15 

 

Talks have broken down completely. Colonial government refuses amalgamation completely and has 

ordered us out of local space. As per standing orders I have refused to withdraw from orbit and am 

falling back on harsher measures to demand compliance. I have pointed out that we have quite 

quantifiable space superiority over their small fleet of ships; they just nod and insist that we leave their 

space. They have set a hard date for us to begin burning out-system, namely in 12 hours at 23:59 local 

capital time. XO has authorized warming a drone, and we have loaded it with planetary scan data, logs, 

and a repeating 30 minute data feed from the bridge. Final launch interlocks have been removed, and it 

will launch if circumstances dictate it. 

 

Direct Bridge Feed 

All Times Appended to Local. 

 

[2355.00] Full watch on command bridge on Procyon. Incoming Transmission from local cruiser 

"Eclipse": "You have five minutes to commence outsystem burn and break orbit. This is your final 

warning." Comm link ends 

 

[2355.12] Admiral Jaroslav: "Two cruisers and escorts versus us? Not a problem. Order the bombers to 

begin ready cycle. If they think they can deal with us, let them try" 

[2355.57] Flag Commander Kent "Aye aye, sir. Captian Steubbing, go to General Quarters and get 

ready for a deck-load strike" 
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[2356.10] Cpt. Steubbing "Roger, sir. XO, set General Quarters and inform Wing Commander Ivashkin 

to get his bombers on ready-5" 

 

[2357.05] General Quarters sounded on Procyon. Orders to go to GQ sent to escort ships 

 

[2359.00] Wing Comm. Ivashkin "My bombers are on the cradles and ready. Fighters loaded and 

queued after for close engagement" 

 

[2359.45] Cpt. Steubbing "Sensors have just degraded on the locals. Some kind of ECM?" 

[2359.55] Flg. Cmdr Kent "Odd energy emissions...." 

 

[0000.30] Lt. Anat "Hostile Lock! Threat warnings across the board!" 

[0000.40] Adm. Jaroslav "Impossible. Our ECM is top of the li-!" 

[0000.44] Lt. Anat "Incoming! Tracking 20 birds plus kinetics!" 

 

[0000.49] Adm. Jaroslav "Return Fire! Weapons fre-" 

[0000.52] Lt. Anat "PD engaging... Dodgerrepaf ujaw'tg9yagt" 

 4t 

 

 4tf'ds jgfg 

<Data Corrupted> 

 

<Clean Data Detected> 

 

[0002.15] Unknown 1 "Dodger and Sykes are gone! We've holed the Hillcas d....add, and one of the 

frigates." 

[0002.20] Adm. Jaroslav "What kind of warheads are those?" 

[0002.31] Unknown 2 "Portside defence turret and launch bay is offline... Remass tanks one, three, five 

and nine are holed and venting into space..." 

 

<Static> 

 

[0003.12] Cpt. Steubbing "Ivashkin, where's our CAP?" 

[0003.19] Wing Comm. Ivashkin "Dead. Fire from their gunboats <static>linked mesh... we have one 

bomber squadron still alive, but they're <static>" 

[0003.40] Cpt. Steubbing "Ivashkin! Repeat!" 

[0003.44] Unknown 2 "We just lost Fighter Ops, Sir. We have stress fractures all along our spine. I 

don't think we can take much more-" 

[0003.49] Unknown 1 "We got one, we got one!  

[0003.58] Adm. Jaroslav "Good!" 

[0004.09] Unknown 2 "Incomi-" 

 

<Bridge Feed Offline> 

<Drone Launch Criteria Met> 

<Drone Launched> 

 

Turn 86 
 

dWNS Hans-Roland 

Current Location: Orbital Yards, Fenris Orbit, Fenris System 

Current Status: White (docked, non-deployable due to insufficient crew) 

Current Time: Second Watch 

 

“What’s our repair status?” 

“Frames B-10 through B-18 are still being repaired, and as a result portside number two turret is still 

offline. Gantries are scheduled to be retracted from the port drive pod in three hours. They’ll then start 

tests before they relight it. The APU…” 
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Hunter Harald Dussa looked over at his portside data repeater as his XO continued to read through the 

repair reports. A malfunctioning drive pod had caused the Hans-Roland to make a last minute 

manoeuvring error, resulting in a slow-motion crash into the shipyard that he was docking with. The 

Hans-Roland had impacted into an unused construction pylon, crumpling both the pylon and the 

portside number two turret. Casualties had proven to be surprisingly light, only twenty-three killed on 

both the pylon and the cruiser. More would have been lost if maintenance chief Jann Sobel hadn’t 

waded into a fire fuelled by broken oxygen lines in order to cycle the airlock and get the rest of his 

section out. 

 

He’d been recommended for a combat promotion and award for the selfless act that allowed his whole 

engineering team to escape from the docking pylon before it completely decompressed.  While the 

award would merely be something that he’d be buried with, the combat promotion would entitle his 

surviving family to a higher pension, one normally only awarded to combat veterans. He’d given his 

life to save eight of his co-workers; it was the least the Corporate Navy could do. 

 

Dussa pulled himself back to reality “How much longer till we’ll be ready to undock and head out to 

the rest of the fleet?”  

 

His XO cycled down the report some more, skimming and mentally calculating. He was a new recruit 

from one of the other corporations, chosen primarily for his administration abilities, not his military 

sense. “Call it twelve hours overall; four to finish replacing the frames, another four to seal up the hull, 

and then three more hours to test and certify the command runs. Add an hour for something to go 

wrong, and we’re setting at twelve hours on the dot.” 

 

The XO paused a moment “Have you seen the latest political intel packet, sir?” 

 

“Yes. Mixed news, again. Our Sintillans are shaping into solid allies; the Ibizans have nailed down 

everything outside of Soban, and everything is calm and happy on the Elysian border. This new race 

we’re dealing with at least seems friendly… we hope. If not we’re all going to be running back home 

and voiding the warranties on every single engine in the fleet…” 

 

The XO chuckled at that one “Aye. At the least, we seem to be slated to get a new fleet base over at 

Rhinehold in the next six months. Enough colonization is going out there that it’s going to be needed. 

Oh, we’re also supposed to be getting a software update on our PD turrets before we undock. Fleet 

wide upgrade. Nothing new or impressive, just more efficient code for the tracking systems.” 

 

With that the XO saluted Dussa “So sir, I have the Conn?” 

“Yes, Yes you do Mr. Lobeck. If you need me I’ll be in my day cabin.” 

 

The two exchanged salutes and seats, the XO seating himself into the command chair, humming softly 

as Hunter Harald Dussa went to wage another battle with the never-ending paperwork that typified a 

captain’s job. 

 

Turn 87 
dWRMS ZeitRäuber 

Current Location: Heading out-system from Puerto Pollo, Mediterranean System 

Current Status: Blue (Under way on own power) 

Current Time: 09:30 Neu Carlsbad Local 

 

“Cutter docked. We have positive seal on airlock.” 

 

The short-range radio crackled to life “This is the customs boat dWNS Oskar Dieter, Lt. Hafig 

Commanding. We request permission to come aboard, halt.” 

 

The shuttle had docked, a minnow against the rather substantial bulk of the Class V transport. The age-

old tradition of requesting permission to come aboard any ship was one of the inviolate traditions of 

shipping. Even though the customs boat had every right to conduct an inspection, they still had to 

request permission to board. 
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“Acknowledged, Oskar Dieter. Airlock on our side is pressurized and green. Permission granted, Lt. 

Hafig; welcome to the ZeitRäuber.” 

 

The airlock on the outside of the ship flashed double green, indicated that the security locks had been 

released, and the customs party was indeed extended permission to board. Lt. Hafig motioned for his 

inspectors to move aboard, and a squad of marines followed and secured the docking airlock. The 

ZeitRäuber was one of the newer Provider Class freighters that the corporate lines had been putting into 

service over the past few years. Increases in engine technology and shielding requirements had made 

larger freighters more profitable, as had the increase in trade volume from year to year. 

 

The growing colonization effort in what was now being termed ‘the Rhinehold Cluster’ was proving to 

be a steady driver of trade, and with that increased volume meant more space for smugglers to ply their 

trade. Which was why the Oskar Dieter was conducting another customs check. Most goods came from 

the core of the deWulf state, but substantial amounts were imported elsewhere, and in the shuffle both 

corporations and private entrepreneurs hid everything from illegal drugs to stolen construction tools 

and hazardous biological life-forms. 

 

“Captain Hase Jetter. Master of the ZeitRäuber. What can I do for you today officer?” 

 

“Routine customs check” replied Lt. Hafig. “You’re scheduled to be departing in two days for 

Rhinehold via Fog Alley, Helgoland Blight, and Koch, correct?” 

 

“Yes. If I may ask why-“ 

 

“Just confirming your registered flight plan. Standard Procedure.” 

 

“I’ve never had that asked of-” 

 

“Cargo Manifest is as follows: Refined Light Metals: 21,000 tons. Refined Ferrous Metals: 20,100 

tons. Protective Gear: 150 tons. Frozen Seafoods: 900 tons. Explosive Nitrates: 1,500 tons. No other 

cargo. Am I missing anything?” 

 

Captian Jetter looked an odd shade of puce, as best as one can tell beneath the dark fur on his muzzle 

“Now see HERE. I have been hauling freight since someone thought it would be a neat idea to go 

through a wormhole. I’ve carried more cargo by dollar value than your pitiful navy has made for its 

entire existence! So if you don’t get to the bloody point then I –will– have you thrown off my ship, 

jumped up constables or NOT!” 

 

Lt Hafig was a bit stiff from the response, but he continued “Yes, and most of your time was spent with 

Hyperdine and United Aerospace… In any case…” as he then paused and listened to a message he got 

from one of his customs officers who had descended into the cargo hold “as I said, in any case we have 

a legitimate reason for halting your ship and conducting an inspection. Do you care to explain why you 

have two tons of computer cargo not on your manifest? Or why they happen to have iterative combat 

software installed on them?” 

 

Jetter looked absolutely furious. Had his eyes been lasing cavities, there would have been two new vent 

holes right through the airlock vestibule. But try as he might, he could not explain away the presence of 

two tons worth of combat computers in a container marked “Computer Mainframes: Municipal 

Software pre-Installed”. Some two weeks back one of the largest civilian yards in Fenris orbit had 

suffered a massive systems failure, and demand on yard capacity hit an all time high. With all the 

traffic going through once-secure yards (the deWulf navy never one to turn away to make some 

considerable income), smuggling contraband electronics and combat gear to deWulf allies had risen to 

an all-time high. 

 

Marines from the customs shuttle moved to the bridge, taking command. While Captain Jetter remained 

silent, and technically still in command of his ships, the marines would be guiding the ship up closer to 

the deWulf orbital yards for a complete inspection. The electronics would undoubtedly be confiscated, 

given the lack of paperwork and questionable routing. Jetter’s fate was harder to say. If he had 

powerful allies on the Corporate Council, then he would have but a slap on the wrist. If not, he would 
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soon be a guest of the Navy at a prison on some backwater planet. That the electronics were 

manufactured on Sintilla merely added to the mess that others would have to wade through.  Lt. Hafig 

headed back to his customs boat, sighing softly. 

 

 

SRIS Dmitri Ivanov 

Current Location: Primorsk System 

Current Status: Purple (Surveying gear deployed; under power) 

Current Time: 11:00 Sintilla Standard 

 

The Dmitri Ivanov was a derivative design, one that could be traced back to the exploration ships 

fielded by the communists, updated with newer technology thanks to the deWulf State. A random 

transit had revealed a new warp point connecting to a previously unknown star system, a system that 

the Dmitri Ivanov was now surveying. A survey boat never had a large bridge, and for the Sintillans it 

was indeed a cramped compartment more comparable to two oversized flight decks welded together 

than anything that could be mistaken for a bridge.  

 

With survey instruments deployed, the ship was running mainly on automated systems. Surveying was 

a precise, tedious business and it did well to have it all handled on automatics. While live command 

could achieve the precision needed, the sheer number of times that a ship had to stop, power down its 

drive and do a scan before moving on to the next position was almost maddening. The single crewman 

on duty had little more than a sensor watch to occupy his time, and the automatics were programmed to 

flag anything unexpected that came up. Every now and again a micro-meteor would be spotted, or 

some errant asteroid, or even a rare comet.  

 

He skimmed the letters from home he had received with the latest logistical visit from the supply 

freighter. His sister, always the brain, had talked in couched terms about her work. Official secrecy 

restrictions prohibited the specifics from being mentioned, and she always was careful about her work. 

Still, the gist of it was understandable. New breakthroughs had occurred, and it was now apparent that a 

far more powerful drive could be mated to an assault shuttle’s frame, sacrificing cargo capacity for 

ordinance and durability. She mentioned the possibility of having tests done out of the way, perhaps at 

Saputin. They had a new fleet yard, one that was both isolated and well defended…  Perhaps he would 

get to see his sister sooner than he had thought… 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Kurchatov-class CLf                                             45 HS/18 TS 

[3] SSA1x6HQbQbQb(icbIcb)Da(Icb)(BLa)(Bga)x2(IcbIcb)(Icb)(IcbIcb) [5/5] 

Trg:1                        PV=32    Cost= 634/95.1   SL6 {ULTRA}  

25 HTK Sx2 A1x6 Dax1 Hx1 (Bga)x2 (BLa)x1  

Prototype Class: 761 MC 

Notes: The prototype carrier for the Sintillan gunboat flotilla. Given the long range that its small craft 

would possess, the interim command had decided on using commercial engines instead of tactical 

engines. The higher strategic speed was deemed a better fit for its operational realities. Some forces had 

pushed for a larger prototype, but that would have meant prototyping the hull itself and not just the 

class. 

 

At this time, this design remains a theoretical study pending the development of gunboat small craft. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Turn 88 
SPM Rollen’s Personal Journal: 

 

Once again, we are locked into another operational schedule. There is little that we can do now but 

continue to work on our plans and do our best to meet them, as all has already been decided. More 

Longstop class freighters are rolling off the yards, with colonists moving to Bochum and Nordhausen.  

 

Research continues at its normal pace, that is to say we have no idea when something will be done until 

after the fact. We’ve upgraded our general plasma torpedo technology again, and our scientists feel 
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we’re close to having some serious breakthroughs with newer equipment soon. I’m hopeful that we’ll 

have it ready for deployment before the next war… but our luck isn’t that good in that regard. Survey 

command is working on several more star systems, but we won’t have any warp point data from them 

for several months.  

 

Our trade and political situation is also improving, more welcome news. Our own DSN News has 

concluded a partnership agreement with the Elysian Royal News Service, which expands both news 

networks and our intelligence feeds. Though it does the same in return, our relatively open society 

means that they’d be able to access it anyhow. We suspect that their freighter traffic is moving 

socioeconomic intel already, so this is more an official codification of it and it gives us the same thing 

in return. In more positive news, we’ve gotten an official Partnership agreement with the Sintillans so 

now we can look towards eventually amalgamating our two governments. That will take some time, but 

thanks to some heavy technological transfers it should be done soon enough, perhaps within a year. 

 

Log Ends. 

 

Turn 89 
 

deWulf Planetary Offices, Alpha City 

Falke 2-B, Falke System 

 

“So, moving on from last month’s returns and projections for our end of year position, we will now be 

examining our growth strategy for the upcoming year, in general terms” 

 

The projected report on the wall changed, flickering to a new set of bullet points. 

 

“With the Mittelspannung Commercial Shipyards coming fully online this month, our reliance on navy 

yards to meet our production and maintenance targets will be coming to an end. This is relieving us of 

considerable liabilities for the future, and also allows our new yards to start functioning as a profit 

center again. We have invested significant capital into bringing the civilian yards to modern standards, 

and we are confident that the issues we had with older, ‘surplus’ Sintillan yard components have been 

brought to an end. “ 

 

There was nodding from those listening to the presentation. Having to rely on the Navy, something that 

most of the corporations viewed as a needed evil was always a frustrating experience. Naval contracts 

could be very lucrative, but the threat of crossing NI was always a concern; few executives had 

forgotten how brutally efficient the Navy had been when it disembowelled Union Aerospace some 

years back.  

 

“The next year is likely to be defined by two major trends we are seeing: the first is growing pressure 

on the Navy to curtail expenditures and concentrate on more long-term projects like infrastructure 

upgrades and more colonization support. The second is the Navy’s press to get its new Fleet Upgrade 

and  Refurbishment Effort, or FURE, project up and running. It’s been no surprise that the latest 

military deployment has given more field data for their analysts to process. The Navy is now looking at 

simplifying production lines by surplusing unneeded ships and concentrating on a more ‘rational’ 

fleet.” 

 

The image on the wall screen changed again, this time displaying an outline of four new hulls as well 

as approximate statistics about each; length, beam, production cost, margins on various components, 

and projected in-service lifetimes.  

 

“As you can see, we are looking at four ships that are part of the FURE project: the S-Boat Class 

Destroyer, new upgrades to the Director and Kommandant class Cruisers, and a new design under an 

upgrade name, the Landser Mk2 Battleship. Each of these ships features some common themes: New 

ECM systems, upgraded life support, and a shifting focus to winning the long-range torpedo battle.” 

 

The display shifted again, this time to a complex spreadsheet outlining corporate relations for some of 

the key components of the ships in question. Items like the drive systems came from deWulf itself, but 
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other items like point defence came from Galspan Labs, shielding from Geiger-Voss Industries and 

communications, command and control gear from Datawings Interstellar.  

 

“Thanks to some of our subsidiaries, we have a lock on final assembly and construction of the actual 

ships, but we have to subcontract the internal hardware to other corporations. We simply do not have 

the technical capacity to meet fleet requirements with our in-house knowledge. Only by leveraging our 

raw construction output can we effectively control production profits. This is a crucial ability we have, 

especially since our locked-in contract to build the Geselschaft Class Cruiser is coming to an end this 

month.” 

 

Again the picture changed, shifting to a graph of fleet strength versus production costing, before 

shifting to a report on demographics within the Corporate Democracy. 

 

“This is our other issue; a downtrend in support for military expansion. Given our superiority, the 

general feeling is that we have been overfunding the military, and as a result further capital expansion 

should be stopped. While this hasn’t manifested itself to a complete shutdown on military spending, the 

additional friction has caused closing expenses for the Navy to go up by 10%, meaning that they are 

not likely to be buying more warships or bases from us in the near future.” 

 

 

<Board recording ends> 

<Data Appended> 

 

 

FURE Class Ships: 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

S-Boat-class DD                                5-XOb            30 HS/21 TS 

[4] S1x5A1x5ZbHt(Ib)(Ib)(Ib)Db(Ib)(Ib)MgsYaPtbLeQi?a(Ib)Le [6/3] 

Trg:1 Def-1                  PV=34    Cost= 616/92.4   SL7 {ULTRA}  

26 HTK S1x5 A1x5 Dbx1 ?ax1 Lex2 Ptbx1 Yax1 Zbx1 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Director Mk4-class CAb                         11-XOb           67 HS/56 TS 

[4] S1x12A1x9ZbHQbQbQa(IbIb)MgDbDbM2Ya(IbIb)PtbPtb(IbIb)(Bsb)LcaMg?aPtb(IbIb)QaPtb 

[4/2] 

Trg:3 Def-1                  PV=65    Cost= 1178/176.7   SL6 {ULTRA}  

48 HTK S1x12 A1x9 Dbx2 ?ax1 Lcax1 Ptbx4 Mgx2 Hx1 (Bsb)x1 Yax1 Zbx1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Kommandant Mk2-class CAb                       11-XOb           67 HS/56 TS 

[4] S1x12A1x7ZbHMgt(IbIb)QbQbQa(CC)MgMgDbDbYaM2PtbPtb(IbIb)PtbPtb?a(IbIb)Qa(IbIb) 

(CICb)(Bsb) [4/2] 

Trg:3 Def-1                  PV=66    Cost= 1200/180   SL6 {ULTRA}  

48 HTK S1x12 A1x7 Dbx2 ?ax1 Ptbx4 Mgx2 (CC)x1 Hx1 (CICb)x1 (Bsb)x1 Yax1 Zbx1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Landser Mk2-class BBb                          18-XOb           109 HS/91 TS 

[5] S1x18A1x21ZbHQiQiQi(IbIbIb)M2(IbIbIb)Dbx4?aYaPtbx5(IbIbIb) Ptbx4Qb(IbIbIb) Ptb [4/2] 

Trg:3 Def-1                  PV=108   Cost= 1962/294.3   SL7 {ULTRA}  

74 HTK S1x18 A1x21 Dbx4 ?ax1 Ptbx10 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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---------------Interlude--------------- 

To: Lieutenant Jorg Hafig 

From: deWulf Navy PersonnelStab 

 

REASSIGNMENT 

 

Due to your continued devotion to upholding the ideals of the State, namely customs patrols aboard 

dWNS Oskar Dieter (Hull # 3321-A) and specifically the inspection of the dWRMS ZeitRäuber, you 

are hereby requested and ordered to report to the dWNS Stan Maykovsky as her new First Officer. You 

are also hereby promoted to Junior Hunter as befitting your new posting. The Stan Maykovsky is 

scheduled to be passing through Puerto Pollo this month. You are to hand over command of the Oskar 

Dieter to your XO and make all due haste to your new posting. 

 

Message Ends 

---------------Interlude Ends--------------- 

 

Turn 90 
 

dWNS Stan Maykovsky 

Current Location: Ibiza System, distant Soban orbit 

Current Status: Yellow 

Current Time: 11:00 Ibiza Standard 

 

“Status?” 

“Launchers one through four are operational, war shots are in the tubes. We had a yellow warning on 

autoloader two but Senior Tech Greer has informed me that we are green as of fifteen minutes ago.  

Stahlbaum docked with us twenty minutes ago, and we have topped off our magazines. Full load of 

torpedoes. She also delivered the decoy bird, and our weaponeers are mounting it on the dorsal XO 

racks as we speak”. 

“Very good, Mr Hafig. Any signals from flag?” 

“Negative, sir. Last signal was twenty minutes ago ordering us all to Yellow status.” 

“Ventral laser?” 

“Tuned and all green, sir. We’re ready for this one sir, green all the way.” 

“Thank you Mr. Hafig. Give me all hands, if you will.” 

“Affirmative, Sir.” 

 

Intraship communication hummed to life, a firm notice gong ringing twice and commanding attention. 

 

“Attention all hands; This is Hunter Waldmuller. Shortly, we will be making our final run in on Soban. 

Once again, we are the vanguard. The Naril know our ships have a longer reach than the Ibizan ships. 

They know ours are the most advanced. They may even know we do not have a drone bombardment to 

soften their defences.” 

 

The announcement paused. 

 

“What they do not know, is that we are here and we will Do our Duty. They do not know of the steel in 

our core. And they do not know that we Will see this finished in the only way conceivable; our victory. 

Our weaponeers are installing a new ECM decoy on each ship in our navy; this will blunt their barrage 

of silo-based weapons and allow us a few more moments to cover our Ibizan allies to get into range. 

Once that happens, their defences will fall. We didn’t start this war… but by the breaker we WILL 

finish it.” 

 

The intercom clicked off, followed on by shrill, inhumanly high pitched whistle. 

“All hands, all hands; This is Bosun Sharpe. Rig all external compartments for depressurization; 

remove safeties on all warheads and rig for general quarters. Repeat; set general quarters.” 
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Hunter Waldmuller looked at his XO, whom replied “While you were making your announcement we 

got a signal from flag. SPH Phelan ordered the fleet to general quarters. I passed the message on to the 

Bosun and he relayed it out to the crew after your speech. Given how some of the Ibizans themselves 

aren’t at general quarters yet I think we have a bit of leeway. And besides sir, it was a good speech.” 

 

Waldmuller snorted in reply, striding to the navigational holotank. “Status?” 

 

“Ibizans are at general quarters and have formed up on the right flank. Flag and escorts are in the 

center, and we are on the left wing with Kommandant and the Issac Kleiner. Forts are close behind fleet 

flag, and ground landing units are holding station 1 LM from the planet behind us.” 

“Very well then, Hafig. As soon as we get the signal from our squadron leader, start moving in.” 

 

Hafig nodded once, leaving Hunter Waldmuller to confer with the Chief Weaponeer. Waldmuller 

wasn’t much of one for tactics, meaning he was perfectly suited to this battle. No real sneakiness could 

be done here. Simply charge the planet, get into range, and shoot anything that shot back. 

 

Finally the signal came to begin moving in, Komandant signalling to start moving in, and the taskforce 

as a whole stepped across the line, into range of the PDCs on the planet. The first ripple of fire bored in 

on the Wilhelm Klink. The decoy missile proved effective, and after it and PD only eleven inbounds hit 

the command cruiser. Even so, her shields fall. Precious seconds ticked by as the fleet raced closer, a 

second volley rippling outwards from the planet, this time a far greater sum of missiles. Over forty 

missiles locked onto the Klink, and with no decoy her PD managed to stop a bare three birds. The 

incoming missiles and torpedoes broke her in half; one moment she was fleet flag, the next a burning 

wreck. 

 

More fire sleeted in from the planet, Cthulu had over eighty warheads incoming. Seventeen of them 

followed the decoy away, and PD managed to stop a frantic seven, but almost sixty impacted into the 

battlecruiser. She reeled out of the explosion little more than a bleeding wreck, but she still fared better 

than her sister Thrungenwald. Sixty missiles slipped past all that her crew could do and wiped her and 

her crew from existence forever.  

 

“Fire shifting again Hunter, they’re targeting the destroyers!” 

“Good, that gives us more time to hit the planet. Launcher status, Hafig!” 

“Autoloaders handling stress fine. Munitions down to 85% of capacity and dropping steadily.”  

 

Another volley of fire rippled in on a squadron of destroyers a few light seconds forward and right of 

the Stan Maykovsky. None of the destroyers were outright killed, but four of them staggered out of 

formation, drive fields shuddering as engine rooms overloaded and shut down. 

 

“Drive fields emerging from upper atmosphere of planet. CIC calls them… light cruisers. Unknown 

class!” 

“Schieese! Cthulu’s down! Sir, that was the reserve flagship!” 

“Hafig, tie us in with tertiary flag.” 

“Can’t, Hunter Waldmuller! JPH Ivarrson’s flagship is gone too. Flail was destroyed by the last salvo!” 

“Verdammt. Guess we’re on squadron flags now. Okay, follow Kommandant’s lead on targeting until 

we’re told otherwise.” 

“If it’s any consolation Sir, fire from the planet is thinning…” 

Waldmuller gritted his teeth and growled something noncommittal in reply as the fleet continued to 

move forward.  

 

“Hunter, the cruisers are splitting up; six are going on the right flank, six down the center.” 

“Weapons, start a track on the six going down the center” snapped Hafig “Ignore the others; let the 

Ibizans have them.” 

 

Torpedoes from the deWulf asteroid forts reached into the hostile light cruisers on the right flank. 

Shields got slammed down, armour dented. The CLs got the range on hostile Ibizan cruisers in return, 

with three cruisers losing shields, one of them becoming badly crippled in the bargain. But the light 

cruisers were the sideshow, as the combined fleet continued to pummel the planet, torpedoes and 

kinetics mingling and raining down death onto the planet, now silencing PDCs in twos and threes. 
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The six Naril CLs were proving to have a harder go of it, having run headlong into three Geselschaft 

class heavy cruisers. Optimized for warp point assault and defence, they ganged up on the light 

cruisers, firing tractor beams to lock down the opposing Naril ships before tearing them apart with 

massed laser and plasma gun fire. The towed kinetic-armed forts, so far having been ignored, soon 

came in range of the light cruisers. Their massed fire added to the carnage, ripping one light cruiser to 

pieces and crippling a second in a hail of basketball-sized chunks of tungsten. 

 

“Hostile CLs are moving towards us Sir!” 

“Keep firing on the planet, Hafig. We’ll let the smaller fry deal with them. And our forts. They seem to 

be doing a decent enough job of that.” 

“Affirmative, Sir.” 

 

Junior Hunter Hafig choked back a growl himself, watching as the sensor readout showed the escorting 

destroyers and torpedo-armed asteroid forts destroy three Naril CLs even as their compatriots and the 

PDCs continued to hammer into the fleet, claiming a pair of Ibizan cruisers in the bargain. Glancing up 

at Hunter Waldmuller, they both watch as the weight of fire from the PDCs shifts yet again, bracketing 

the Luther Sloan and the Gaerith Curtis. The Sloan crumples under the volume of fire, spilling a scant 

few escape pods as the wreck disintegrated in a series of explosions. 

 

“Destroyers! Where are our destroyers, Hafig?” 

“They’ve finished off the hostiles in the center and are moving right to deal with the remaining CLs 

Sir. Munitions down to 55% and dropping steadily.” 

“Good. Weapons, keep hammering the planet. 50% of the planet is clear of PDCs. Navigation, follow 

flag and engage PDCs as we can.” 

 

Sporadic fire continued to loft up as the task force finally reached orbit, escorting destroyers crippling 

the last of the hostile light cruisers, but not before it cripples one last Ibizan cruiser in return.  Missile 

fire continues to focus on the Curtis, breaking her spine just as she slipped into a high orbit.  

 

“Final PDCs have been destroyed, Hunter Waldmuller.” 

“Good, put us into our assigned polar orbit and begin scans of the planet to start looking for any hidden 

silos. Once the Ibizan ships take up orbital support position and start engaging the empty silos, take us 

to condition Yellow.” 

“Yes, Hunter.” 

 

Turn 91 
 

Accessing dWN Communications Node.... 

RMT ACC ENG 

Login: R011in 

Password: **************** 

.. 

... 

.... 

Comlink online: 

 

a; list all files on outbound queue 

List follows: 

SitRep9-1.dat 

RZRfdd-0012.dat 

DWN-News.dat 

HHvP.dat 

DataWings1000542511.dat 

 

a; Access SitRep9-1.dat 

Displaying: 
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" 

In Brief Situation Report for all ranking deWulf Station Commanders and Fleet Element Commanders: 

 

Primary hostile operations with Ibizan Royal Navy has ceased. All ships are now ordered into standby 

readiness and may begin delayed maintenance and repair cycles as per their needs. All fleet elements 

are ordered to hold position at present time, but begin preparation for outbound transit to return to 

Puerto Pollo fleet anchorage pending final treaties between Ibizans and Narilei.  

 

Fleet has completed production of advanced Hare class DDfb recon destroyer, as well as another 

Geselschaft Cruiser. Elements are being held in Fenris until fleet reorganization has been completed 

and reassigned. Series production of Hares is expected to commence shortly to replace current 

Aufklärer class recon ships. 

 

Colonists are bound for Mediterranean System via convoy PR-4 to colonize moons and asteroid belts 

in-system. Colonists are also bound for Rhinehold via convoy PZ-9. Full schedules have been 

appended to this report. 

 

Survey Fleets are currently completing objectives and Central Command has no navigational updates to 

provide. 

 

Recent reports from Nordhausen have identified the presence of Anarkite, a key mineral found in 

various technological components that have been salvaged from abandoned weapons dumps and other 

electromechanical components. All colonized planets are hereby instructed to conduct an improved and 

extensive planetary survey to identify any economically harvestable resources. Local Navy offices have 

been instructed to render assistance as is needed in order to have the survey completed in a timely 

matter. 

 

Research Co-ordination reports upgraded buoy command systems are under development and upgraded 

systems should be expected in the coming months, as well as upgraded targeting and tracking 

interlocks. Life support development continuing on pace and expected to be completed within five 

months. 

" 

 

a; copy * to mobile backup 

Copying.... 

SitRep9-1.dat. . . Done. 

RZRfdd-0012.dat. . Done. 

DWN-News.dat. . . Done.  

HHvP.dat. . . Done. 

DataWings1000542511.dat. Done. 

 

Error: Remote backup removed 

Communications Terminated (Timeout) 

 

A feathered hand grasped the data disk, slipping it into a handy pocket. The commercial data terminal 

was booked for another two hours, and the occupant graciously offered the extra time to an idling 

patron. Such offers might elicit some suspicion, but given the busy time of day, such things were swept 

aside in the drive to get a few moments work done. They even failed to notice the ID card that had been 

carelessly left inside the auxiliary input.  

 

Neither did anyone notice as that considerate customer headed towards the commercial docks.  

 

Later, many would wish someone had. 
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---------------Interlude--------------- 

Planet Konigsberg, Borodino System 

Log of Survey Officer Kurt Steigen 

 

Niedt: Pilot 

Inez: Biologist 

Rossi: Geo-surveyor 

Steigen: Lead, additional surveyor 

 

Day 1 

Location: City of Neu Wilhelm 

As per Governor Bach's orders, we have been requested to conduct more in depth surveys on the 

western continent, across the SchwersiedenSee. We've also been asked to do some inspections on 

geological monitoring stations to the northwest of Neu Wilhelm, across the channel. Governor Bach 

has allocated us an old Sintillian-era assault shuttle, sans weapons. I've authorized some retrofits to fit 

survey gear, labs, and ancillary gear into the main drop bay as well as enough space for a small 

hovertruck to move around once we get on-site. 

 

The western continent is interesting; as it's isolated enough that it may have significant variation 

compared to what exists here. We've pulled all the survey data we have on it, but it's clear that the 

initial planetary survey was fairly cursory. I've arranged to get some satellite coverage but that might 

not offer much better than what we already have. Our current maps seem to refer to over half of the 

continent as one gigantic swamp. This, I find hard to believe... 

 

Day 10 

Location: City of Neu Wilhelm 

Retrofits complete. We will be dusting off to the red zone tomorrow to check on local monitoring 

equipment before heading to the western continent. The satellite data I've gotten from the local Navy 

office suggests that our initial survey is more or less accurate; Over half of the western continent is one 

massive saline swamp. Temperatures are variable but not unpleasant, though we have no way of 

identifying local relative humidity. 

 

Day 12 

Location: Red Zone, approx. 2220 km. from Neu Wilhelm 

Ground is as unstable as last reports from the sensors have suggested. Spent all yesterday attempting to 

recover a monitoring station that had been buried in a debris fall. After seven hours we declared it 

unsalvageable and left it buried onsite. Thankfully this year's model is more durable (not to mention a 

lot smaller) so we can replace it with little concern. Most of the other probes are intact and functional, 

just need some light servicing. Since we're the first proper survey here, we've decided to name this 

region the "Damph Küste" due to the geological interface that exists here.  

 

Most of the sea between here and Neu Wilhelm is hot to the point of un inhabitability thanks to the thin 

crust and consequent thermal transfer, but the coast here has to be right over the fault. The ground such 

as it is seems to have been almost baked sterile in many places, but some of the vents near the coast 

appear to have fairly primitive endothermic bacterial life. Tagged a few places for a biological survey 

team to follow up on. 

 

 

Day 18 

Location: Red Zone, approx. 2230 km. from Neu Wilhelm 

Inspected the last geological station out here today. Also experienced a minor earthquake, approx. 3.5m 

in intensity. A bit more powerful than normal, but given how active this area is, it's to be expected. 

We've also run out of fresh provisions. Only pre packed rations now. Going to miss fresh meat and 

seasonings. Still have a good supply of beer though. Times like this I'm glad we got assigned a spare 

assault shuttle. Even with our equipment aboard there is still plenty of space to rattle around. 

 

Day 20 

Location: Western Continent approx. 5774 km. from Neu Wilhelm 

Skirted the large mountain range on the eastern side of the new continent we're supposed to survey. 

Some decent-sized mountains but nothing that matches the KupferBerg near Neu Wilhelm. We'll be 
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touching down in a comparatively flat area in the eastern foothills to set up a small base camp while we 

do some core samples to see what we can find. 

 

Day 21 

Location: approx. 6366 km from Neu Wilhelm 

Third core sample indicated useful amounts of iron, technetium, and copper in mixed bedrock. 

Presence of iron was expected, copper less so but not unusual. Technetium however was an unexpected 

find. We then did some sonar blasting to get a better picture of underground strata, and the results 

suggest that the technetium vein might be commercially viable. We've flagged the location for a follow 

up with more capable geological survey instruments that can conduct a proper assay of the region. 

 

Day 22 

Location: approx. 6366 km from Neu Wilhelm 

Rossi took the shuttle up for some mid-altitude mapping today while we use the hovertruck to go 

conduct more core sampling. Getting tired of eating cured sausage and freeze packed bread. We still 

have a few cases of beer however, so we're looking good. Rossi said that it should only take about four 

days of flight to finish mapping this area. After that we'll hook north where the mountains are lower 

before surveying the western lowlands. 

 

Day 30 

Location: approx. 6366 km from Neu Wilhelm 

We finished the surveys on the eastern side of the mountain ridge. Took longer than expected, but we 

ended up mapping the primary technetium veins; together with the core samples we're looking at 

commercially viable densities. The technetium is mingled in larger strata of chalcopyrite and uraninite, 

which means that at worst extracting it will be a break even proposal. I've appended the data to the 

report so that the researchers at Neu Wilhelm can review it further. The rest of the gear is getting 

packed up so we can get over the mountain ridge by the end of the week. 

 

Day 33 

Location: approx. 6662 km from Neu Wilhelm 

Moved south from our previous location into the foothills of the mountains. On a closer examination 

they are composed primarily of black slate rocks in dark, sharp formations. It's definitely not climbable 

and way out of our pay grade to properly survey. Based on our initial orbital survey we'd just be 

looking at various iron ores, more easily extracted elsewhere. They're big, evil looking things and 

frankly I'm glad we have an excuse to skip them. 

 

Day 34 

Location: approx. 7696 km from Neu Wilhelm 

We worked our way through the mountains today, and we've landed on the north eastern foothills of 

this western region. In a fit of black humour we've named them the TeufelWall. We also have only two 

cases of beer left. I've authorized cracking open one case now, with the last being reserved for once 

we're done surveying the swamp.  

 

Day 36 

Location: approx. 8362 km from Neu Wilhelm 

We've moved onto the foothills just before the swamplands. The scent is unmistakable now, and 

kopftreffern unmissable. The geological strata here are comprised mainly of mainly of an upper layer 

of sedimentary mud and clay, followed by a porous limestone and slate. Given how the slate layer 

bulges and dents, coupled with the low elevation, it explains why this area never properly drains. 

Densomiter picked up some promising leads, but after we lost two drill bits to the sludge in a vain 

effort to get core samples we're writing off any serious exploration for minerals. I'd bet that even SuSag 

would have a teufel of a time trying to get anything of value from the goo. Curiously, we've found the 

area almost completely devoid of potassium. There are trace elements here and there, but they clearly 

decrease to almost nothing as we approach the swamps.  

 

Bio diversity has been climbing as we get closer as well. We're seeing fewer and fewer tree analogs, 

becoming replaced by smaller plants. The biggest is about the height of our chests, and most of them 

seem to use a sodium carbonate as their primary structural component. 
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Day 38 

Location: approx. 9102 km from Neu Wilhelm 

We've been moving farther into the swamp, right down the middle on an east to west line. Inez, that's 

Inez Seuter, has been having a field day cataloguing the local flora. Local chirality is similar to plant 

life on Alpha continent, but there are a few unknown proteins that are part of the local biosphere. Most 

of the plant life has evolved filtering mechanisms of one kind or another to collect nutrients from the 

bog. Potassium count out here is nonexistent. 

 

Inez says this is curious as most bogs evolve some kind of carnivorous plant that targets small insects, 

and we've not seen any specimens out here. That's not to say that there aren't any insects. Most are 

fairly straightforward kinds that we've seen on other worlds, but the local variants seem to have 

evolved a method to collect hydrogen into a kind of lifting bladder that helps them attain neutral 

buoyancy, allowing their wings to be used solely for propulsion. The largest ones we've seen have been 

the size of a paw. Some studies of them and the nearby plant life, such as it is, suggests they are the 

local pollinator of choice.  

 

Rossi's been taking the hovertruck out, running more density scans to look for a new place to move to 

once we're done here. I think he's really starting to get a dislike of Inez, but that's probably more likely 

due to a case of acute alcohol withdrawal. 

 

Day 44 

Location: approx. 9694 km from Neu Wilhelm (no change) 

We've moved deeper into the swamp, and we're seeing more of the insects flittering about. Inez 

discovered another new plant, one that appears to use radioactive decay as a method of staying alive. 

From what we can tell the plants have deep, interconnected taproots that somehow harvest heavy 

elements, and then store them in a vacuole filled with a sap containing dissolved sodium nitrate. The 

decay of the radioactives releases alpha and beta radiation that breaks the nitrates into its component 

elements so the plant can consume them. Additionally interesting is that the plant relies on a sodium 

cycle instead of a potassium one in order to support various internal processes. 

 

It's a truly amazing method of supporting life. At least that's what Inez says. Frankly, a plant that uses 

radioactives in its life cycle just creeps me out. 

 

Day 52 

Location: approx. 9694 km from Neu Wilhelm (no change) 

We're still at our present location, but we took the hovertruck out to take a look at another dry spot 

about 30 klicks southwest of our position. The local biosphere appears to be badly scorched, but we're 

at a loss as to what could cause this much fire damage. Sure, the methane that the swamp occasionally 

releases could have caused some of it, but the fire damage is much too widespread around here. Rossi 

figures the damage was made about one month ago, but it's hard to tell given the realities of the local 

environment. 

 

Inez found out what eats most of the bugs around here, incidentally. She observed a toad-lizard creature 

use a sticky tounge to snatch one from the air to eat it. She then attempted to kill one for examination, 

the etappen made a loud bang as it was hit by the bullet. It then had the misfortune of being near a 

pocket of methane, which then lit off and reduced the creature to a burnt husk, as well as the 

surrounding vegetation. We're unsure as to what caused it to essentially explode, as Inez had loaded 

inert slugs into her rifle. She's all the more curious now and is looking to try to catch another one.  

 

Day 54 

Location: approx. 9694 km from Neu Wilhelm (no change) 

We picked up a radar signature today. Odd thing, since the system's designed to screen out a lot of the 

smaller stuff that is out here like birds and bugs and the like. It isn't a hard signal either like another 

dropship, or anything artificial either. Which makes it a possible biological, god knows how. So we're 

going to take the truck out to check it out. This is the first time that Niedt, our pilot, has gotten 

interested in -anything- we have been doing over the past two months, and since he wants to go check it 

out with us, he gets to pilot the hovertruck. We're setting up some meteorological and atmospheric 

remotes, but we should be able to check it out before dusk. 
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Appended: 

Alright remotes installed; time to head out. 

 

 

---- Data Feed Appended ---- 

 

Inez: "Ahh, you got that PA fixed, Niedt?" 

Niedt: "Yeah. Another fine Krak University product. It's a good idea, and the hardware's mostly alright. 

The hoverpad's a Subach:Witzig product, so it's good, but they used their own manoeuvre CPU and 

command interface. Just crap poor integration. Thankfully their products are easy to modify, so I was 

able to re-pin the interface and fix the code. Now it can fly around without smacking into everything 

around it. Boosts power consumption, but that's not really an issue." 

 

PAs, or Personal Assistants, were a common product in deWulf space. A management planner, home 

camera and notepad mated to a basic AI allowed them to be a common multipurpose device. Most 

deWulf products were fairly standard, evolutionary devices, but the Krak University-States had a 

reputation for new and revolutionary products. Unfortunately, they also had a reputation for being 

bleeding edge, and they often had entertaining flaws and quirks that varied from product to product, 

and even model to model. Their latest line of PAs integrated a small hoverpad to allow it to function 

hands-free from its operator; unfortunately it had poor response times and manoeuvring power, so often 

times it couldn't get out of the way of a stationary wall. Needless to say, they were also very cheap. 

 

Niedt's PA was one of the newer KrakU products, a golden sphere with a single camera aperture on the 

front, and a pair of small metallic feather-wings used for fine manoeuvre that the hoverpad couldn't 

provide. It flitted up from his lap and took up position behind him. 

 

Niedt: "Alright. Hoverfield is up, everything looks stable. All buckled up?" 

 

The three behind him each gave a thumbs up as the truck then dusted off and headed towards the radar 

contact. 

 

<Two minutes pass> 

 

Niedt: "Okay, 30 seconds out... damn you guys are not gonna believe this..." 

 

The truck settled down on a bare patch of ground, surrounded by low marsh and stagnant water. The 

four got out of the truck, looking over the terrain, and then up, at the radar signature. Hovering over the 

swamp, slowly heading downwind was a massive bug. It bore a close resemblance to the ones that were 

the local pollinators, but it was -massive-. 

 

Rossi: "That is one BIG bug..." 

Inez: "What's our range?" 

Niedt: "Hmm.... about half a kilometre, more or less. PA, hover back and start recording" 

 

The small PA hovered behind the group of four, watching the sight of a massive bug hovering in mid-

air.  

 

Inez: "I wonder how they grow that big. Perhaps they just keep growing as they age. Given the plant 

life they pollinate they have to be able to survive radiation..." 

 

Rossi pulls a rifle from the truck's storage and loads a HE clip. Inez is still staring at the sight as the 

massive... dirigibeetle, floated through the air in the fading light 

 

Niedt: "How does something that massive fly, anyhow?" 

Inez: "Well, that's actually quite interesting, you see it has small biological refinery that is capable of 

fractioning out-" 

At this point Rossi levels the rifle towards the hindquarter 

Rossi: "It'd be easier for you to examine it on the ground, yes?" 

Inez: "-whaa? Hey, wait-" 
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Rossi fires the rifle, the single shell hitting the rear of the dirigibeetle 

Inez stares at Rossi with a look that conveyed both 'what did you do?!' and 'you utter, utter idiot!' 

 

Rossi: "What?" 

 

The rear of the 'beetle shudders, growing brighter and brighter. A flame flickers out from a pod on it's 

back, small forearms flailing hard in an attempt to get away from its own body 

 

Inez: "You KOPFTREPPEN! It uses HYDROGEN as a lifting gas!" 

 

The entire rear of the creature explodes in flame, engulfing the rear third in a bright red crimson fire. 

The pods further forward on the drigibeetle began glowing brighter and brighter, distending as the fire 

worked its way through its insides 

 

Inez looks back at the drigibeetle as it slowly burned and dropped to the ground as the flames 

consumed the hydrogen, and steadily stripped it of its buoyancy. Her ears flattened out as it slowly 

died. 

 

Steigen: "What happens if that hits a methane pocket?" 

Niedt: "Oh, I'd imagine we'd get a big bang, like a fuel-air bomb..." 

 

Steigen and Niedt look at each other for a few moments, eyes widening as the same thought dawns. 

Both: "Into the truck! Go Go Go!" 

 

Inez and Rossi were both roughly shoved into the truck, Niedt piling into the drivers seat, skipping any 

semblance of a preflight check. The side door was still swinging as he managed to lift off the ground, 

accelerating as hard as possible from the dying creature. Rossi grabbed the door, managing to slam it 

closed as they got up to speed. 

 

The eventual explosion was far enough away it only rattled the truck, but the shuddering was enough 

for the PA to lose control of itself, slamming hard against the inside of the wall. Its camera shorted out 

as it fell into a corner. Even so, it managed to record a few snippets of conversation before it failed 

entirely. 

 

Rossi: "I never figured I'd get to live out the panzer gunner motto..." 

Niedt: "Remind me again what it is?" 

Rossi: "Visit new worlds, discover new species, and make them explode."* 

Niedt: "I thought that was unofficial." 

Rossi: "So did I." 

 

*Note: The unofficial motto dates back to the Sintillan war, where the pulse rifle's fused bullets proved 

to be especially effective against Sintillan infantry, owing to their gelatin-like bodily structure. 

 

Data Image Appended: http://chaylar.deviantart.com/art/The-Dirigibeetle-145461186 

Photo: L to R, Steigen, Inez, Niedt, Rossi 

Turn 92 
OWP Alph-1 

Current Location: Grant-Elysium warp point, Grant side.  

Current Status: Green 

Current Time: 14:25 Dave's World Standard 

 

"This is Convoy Tac Six Fiver outbound on lane three, squawking all zeroes. Convoy transiting now. 

Thanks for the eyeball" 

"Roger that Convoy Tac Six Fiver. This is Elysium traffic control reading all zeroes. Safe travels." 

 

With that, the convoy navigated down the safe lane through the globe of mines that surrounded the 

warp point. Another convoy of trade goods headed out to the Elysians. 
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"Well Sir, it's nice that you're inspecting us on the dog shift Sir, but really, there's not too much to see 

here." The watch officer looked up at station commander, an ease-at-hand bred from months of routine, 

mind-numbing in and out traffic. Even with the slack operational cycle, the watch officer still ran a 

reasonably tight shift, and the base commander simply didn't have the grounds for a formal 

investigation. So an informal 'visit' was the only action that could be done. 

 

The watch officer looked back down at her terminal, refocusing the display on a game she had been 

playing in the background. The soft sounds of game music and sound effects wafted up from the 

terminal, and the station commander let out a soft sigh. He entered in some information on his PA, 

noting that a shift transfer might be in order. He continued to enter information, tabbing back and forth 

between shift rosters and staff files. 

 

A half hour later, he was still engrossed in the reports, trying to build a new duty schedule. The watch 

officer tabbed back from the game, pausing it and looking at the sensor reads from the warp point. She 

looked up, letting out an informal bark at the station commander to draw attention. "Sensors are 

detecting some destabilization at the warp point. We have.... no convoys scheduled? Sir, this thing is 

bigger than any freighter we have on record." 

 

"Go to standby alert. Signal the patrol ships and the mine command base to warm up their gear. This 

might be a problem." 

"Yes Sir." 

 

The larger base station's command staff, on edge with their CO inspecting them, were the quickest to 

respond. The frigates and mine control station were not as ready, and for the frigates the inattention 

was costly. A massive dreadnought loomed out of the warp point, followed by a battle cruiser. The 

dreadnought opened fire, its transit-addled sensors damaging one of the customs frigates. Behind it was 

the battle cruiser, and it delivered the same on another customs boat.  

 

For a moment both the watch officer and her CO were stunned, watching as the dreadnought crippled a 

customs boat before their eyes. The alarm of a hostile sensor lock finally snapped the commander out 

of his stupor. 

 

"Schieese! Open fire!" and his demand was returned by the vibration of ten torpedo launchers 

shuddering and pelting the oncoming dreadnought in a sleet of fire. If they were leading with only one 

dreadnought, this might be doable. He then smiled thinly, working to master his panic as the minefield 

just outside the warp point engaged. 

 

The deWulf had seeded 300 mines around the warp point, in 6 clusters of 50 each. Each cluster had 

been broken into two groups, one ordered to target the first ship that passed through the field, the other 

group to target the second ship. The trailing battle cruiser ceased to exist as the mines bathed it in the 

sickly green glow of plasma fire, the dreadnought losing shields as well as considerable structural 

integrity, armour and internals blistering away. 

 

As the command crew cheered the success of their automated servants, another trio of battle cruisers 

emerged from the warp point, and went to work on the remaining frigates. All three of them soon 

became crippled, dead in space. The base commander watched as more fire poured onto the single 

dreadnought, but a cruel trick of hostile ECM lured his second volley away. 

 

"Lieutenant, open comms to PDC command. Inform them we are under attack." 

"Yes Hunter Bleimann. It will take a minute to spool up the communications grid." 

"Do your best, Lt. Rakin." 

 

Hunter Bleimann watched the repeater, smiling as the buoy command fort got into the fight, finally. It 

volleyed a wave of torpedoes into one of the battle cruisers, trying to take some of the heat off the 

customs boats. His own launchers cycled again, and he was rewarded with a solid array of hits on the 

dreadnought.  

 

"Communications array online! Ready to begin transmitting" 

"Good! Patch in to my repeater." 
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Bleimann looked into the video pickup in front of his command chair. The first few sentences were 

ones he had mentally rehearsed, but never expected to actually speak. 

 

"This is Hunter Maxwell Bleimann, commander of Base Alph-One. I am declaring code Kilo. Kilo. 

Kilo. Say again, Kilo. Kilo. Kilo. Hostile units are transiting in and have opened fire. Custom boats 

have been crippled. One dreadnought class and five Battle cruiser class hulls have entered. One Battle 

cruiser destroyed. Acknowledge Recipt." 

 

 

 

PDC 03 - Planetary Traffic Control 

Current Location: Dave's World, Grant Star System 

Current Status: Green 

Current Time: 15:03 Dave's World Standard 

 

"Sir, incoming signal from the warp point watch group" 

Hunter Jacab looked up from his command chair, looking at the comms officer. 

"Say again?" he asked. 

"Repeat, incoming communication from the warp point watch group. They are declaring Code Kilo. 

Say again, Kilo Kilo Kilo." 

That got Jacab's attention. He sat up, leaning forward as he heard the code word for hostle warships 

transiting. 

"Current strength and disposition?" 

"They're reporting one... one dreadnought and five battle cruisers. Correction, four battle cruisers." 

Jacab nodded "Can they hold?" 

The question flew at light speed to the bases at the warp point, with a reply lancing back just as quick. 

"They say negative. Custom boats have been crippled, and hostile units have cleared a lane through the 

mines. They report battleships transiting now." 

Jacab spun his chair towards another rating, already snapping the order before he had stopped moving. 

"Inform Governor Savage that the system is under attack, and we will not be able to hold the warp 

point. Communications. Any updates?" 

 

The comm rating shook his head "Negative. We've just lost communications with the base station." 

"Breaker." 

 

 

OWP Alph-1 

Current Location: Grant-Elysium warp point, Grant side.  

Current Status: Combat Stations 

Current Time: 15:08 Dave's World Standard 

 

"Did they get the last part?" 

"I don't know Sir. Last hit surged power through our transmitter. We're local only now." 

 

Battleships were transiting steadily into the system now, travelling away from the bases at maximum 

speed. The mines did little to actually scratch them as they had raced clear away from the field as 

quickly as was possible. The battle cruisers that remained were in a bad way, two of them having lost 

their primary weapon batteries in the fight, but the big fort was down to half its launchers.  

 

"Sir, sensors are showing the lead battleships deploying small craft... two groups of four each" 

Bleimann blinked. Assault shuttles? Why here, and now? They were useless against forts like his. 

"Ignore them; keep hammering the battle cruisers." 

 

And hammer them they did. Their poor shielding did little to turn even that weakening torrent of 

torpedoes, and EM shielding and armour failed to stop the damage as it poured in. The crippled 

dreadnought turned back, teeth having been brutally pulled, and it fled back through the warp point. 

Two battle cruisers were beginning the same manoeuvre, coming about hard about in a cloud of debris. 

 

Unhampered by defensive fire, or even the sign of a solid hostile lock, the gunboats picked their way 

towards the base station that continued to fire defiantly into the attacking battle cruisers. Eight gunboats 
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lined up in a parade-strike formation, closing to optimal range. Their launch was virtually unopposed, 

their strike missiles not even being intercepted by point defence. Ninety percent of the missiles 

launched struck their target, and the base station disintegrated in a wave of explosions. 

 

 

 

Governor Dave Savage's Office 

Current Location: Navy Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 15:30 Dave's World Standard 

 

"Options?" 

The planetary CEO was not pleased by this rather annoying wrinkle in his plans. He had hoped to be 

able to leverage his position here into something that would get him on a corporate board, not being the 

one on the spot during an invasion. Even so, gears were spinning in his head that demanded he leverage 

the situation to his benefit.  

"I can see you clots are just staring at the walls. Well fine, here's what we are going to do." 

 

His gaze looked over the assembled staffers. 

 

"First off, order the communications station at the Fog Alley warp point to stop the next outbound 

freighter, board her, and then scuttle the station. Second, all orbital works are to be evacuated. Strategic 

resources are to be left intact. If the Elysians choose to destroy them, at least we won't have any 

casualties. Third, consider the Militia activated. Finally, Lock down orbit. Commercial freighters are to 

get on-planet and stay there. Any questions?" 

 

"One, sir. We estimate we have five hours before they'll have solid sensor coverage here. Some 

corporate freighters might try to get out with that window. Should we allow them to try, or stop them 

by force?" 

 

Governor Savage pondered this for a moment "Fine. They can try to run if they want to chance it, but 

they only have three hours to get out. If they aren't climbing out of orbit by then, they're not getting out 

at all. We cannot risk revealing the warp point out of here.  

 

His advisor looked at him with a charming 'yeah, right, like they'd listen to us look'. Savage answered 

that "And if they try, shoot them down. Let them know that. What's the status of our militia?"  

 

"We're ready to send the callouts now. It's tight, but then we really don't have a choice, do we? 

Anyhow, equipment loadout is a little dated, but we can arm and armour everyone in the militia and 

then some. We only have six squadrons of assault shuttles that are actually armed, so our heavy air 

power is limited, but we have enough unarmed shuttles to have some usable strategic lift capability. 

We're also a little short on VTOL ground-strike aircraft, but we have a full compliment of armour with 

spares." 

 

The aide paused again, flipping through some reports "PDCs are all live and armed, full war loads, so 

they should be alright. PDC commander recommends holding fire till we actually get dropships in 

atmosphere; otherwise they can get taken out via counter-fire. He estimates we won't be able to stop a 

landing completely, but we should be able to bleed them and give our militia a better chance." 

 

Savage sighted a bit at that. Not the news he wanted, but then you can't play with cards you don't have 

now can you? "Alright. What the hell are you all standing around for? We've got work to do!" 

 

A flurry of aides and bureaucrats skittered off to get to work. Perhaps this situation would offer some 

promotional possibilities, if one survived... 

 

Turn 93 
 

Planet Fenris 

City of Lowell 
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deWulf Naval High Command, 89th Floor 

Briefing Room 5 

"Has anyone else made it out of the warp point?" 

 

"I'm sorry Sir, no. The last freighter that made it out was the Zughoffer Wier. They were the ones who 

picked up the crew from the comm station. We can only assume that either no-one else lifted off-

planet, or that Governor Savage shot anyone down who tried to leave after the deadline passed. I wish I 

could say I knew Governor Savage, and that I could give you more information, but I don't and I can't." 

 

Senior PackMaster Rollen sat back down in his chair as Hettig finished her briefing. He looked over at 

PackMaster Brand "Has the research team gotten back up and running?" 

 

"They have, Sir. Not too happy at their new digs here, and they said they left behind some of their 

intermediate prototypes, but they're back at work. Personally Sir, I think they're still shaken. That was 

their home, and they ran away from it like whipped puppies. Give them some time." 

 

The room quieted down some as a result of that. The invasion of Dave's World had come at a complete 

surprise. Everyone had been expecting the new aliens that had made themselves known in Falke. 

Calling themselves the Guilds of Tierl Enneth, they seemed to be peaceful trading race. Negotiations 

were proving to be protracted, but at the same time were expected to be profitable and pleasant in the 

end. 

 

Rollen looked at the top of his desk, breathing softly.  

 

"Please, someone give me some good news. Any good news..." 

 

PackMaster Thies quietly took control of the projector, cycling up towards a production analysis of the 

deWulf Navy. The holoprojector began to project new information on the month's completed projects 

and projected start times for new construction jobs.  

 

"First off, we have completed a local shipyard at Rhinehold. We can expect the yards to be complete by 

the end of this month, and will have entirely local raw suppliers by the end of next month. With the 

fierceness of competition from the local cluster, we can expect a fully local supply chain within two 

months after that." 

 

The display then flickered, replaced with a floating display of a destroyer and a light cruiser. 

 

"We initially considered building an upgraded destroyer as our new light combat platform, but we ran 

some comparative studies, and we feel that going forward we'll be better served by instead building on 

a light cruiser platform. It has a little less PD capability on a per-hullspace basis, but offers more long 

range firepower. We plan on replacing all of the Sword Class destroyers with the new CL class. There's 

also been some discussion on replacing the Slingshots as well, but that hasn't been settled on yet." 

 

The display was then replaced by a zoomed in look of a single light cruiser design. This one visibly 

lacked heavy weapons, and was instead seemingly covered in an array of point defence systems and 

transmission arrays. 

 

"This," Thies intoned "is our new FlakBoote class escort cruiser. More colloquially known as the F-

Boat. We've used an earlier design study for a fast escort cruiser and combined it with what little we 

know about this new attack system based on information that the fleeing science team managed to 

collect.  

 

We've done a crash development program to get it into the slipways now, as cheaply as possible. 

Admittedly we may have cut a few corners, but an improper solution now is better than a perfect one in 

six months. We simply need the hulls in service NOW." 

 

The display changed again, this time replaced by a production schedule for the coming months, with 

production beginning to ramp up over the next three months. 
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"Here we're looking at production for the next few months. This month we're starting fairly slow, 

laying down just one FlaKboote. Next month however we begin production of the Mk2 Landser class 

battleship, as well as the Director Mk4 class heavy cruiser. The month after that we lay down the first 

S-Boat class light cruisers, and the Director Mk2 heavy cruiser. Beyond this however, we will have to 

either start cutting back on research or start selling capital assets to fund warship production." 

 

Rollen continued his downward snort, thinking hard. "Alice, send a communiqué to the Sintillan and 

Ibizan governments. Activate the mutual defence treaties. I don't expect much from the blobs, but the 

Ibizans better deliver. We helped them win their war and breaker take em if they think they can walk 

away from us in turn." 

 

Looking up he growled at his staff "Move. Now." 

 

deWulf Naval Database Addendum 
 

Table 1 

Cost/benefit analysis of S-Boat DD & CL: 

  LE Ptb Db Cost/HS 

3 DDs give: 6 3 3 20.533 MC 

2 CLs give: 6 4 2 20.155 MC 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

S-Boat-class CL                                7-XOb            45 HS/22 TS 

[5] S1x6A1x6ZbHQa(Ie)(IeIe)(Ie)Db(IeIe)(Ie)MgPtbPtbYaLeLe?aQi(IeIe)Le [6/3] 

Trg:1 Def-1                  PV=50    Cost= 907/136.1   SL8 {ULTRA}  

34 HTK S1x6 A1x6 Dbx1 ?ax1 Lex3 Ptbx2 Mgx1 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1  

 

The S-Boat is a new, generalized combat ship for the deWulf Navy. Naval battles and combat 

performance analysis has suggested that the era of the destroyer as a mainline combat unit is coming to 

an end. Rather than build two new classes to replicate the Slingshot and Sword class destroyers, it was 

instead decided to build a mixed design that would combine the Slingshot's high speed and long range 

firepower with the Sword's laser weaponry. As part of the redesign it also features an ECM suite to 

give it an advantage on the modern battlefield.  

 

All Swords are scheduled to be replaced with S-Boats (there is discussion to do the same with 

Slingshots). The question of what is to be done with the surplus destroyers has not been resolved.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FlaKboote-class CLb                            8-XOb            48 HS/58 TS 

[3] S1x6ZbHsQaQa(iaIa)(Ia)Dzbx6(IaIa)(Ia)Dzbx5(IaIa)Qb [4/2] 

Trg:1                        PV=44    Cost= 868/130.2   SL6 {ULTRA}  

31 HTK S1x6 Dzbx11 Zbx1  

 

Crash-deployed in response to Elysian gunboat technology, the FlaKboote (or F-Boat) was designed to 

be a mass-produced utilitarian design that could, in the expression of Fleet Command "throw a 

defensive wall against incoming gunboat strikes". Designed and laid down in less than one month, the 

basic concept was taken from a more advanced 'fast escort' that had been on the drawing boards for 

several years. The FlaKboote was originally planned as an escort unit for groups of fast battle cruisers, 

which were to be the new core of the dWN. Combat experience derailed the battle cruisers, and the 

original escort design was never prototyped. 

 

In the rush to get the FlaKboote into production, several design flaws remained uncorrected, primarily 

thanks to cost-cutting measures. Using older engine technology on an expanded cruiser hull, it was 

50% slower than the original escort design. Combined with lower-cost materials, it ended up having a 

transit signature comparable to a Director Class heavy cruiser. Lastly, a production oversight resulted 

in the hull being larger than was budgeted, forcing the yards to cut one datalinked PD unit out of its 

dorsal battery. As a stopgap anti-gunboat platform, the FlaKboote does well. As a long-term member of 

the fleet, her continued use is in question. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Turn 94 
 

deWulf "Mittelspannung" Orbital Naval Shipyards 

deWulf orbit 

 

"We are here today to lay down two new ships for the deWulf navy. These two new ships are the first 

in a new standard in firepower and survivability; a product of lessons taught, learned, and brought to 

reality." 

 

Behind the speaker was an empty construction slip, but ringing the edge was a collection of 

construction lighters, seemingly tensing on a leash. 

 

"Our first battleship was named the Richard Eugin. He was a reservist on Yutani during the invasion 

and occupation by the Sintillans. His unit was sweeping a street when they were engaged by a Sintillan 

heavy tank. With little concern for his own life, he worked his way through the rubbled buildings to the 

side with a SADAR launcher. Singlehandedly he killed three hostile infantrymen in order to get into 

position to engage the tank. Mortally wounded by the third solder, he was able to knock out the tank 

and allow the rest of his unit to fall back safely." 

 

The speaker paused for a moment, her lungs drawing in a breath of cool air before continuing. 

 

"Our battleships are named for personnel who have given their lives in service to the State, who 

accomplished their duties beyond all expectations and succeeded. We are here today, ladies and 

gentlemen, to begin construction of two new battleships for the State. Two more heroes immortalized 

in walls of steel." 

 

Another pause, the attendees silent in reverence to the dead. 

 

"Matthäus Wälderwell and Christoph Schwartz were two infantry support clerks during the invasion of 

Sintilla. During the fierce fighting outside the city of Gnoly, a Sintillan counterattack broke through the 

front lines, through the unit they were assigned. A scratch force of logistical personnel struggled to 

stem the tide. Christoph and Matthäus held their assigned position against all comers, cunningly using 

cover and a variety of weapons to appear as a full squad of troopers. Their resistance helped stall out 

the Sintillan advance, buying higher command time to prepare a counterstroke and restore the 

situation." 

 

PackMaster Hella Kobetsky looked over the assembled crowd "Today we honour their sacrifice by 

laying the keels of these two new battleships in their name. It is only fitting that we honour their joint 

sacrifice with these twinned battleships. May their names serve as inspiration to those who serve 

onboard, and as a warning to those whom think of fighting against us." 

 

In the background, four gigantic keelspars were floating in space, and with a brilliant spark of light, 

two each were joined together. The commander of BuCon had done her duty, to give meaning to the 

newest ships of the fleet. Now it was to the dockworkers to do their own duty, and give them form. 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Finn's Massif Downport, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 11:08 Dave's World Standard 

 

"Attention. Attention. Hostile drop troops are on the south apron. Repeat. Hostile troops are on the 

south apron." 

 

The invasion had finally come. Everyone knew it was coming, ever since the PDCs had been hit by 

wave after wave of gunboat strikes. Some gunboats had been bled, but with ground defences 

effectively silenced it was only a matter of time. Elysian orbital recon had managed to map out the 

layout of the city. The smaller Navy spaceport in the north end of the city had taken some 
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bombardment, but the primary target was the much larger civilian port in the south of the city. In the 

few hours between the initial strike at the warp point and when the Elysians reached orbit, every kilo of 

Navy assets that could be moved planetside was. With the small size of the Navy spaceport, much of 

the equipment had been landed at the larger civilian downport. The mess was great enough that even as 

the Elysians finally invaded, assets were still being sorted out and shipped north to the Navy Canton.  

 

deWulf reserve armour was dug in on the northeast edge of the downport, doing their best to suppress 

the oncoming Elysians, but with their gunboats providing heavy fire support, it was a losing battle; the 

perimeter had been broken in half a dozen places and they were struggling to stem the tide. The last 

loads of assets were loaded onto supply trains, trucks, anything that could move. Exactly what was 

saved didn't matter anymore: what did matter was that it was saved at all. Containers were being loaded 

simply because they fitted onto that last awkward space on the cargo pallet.  

 

"Convoy Bethe-Five, you are clear to depart to marker two-six" 

 

The spaceport's management staff had remained behind, directing the chaotic mess, running the freight 

trains out almost engine to EOT unit.  

 

"Alright, Bethe-Five is our ride. Ackerman, Milland, get onto car six and cover our asses. The front's 

folding like cheap steel and we can expect hostile GEVs to be hitting us on the way out. Gruzelier, go 

with them. It's your special cargo, whatever the hell is in it." 

 

A quick chorus of yessir's were in response, as the short train began to slowly pull out, southbound 

from the spaceport's loading dock and into the interchange that would then take them north into the city 

of Finn's Massif. 

 

For all of fifteen minutes.  

"Uh....guys." crackled the comm to the three troopers in unison. The engineer was calling. "Troopers 

ahead have re-routed us onto a side line. Say that the primary exchange just got fragged. We're routing 

down line sigsshhh~~"  

 

Ackerman looked over at her two fellow reservists "Where the hell are we going?" as the cars 

shuddered onto a secondary tunnel and picked up speed. Milland just yelled back "How the hell should 

I know? Do I look like I worked on these things?" as the rush of air built into a dull roar. Gruzelier 

remained silent, watching the collection of containers that were considered 'his'. The tunnel shuddered, 

spiraling left and right and rolling past sidings and small interchanges. The engineer was leaning heavy 

on the throttle, roaring his charge down the branch line. 

 

"What did you do before all this hit the fan, Mazie?"  

Ackerman looked up at her "I was a schoolteacher. Fifth form. You?" 

Tresa Milland chuckled "Structural engineer. Sister's a lifer though. Captain, with a full unit under her 

command. She's a tough one." 

 

Gruzelier's sudden scream and the sound of a pulse carbine whining snapped them both out of their 

haze. Rumbling behind them, managing to keep pace with the rumbling maglev was an Elysian GEV. 

The tight confines of the tunnel prevented it from getting a good bead on the train, but its secondary 

armament lashed the rear cars. The train shuddered as it lost some of its load, the slash of gyrocket 

bullets tearing the hastily tied down load. The debris spilled, smashing against the glacis of the GEV. 

Gruzelier fired back, bullets exploding harmlessly across the GEV's front plate. At that moment, it 

darted out along a side tunnel, accelerating out of sight. 

 

"I think we've driven the bas-" yelled Gruzelier, only to be cut off as the GEV appeared almost in front 

of the train. Almost. It slammed into the engine, knocking it out of alignment and causing the whole 

train to crash. The side tunnel the GEV had taken merged back into a small switchyard, and trying to 

cut in front of the train the GEV misjudged the angle, wrecking the whole mess. The engine jacknifed 

sideways, shoving the light tank into a wall and smashing it flat. Ackerman and Milland had remained 

safe, strapped down as they were shoved up and sideways along with the car they were riding. Egon 

Gruzelier, clambering over the final car, was flung into the air, his body slamming into the cold 

concrete of the far wall. 
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The wreckage ground to a halt, the two surviving troopers unhooking themselves from the wrecked car. 

 

"Breaker!! Gruz! Gruz!" called out Milland as they both unhooked themselves from the wreckage, and 

ran over to the slumped Gruzelier. 

 

He looked up, eyes glassy. He crooked a broken arm into his coat, pulling out a stiff card. "Damn Gruz, 

can you move?" His head shook back and forth slowly, eyes getting steadily shinier. He waved the card 

a bit, gesturing to a case that, while crumpled, remained intact. He shuddered a bit more. He croaked 

something, something unintelligible as he then slipped, going limp.  

 

The two surviving troopers looked at each other, before going to the crate. A swift blow from the butt 

of Mazie's pulse rifle cracked the lock, popping the case open. Greeting them was a tactical warhead. A 

five kiloton demolition nuclear warhead, a plutonium core with compression charges. In the distance, 

the whine of another GEV echoed through the tunnel behind them.  

 

"Where are we, Tresa?" asked Ackerman. 

"No clue, Milland. We should be somewhere under Tierman Tor, near the commercial district. That 

was the direction we were headed. This tunnel look familiar to you?" 

The whine of the GEV rumbled closer, growing louder by the moment. 

 

"Damn. I don't suppose you're in the mood to surrender, hmm?" 

"Its more that they're not in the mood to take us." 

"This is a bit of overkill, isn't it?" 

  

They stared at the warhead, Tresa cracked the card in half. Slipping out was a smaller card, a metallic 

chip imbedded in one end of it. She slid the card into a slot on the warhead, and a small display came 

online. The bomb did a quick diagnostic and flashed a welcoming green. 

 

"You have any other ideas?" 

"Not a one." 

"After you then, Mazie." 

"I guess I'll see you... later." 

"Guess so." 

 

Mazie Ackerman put her grasping paw on the release, and Tresa Milland put her own paw on Mazie. 

They turned the release, and that was it. 

 

Above them, the residential district of Southgate shuddered, and then began to cave in on itself. The 

nuclear blast had collapsed every underground passage within five kilometres, and with that collapse 

went every single citizen in the entire district. 

 

Turn 95 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

DECRYPT: 66ROBNA42AASAFU90X 

FROM: CentSecCenCom 

TO: 12th Jaeger Battalion Commander; Neu Carlsbad, Puerto Pollo 

 

As you are aware, hostile actions have been commenced by the Elysian Sovereignty in the Grant 

System. You are hereby ordered to prepare your unit for immediate transport to the Grumman system. 

Bring light and personal weapons, but heavy equipment will be waiting for you at Grumman I-2. 

Matching orders have been sent to SchwPzBatt 503 and they will be meeting you there. Additional 

units are being assembled from cadres and will be relocated to your position as is possible.  

 

This is a tall order, Pfeiner. We've never contemplated having to invade a planet like Dave's World. 

Given how concentrated the population is, it will be far more like hitting a closed-environment colony 

like on Falke B-2 than anything else. Current Intel is negligible. We know they hit the warp point 

defensives and steamrolled over them reasonably quickly. Planetary defences sounded optimistic, but 
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given what we know they came in with as part of their assault, we can only assume that Dave's World 

has been invaded. We can expect assistance from the Sintillans within the next two months. 

 

Yes, I know some of your men might not be overly happy about this, but right now they're the only 

guys who have ready-deployable ground interface craft. They'll be deploying some modified versions 

of their Kolyamut combat lifter to give you transport to the surface, as well as providing a squadron of 

Partizans for firepower assistance. I suggest you tell your troops that it's either that, or they can do a 

free-fall drop from low orbit. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

deWulf Naval High Command, 89th Floor 

Briefing Room 1 

 

The atmosphere in the room was tense, with staffers and adjuncts looking back and forth, shifting 

balance. Eyes slowly glanced around, scanning the room, the soft whir of the HVAC system the only 

audible sound in the filled room. 

 

Standing at one end of the briefing room was SPM Rollen, flanked by Packmaster Brand (Ship 

Design), Packmaster Klaus Thies (Research) and Packmaster Kobetsky (Construction). On the other 

was Stanislav Yakir, the Sintillan Fleet Marshal. No one on either side had really expected to see 

Sintillans here. The deWulf never felt they would ever be pushed this far back, and the Sintillans didn't 

even know this facility existed.  

 

Marshal Yakir was the first to blink. "You know why we're here. We know why we're here. Shall we 

dispense with the staring and get on with this? We will not be having a proper union if we are treated 

like second class grunts." He burbled a kind of chuckle as he then took his cupped chair "Besides, I 

think after this meeting, you will not be treating us like that." 

 

Unused to being handled this way, the deWulf contingent took their own seats. A Sintillan aide turned 

off the room lights, and the central holoprojector came to life over the middle of the table. Marshal 

Yakir leaned back, calm and quiet, curious to see deWulf's reaction. 

 

"Following the amendments that were made to the Treaty of Lvov in 6.8 AS, our defence industry 

began to take a sober look at our capabilities. While we were allowed light cruiser hulls, the complete 

ban on long-range weapons placed us at a severe strategic disadvantage. While we would be able to 

fight in a warp point defence or assault, we would be unable to actively project force." 

 

The display shifted, showing the specs for the Sintillan Partizan gunship, as well as the logo for the 

Michurin-Rogov Combine. "So, we decided to look at what we knew how to do well. Our small craft 

development bureau, the Michurin-Rogov Combine, had developed our Partizan gunship. Coupled with 

several models of civilian drives that we obtained through commercial sources-" as the aide Sintillan 

looked at the deWulf with what passed for his race's grin "we felt we could come up with something 

more... interesting." 

 

"We also hired several of your lawyers. Very interesting profession, lawyers. Like hired warriors, just 

with data searches instead of rifles. They took a look at the Treaty of Lvov, and they pointed out two 

very interesting passages, namely 'Section 1.0.1 - A ship is defined as any unit over three (3) Standard 

Hull Units that is capable of warp point transit' and 'Section 5.1.8 - No ship will have weapons that 

reach more than three (3) Light Seconds of theoretical reach'." 

 

The display went blank this time, giving off a glow that provided some basic illumination. "So we 

handed these two restrictions to our design bureau, and they combined it with their Partizan gunship 

into a new small craft concept. Stealing bits from the Partizan, as well as our Kolyamut drop ship, and 

combining it with components of commercial drive technology, they gave us a proposal for something 

they designated the MiR-11, but call the Amur." 

 

The display shifted again, showing a new design. It held the same lines as the Partizan, but the arched 

lifting wings were replaced with heavier, stubby pylons. In size it was larger than the Kolyamut, but 

dispensed with the stomach container, and it had the trademark exhausts that typified Sintillan drive 

field engines.  
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"The Amur cannot travel through warp points, but it has a loaded tactical speed almost equal to our 

University-Class Frigates. On the pylons it can carry four modified heavy SAM-Type plasma 

torpedoes, and has two turrets mounted on the hull, dorsal and ventral amidships. It can outmanoeuvre 

and outrace anything that can hope to kill it, and with twelve hours of life support it can hit targets that 

you can only see on your strategic sensor suites." 

 

"Make no mistake. Taking the Amur from a design to a combat ready unit was not easy. It took over a 

year of preliminary research before we could even begin design. We had to create far more 

miniaturized drives than are currently available, new armour and life support technologies in order to 

build it. The drive systems look more like the kind found on a torpedo than on a warship." 

 

SPM Rollen interrupted the presenter "All very well and good, but how useful is this? Based on what 

you're saying this is still prototype technology. All well and good indeed, but you cannot expect our 

Navy to throw money at such a radical piece of hardware that, by your own admission, is bleeding 

edge." 

 

Rollen leaned back in his chair a bit, satisfied that he had managed to cut the Sintillans down a bit. 

 

Marshal Yakir looked back, the color of his outer membrane turning a deep, sated blue. 

 

"Series production began last month, in sync with combat-ready carriers. We will have four squadrons 

deployed and mobile within 10 of your days, with eight more squadrons following within the next 

thirty days. All with combat-ready carriers and mobile command and repair facilities. After that, we 

will be putting the Amur into full production, and we anticipate a sustainable output of nine squadrons 

and associated carriers per thirty days." 

 

"We're very proud of our MiR-11's, SPM Rollen" piped up the presenter "My bureau has been working 

hard to deliver a groundbreaking product, one we would be more than happy to share with out soon to 

be equals. Assuming of course, we will be equals. And assuming your cheques clear." 

 

 

Project Brass Crow AKA the MiR-11 "Amur" class Gunboat 

 

"Vozduha Voinov" (Air Warriors Series of carriers) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Roman Kurinnyj-class CLf 45 HS/18 TS 

[3] SSA1x6HQbQbQb(icbIcb)Da(Icb)(Bla)(Bga)x2(IcbIcb)(Icb)(IcbIcb) [5/5] 

Trg:1 PV=32 Cost= 634/95.1 SL6 {ULTRA}  

25 HTK Sx2 A1x6 Dax1 Hx1 (Bga)x2 (BLa)x1  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Sergei Preminin-class CLf 45 HS/18 TS 

[3] Sx6A1x4HtQaQaQa(icbIcb)(Icb)Yca(CC)(IcbIcb)(CICb)(Icb)(IcbIcb) [5/5] 

Trg:1 PV=33 Cost= 651/97.7 SL4 {ULTRA}  

26 HTK Sx6 A1x4 (CC)x1 (CICb)x1 Ycax1  

 

A "flagship" CL for the fleet, and more importantly for the fast gunboat carriers that would eventually 

be put into service. Designed to provide long-range command and control for gunboat strikes as well as 

in-house strategic reconnisance. Named for a combat pilot in the First Sintillan War. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Nicolai Savkin-class CLf 45 HS/18 TS 

[3] SSSA1A1A1HQaQaQa(icbIcb)QvQvQv(Icb)(Bla)(SqnM)x2(Bga)(IcbIcb)(Icb)  

(IcbIcb) [5/5] 

Trg:1 PV=30 Cost= 593/89 SL6 {ULTRA}  

26 HTK Sx3 A1x3 Hx1 Qvx3 (Bga)x1 (Bla)x1 (SqnM)x2  

 

Escort unit for the Roman Kurinnyj class carriers. Designed to field one gunboat squadron and a pair of 

maintenence bays to repair damaged units. It also carries spare crews for gunboat strikes, as well as 

onboard medical space to help crewmembers recover. As a tradeoff, the Savkin fails to carry any point 

defence.  
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Current Location: Haan Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 11:30 Dave's World Standard 

 

The Front Lines 

 

Halting Fenren barked over the small square, one of many that dotted the Haan Canton, adjacent to the 

Civilian Spaceport, and the levelled remains of Niebelungen Ridge and South Gate. 

 

“We only wish to talk.  We Request a cease-fire and parley with your commander.” 

 

Crouched behind a low concrete wall, Hauptmann Andje Marcks listened. Elysian gunfire slackened, 

and then came to a halt. By manner of instinct rather than command, deWulf fire slackened in turn and 

a deafening silence came over the square. Punctuated only by the sounds of overstressed and crumbling 

concrete, Marcks looked over the remains of her Millita Kompanie. What was once ninety-plus 

reservists had been ground down to barely forty bitter vets that were holding a defensive line that 

covered the square and the residential block behind her. A response was still forming in her mind when 

one of her replacement troopers raised an arm “I’ll go, Ma’am”. 

 

She nodded once, quietly responding “Stall and refuse.” The trooper set down his rifle; hands upraised 

he stepped out, walking into the middle of the battered square.  Exhausted legs pushed his body and 

gear clear of his Kompanie’s defensive positions as he worked his way into the center of the square, 

visible to both sides. 

 

The amplified voice called out “You not a commander. We not parley with you.” 

He shouted back, in a dry voice “I speak for my commanding officer, and I have authority.” 

 

Once again, silence took over the square. A single Elysian officer emerged from the rubble on the 

opposite side of the square. He took a matching position, in mirror to the corporal in the center of the 

square. His head cocked back and forth, his throat struggling to produce the correct sounds. 

 

“We are offering you honourable surrender. You will be treated according to your laws, as understood. 

Officers will be separated from enlisted, and will be housed on-planet until end of hostilities. You will 

not be harmed.” 

 

Hauptmann Marcks looked out, watching the discussion, listening to the words carry across the open 

space. Somehow, even through the combat uniform and flak vest , she could sense what was coming. 

She instantly regretted allowing the corporal to go in her place, but the die was already cast. 

 

“Surrender? Honorable? Fair treatment? Cram it, chicken. We remember your arrival. Orbital fire 

support, we can let that one slide. But using nuclear weapons on civilian targets? You vaporized a 

quarter million civilians when you nuked Niebelungen, and another half million died as your assault 

troops broke through South Gate. Why? There was nothing there; No factories, no starport, not even a 

dammed warehouse! You know what, Screw you and the Breaker-Dammed dropship you rode in on…” 

 

With that his arm, resting military fashion on his right hip, slid up with a speed borne of adrenalin and 

hatred. Gliding past his waist, it grasped the plasma pistol that was only loosely holstered. The Elysian 

Lieutenant had enough time to let out the start of a startled scream of protest. It was silenced with a bolt 

of energy that tore his windpipe and life from him.  

 

His uniform began to burn as the corpse fell to the ground, both sides too stunned to do anything else. 

The corporal then spun the pistol in his grasp, shoving the barrel to the underside of his chin. His finger 

contracted again, and everything above his shoulders erupted in a fiery mess, his corpse landing next to 

that of the Elysian Lieutenant. 

 

The square returned to silence, the snap of the plasma shot echoing into the distance, the dirty crackle 

of flames as both bodies burned. Hauptmann Marcks debated on what to do next; what could salvage 

the situation. The crack of a deWulf anti-material rifle broke the silence. An Elysian support weapon 

chimed back in response. And the answer was given as the conversation of war began again.  
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Hauptmann Andje Marcks realized two things at that point; she had known that the Korporal was from 

South Gate, and still let him talk with the Elysian. And second, that in the brief time he had been with 

her Kompanie, she had never known his name. Shaking off the concrete dust that had settled on her 

armour, she grabbed her entrenching tool and raised it to the rest of her unit, ordering out over her 

unit’s communications net “Eingraben.” 

 

Turn 96 
 

Current Location: Navy Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 17:00 Dave's World Standard 

 

Three weeks had passed since the incident in Haan Canton. Under steadily increasing pressure, 

Hauptmann Andje Marcks' kompanie had been forced back, completely out of Haan Canton. The new 

defensive line ran along the border between Haan Canton and the urban canton of Tierman Tor. 

Hauptmann Marcks's unit was not a part of it. It had been pulled off the line, having been in desperate 

need of replacement personnel and equipment. With her unit off the line for the past two weeks, it was 

finally beginning to resemble an infantry company again. 

 

As her unit was rebuilt, she was called to the Navy's command bunker to find out where her units 

would be going. Even with the shrinking perimeter, demand for rifles on the combat line was high, and 

not even a militia kompanie could be spared. She let herself into Oberst Pluskatt's office, taking a seat 

opposite his own, and a stimstick from his desk. Taking the stimstick between her teeth, she took a long 

drag and relaxed, riding the rush from the stims. 

 

"I need more time, Sir." 

Pluskatt looked up from his desk, a messy array of papers and portable terminals. 

"I'm sorry, Andje. Your unit has had two weeks of rest and reorganization. I can't have eighty five 

soldiers guarding the Heißer Strang Club." He looked back to his desk, pulling another bundle of 

papers from an overloaded 'In' basket. 

"Eighty five solders? I have thirty infantry. The rest are barely trained civilians and yard dogs. The 

guys from the orbital yards haven't touched a rifle since basic. You and I know that they barely 

remember which end the slugs come out of. I'm not even going to start with the civvies. I need more 

time to get them at least conditioned so they won't panic during a shelling." 

"I'm sorry Andje, but we don't have time. The Elysians have liquidated everyone in Haan Canton." 

"'Liquidated', Sir?" 

Oberst Pluskatt exhaled "Intel figures that in the last two weeks, every survivor and resident we left 

behind in Hann has been executed. No survivors." 

 

The revelation slammed into Andje like a shockwave. She slumped back into the chair, unconsciously 

taking another drag from the stimstick. "Dead? All of them?" Pluskatt nodded. "That little incident hit a 

raw nerve somewhere. Not four days later, Elysian troops from the 89th Drop Eyrie swept through the 

Canton and executed everyone they could find. They were slow, methodical, and efficient. At the very 

least, this has brought things into focus now." Andje Marcks looked at him, almost stunned. He looked 

back up, a sharp smile on his face "No survivors on either side, now. Kill or be killed. That's where you 

and yours come in, Andje." She looked back, her face neutral. 

 

He continued "During the initial strike, Elysian gunboat strikes knocked out our PDCs. As you know, 

one of those PDCs was to the west of here, overlooking the Navy Canton. Given its location, the 

Elysians haven't secured it. I want you to go sweep the facility and see if there's anything salvageable." 

Hauptmann Marcks looked almost puzzled now "What could be left up there? And even so, my men 

are green as salad." 

 

Oberst Pluskatt's grin widened, showing teeth. "It should be a nice clean milk run. And as for what 

could be useful, well... how much history do you remember?" 
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SPM Rollen's Private Journal 

 

If you asked me two months ago what our situation was like one month ago, I would be worried. Hell, 

I'd be more than a bit afraid. Now, I think we're doing well. Two battleships under production, with 

another laid down this month. We're building more and FlaK boats, and before long our combat fleet 

should be reasonably proof against any amount of gunboats (or, for that matter, long range missile 

barrages). 

 

Research Co-ordination says that they've got some ideas on how to better counter the gunboats. Based 

on some projections regarding their drive curve combined with information from the Sintillans on their 

own gunboats, it should be possible for us to develop a rough counter. Specifications suggest less 

external ordinance capacity, significantly shorter endurance, but faster and more manoeuvrable. They 

figure it should also be particularly effective at killing gunboats.  

 

Trans-Solar has begun doing research on more advanced sensor systems. With us getting close to 

having a capital version of our torpedoes, we will need the additional sensor range to properly guide in 

the warheads. Sure, we could use capital sensors, but those eat too deeply into the mass budget for our 

heavy units. It's not a deal BuShips is prepared to make,  

 

The last piece of good news is by the twelfth of next month the combined fleet will have relocated to 

the Cloak Nebula and taken up a blocking position at the warp point into Grant. This will seal off any 

hostile advances by the Elysians, and buy us some time to re-concentrate our army units to retake 

Dave's World. Our treaty with the Ibizans has been activated, and we can expect reinforcements in 

another two and a half months, with the first Sintillan gunboats to arrive next month. The Ibizan units 

are particularly needed on two points. The kinetic guns ought to be able to tear up incoming gunboat 

strikes, and they're singularly impressive at providing orbital support fire.  

 

CentCom is currently putting together a multi-pronged strike plan to retake Grant, and possibly harass 

the Elysians production lines in the process, but that's still a few months off at the least. The shell of the 

plan appears to have us waiting till we have at least two battleships to spearhead the assault, with 

additional wartime production to come up behind and replace any losses and to reinforce success. So 

far we've been lucky, and the Breaker hasn't seen fit to tear our plans apart. Here's hoping our luck 

holds. 

 

 

Current Location: Navy Access Road A-4, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 11:00 Dave's World Standard 

 

The deWulf convoy worked its way up the access road, heading into the mountains that overlooked the 

Navy Canton of Finn's Massif. Five trucks and a pair of light hover tanks followed the winding trail up 

and away from the chaos of the war-torn city. Elysian air cover, especially those gunboats tended to 

rule the sky, but the tight ravines that formed on the edge of the massive canyon afforded poor 

approaches. Crosswise passes denied more than a moment's glance, and any pass that winded through 

its length would have forced it to fly over the Navy Canton, and Elysian flyers found the toll too 

expensive for their tastes.  

 

Six months ago the view could be called beautiful, but now the city was marked with smouldering 

pyres, burnt out office and residential towers. Several neighbourhoods had just skeletal remains of 

buildings, hallmarks of heavy artillery. Beyond that lay the collapsed remnants of Nibelungen Canton, 

and then the Elysian drop zones at the mouth of the canyon. The short convoy felt the road flatten out, 

heading across a small plain towards the Planetary Defence Center's outer face. 

 

"You think our stuff's still intact?" asked Grant Hassman. The trooper riding across from him shrugged, 

his light flak jacket shifting before replying. "How should I know? I mean, the yards haven't been 

blown, but there's no way to tell what's happened otherwise. Besides, all you're worried about is your 

vid collection. We've got bigger problems!" 

 

Johannes Jorgensenn took a drag of the cold air inside the truck, continuing. "Look, we've been drafted 

into the planetary militia on a planet where the situation’s gone right out the airlock. I've been hearing 

rumours that things are going to get much, much worse. Don't ask me where I heard, but from what I 
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have this Kompanie's been racking up 70% plus casualties in each battle its been part of. We're going to 

be lucky if we end up in the Navy hospital." 

 

Hassman got ready to tear back into Jorgensenn when the truck shuddered to a halt, landing onto hard 

snow with a crunch. Two sharp raps on the back of the truck was the signal for them both to work their 

way around the tool payload and get out into the open. The sight that greeted them was one of 

incomparable destruction. 

 

"Holy Breaker in hell..." muttered Hassman, as they surveyed the sight of a PDC that had been 

hammered, and then hammered again for good measure. The local tracking sensor array had been 

shattered by the concussion, limp bits of antenna barely attached. Even with the driving snow, the 

locations of several massive craters could easily be made out. The main access point and cargo elevator 

had taken a direct hit, and the plascrete bunker had been rubbled. One of the massive silo doors had 

been upended over top the cargo elevator, a hatch twelve metres a side and four thick had been torn off 

the launcher like an angry child's toy. 

 

Jorgensenn completed Hassman's thought "... there is no way we're fixing this." 

 

The sound of crunching snow made Jorgensenn look behind him. Hauptmann Marcks had gotten off 

her own transport, a Dachs [Badger] class light tank. Trailing behind her was her adjutant, a 

vizeleutnant wearing heavy armour and holding a combat sensor tool. "Radiation levels, adjutant?" The 

muffled voice that replied didn't inspire any confidence. "Looking at about seven grays an hour. 

Consistent with the squeeze fusion warheads the Elysians use. We can stay for a couple hours, but we 

should either get underground or get out before long." 

 

Hauptmann Marcks nodded once. "We shouldn't be here too long." She then turned to her vizeleutenant 

"Get first and second platoon to set up a perimeter. Third is coming with me." Her gaze then shifted to 

the two shipyard technicians "You two as well. We've got a base to salvage." 

 

First and second platoons fanned out as ordered, their members happy to get to the perimeter of the site 

and hopefully farther away from the radiation. Third platoon, with Marcks at the lead, walked to the 

silo with the blown-off hatch. Hassman knelt on the edge, looking into the open silo. "Standard RM4 

Rhine torpedo. Completely gutted though. You can see the scorch marks-" he pointed to a burned divot 

on the rim of the silo opposite them "right there. My guess is an Elysian warhead hit there during the 

start of the launch cycle. Blast got focused down the shaft and shook the torp to bits." He picked up a 

bit of crumbled plascrete and tossed it down. It echoed against the sides of the tube before splashing 

into the water filled bottom. "The shockwave probably blew out the loading hatch at the bottom of the 

silo. That's why the torpedo's sitting so far down. That's a mission kill for sure." 

 

The rest of the platoon looked at him, surprised a shipyard worker would be able to put together a 

likely course of events. He just shrugged back at them  

"It's essentially the same launcher as on a heavy cruiser. Just has an ejector to clear the tube before the 

drive field kicks in."  

Hauptmann Marcks cut in before he could continue. "So, the whole base is a write-off?"  

"I wouldn't say that, ma'am. The hab section is probably a lost cause as is the primary magazine. But 

the other silo looks intact. Outer hatch is still in place, and the internal loading hatch probably got 

jammed closed. Worth a look, if we can figure out how to get inside." 

"If, TechnikKorporal?" 

"Well, that silo hatch is designed to survive at least one direct nuke hit. It masses a few hundred tons, 

and we don't have enough explosives to actually blow it off. There are some emergency charges to 

blow it clear, but there’re under the hatch. And since the PDC's main entrance is closed..." as he then 

looked at the access bunker, crushed under the blown-off silo hatch. 

 

Hauptmann Marcks looked down at TechnikKorporal, but the answer to their question came with a 

burst of static. Her adjutant raised up a hand "Second platoon says they found an emergency exit from 

the PDC. Three hundred metres, in a ravine near the road that leads up here." Hauptmann Marcks 

nodded once "Looks like we're going to find out if that other torpedo is intact..." 

 

It took two hours for third platoon to get into the PDC and find out what was still usable. As Hassman 

had feared, the first silo was a total write-off. The loading hatch on the bottom had broken, and the 
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entire torpedo magazine was flooded. Most of the habitation block had been shaken to bits, the walls 

showing telltale signs of structural failure from the concussions of multiple impacts. The news was not 

all bad however; the second silo was intact, as were the backup power systems and the command 

centre.  

 

Jorgensenn slid into a chair inside the command room, pulling open the front of the control panel. 

Connecting a diagnostic tool into the hardware, he lets out a somewhat satisfied grunt. "Alright, 

Hauptmann. We have... no autoloaders, no main power, and the second stage on the torpedo has a red 

light."  

Marcks questioned "So what does that mean?" 

"It means that it's not going to make orbit. Second stage is the drive field. Diagnostics say it's a cracked 

primary coil. That's a depot replacement job."  

Hauptmann Marcks just replied "Doesn’t matter, then. Prep it for launch." 

Hassman piped up upon hearing that "The PDC's too badly damaged. I give it even odds that if we 

launch the torpedo, the bunker will come down. With us in it." 

Marcks snorted at that "Fine. Run some cables from here up to the perimeter at the road. We'll launch 

from there." 

 

It took another fifteen minutes for Hassman and Jorgensenn to rig up a basic control unit, once Marcks 

gave the targeting data. Neither of them argued with the choice, and soon enough they were climbing 

the stairs out the emergency exit, trailing a line of tough fiber optics behind them. "You know, it occurs 

to me nobody's done this since the Unification War. Think we'll get a historical badge for this?" "I don't 

know, Hassmman. But it's something the whole city will get to see..." 

 

Third platoon got out of the silo complex quickly, assembling on the road near the trucks and APCs. 

The fiber optic cable trailed behind them as Hauptmann Marcks called in the rest of her troops. They 

began to load back into the transports as Jorgensenn finished wiring in the control. She waited until 

everyone was aboard except for herself, and her two newly minted combat engineers. With a single nod 

she gave the order to Jorgensen. With ease he depressed a switch. 

 

That switch sent a series of commands racing into the command bunker, awakening abandoned and 

damaged hardware. The hatch of silo two was blown off by the emergency charges, the massive 

plascrete shield throwing snow everywhere. The torpedo ejection system functioned, the drive coils 

shuddering and launching the torpedo into the air. For a brief, brief moment the drive field on the 

torpedo went live, before burning out and failing completely. But that was enough, as the torpedo arced 

over the city, its warhead fully intact and functional, as it slammed into the Elysian compound on the 

south end of the spaceport. 

 

 

Turn 97 
 

Elysian Primary Drop Zone 

15 KM southeast of Finn's Massif Civilian Spaceport 

Two weeks after Torpedo Bombardment 

 

At least the screams have stopped, thought Eyrie Commander Plamades. But that just made the wind 

sound even worse. As a commander in the Elysian expeditionary force, he was expected to be 

spearheading the conversion of the deWulf to the faith of the White Wings. He had expected the city to 

fall in three months. He didn't expect a last minute barrage to knock back his gunboat support just 

before the run in-planet. He didn't expect the bitter resistance he found, and he certainly didn't expect to 

have a warship-grade plasma torpedo to be dropped on his primary LZ. 

 

"Damn cubs..." he snapped as he looked over his deployments. New orders had come down last month, 

and reinforcements were to be expected soon. The reinforcements he welcomed. The orders, not so 

much. They were short and terse; at least that was one improvement thanks to the war. He used to have 

to wade through four-fours of pages of data to find out what he was expected to do. Now he was 

surprised to get two pages of orders. The orders were simple enough: 
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" 

To: Eyrie Commander Plamades.  

From: Supreme Command 

 

You are to begin a purge of all remaining population on Alpha. They resist our will and faith, and they 

are judged to be no longer worthy of saving. You are to use your troops to kill all deWulf you see. 

Prisoners are to be used to provide intelligence, and then executed. We expect full adherence to these 

orders. 

" 

 

He wondered why the fleet simply did not pull back and orbitally bombard the world. Perhaps they did 

not wish to destroy the biosphere. Perhaps they felt the fleet was needed to defend the system in case of 

a deWulf incursion. In any case, orders were clear. Sweep the planet clean. He looked up from his 

planning table, ordering to his aide "Get me a transport to command post five." This was a common 

command, and his aide followed orders quickly. 

 

The hover transport quickly carried him from the LZ to the spaceport, carrying him to meet his second 

in command, Rook Commander Androch. The transport came to a halt in front of a new bunker, built 

in the rubble of a dropship landing bay. With some rubble piled over it, it blended in rather well, and 

deWulf had so far not spotted it; their airstrikes were sporadic, but they had no issues using the city 

towers to cover their approach. 

 

"Androch my friend, good to see you again!" 

"And likewise, Eyrie Commander. Still trying to come to terms with your orders?" The new turn that 

high command had decreed spread like most rumours do, with a speed that even light could envy. 

"Still trying, but it becomes easier every day. I turn to my faith to keep me safe." Plamades replied. 

Androch nodded back "Indeed. Shall we go for a walk? I hear the rubble piles are especially beautiful 

in the afternoon snow." 

That pulled a chuckle from Plamades's throat, and the two grasped matching rifles and helmets. To 

anyone at a distance, they would be a pair of troopers on patrol. Not worth even a sniper's bullet. Their 

stroll took them to the shattered concourse, theoretically a secure position but also one that was not 

swept or patrolled; a perfect place for frank conversations. 

 

Androch was the first to speak. "So it's true then. We're to kill everyone." 

"Yes. Official orders arrived yesterday. I imagine everyone knows about them now." 

"I suppose that torpedo strike was the final straw..." 

"Right again. It landed on our secure staging area. The death toll was... heavy. Radiation was the worst 

of it. The torp was modified... or perhaps poorly maintained. We don't know. All we do was that when 

it impacted, most of the rads brehemed down through our combat armour. The lucky ones died in their 

suits. The unlucky... we're still trying to save them. But I doubt any of the ones still alive will live to 

see the next dawn..." 

"Incidentally sir, I have the report on Nibelungen Ridge. No doubt about it, it was a deWulf micronuke 

that did it. Not one of ours. Isotope count is all wrong for ours." 

"No, but we reacted. Our troops committed a massacre in South Gate, there's no doubt about it." 

"They were only responding to the use of tactical nukes to-" 

Plamades cut him off "It doesn’t matter anymore who started it. The avalanche has begun. We don't get 

to vote anymore. Like we ever did in the first place." 

 

They both continued walking forward, entering a retail section next to the starport concourse. 

 

"Why can't you break their lines, Androch? This is a city. There have to be tunnels and side access 

points. These deWulf cannot be strong everywhere. You must be able to force them off their positions 

here and there at least." 

Androch took a shallow breath before replying.  

"Flank them? Every side tunnel, every maintenance access is booby trapped to heaven itself. Our 

engineers have pulled four -four devices from barely two-four meters, and then they miss one and it 

drops the tunnel on their heads." 

Androch's eyes defocused as they continued their 'patrol' through the concourse, glassy as he continued 

speaking. 
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"They aren't surrendering. They counterattack at a moment's notice, and they die in their positions. 

We're not capturing them, we're not driving them back; we're bleeding them out. We call down artillery 

to flatten their positions, and they fortify the rubble. One deWulf platoon backed one of their dammed 

heavy tanks into a building lobby, and then collapsed the top half of the tower over them. It took us 

three-two hours to dig them out, and they claimed three times their own losses from us." 

 

Plamades looked back, almost stunned at that. Combat in cities were always brutal, but this was fast 

approaching something in a horror novel, not an actual campaign. "And what of their combat troops? 

Surely they are running out of professionals!" 

 

"Hah! As if they need them now" snorted Androch. "Half of their units are made up of drafted civilians 

or ex-navy personnel. They lack tact and skill, but the front lines are a very effective school. We've 

awakened something in them, Commander. Have you seen this city? These people are not warriors. 

They are not religious. They chase profit and status like we do heady incense. We've awakened 

something here. And I for one don't think this world will be the end of it." 

 

At that Plamades stopped, Androch taking a few steps forward before turning back. He was greeted 

with a sharp rebuke "Our faith and our Leader demands our victory, and we will deliver. How can you 

even begin to doubt his vision or our mission?" Androch shook his head at that "On your way back to 

your command post, I suggest you stop at the travel agency at the end of the concourse. Now, I have 

my men to see to." With that Androch turned back, and headed back to his bunker. 

 

Plamades found his transport waiting at the west end of the concourse, already spun up and ready to 

take him back to the Eyrie command post on the landing field. But the thought had been planted, and 

he looked at the shot-up travel agency. On its back wall was a stylized map showing the worlds of the 

deWulf, of the planets that travel could be booked to. New thoughts blossomed. Unexpected ones. 

Unwanted ones. Yes, he suspected, this planet will not be the end. 

 

 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good Evening, I'm Janeth deVries.  

 

Our top story tonight is the continuing investigation into the death of Erhard Regehr, CEO and majority 

shareholder of deWulf mega corporation Weyland Yutani. As we reported four days ago, Herr Regehr's 

private starship "Hadley" suffered an explosion while it was approaching a private orbital refinery in 

Falke orbit. While the Hadley was not completely destroyed, Regehr's private quarters and data vault 

were both vented to space and suffered extensive damage.  

 

W-Y investigators have been so far unable to identify the exact cause of the accident. They have 

determined that the proximate cause was an overloading power core amidships, but the reason for the 

overload is unknown. Maintenance records have indicated that it was installed six months ago, and had 

passed a comprehensive battery of tests, including a rating draw at 130% of recommended maximum 

output. The surviving bridge crew claims that they were "buzzed" by some kind of shuttle craft just 

before the detonation. Sensor data was badly scrambled, but it appeared to show a red shuttle with 

heavy duty lifting wings just moments before the reactor overloaded. Attempts to identify the shuttle 

have so far failed. 

 

But a greater tragedy than Herr Regehr's death is the destruction of his data vault. A reclusive man, the 

data vault was the only known location where his final will and testament was kept. As a result, a legal 

battle has begun between his legal heirs. Eight separate claimants have filed to each have a controlling 

interest in Weyland Yutani. 

 

*Camera cuts to show an inset picture of a well-dressed Fenren in a suit* 
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With me tonight is Isstevan Greig, a lawyer with the Fenris firm of Kuhn, Sobel and Hayes. Mr. Greig, 

just who are all these litigants? 

 

*Camera cuts to focus on Greig* 

 

Well, Miss deVries, due to various legal issues we cannot name the litigants. But I can tell you that 

among the litigants are two ex-wives, four children, Mr. Regehr's mistress, and a senior personal 

assistant. I can also tell you that as of twenty minutes before your show began, I have been informed 

that the litigants have agreed to a corporate division of shares and ownership. Each litigant will receive 

twelve percent of the company, for a total of ninety six percent of the company. The remaining four 

percent will remain with the rest of the shareholders.  

 

*Camera cuts back to deVries* 

 

So, what are the terms of the final agreement? Are there any issues?  

 

*Camera cuts to Greig* 

 

Well, let's start with the children. Brother one and the Sister have agreed to retain the financing branch 

of W-Y. The second brother is splitting off the home appliances division, changing its name to 

StahlKuche AG. Brother number three fought hard to retain the weapons division, changing its name to 

KonigsArms. The mistress has, in exchange for substantial amounts of cash, sold her stake in the 

company to brother three. The Ex-wife, a former executive in her own right, took her ownership and 

merged the heavy industry division with Rhinehold Unlimited. Regher's current wife is retaining a 

ownership of her segment of shares, planning to expand the Yutani stardrive manufacturing division. 

She has decided to revert it to its old name before it was bought by W-Y, ErgTechnik. The personal 

assistant gets the biomedical division, but he hasn't decided on a name yet. 

 

*Greig pauses, taking a rather deep breath. deVries takes the pause to ask a question* 

 

And what happens to the remaining four percent? 

 

*Greig is still recovering, and takes another deep breath before responding* 

 

The remaining minority shareholders haven't decided yet, but the only remaining unclaimed asset that 

W-Y had was its media relations branch. We can expect more detailed information by the end of the 

week once the emergency shareholder meeting is over.  

 

*Camera cuts back to deVries* 

 

Thank you. That was Isstevan Grieg, a lawyer with Khun, Sobel and Hayes. Once again, viewers, the 

headline is that Weyland Yutani as a single corporation is gone. This is, ladies and gentleman, the end 

of an era. 

 

------ Newsfeed Offline ------ 

 

 

Dave's World 

Eisenmauer City 

 

Incoming Transmission Detected..... 

Decrypting....Done 

Triangulating... Indeterminate Location 

 

Attention, anyone this network. This is Eisenmauer Actual. Say again, this is Eisenmauer Actual.  

 

Elysian forces have broken our final lines. Heavy use of tactical nukes. Say again, heavy use of tactical 

nukes.  
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We're pulling back into the lower mining complex, but losses our heavy. Twelfth Infantry Battalion has 

been destroyed. Tenth has been decimated and is covering our retreat. Estimated only 250k civilians 

have survived the fall back from the residential districts. Down to twenty percent munitions supplies. 

Local industrial base has been destroyed. We are requesting any assistance available from Finn's 

Massif. Say again, we are requesting any available assistance. We have no air assets, and minimal 

armour support.  

 

We are enclosing a full dump of all combat logs and AARs for transmission offworld. Hopefully 

someone will have a use for this information. Landline connections to the Navy Canton have been cut. 

Transmission begins on side channel beth-eins-eins. 

 

Hostile units have been identified as the 23rd Drop Eyrie, 48th, 49th and 50th Mechanized Eyries. 

Heavy support from orbital gunboats identified. We have attempted to parley on multiple occasions 

with no response. Long term survival is doubtful. 

 

We'll stand as long as we can but I have no idea how long we can last under current pressure. Will do 

what we can. 

 

Attention, anyone this network. This is Eisenmauer Actual... 

 

Turn 98 
 

Heißer Strang Club 

Main Entertainment Drag, on the edge of the Navy Spaceport 

Current Location: Esens Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 22:30 Dave's World Standard 

 

The resident band hammered out another song, their trademark being loud and metal. Haputmann 

Marcks rested back, sprawled in her chair; one hand held a stimstick, the other a glass of clear, potent 

alcohol. She alternated from one to the other, torturing her body as she rode from stimulant to relaxant 

and back. Her eyes looked over the crowd of people in front of the stage, only looking back when the 

grind of a chair being pulled back caught her attention. 

 

"I don't want any advice, Werner. We're screwed." 

Oberst Werner Pluskatt sat down in the chair he had pulled back, remaining silent. 

"My kompanie is down to two platoons. Eisenmauer's fallen. All we have left in the city is the Navy 

Canton, Essens Canton, and the industrial sector to the north. Nothing from the fleet, and Elysian 

troops concentrations are increasing. What could you possibly have to say that would brighten my 

mood." 

 

Werner took a spare stimstick, twisting it open and taking a drag of his own. 

"You're killing yourself Andje. Stims and alcohol? Your nervous system's being fried by that crap. I 

can't have one of my better field commanders drugging themselves to death." 

 

She snapped back "What do you care? We're dead no matter how this goes. Look, I'm on leave, and it's 

still a dammed free planet. At least our part still is. If you don't have anything useful to contribute, get 

the hell away from my table." 

 

Werner snorted, leaning back himself. "Fine. Since you're in a mood I'll get to the point. We have a 

defector." 

 

That gave Marcks pause. "A defector? How? Why? Wait... I don't want to know. Okay, so someone 

over there wants to die with us. Good for him." 

"He's not that stupid. He figures there's a way to save himself, and the rest of his race when the fleet 

gets around to helping us." 

"Fleet's not coming back-" spat Marcks. "They abandoned us like a bad investment." 
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"He's not so sure. Marcks... Andje, I need you for this one. I can only give you a single squad for this, 

but if it's legit, it may pay off big for us all. If not, well, we're going to die anyways. At least you'll be 

able to kill a Rook Commander." 

 

Marcks looked back, setting her drink down "A Rook Commander... well. You know how to play a 

girl's desires. Fine. If I'm dying, at least I'm dragging an officer of theirs with me." 

 

 

 

 

deWulf Navy Spaceport, Command Complex 

Current Location: Navy Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 10:00 Dave's World Standard 

 

"You look like hell, Andje" 

"With due respect Oberst Pluskatt, shut up. You're giving me a headache." 

 

The meeting room they were in hadn't been cleaned in some time. Given that more pressing concerns 

like looming death were in play, cleaning the meeting room just wasn’t worth the time.  

 

"Fine. I will endeavour to talk quieter." 

The holoprojector in the centre of the table worked, oblivious to the grime. It displayed a mix of photos 

of a single Elysian Rook Commander. 

 

"This is Rook Commander Androch. He's been working to try to take the business district from us.  

Trying to secure it, more like. Our snipers and sappers have been giving him a living nightmare, and it 

appears something has snapped inside him. Two days ago he sent a captured sniper back to us with an 

offer. Help him extract off-world and not have him executed, and he'll give us all the information he 

has on Elysian deployments, strategy and tactics. Intel suggests he's a good friend of Eyrie Commander 

Plamades, overall commander of the Elysians hitting our southern front. So, we think he should have 

good, long term intel. Our only problem is how he suggests we get him out-system." 

 

Andje snorted "What, we going to borrow a freighter of his?" 

 

"No, Andje. A battlecruiser." 

 

That silenced Andje completely. And the two other members of her team that had been silently 

observing. Jorgensenn was the first to pipe up. "And how do we plan to take over one of their ships? 

We're talking over 450 crew members on one of those things at least." 

 

"That is the easy part, thankfully. He's going to give you root access to the ship's datacore. Full control 

of all systems." 

 

"But that sort of thing should have several lockouts, including physical hardwiring. It does on our 

ships." 

 

"On our ships yes, Jorgensenn. Based on our own analysis as well as the information that Androch sent 

over, this is not the case with Elysian designs. There are lockouts, but they're solely in the software. 

And root passwords are not something that even ship captains have access to. It's supposed to be 

strictly dockyard only." 

 

Marcks was next to respond "Which begs the question, why does he have access to it if it's something 

that should not have left their homeworld, Oberst?" 

 

Oberst Pluskatt shrugged his shoulders at that. "Honestly, I have no idea. This is more or less a well-

dressed suicide mission, to be blunt. If we were winning, or at least breaking even I would refuse this 

offer outright. But seeing as how we're all going to die unless things improve..." 

 

Hassman finished that thought "then we're dead anyways. Charming. Well, I always did want a 

battleship named after me..." 
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His comment sealed the decision. 

 

 

 

Service tunnel R-12 South 

Current Location: Esens Canton, Finn's Massif, Dave's World 

Current Time: 23:11 Dave's World Standard 

 

 

The three deWulf snuck down the maintenance tunnel, heading south. They had passed through the 

Elysian lines easily. Rook Commmander Androch had indeed scheduled the patrols to offer a window 

for them to slip through. Hassman had point, and motioned for the other two to stop. He examined a 

hatch in the side of the tunnel, nodding as he confirmed it had the right ID number as was told. 

Jorgensenn moved to the other side, covering the doorway at the opposite angle. Hassman opened the 

door, and Haputmann Marcks moved forward into the room. Jorgensenn moved in after, covering left, 

and Hassman followed, covering the right side of the room as he entered.  

 

A quick sweep of lights revealed the room, a concrete-walled chamber some eight meters a side and 

three high, was empty save another maintenance hatch in the far wall. "Are we late?" asked Marcks. 

"Negative. Right on time" replied Hassman. "Then where is he?" 

 

Her answer came in the form of a groan as the opposite hatch opened. Rifles snapped up, covering the 

hatch as single Elysian slowly entered, displaying empty hands. He closed the door behind him. His 

eyes darted across the three deWulf, quickly centring on Hauptmann Marcks "Hauptmann. Front line 

officer. You are in command, yes?" 

 

Marcks was a bit stunned, as the Elysian had far better command of the language than she had 

anticipated. "Yes, I am in command. Your skill with our language is better than I had expected." 

 

Androch bobbed his head in agreement "Indeed. I had a chance to get several commercial learning 

programs before the war. Very useful, but not in the manner I had expected." 

 

Jorgensenn snorted when he heard that, but Marcks cut him off with a wave of her hand. "Your overall 

plan was lacking on a lot of details. How do we get from here to the ship? And we do not have the warp 

point co-ordinates needed to get out-system. We'll need those too." 

 

Androch smiled, as best as one could given his physiology. "Those are reasonable questions. I have a 

transport in the cargo tunnel beneath. We will go to the spaceport and take a cargo shuttle up to your 

shipyards. My... more enthusiastic brethren have converted one of the maintenance bays into a most 

unpleasant prison, but the main habitation block is locked off and empty. We have not been able to 

crack the encryption on your main servers, and I am sure the information you need is there. As for a 

ship, the battlecruiser Feather of Duty is moored in a construction slip. We will simply cross through 

yards, board her, and make our escape. I have also planned a way for us to escape the patrolling 

gunboats." 

 

"Well damn" growled Marcks "Looks like you have this all planned out. Alright, Androch. Lead the 

way. But don't forget. You try to cross us, and you'll die right before we will." 

 

 

 

 

Current Location: deWulf Orbital yards, Dave's World 

Current Time: 02:30 Dave's World Standard 

 

Often times in history, and especially in movies, stories are told about hair-raising slips through enemy 

lines, dodging patrols and hiding in shadows as their one contact redirects the security forces. Other 

times, the contact betrays their charges and seldom does anyone escape alive. But often enough, and 

not often told (for it makes for poor storytelling) are the times when everything just works. 
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For Hauptmann Andje Marcks, this was one of those times, and she prayed to the unknown goddess of 

stupid plans for it. A fully operational APC had indeed been waiting in the tunnel beneath, and 

Androch's smooth and practiced answers, as well as his rank, eased them all through checkpoints and 

onto an orbital shuttle. Once at the yards, it was clear it was barely used, and the four persons 

disappeared into the habitation block. A quick stop at a terminal provided the needed navigational co-

ordinates, as well as the chance to slip a long-acting worm that would cripple the yard's computers and 

purge all data. 

 

A security card opened the sealed hatch into the habitation block, allowing the four into the secured 

area. Jorgensenn led them to a damage control locker; pulling open a network terminal he dumped the 

required navigational information onto his PA, replacing it with a virus. 

 

"Jorgensenn, are you sure that your... virus will cripple the station's computers?" Androch knew the 

basics of the language, but precise terms still were a stretch for him.  

 

"Oh, I'm certain it will. It's a classic Vienna virus. Give it twenty four hours, and every cooling system 

for the entire network will shut down. Server heat exchangers, ventilation, the whole bar. Once the 

virus has confirmed that, it’s going to push everything right to the limit. Maximum CPU loads, fully 

saturated internal network, just about anything that can be done to stress the hardware. Without the 

cooling, We can expect a total network failure in… say eight hours? Once that happens, everything in 

the shipyard will go offline. Life support, gravity plating, you name it.” 

 

Androch nodded "An interesting weak point you have there." 

 

Jorgensenn chuckled in reply "Generally speaking Androch, if the shipyard's main data hub melts, we 

have much, much bigger problems. Cooling failure is usually the result of heavy ordinance tearing the 

shipyard apart... Speaking of which, how did -you- get root access for the battlecruiser?" 

 

The conversation paused as they ducked through a pair of heavy airlocks, Androch replying in turn 

"Ahh... yes, you undoubtedly know that is not something to be out of dockyard hands. Well... war does 

interesting things to regulations. We've been using your yards to do routine maintenance, and someone 

decided that it would be easier for them to have it. And secrets tend not to stay secrets when more than 

one person knows of them." 

 

Marcks chuckled at that, the shortcut through the habitation block having finally come to an end. 

Androch slipped another datacard into a security reader, and the airlock facing them slid open. "From 

here, we must be careful. This is a secondary gangway to Feather of Duty. Beyond here I have no 

authority, and if we are found we are dead." 

 

"Don't worry, Androch. Get me to a quiet terminal and we'll have this ship to ourselves" replied 

Jorgensenn. Androch paused, thinking "Then we shall want to get the third officer's cabin. It is the 

nearest compartment that will be empty. He was killed while on leave, and a replacement has not been 

assigned yet." 

 

Moving through the corridors, the quartet found the cabin easily enough. Androch's datapad had the 

basic deck plans saved, and they proved invaluable. There was a close moment or two, but again, 

muttered prayers to the goddess of stupid plans were rewarded. The four filtered into the room quietly, 

and Hassman began manually overriding the door controls to keep it locked and off the ship's data 

network. Jorgensenn opened the terminal built into the desk of the former third officer's quarters. It 

brought itself online automatically, and the command prompt was quickly found. 

 

Jorgensenn looked at the terminal in the third officer's cabin. "Okay... root command inputted... and 

accepted. We have full access to everything. How do we get them off? Coolant leak? That worked in a 

movie once..." 

 

Hassman chuckled back "Yeah, but a cook stayed behind. Almost scuttled the ship. We want to be sure 

that everyone will be off." 

 

Marcks cut in at that point "We want them dead. An exodus off the ship would merely warn everyone 

in orbit with us... Do you have control of the grav plates, Jorg?" 
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"Uh... yes, yes I do." 

Marcks grinned wide at that "Good. Let's play a game of grav pong." 

Androch looked down at her "Grav... pong? I don't know this game." 

"It's not a game. A defence tactic against boarding. Jorg, anyone aboard ship in combat armour?" 

 

Jorgensenn keyed in a few commands "Negative. Mourge's showing empty. I guess the marines are 

planetside." 

"Good. Give them a game, Jorg. Like we discussed earlier." 

Androch looked at them both "Please, explain this to me." 

 

"Well, it works like this... you generate one standard gravity according to your homeworld for your 

crews, yes?" 

"Under most circumstances, yes. Sometimes not for maintenance" replied Androch. 

 

"Grav pong is when we cycle the gravity from zero, to about say, six gravities repeatedly." 

Androch just stared at the source of this revelation. 

 

"Cabin's separated from the rest of the ship, Hauptmann. Beginning sequence" interrupted Jorgensenn. 

 

Marcks continued "For us here though, we -need- to be sure that there are no survivors. So we're first 

going to go to a sedate negative point five g. Gets most people out of their seats. And then slam them 

down with six point three g's of force." 

 

At that point the ship shuddered softly as a million unsecured things slammed down in unison. 

 

"Just so. We're going to run this sequence oh, eight or ten times. That ought to neutralize just about 

everyone aboard. Everyone outside this cabin, anyhow. And if not, then we depressurize that part of the 

ship and let them figure out how to breathe." 

 

Androch looked at what she felt was the thoroughly insane female deWulf in front of him as the ship 

shuddered again. And again. And again. Eventually it all stopped, and the cabin was silent once more. 

 

"And that is that. Secure to one point oh deWulf standard g, Mr Jorgensenn. We have a bridge to visit." 

 

 

 

ESW Feather of Duty 

Five minutes later. 

 

"Breaker... what a mess." 

 

The four stood at the entrance to the battle cruiser's bridge, and a mess it was. The game of “gravity 

pong” had reduced the skeleton bridge watch to a pile of bloody messes. 

 

"Jorg, Hassman, get the bodies and toss them into the day cabin. We'll have to clean the rest of... this 

mess before we can get out of here." 

 

Androch looked over at Hauptmann Marcks "On that, I can help. Our ships have some automated 

cleaning hardware... it saves us the time and effort of cleaning up smaller messes like spilled liquids. It 

should work just fine on... on this as well." Androch then walked over to one of the control consoles, 

pushing what was once an Elysian rating off the console he had been slammed into over and over. A 

scrap of the rating's uniform cleaned most of the console. He subconsciously signed himself as he 

looked at the dead rating, before enabling the cleaning routine. "There. We just need to move the 

bodies out. The cleaning bots will do the rest." 

 

Jorgensenn and Hassman got the five bodies off the bridge, and by the time they were done with the 

gristly work the small cleaning bots had managed to clean most of the bridge. By that time, Marcks 

had, with root access, brought the navigation and engineering consoles online. She looked at Androch 

"So, what now? As soon as we run, their gunboats will bounce us as soon as we clear the shipyard. So 

far your plan has worked, but I can't see a way out of this one." 
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Androch leaned back against a console "In this case, we have you and your allies in the Fleet to thank. 

We still do not have access to the planetary sensor grid. Given all the fighting I doubt it’s still 

functional, in any case. All we have to do is get thirty light seconds from any Elysian unit and we can 

get out. Just drop to minimal drive power and dive. Our fleet commanders are competent, but as you 

might say 'they suffer from two-dimensional thinking'." 

 

Hassman piped up "So all we have to do is get out of sensor range, then dive? Man. How did you guys 

take this system?" 

 

"I believe we just had enough metal to power our way through. But I'm not a fleet officer" replied 

Androch. 

 

Both Jorgensenn and Hassman were silent at that.  

 

"In any case" continued Androch "What we need to do is time our departure. Our gunboats are 

providing ground support fire. If we depart the yards right when the on-duty gunboats are entering 

atmosphere, we will be able to get enough distance from the warships to drop to minimal power and 

make our escape." 

 

"And their ships? They're not exactly slow... well your ships, I mean..." Jorgensenn trailed off a bit 

 

Androch shrugged "We jam the throttle wide open and run. This always was the weakest spot in my 

plan." 

Marcks nodded once, sighing "In for a gram, in for a kilo. Jorgensenn, bring up the main drives. 

Jorgensenn nodded, slipping into the seat at the engineering station. 

 

Androch waved over Hassman "You sit here. Pilot's seat." 

Hassman looked at the Elysian general "Piloting? I'm an engineer! The last thing I piloted was a truck!" 

The Elysian was nonplussed. "Engineer? I thought everyone has piloting training." 

"I did! Fifteen years ago! I can't pilot these things, I just fix them." 

A pregnant pause filled the room. 

"Whatever. Just sit here and do exactly what I say." 

 

Marcks looked at Androch "A general who knows how to helm a starship..." 

Androch grinned back at her "Maintenance manuals. Very useful." 

She nodded. "Very well then. Since you seem to know how to do this, I believe the phrase is 'you have 

the conn'." 

 

Androch drew himself up. For a brief moment there was the stiffness of spine, that taste of command in 

the air that an officer of his rank was expected to have. Reality stole it back away, but for a brief 

moment, Androch tasted the almost forgotten tang of command. 

 

"Mr Jorgensenn, retract the docking arms. Hassman, bring the reactor up to one hundred percent, and 

charge the drive coils." It took over a minute of fumbling for most of his orders to be obeyed. 

"Port docking arm is refusing to retract. Diagnostics say the control systems are shot."  

"That's alright Mr Jorgensenn. I'm sure your navy has insurance." Androch glanced at the chronometer 

on the bridge wall "it’s time. Mr Hassman, full power to the drives please. That's this slider, full right." 

 

The Feather of Duty trembled ever so slightly, and began to accelerate. The recaltrant docking arm 

soundlessly bent, then broke free of the hull as the battle cruiser accelerated. The Feather continued 

outwards, velocity building as she sailed away from the rest of the fleet. Comm systems chimed, the 

voices of Elysians asking first in query, then in panic and anger as the distance increased.  

 

"Mr Hassman, take us to one hundred and five percent on the drives." 

 

Feather of Duty screamed onwards, her drive clawing at space, grabbing every light second it could 

place between itself and the planet. The comms were threatening, demanding full shutdown and 

surrender. Androch looked at the local display, mentally counting the range. 
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"Hassman! Drop us to ten percent. New course, twelve tac one eight five." 

Again Hassman stared at his console, unsure what to do. The Elysian almost shoved him aside, and 

plotted the course change as Hassman finally dialled back the engines. The ship shook as something 

failed under the strain, but the ship held her course and speed, diving down from the elliptic of the star 

system. 

 

The four of them looked at the passive sensor readout, displaying the course of the pursuing warships 

and gunboats. They fanned out- 

 

but never looked down. Not soon enough. The Feather of Duty had slipped their net, and slowly 

crawled away from Grant's World. 

 

 

Two hours later… 

 

 

"Okay, I've got the plot set up. We should reach the warp point in twelve hours." 

"Very well Mr Jorgensenn. What was that shudder as we changed course initially?" 

 

Jorgensenn answered. "Portside engines. Failure in the primary coolant loop. The entire engine bank is 

burnt out, Hauptmann Marcks. Primary coils are shot. We'd have to go to a dockyard to repair them, 

and last I checked, we aren't welcome at the local shipyards. Not with the tab we've left behind." 

Jorgensenn grinned a bit at that one. 

 

Marcks looked up from her own chair, eyes locked on Anroch "And you haven't explained -why- you 

chose to defect. You're winning this fight. Why?" 

 

Androch looked down, his eyes looking at the deck plating "It’s because we cannot win in the long 

term. Yes, we are winning now. But I was charged with defending the starport. I saw the travel 

advertisements. So many worlds... and we have barely three. Oh yes, our technology is far superior. 

But you can build more, and that technological gap will eventually be closed. Not in six months, not in 

a year. But eventually. And given what has happened here... There is only one real end that I can see." 

 

His eyes lifted from the deck "And frankly, I don't want to die. Front line commanders don't live long 

lives in Finn's Massif." 

 

Hassman let out a soft, understanding sigh. "Well, that I think we all can buy. Nobody likes to die." 

 

 

Twelve hours later… 

 

 

"Okay Hassman as soon as we transit through the warp point, I want you to kill our engines." 

"Uhh, why Hauptmann?" 

"Because if we happen to be against 'friendly units' they probably won't know who's in command. If 

we're lucky, they won't shoot first and salvage the wreckage for answers." 

 

"Charming" piped in Androch. "I wonder how your species didn't manage to exterminate itself." 

"We don't fight like this amongst ourselves, Rook Commander. Only against genocidal maniacs like 

your people." 

Androch bowed his head at Hauptmann Marcks in response to that comment. His silence answered 

much.  

 

"Warp transit in five, four, three, two, one.. jumping nooo~" 

 

Reality bent sideways for Hassman. The bridge looked like it was made of melting plastic, and the 

sounds around him dropped octave after octave-and then snapped back into focus. 

 

"draapppp eeettttt" 

Hassman looked up, the fuzzy outline looking like someone he knew. 
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"draapppp iiiitttt" 

His vision started to sharpen up... almost had that name..  

"drooopppp iitttt!" 

Hauptmann! It was the Hauptmann! 

 

"Drop it! Drop the drive field! Drop it!" 

She was screaming at him, shaking him back and forth in his chair. She had recovered from jump shock 

faster.  

"Ahh why?" His mind was still foggy. 

 

Steadily his hearing came into focus too... alarms. Lots of alarms. 

"They're all locking onto us! Kill the drives! Now!" 

Hassman flailed his arms at the controls, mashing anything and everything he could hit on the console. 

Eventually he hit something, and there was a shuddering groan as the main power grid cut out, 

dropping the ship onto backup power.  

 

Jorgensenn looked at the bridge's main screen "Well Hauptmann, I guess you were wrong. The Navy 

didn't forget us..." 

 

Arrayed around the warp point in the Cloak Nebula was a fleet of warships. Over twenty heavy 

cruisers, fifteen light cruisers, and a pair of massive battleships were in close around the warp point. 

Tactical systems screamed, warning as more and more ships achieved weapons lock. Each ship 

broadcast an IFF identifying it as a member of the deWulf Navy. 

 

Hauptman Marcks slowly stopped shaking Hassman, her eyes looking at the display "no... I suppose 

not." 

 

Turn 99 
 

To:  

deWulf Fleet Central Command 

Heinrich Dagan 

 

From: 

Research Co-Ordination 

New Concepts Division 

Ken Lahm, Researcher 

 

This message is in response to your request to, again, look into the deployment of "orbital charged 

particle weapon satellites" for use in supporting ground units.  

 

This has been your fourth message in as many months. 

 

I would like to inform you that everyone here is concerned about the loss of contact with Dave's World 

and the partial loss of our research comrades there, and we are working night and day to support the 

Navy's desires to retake the system. However, I am forced to reply to your incessant demands to look 

into your pet project. 

 

First off, charged particle beams are ineffectual at best through a planetary atmosphere, requiring 

extensive neutralization and uprated emitters in order to have some marked effect.  

 

Secondly, power demands for such a weapon would drastically exceed anything that solar panels could 

provide (as your provided 'diagram' suggests. And I use the term diagram in as loose and generous a 

manner as possible). We would need to fit a full DW-12 fusion core in order to properly power the 

weapon.  

 

That brings us up to problem three. At that power level, the particle cannon could fire once every... 

three or so minutes. But at that same power level, it would not be able to punch past the upper 
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atmosphere. We can bypass this by installing four more particle projectors and a dedicated emitter, and 

that would reduce your firing interval to about once per minute, but then your 'satellite' would be the 

size of a small destroyer, once basic crew and maintenance requirements were also met. It would also 

cost roughly two-thirds that of a Hauptman Mk2 Destroyer.  

 

Now, we could build something more effective if we had an Ibizan kinetic cannon, but even that would 

be reasonably large, at least the size of a corvette, and certainly not something that we could mass 

produce in the same level as our AP-PGs or -Ls, nevermind our drone missile pods. 

 

I assure you that we have run the numbers extensively. There is no way to make it anywhere near cost-

effective. Your request is hereby denied again. 

 

If you send us any more proposals, especially ones that cite those poorly built "R Tee Shhh" games you 

were droning on about, I will personally strap you into a testing unit for our inertial dampers.  

 

Ken Lam. 

 

P.S. I would like to thank you for your 'diagrams'. I posted them in our break room. We've all had a few 

good laughs at them. Researcher Timmins thought the label "particles come out here" was especially 

cute. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

SPM Rollen's Private Journal 

 

The wheels of this little war of ours have just come off. Completely. Our media has been spinning it as 

a cowardly attack of a more advanced race afraid of losing market share. Yes, market share. Pols think 

that works better with the populace. Anyhow. Another war, another planetary drop and we retake our 

colony and dictate our victory terms in a burnt out tower or something. Whatever the Elysians' leader 

has. 

 

After reading Hauptmann Marcks debriefing, as well as everything that Rook Commander brought with 

him, that spin isn't going to hold anymore. True, there are always civilian deaths in any war. But what 

the Elysians have been doing has been wholesale slaughter. Organized, premeditated murder. 

Genocide. 

 

Naval Intel has sat on this and buried it as deep as possible, but their best estimates is that we have 

three, perhaps four months on the outside before it leaks. Sooner, if we retake the Grant system. Once 

that happens the leather gloves are off, probably forever. NI projects one month of approximate shock, 

followed by a blood tide that'll make the anger from the Sintillan attack look like the feeling you get 

when you stub your toe. 

 

After that, the demand will be plainly simple. No treaties. No mercy. Just death. 

 

And I'll be obliged to deliver on that.  

 

We'll be looking at enough strategic nuclear warheads to eradicate a biosphere. A permanent nuclear 

winter. Overlapping craters and fallout patterns, enough to salt a world until their star enters its giant 

phase and burns it to ash. 

 

I want to say this is wrong, that in the long term our better option is to let them live.  

 

It is wrong, after all. The murder of that many sentients... 

 

I know it is wrong. It won't solve anything. 

 

Violence will solve nothing here. 

 

This is wrong. 
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... 

 

... 

 

And I'll live with it. 

 

I have to. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Terran Dominion Warship Casa Loma 

Frontier of Terran Space, UT-102 System 

4 Jumps from Sol 

 

 

"Latest warp point weather report, Commodore Tvorok." 

"Thank you Lieutenant. That is all." 

 

Tvorok looked up from the data pad. 

 

"I said dismissed, Lieutenant. Go. Now." 

 

The Lieutenant snapped to attention quickly, departing from the Commodore's day cabin. Tvorok 

began flipping through the report. Again, no change. Nobody had been through this warp point in over 

a hundred years. It had been quickly probed by Casa Loma's sister ship, Castle Byblos, so it was still 

usable and still led to the system it was supposed to. Even so, orders were for him to wait for Third 

Fleet to arrive before they both moved in to secure the system. Joint command. Joint pain in the ass, 

more like. 

 

He pressed the comm stud on his desk "I want to speak with Commander Roquefort. My day cabin. 

Five minutes." A snappy yessir was cut off as he released the stud. Commodore Tvorok needed 

someone to bounce ideas against, and Roquefort was one of the few he trusted in his command staff. 

 

It took only two minutes for the commander to arrive. He pulled a drink from a cooler before heading 

to Commodore Tvorok's desk. "So commodore, what is Second Fleet's ETA?" 

"Two months, as we discussed before. Same class as us, just with the new upgraded gravity drives, but 

they're going easy on them. First production run of the drives at our own yards at Armstrong, so they 

want to go easy on them." 

 

Roquefort nodded "makes sense. Don't want to have a failure while they're mobile. So, what's the plan 

with Jan Mayen? Roll in, drop some troops and say 'welcome back to the Terran Empire... or else'?" 

Tvorok nodded. "So what's the problem? We should have more than enough firepower to roll anything 

there." 

 

Tvorok shook his head "Latest data packet showed up earlier today. Fleet cracked some more of the old 

Commonwealth encryption protocols. Apparently there was a class five fort as well as supporting 

assets. We haven't scouted the planet itself, and we don't have the firepower to deal with a class five." 

 

Roquefort took a sip from his drink "so, in that case we have to blockade the planet and hope that the 

heavy stuff arrives from Gagarin before they really put up some defences." 

 

"Wonderful. Remind me to shoot someone back at fleet command. I can barely sleep well as it is, and 

this isn't helping" grumbled Tvorok. Roquefort nodded once, chucking as he finished off the can he had 

pulled from the cooler. 

 

"Welcome to the frontier, Sir." 
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Turn 100 
 

Main Boardroom, 120th Floor 

Hans-Roland Office Tower 

deWulf Capital City of Lowell 

 

While the deWulf Navy was forced to grapple with the fallout that would inevitably come from the 

revelation of wholesale genocide by the Elysians, the heads of the Corporate Democracy's largest 

corporations were grappling with their own take on the issue: how to use it best. 

 

But before the board could discuss the pertinent information, old business had to be settled first. Rules 

of order were one of the few things that the CEO representatives had any respect for. If anything, it 

formalized their battlefield. 

 

Two suits stood in a small office outside of the main boardroom. Their casual air belied their power; 

with a word, economies could be shifted, industrial positions remade as they wish. 

 

"So it's settled, then?" 

 

"Yes, your appointment to the board will be finalized by the end of the week." 

 

"Excellent. I take the CEO saw the projections?" 

 

"Oh yes. When I mentioned we could exempt his shares from the forced buyout, he was so willing it 

was almost pathetic." 

 

"There'll be some problems with the department heads. I'm already hearing rumblings about them 

breaking off en-masse." 

 

"Let them. Nobody will touch them, and the sound of their rattling cage will serve as a warning to the 

rest." 

 

"And the Navy? They're becoming less complacent by the day." 

 

"That's alright. We have a backup plan there." 

 

"Mmm… I hope you're not underestimating the problem. They may not go as quietly as you think. 

They may have been responsible for Toddt." 

 

"They're blind fools, still thinking they control the whole situation. But we're leaving them far behind. 

We will be writing the future." 

 

He paused, eyes taking on a soft, faraway look. 

 

"We spoke of a perfect world, you and I. A glimmering city in space. We will make it real, and we will 

be kings in all but name." 

 

"Indeed we will. Now, shall we rejoin our fellows? They will need to know their own positions and 

movements in this play we're orchestrating." 

 

The two well dressed Fenren stepped through a pair of heavy soundproof doors, entering the main 

boardroom. The rest of the representatives all stood up, bowing their heads shallowly in a mark of 

respect.  

 

The leader of the two stood at the head of the table, looking over his allies; his tools.  

 

"The war with the Elysians has given us what we need. A fire to temper our steel, to forge our tools and 

in the end remake our society as we wish. We all know the attempts our opponents make to stymie our 
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own efforts, but soon, soon we will rebuild it. We will have our city. And you, my friends, will be its 

builders." 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Temporary Base Five-Sigma 

Grumman III-3 

 

"So how is your new kompanie, Hauptmann?" 

 

Andje Marcks looked over her new unit. Only two months ago she was leading a scratch kompanie 

against inevitable death, and now she was supervising the shakedown of professionals. Contrast was 

everywhere. New uniforms; modern, dedicated comm rigs; shining weapons. They had been training by 

the platoon for the past three weeks, but this was their first time that they were meeting as one unit. 

And one of the first things was the establishment of a pecking order. Who was the old hand, the new 

guy, the consummate professional.  

 

"I'd say they're shaking down nicely. I see they haven't broken any chairs yet." 

 

One position was already filled, by almost unanimous consent. He who filled it was standing next to 

Andje. Garald Wälderwell had a fresh uniform like everyone else, but he had a badge that was his alone 

in the room. A planet over a long, thin tool. An Awl. That made him a dropper. One of those suicidal 

troopers who rode down in individual or squad drop pods to clear the initial landing zones. Tall, toned, 

and with a dark onyx fur tinged with sable, nobody dreamed of challenging his position.  

 

Garald kept watching them, before frowning, and beginning to stride into the crowd. Most of the 

troopers who saw him advancing made a point to get out of his way. Those who didn't were shoved out 

of the way. Not violently, but there was no question he would be getting through. The target of his 

attention was a single TechnickKorporal harassing a Sintillan. A pilot.  

 

Marcks began to take a step forward, but then stood back. She was the commanding officer, but Garald 

was the alte hasse, and rapidly becoming her new XO. And in matters of discipline, the XOs were the 

boots on the ground. She did allow herself a smile as Garald grabbed the TechKorporal and pulled him 

away from the Sintillan, shoving the Korporal's back to the wall. Garald's muzzle curled into a smile, 

but it was a lean one, the kind one has when appraising a fresh steak. 

 

"So, who are you, Korporal, to be abusing -my- pilot?" 

 

The single sentence drained the party atmosphere from the room like a broken airlock. Most everyone 

in the room recognized what was going on. Those who didn't quickly shut up out of instinct. Only the 

TechnickKorporal didn't have that option. He was fixed right in front of Garald, no place to run, no 

place to hide. 

 

"I... He... He's a damn blob! Why should we give him anything but garbage? We even have to ride in 

his cheap scow! The rest of the battalion has proper dropships from Transsolar!" The 

TechnickKorporal found some strength then, a few others in the room nodding in agreement. He 

continued "we pounded them in the war and they damn well better know their place!" 

 

Garald looked him in the eyes, and that spine the korporal had grown withered once again. "Let me put 

it this way. He's MY pilot. I gave up a drop pod for his drop shuttle. He Is Good. And if you have a 

problem with him, you have a problem with me. And if you have a problem with me, then who pilots 

the drop will be the least of your worries" as Garald leans forward close, the voice dropping to a 

whisper "because you won't be dropping at all." 

 

Garald Wälderwell leaned back, speaking louder "Alles Klar, Korporal?" 

 

The korporal shuddered a bit, nodding "Ja.... ja."  

 

"Good! Now go clean yourself up. Go paint or something." 
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The dropper turned around, knowing that the lesson had been learnt. Troopers seldom argued with 

droppers; if you didn't fear the drop from orbit, you didn't fear the navy police. Garald smiled at 

Hauptmann Marcks "He won't be a problem, Hauptmann. We're good." 

 

Yes, we are good Mr. Wälderwell. We are, thought Marcks. 

 

"So, when do we drop?" 

 

"Soon enough, Mr. Wälderwell. Soon enough. I wouldn't worry. The Navy will provide. Always does, 

always will." 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Malyshev Factory 

 

Intersection of Kurchatov and Meridian 

Issledovaniya Goroda 

Sintilla 

 

"You're kidding me. We've lost Malashenko?" 

"Yup. Gave his walking papers this morning." 

 

The two factory workers were standing in the break room at their factory, a mishmash of old pre-war 

hardware with new, imported deWulf control systems. During the war, it made rifles and fire support 

weapons. Now, its lathes and presses built power tools. Its fate was still better than a lot of 

neighbouring industries. The massive VOSTOK State Research Park had been destroyed during the 

war, and had never been rebuilt. Other factories had closed, putting hundreds out of work in a volatile 

market. 

 

"Damn. As if we weren't bad enough off, now we lose Malashenko. He was our best autolathe operator, 

you know that right?" Gradienko swore, spitting at the floor in disgust."Who hired him? Which son-of-

an-imperator stole our autolathe operator?" 

 

His co-worker was Evgeni, a few years older than Gradienko, and had some previous experience 

dealing with deWulf. He often got insulted harshly even now for his 'consorting with the enemy', but he 

bore it stoically. "Michurin-Rogov. They're tooling up for more production, what with the amount of 

money that's being thrown around by the deWulf Navy. Not enough capacity to meet demand. You 

know, same situation as us. Just completely backwards." 

 

"So what now then? We limp along until we lose Ivanov? Once we're out of autolathe operators we 

might as well not bother coming anymore." 

 

"We won't be limping along for much longer. The boss' secretary let a bit slip about that announcement 

meeting we have tomorrow. We're going to have some new owners. FreiMann Gerät Herst...... 

Herstellungs...firma. That's it, Herstellungsfirma" 

 

"So we're going to get bought out by some deWulf corporation?" 

 

"No, actually. FreiMann Gerät's actually a Sintillan corporation. Remember Yakov? He was the guy 

who ran the Buran plant down near the river. You know, the one that built tank parts? He got a few 

investors and... what's that word... incorporated." 

 

Gradienko looked blankly, unfamiliar with the word. 

 

"Oh, a deWulf word. A kind of... partnership. A way to share cost and profit for a company. Anyhow, 

he partnered with the Urgan works, and hired a few Fenren for their public face. So on the outside they 

look like a good deWulf corporation, but inside they're totally Sintillan." 

 

Gradienko smiled and nodded "So to us, we see it as a Sintillan corporation with a few token Fenren-"  
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"and the deWulf see them like a bunch of savvy business people taking advantage of stupid, communal 

us" as Evgeni finished the thought. 

 

Gradienko burbled in laughter at that. "So other than a nice little way to tweak their ears, why?" 

 

"Capital." 

Gradienko had that blank look again. Evgeni just sighed, rubbing two tentacle tips together in the 

universal sign. 

 

"Money. The deWulf economy is the biggest one out there. Sure, they're down to 3% of market share 

compared to their combined 10% in the old days, but that's 3% of the Corporate Democracy, not just 

Sintilla. And they're clawing back up. Figure within three months every toolbox, maintenance kit and 

repair bay will have a FreiMann-Brand crowbar. And we'll even get stock options. So try to look 

surprised at the announcement tomorrow, will you?" 

 

Turn 101 
 

Matthaus Wadwell, Fleet Flagship 

Warp point to Grant Star System 

Cloak Nebula System 

 

"SGC to see you, Senior Packhunter." 

 

Marcus Phelan looked up from his desk, nodding "Send him in". Marcus slipped up around his desk, 

stepping towards the door as the Sintillan entered. 

 

"Ivan Vasilyevich Panfilov. Senior Gunboat Commander. I command your... our, gunboat squadrons. 

You issue orders to me on operational planning; I in turn disseminate them to my squadrons, and we go 

from there." 

 

Phelan appraised the Sintillan officer before him. Driven, strong-willed, and protective as all hell. Yes, 

he will do nicely. 

 

"Excellent. CenCom said they had a real professional assigned. I understood you participated in the 

final engineering trials on the Amur?" 

 

Panfilov shifted a bit, as best as a tentacled blob could "Yes, I did. Sorry, still thinking in terms of 

security. It was a rather secret development project after all." Phelan nodded once, motioning to 

continue. "Yes. We were running our final testing and certification in the Munich system. Very 

gruelling. Destroyed over twelve airframes in flight tests, and easily twice that in static system tests. 

But as a result we know exactly what we can expect, just where the systems will fail." 

 

"So what is the status of your gunboats, Vasily?" 

 

Panfilov shuddered a bit in surprise. "So you know the proper version of the diminutive." 

 

"I make it a point to know something about all my officers. So, what is your status?" 

 

"We have eleven flights of gunboats, organized into three squadrons of four flights. One squadron is 

under strength; the Yuriy Povstyev was late coming out of the shipyards, so we are one wing down. 

That means we have one less support carrier. The Nicolai Savkin reports that she does have a full 

complement of replacement aircrew and spares. I would be happier having the Povstyev with us, but 

we fight with what we have." 

 

Phelan nodded again "Quite true, Vasily." He took a breath, leaning his head forward. "I mean to 

apologize. I have been keeping you out of the loop here. And been using my subordinates to keep you 

away." 
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"Yes, I know... Sir. If it is any consolation, I would be doing the same." 

 

Phelan strode around his desk, taking his seat and gesturing to Panfilov to take the one opposite "so, 

what is the status of your gunboats then? You spoke of the carriers, and of spare parts and crews. But 

not the craft themselves." 

 

Panfilov shifted, settling into his seat "Ah, yes. That. All gunboats are fully operational. We have eight 

munition loads for each gunboat, and two loads of training munitions." 

 

"Training munitions?" 

 

"Yes. Gunboat-style munitions are proving difficult to manufacture. We built the gunboats' drives out a 

heavily modified drive from your RM-4 Rhine torpedo, but their onboard munitions seem to rest at a 

rather tricky spot when it comes to sensor packages and warhead yield. They're considerably larger 

than the onboard TS-8 missiles your aerofighters use, but a magnitude smaller than the RM-4. And we 

couldn't just mate the sensors from the RM-4 onto the TS-8.  Even with miniaturization, it throws the 

bird off balance. We've just managed to work out the kinks. The first two reloads for our gunboats are 

hand-manufactured torpedoes. The rest are mass produced, but we’re still shaking out the bugs. 

 

Phelan was about to ask another question, his mouth already open as he was cut off by the comm 

station on his desk. It chimed insistently three times before the voice of his flag officer piped in "Sorry 

to interrupt Sirs, but Captain has returned from probing the warp point to Grant’s World. No hostiles 

detected." 

 

Phelan looked up at Panfilov "I have been keeping you at arm’s length, but we both know what this 

means; time to move." 

 

Panfilov did what passed for his race's nod. The invasion was on. 

 

 

 

Matthaus Wadwell, Fleet Flagship 

Inbound from Cloak Nebula Warp point to Dave’s World 

Grant System 

 

The assembled fleet successfully transited into the Grant system. As Captain had reported, the warp 

point was undefended. No navy worth its oxygen would leave such a perfect choke point undefended, 

so that meant the Elysians still had not moved survey boats forward; or if they had, they still had no 

clue where the warp point to the Cloak Nebula was. All this suited Senior Packhunter Phelan. Warp 

point assaults were tricky business, and if planned and executed poorly lead to a swift and expensive 

loss. It was one facet of warfare the deWulf navy had no experience with, having only ever conducted 

one assault. Ever. And that was with destroyers and light cruisers as the assault ships. Phelan muttered 

another soft prayer to the unknown goddess of stupid plans and blind luck for not having to deal with 

that possible fiasco.  

 

This time around Phelan had the grace to be riding into battle in a battleship, instead of his previous 

heavy cruiser. The Landser Mk2 Class battleship was still not a dedicated flagship, much like the 

Kommandant Class heavy cruiser, but a battleship could spare a bit of internal space to have some 

basic flag amenities. Dedicated cabins for command staff and meeting rooms were a part of the 

Landser's design, and spared himself and his staff the pleasure of being crammed in like sardines. But 

even so, there was no proper flag deck aboard ship, which meant that Phelan and a few of his aides 

would be managing the battle from the combat bridge. Makes me wish the Sintillans were able to 

deploy a full... battalion, was it, of their carriers. The organization calls for a dedicated command light 

cruiser with capital sensors and a flag bridge. I'd take that over being crammed into a battleship 

bridge any day. But we never finished the technology transfers in time... 

 

The disposition of the fleet was straightforward. The fleet was arrayed into a tight mass, flanked to port 

and starboard by Aufklärer class recon frigates, and led by one of the new Hare class advanced recon 

destroyers. Trailing behind the fleet was the Sintillan carrier contingent, with another recon frigate 

providing integral sensor awareness. No gunboats were in flight, waiting until they had contacts worth 
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hunting. The distance to Dave's World was steadily clicking lower, and soon enough the lead destroyer 

hammered out a contact report.  

 

"Contact, bearing zero-zero-zero tac zero-zero-three. Single point source. No strength estimate." 

 

At this range, we won't have any more intel than that. At least they're still around the planet. I think. 

 

"Continue advancing at cruising speed. Estimated time to intercept?"  

 

"CIC estimates twenty four hours, sir." 

 

Phelan's eyes glazed softly, his mind crunching out the numbers. Twenty four hours to cruise; call it ten 

minutes to get everyone to secure combat stations. Hostiles will be tracking us... eight hours out. 

 

"General signal from flag to all ships; Stand down from combat stations. All ships are to go to 

minimum watch stations for the next fourteen hours. All crew are to get a minimum of seven hours 

rack time. Expect combat stations to be called for in sixteen hours. That is all." 

 

"Seven hours rack time. Generous of you, Sir" sarcastically piped up Phelan's new aide. 

 

Breaker, I'm getting tired of this corporate drone. Phelan exhaled softly before beginning to explain: 

"Rested troops are alert troops. Tired troops are sloppy troops. Sloppy troops are dead troops. We have 

excellent sensor coverage and know when to expect combat. Despite our numerical superiority, they 

will have more gunboats on the field. And their ships are considerably more advanced than ours. We'll 

need every edge we can get. Alles klar?" 

 

"Yes, Senior PackHunter. Is there anything else?" 

 

Phelan debated a snarky response, but thought better of it "No. Get yourself that 'generous' rack time. 

I'll be waiting here." 

 

"Acknowledged. See you in seven, Sir." 

 

 

The armada continued its advance, steadily closing in on the planet. The range continued to drop, and a 

new message burst came from the forward destroyer: 

 

"Contact update; Individual point sources identified: Four battlecruiser size, three battleship size, one 

dreadnought size. Cannot identify classes yet." 

 

So, no reinforcements then. Save for a replacement battlecruiser. Either they're stingy or they have 

other assets in-system. 

 

"Signal Hare: 'Any other contacts?'" 

 

The communications officer relayed the message out, and it came back a few long moments later. 

"Hare reports negative. Inner system is clean. Only unknowns are in orbit of Dave's World. Nothing 

detected in orbit of G-102a." 

 

Phelan turned to his aide. He looked better, having taken every one of those hours to catch up on the 

sleep his body demanded. "So" Phelan inquired "it seems the Elysians have destroyed the civilian 

station at G-102a. Not surprising given their activities on Dave's World, but annoying nonetheless. It 

may have held some useful sensor data." 

 

His aide nodded "Agreed. Plus, it means BioMed will have to rebuild. That's going to hurt this quarter's 

profits." 

 

Phelan turned back to his small holotank at the back of the bridge. He might be in a Navy uniform, but 

it's clear he's a suit to the core. "Comms, Signal Panfilov. Request him to launch gunboats and then 

drop his carriers back. Let's keep them out of sensor range." 
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It took a few moments for confirmation of the order to be received "Panfilov signals 'SGC Copies. 

Gunboat deployment underway. Expect evolution complete in two minutes. Will hold back at range at 

my discretion. Burn those pizda.'" 

 

The next order was one that had been clicking away in Phelan's mind for some time "We know why 

we're here. Our objective is to secure the planet and drive off the Elysians. Destruction of their fleet 

elements is secondary. Let's do our job. General signal to all ships; proceed to General Quarters and rig 

for combat." 

 

The com officer raised a hand, piping up as soon as Phelan's words had been relayed to the fleet. 

"Comm incoming from orbit, Sir. It’s the Elysian commander." 

 

"Is he saying anything worth listening to?" 

 

The comm officer leaned his head to the side, listening to the earbud transceiver that rested in his ear 

canal. "Nothing much sir. Tells us this is Elysian Sovergenty space, and that our presence will only 

make the war continue. He's demanding a response from us." 

 

"Tell him that his maps are out of date. Fleet, continue the approach." 

 

The deWulf combined fleet lumbered closer, and in response the Elysian carriers began launching 

gunboats. The Elysian fleet broke orbit, heading directly away from the planet, and at a right angle to 

the approaching deWulf armada. At some unknown signal, the squadrons turned as one and began to 

charge the deWulf fleet, bearing straight for the Sintillan gunboats. A superior design, with superior 

crews, they closed the range and pounced on the Sintillan gunboats. Fourteen of them exploded in a 

hail of co-ordinated missile and laser fire, wiping out two squadrons and crippling another three. 

Phelan began drawing breath to give an order for them to fall back, when his own fleet reacted. 

 

The Sintillan gunboats opened fire in return, failing to deliver any crippling damage. Over the noisy 

chatter of the battleship's impromptu fleet CIC a single acknowledgement came out over the comm 

channel: "FlaK boats engaging." 

 

The co-ordinated fire of nine Flakbootes, each operating in data groups of three, proved devastating. 

They rolled gently to port, bringing their topside batteries to bear on the incoming Elysian gunboats. 

They only attacked one squadron each, but the fire was withering. Eight Elysian gunboats exploded, 

maiming a trio of their squadrons in exchange for minimal damage to FlakBoote-106. The Sintillan 

gunboats opened fire at last, but having been so savagely handled they succeeded in destroying just a 

pair of Elysian gunboats in return. 

 

"Elysian fleet is shifting heading; new course estimated two-seven-zero tac zero-zero-eight." 

 

Phelan nodded as the sensor officer announced the course change. That took them out of the system, 

away from Grant's world and towards the warp point back to their home system. 

 

"Pursue them, and try to get into their blind spot. Authorize all fleet elements to go to 110% on their 

drives." 

 

"Roger Sir. Drives redlining." 

 

 

The light codes danced in the command holotank, Elysian gunboats swinging around for a second pass. 

Having recognized that pursuit deeper into the deWulf formation was an invitation to suicide, they 

instead turned on the Destroyer screen; Glave became the next target of their wrath, the craft ripple 

firing their miniature ordinance. One moment Cannonade was firing at the gunboats, the next she was 

an expanding cloud of debris, torn apart by two dozen contact nukes. The Sintillan gunboats fought 

hard to kill their prey, but the superior Elysian units tore them apart with their secondary weapons, and 

another eight of Panfilov's precious gunboats joined the void. 

 

"Elysians shifting heading; new course zero-zero-zero." 
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Phelan's aide looked at him "They're unmasking their batteries." 

 

"Agreed. We can expect them to start laying into our fleet now." 

 

"Separation! Multiple separations on hostile units!" Phelan could hear Captain Evertson calming the 

sensor rating. He continued the report, tone much more level, but still tinged with fear "Evaluating as 

incoming ordinance, mix of standard and capital missiles. Plot has them tracking the Mayakovsky." 

 

Against the external ordinance of four battlecruisers, three battleships, and one dreadnought, there was 

precious little the Mayakovsky could do to survive. Internal launchers from the dreadnought and 

battlecruisers made already horrible odds even worse. A cloud of explosions enveloped the 

Mayakovsky, rolling from stem to stern. She emerged bleeding like a slaughtered cow, streams of air 

and coolant pouring from her hull. The heavy cruiser rolled to port and slowed to a crawl, escape pods 

starting to eject from the crippled hulk. 

 

"Weapons in range, Captain!" 

 

Captain Evertson grinned wide at that news "Thank you Herr Lockweil, about dammed time. 

Datagroup, by the numbers. On my mark, launch externals on that dreadnought!" 

 

The Matthäus Wadwell shuddered as the external racks flushed in tandem with her ten onboard tubes. 

With both the range and uncountered ECM working against them, almost half of the entire flight 

missed. But it was a large flight. Moments after Wadwell opened fire, the Werner Pluskatt and the 

Wladislaw Orona II joined in laying down the hail of fire. The lead destroyers contributed as well, and 

the tidal wave of torpedoes battered down the dreadnought's shields and buckled her armour.  

 

SPH Phelan gritted his teeth, imagining he could hear the onboard launchers go through their thirty 

second cycle time. Elysian fire rippled back, lighter without their external racks, but still enough to 

destroy Sword and Cannonade. The barrage turned what were once functional warships into broken, air 

bleeding wrecks. Finally the tube board showed all green, and another coordinated salvo roared out. 

The tidal wave of birds slammed into the Elysian dreadnought again, perforating her armour and finally 

beginning to score the vital internal hits that the deWulf needed. She rolled to starboard, giving up her 

hope of escape, pointing her launchers back at the deWulf in an attempt to buy her consorts the time to 

break free. 

 

Elysian return fire continued to hammer the deWulf destroyers, the oncoming fire not discriminating 

between the long range Slingshots and the shorter range Swords. Glave exploded in a single glaring 

flash of light, the continual flow of missiles breaching her primary drive core.  

 

"Sir, fleet reports several ships are reporting engine failures. Werner Pluskatt, Weyland-Yutani, F-106 

and Calp are all reporting one engine room inoperable, and are requesting permission to drop out of 

formation." 

 

Phelan's eyes were still locked on the forward screen, watching as another salvo landed on the 

dreadnought. This was finally one salvo too many, and the dreadnought's keel buckled, and then broke. 

Her drive field failed instantly afterwards, and the final torpedoes of the salvo gave her the kiss of 

death. 

 

"Sir? Can they drop out?" 

 

Phelan snapped back to reality "Oh! Yes, yes, permission granted. Have them make best speed and 

support the fleet however they can." He paused for a moment "Navigation, distance to Dave's World?" 

 

The chief navigator replied almost instantly. "Distance is one point oh light seconds." 

 

"New flag order; Fleet will hold in orbit of planet and allow Elysians to withdraw." 

 

Phelan's flag captain looked at him, stunned. "Withdraw sir? When we have them on the ropes like 

this?" 
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Phelan shook his head before he replied. "No, they're not on the ropes. Their ships have superior 

tactical speed compared to us, and they have the best long-range weapon in existence. Right now 

they're rearming their own gunboats and getting ready for a second strike on us, and they will strike us. 

Our flakboots are proving an effective counter, but they can't be everywhere at once. If we withdraw, 

we risk leaving the planet open and uncovered, and they can strike at us or the planet at their leisure. Or 

worse, have a second strike force slip in and bombard the planet completely. All we have to do is rough 

them up enough to persuade them to be elsewhere. Like home." 

 

"And if they decide to stay?" 

 

"Then we gently suggest that their time and lives are better spent elsewhere." 

 

The Elysian ships steadily pulled out of range, the escort battlecruiser continuing to rain down fire, 

resigning themselves to pick off the poorly defended destroyers. Whip, Katyushya, Sword, one by one 

the defensive screen was battered into submission by the rain of missiles. The Elysians didn't go for 

half measures, making sure to finish off every crippled ship. The deWulf armada came to a halt in orbit 

over the planet, letting the Elysians pull out of range. Once they were no more than a few light seconds 

beyond however, they slowly killed their vector, dropping to a halt relative to the planet. 

 

"Seems they're not too keen on just leaving the field" mused Phelan. 

 

Captain Evertson stepped up to the plotting deck where Phelan and his staff were managing the battle 

"No, they're not. And we have a problem. We're down to 50% of our torpedo load. We can't fight for 

much longer. Once the launchers are dry, we're nothing more than a particularly menacing punching 

bag." 

 

"What do you mean we're running low?" Phelan asked, voice tinged with worry "you should have 

plenty of rounds in the magazines. At least twenty birds in there per launcher." 

 

"We should, if this ship had standard design parameters. But the tubeheads back in BuShips, for some 

reason, neglected to fit us with a single magazine aboard. We just have what's kept in the launcher 

queue." 

 

Phelan took a step back, staggered "Breaker... So either we persuade them to leave..." 

 

"Or we're going to get butchered"  

 

Dead air filled the bridge as everyone around the holotank. Nobody was sure how much time passed 

then. A minute? Two? Five? It was broken eventually by the same sensor rating. 

 

"Elysian carriers launching gunboats... they're forming up with the battlecruisers. Estimated to weapons 

range in thirty seconds." 

 

Phelan was still more than a little staggered, thinking about how to react, what to do. Captian Evertson 

settled the point, the voice of command clear and steady "All ships, if you have torpedoes, target the 

lead battlecruiser. Everyone else, engage the gunboats." 

 

THe command was from the flagship, and the rest of the fleet didn't ask questions, instead their sensors 

reaching out and locking onto their assigned targets. The gunboats slashed in, their fire crippling the 

last of the Slingshot-Class Destroyers and their Sword escorts. Were they orbiting a friendly world the 

freshly-launched escape pods would have landed on the planet, but instead they hung in space, hoping 

for their undamaged comrades pull them from the void. The Elysians did not have it all their own way 

however; another three of their gunboats died to the hail of crossfire, and the lead battlecruiser had her 

shields stripped away. 

 

The Elysians pulled away, slicing out of weapons range of the deWulf ships. Phelan had recovered 

from the initial shock to officially support the actions of captain Evertson. Again, the Elysian ships 

rallied and began to make another battle pass. But this time there were no gunboats, and the sum total 

firepower of the deWulf fleet was directed onto the oncoming battlecruisers. This time that same 
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battlecruiser left weapons range holed and bleeding atmosphere. The Elysians swung around, making 

another pass. A second battlecruiser left the range, atmosphere streaming.  

 

The Elysian ships formed, lined up for another pass... 

 

And then shaped their course out system, towards the warp point that lead back to their home system. 

 

Even normal combat chatter petered out as the entire bridge watched the Elysians retreat out of system. 

 

Evertson looked at Phelan, a proud, snarky grin on his face. His right paw patted the armrest of his 

command chair "Ahh, Matthäus Wadwell; the great persuader." 

 

Turn 102 
 

deWulf Naval Intelligence Assessment: 

ESW Feather of Duty 

 

Executive Abstract 

 

The Elysian "Mars III" class battlecruiser represents the Elysian Sovergenty's current fleet-standard 

battlecruiser. We have encountered this design multiple times, leading us to believe that it is the 

standard light combat unit (no warships of smaller classes have been seen in combat).  

 

Overall, basic engineering techniques and materials are more advanced than our own. Molecular 

circuitry exists throughout the ship, creating a distributed computer network that allows for superior 

response speed and reliance against combat damage. Ergonomics and creature comforts are well 

considered, and the interior is carefully designed with flowing lines and curves to minimize injury 

points. Maintenance accesses are roomy compared to our own ships, thought this is also a partial result 

of the larger Elysian body frame. Almost all security measures are electronic, requiring either a 

passcode or security key.  

 

Defensive technology is however, either at par or less advanced than our own fleet units. While specific 

construction techniques are more advanced than our own, their shielding systems are on par with our 

own emitters. Their shield reset generators are likewise on par with our own. Both their armour plating 

and point defence turrets are inferior to our own, which gives us a slight edge in absorbing damage. 

 

The weapons suite is one of two areas where there are significant differences between our ships and 

theirs. The Elysians use nuclear warheads fitted with drive field focusers as their principle long range 

weapon. The use of pinch-fusion warheads enables a very small missile, though with less damage 

potential. A benefit of that trade-off is a much smaller launcher, meaning that Elysian units have less 

difficulty overwhelming even ships with dedicated PD escorts. Curiously, the battlecruiser has two 

different classes of missile launcher. A smaller, standard sized missile, and a larger 'Capital' class 

launcher. The capital class launcher has an improved warhead that provides triple the damage (see 

Appx. 3.i), an enhanced ECM suite, and slightly longer range compared to the standard missile. In 

addition, the capital missile is broadly comparable to our own plasma torpedoes (Appx 3.ii), except our 

torpedo launchers are larger than the capital launcher, and our torpedoes are also larger compared to the 

capital missile. The presence of a mixed fit suggests that the Elysian fleet is steadily moving towards 

implementing capital launchers on all its mobile units.  

 

The other area of significant difference is the engineering and propulsion plant. The Elysian Navy's 

drive systems are based on the same principles as ours (as are all engines in service), but have been 

optimized for considerably higher speeds. While no more efficient than our own engines, they trade 

cruise speed efficiency for a higher absolute speed. Our standard engines give us a cruising speed of 

50% of our combat speed, their engines only offer a 33.33% cruising speed compared to their combat 

speed. In more practical terms, while our battlecruisers move at a standard [4/2], the Mars III is capable 

of moving at [6/2] (see Appx. 4 for a full discusion on relative speeds and breakpoints). We can design 

ships with a speed curve of [6/3], but it requires the use of advanced hull alloys and engine 
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modifications, an expensive prospect for a mass-produced front line warship (see Thrungenwald-Class 

Design Study, vol. 2).  

 

An interesting side note is the inclusion of a tractor beam as part of the ship's engineering section. 

Combined with computer software and sensor modifications on their missile warheads, it appears that 

the Elysians have engineered a method to improve the close combat performance of their Mars IIIs. 

Once the Mars has tractored a ship, its missiles are capable of "riding" the tractor beam to home in on 

the target. Theoretically, this offers over 99.9% accuracy with the missiles, all but guaranteeing a hit. 

The one downside is that the missiles must hug close to the tractor beam for guidance, making them 

substantially easier to be shot down by point defence.  

 

As per fleet orders, Mars III class ship, designation "Feather of Duty" has been remanded to Y-12 for 

further testing and work. 

 

 

 

Appx 1.i: Mars III design specifications 

 

Mars III-class BC 11-XOa 80 HS/67 TS 

[6] S1x9Ax14HMgQbQbTeMgMgRcax3M4YbRbx4Qb(JbJb)(JbJbJb)(JbJb)(JbJbJb)(JbJb)Da  

Qb(JbJbJb) [6/2] 

Trg:5 PV=69 Cost= 1372/205.8 SL5 {ULTRA}  

57 HTK S1x9 Ax14 Dax1 Rbx4 Rcax3 Mgx3 Hx1 Ybx1 Tex1 

 

 

 

 

 

4200 Block BrinkStrasse 

Finn's Massif 

Dave's World, Grant Star System 

 

 

"Please hold; your call is important to us. Your fire support request will be answered in priority order." 

 

Zugführer Veidt swore softly, pressing himself farther into an alcove of broken concrete.  

 

"I said I NEED FIRE SUPPORT! The chickens are overrunning our position" 

 

A scream of "Incoming" punched its way through the noise of the battlefield as a trio of deWulf 

reservists cum veterans skidded down the reverse slope of the nearest rubble pile, taking cover with 

Veidt. 

 

"What's the status, troopers?" 

 

"Bloody tanks all over. At least two of their heavy assault hovers are pushing up BrinkStrasse with 

plenty of infantry cover. We're down to five SADARS and twenty effectives. Where's our clotting 

artillery?" 

 

Veidt smirked back "Still on hold with the management computer. They're busy I'm sure; we're not the 

only position being pressed." 

 

"Well we're gonna be the first to fail if we don't get that damn fire support. Give me the comms Veidt. 

You need to be harsh with those sons of-" 

 

Veidt's comm pinged loudly three times. "I'm in!" He happily screamed as he grabbed one side of his 

helmet and mashed the speaker into his ear to hear clearly. 

 

"Hello, you've reached the fire direction centre a-" 
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"I don't care! I need artillery fire on my position! Whatever you have, and as much as you can give!" 

 

"Zugführer, close fire from our batt-" 

 

"DO. NOT. CARE. I need fire support NOW. This is a direct order. You WILL give me a thirty second 

barrage on my position NOW, or I WILL find you and have you posted right here next to me. Alles 

Klar?" 

 

"Roger that Zugführer Veidt. Ortillery confirmed on gridsquare three-alph-kilo-six. Keep your heads 

down gentlemen." 

 

"Wait! What, Ortillery?" 

 

But the com line was dead. 

 

"Shiii.... give me kompanie!" 

 

Veidt's com system chimed "kompanie-wide comm online." 

 

"Fire support Incoming! Ortillery! Fallen un Deckung! Deckung! Decku-" 

 

His screaming managed to get over half of his unit to hug the rubble like it was a long lost girlfriend. 

The rest of his screamed order was drowned out by the fire support he had so desperately sought. 

 

The sky above Brinkstrasse grew brighter, and then god's own finger slammed down. The first tungsten 

penetrator cored a seventy-five story tower, blowing out everything left inside sideways and out onto 

the street. The tower leaned a bit towards the Elysian front line, and then collapsed vertically, 

pancaking itself into oblivion. It was barely halfway done falling before the second penetrator arrived, 

this one slamming right into the Elysian front line. And another slammed home, landing on the retail 

complex on the left that second platoon was dug into. A fourth slammed into the center of 

BrinkStrasse, right between both of the Elysian heavy tanks. Already being splattered by falling debris, 

the shockwave flipped them both, ramming them hard into collapsing concrete and crushing them to 

ruin.  

 

Finally the booms arrived, the aural shockwaves riding hard on the heels of the tungsten penetrators 

that birthed them as more ortillery continued to land down. Quickly the fire corrected itself, walking 

over the Elysian lines and into their rear areas. An explosion brewed up into the sky, the result of an 

Elysian equipment dump taking a direct hit. 

 

And as soon as it had come, it was over.  

 

Thirty seconds had passed. Ortillery had marched for almost a kilometer, leaving a series of impact 

craters, shattered towers, and burning rubble. Thirty-six penetrators had landed. Four square kilometers 

of city was shattered. And Third Kompanie, First Battalion, Second Grant Regiment, was going to 

survive for another day. 

 

 

 

deWulf Central Command 

Fenris, deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

Senior Packmaster Rollen was in a fury. His aides had seen him perturbed, and angry, but this time he 

was in a raw fury. 

 

"Corrupt idiots! Who in the breaker's name authorized this design? I've seen incompetence, but this is 

just complete ignorance of design principles!" 

 

Rollen snarled, shoving a stack of data chips of his desk "Idiots! Not a single magazine on the entire 

ship? It's a miracle those stupid turkeys didn't press the attack or we would be the ones running away 

with a cloud of debris trailing behind!" His fist slammed down, cracking the hardwood desktop. 
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His aides made themselves scarce at that point. 

 

He stalked around his office, eyes scanning his shelves. They darted from one item to another, finally 

settling on a decently sized sculpture. Grabbing it, Rollen heaved it at the window behind his desk. It 

bounced off the armour plastic, making a visible dent in the middle of the pane. He growled, his anger 

abating as he focused on that dent.  

 

With a snort he took his seat behind the desk, still growling as he onlined his computer. With a snarl he 

wrote a terse letter to the head of BuShips, all but demanding the heads of the ship designers who had 

devised the 'upgraded' Landser Mk2. A second letter quickly followed, demanding revisions to the 

design.  

 

A pause, and a third letter was quickly hammered out. One to replace the window. 

 

Turn 103 
 

SPM Rollen's Office 

deWulf Central Command 

Fenris, deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

Two representatives of BioMed were seated at the entrance, looking interested and yet dispassionate. 

The kind of polite smile and stare that a salesman had visiting a client. BioMed had built its fortune on 

the development and research of offworld chemicals and organisms. Primarily concerned with medical 

breakthroughs, its other divisions often languished in the shadow of the dominant applied medicine 

division. 

 

"So you have something that might work for us, then?" Senior PackMaster Rollen looked across his 

desk at the two, finally breaking the ice. 

 

"Yes" the first rep said as the second nodded. The second one continued "It's a rather complex 

chemical, Isopropyl Methylfluorophosphonate. Its effects however are rather simple. It mimics a 

common neurotransmitter that is present in deWulf, Sintillan, and Elysian biology. A case of 

evolutionary parallellism; the actual transmitter is very efficient, and it only makes sense that multiple 

life forms would evolve a very similar chemical compound. This particular neurotransmitter governs 

musculature control. Our chemical, once introduced into the creature's bloodstream, latches onto the 

receiver in the creature's cortex. Once there it effectively 'jams the receiver in the on position'. As 

toxicity builds, and it builds very quickly, the target begins to lose muscle control. Initially it's a matter 

of fine motor control, but rather quickly it proceeds to gross control and autonomous bodily functions." 

 

Rollen's face was impassive as he enquired further. "How quickly is 'very quickly'?" 

 

The second representative pulled out a small PA, furtively jabbing at the control pad. 

"From initial exposure to initial symptoms, approximately five to ten seconds. Gross symptoms begin 

to manifest within thirty seconds, and terminal symptoms within one minute. Assuming a standard 

dose. The most common death is via total cellular oxygen deprivation, and that is classically considered 

to have occurred within six minutes of initial exposure." 

 

The speed of it's effectiveness seemed to hit like a cold splash of water "What are the countermeasures 

once exposed?" 

 

The second rep looked up from his PA, his voice a mix of surprise and insult "Countermeasures? Why, 

a pulse rifle round between the eyes usually works. Once exposed there's very little that can be done, 

even if one was exposed to this chemical right in the middle of a fully equipped hospital lab. There are 

chemicals that can combat the effects, but they need to be administered immediately, and even then 

they tend to leave the victims as cripples." 

 

"So its lethal then" stated Rollen. "Dare I ask the minimal dose required?" 
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"Well, the LD-50 dose is a function of bodily mass and water fraction, but an average across the three 

mentioned races? Hmm.. well you'd see significant effects even at half this dose, but I'd say about point 

five to the negative three grams will ensure the death of anyone exposed." 

 

"Delivery vector?" 

 

"Best deployment is via airburst. Two tanks of intermediate chemicals are mixed, reacting and creating 

the final chemical on the spot. Airburst over a target zone, depending on wind and airburst height 

would give immediate incapacitation within oh, ten minutes? Another fifteen would ensure ninety 

percent plus casualties. Once mixed, the chemical is somewhat unstable, primarily due to purity of 

precursor chemicals. Even so, our manufacturing capabilities can guarantee lethality for at least six 

weeks, with a ninety-five percentile likelihood of degradation four weeks after that." 

 

"So what do you call it?" 

 

"We have a bunch of nasty names for it. Our techs wanted to call it Siezuron, but our marketing 

department calls it Sarin." 

 

 

 

dWMS OstenSonne 

Freighter/Landing Ship 

Low orbit, Dave's World 

 

Andje leaned against the hallway just outside the main mess hall, listening as Garald was telling a story 

that she had heard a few days after he had been transferred into her unit. 

 

"So, there we are. We're pinned down in this Sintillan city, near a big science academy the blobs'd 

turned into a local fortress. The unit on our left manages to knock down some of the local AA, so we're 

able to call down an airstrike on the science academy. Man, let me tell you those Stukas really have a 

lot of rockets." 

 

Garald pauses for a moment, taking another swig from a silvery, ornate flask at his hip. 

 

"So anyway, the academy’s now a burning rubble pile, and the surviving Sintillan infantry just charge 

us. Well, makes sense. Either die in the fire or try to secure our position. But there were only a couple 

of us left, not even ten troopers left in our whole platoon!" 

 

He then leans forward, watching as the rest of the crowd was listening in rapt attention. 

 

"We start to fire at them, but there must be at least a company of them, and they're pushing hard. We 

just can't seem to stop them. They've got us supressed, and they charge us. They're -just- about to 

overrun us, when this -torrent- of fire tears over our heads. So we look back, right? And there's this 

drop trooper standing on this pile of rubble behind us. She's holding a massive smartgun and just 

spraying the advancing Sintillans. " 

 

"How'd you know it was a she? Don't all the drop troopers have turtleshell armour?" 

 

Garald grins at this "Yeah, with some power augmentation to help carry the heavier weapons. Anyhow, 

she'd lost most of her upper armour so you could see her~" 

 

Andje cleared her throat at that. "Mr. Garald, if you please." 

 

Garald leapt up off his chair, pirouetting on his heel to salute Andje Marcks. 

 

"Hauptmann, Ma'am! Erste Kompanie, ready for inspection!" 

 

Andje Marcks let out an amused snort. "So I see. Keeping the troops entertained?" 
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He nodded in response "Yes ma'am." He paused, cocking his head to the side a bit "So, when do we 

drop? Sometime soon? My guys are getting a bit twitchy being locked up in this can." 

 

Andje smiled "You can tell them we're dropping in twelve hours. Gear up, we've got a lot of playtime 

ahead of us." 

 

 

 

 

dWMS Zeitrauber 

Landing Command Ship 

Twelve hours later. 

 

"General, all ships report ready. Drop pods are prepped and armed, first wave of shuttles are on 

station." 

 

General Vladimir nodded once in reply. A veteran of the Sintillan War, he had proven exceptonal at the 

task, and his brutal skill even led the Sintillans to give him a name in their own language as a sign of 

respect. After the war ended, he decided to formally adopt it. It meant 'Great Power', and it suited him. 

 

"Very well then" as he leaned forward and looked at the holotank detailing the primary drop zones. 

"Signal the Ibizans to begin suppressive bombardment, and launch the first wave of drop pods." 

 

Throughout the freighter fleet, ships shuddered as the drop pods launched. Each pod only held one 

trooper, but they were members of the 2nd and 3rd Ahle Regiments. Each was equipped with newly 

developed power armour, and each had a heavy fire support weapon as their primary weapon. Some 

had heavy smartguns, others had plasma cannons. Elysian ground fire began to swat them down, 

shooting the dispersed pods in ones and twos, but in doing so they just revealed their location to the 

orbiting Ibizan warships. Counter-battery fire began even before the first wave of pods had landed. 

Once down, the assault regiments got to work, sweeping their drop zones clean of all opposition. 

 

"Drop pod losses at 30%. Landing zones Alph and Gamma reported secure. Beth has heavy resistance; 

heavy armour reported." 

 

General Vladimir thought for a moment. One didn't win by reinforcing failure. "Re-task dropships to 

Alph and Gamma. Beth is not a drop zone. Repeat, ignore Beth." 

 

"Yessir. Relaying the order now." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dropship 6-Sigma 3582 'This Side Down' 

 

Andje Marcks surveyed her troops. They were racked into the dropship by squad, each of them holding 

their weapons in front of them. It was easy to tell the new recruits from the older veterans. The veterans 

were silent, occasionally chatting with each other, or chewing on a stimstick. The new replacements 

were talking louder, twitching, nervous and doing their best to push the drop out of their mind. Only 

Marcks and her XO Garald Wälderwell were still standing. Andje had her seat at the head of the 

dropship, as did Garald, but he was a dropper. If he wasn't in a drop pod, he'd be standing. The two had 

argued this point repeatedly, but his stubbornness had won out.  

 

A light at the front of the troop compartment lit up in crimson, flashing three times before staying solid.  

 

"Alright guys! That's our sign to drop! Lock in the crash seats and enjoy the ride!" Bellowed Garald. 

The Sintillan pilot extruded a tentacle, giving his race's version of a thumbs up. The hangar doors of the 

freighter opened, and the dropship edged out.  
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"Sigma 3582, this is Kestrel 6. We're being retasked to LZ Alph. Get into formation slot two-two-oh. 

Stay in formation and you'll get through just fine. Be advised; avoid all airspace tagged with red and 

yellow striping; those are fire lanes for orbital artillery." 

 

The pilot and Garald exchanged a look, but before they could say a word more the radio crackled again, 

the same voice audible "Light is green. Drop Now, Now, Now." 

 

On that signal, the cluster of shuttles and its escorting fighters dropped like hailstones. Punching 

through the upper atmosphere, the flames of re-entry danced around the bulky shuttle as the atmosphere 

of Dave's World steadily thickened. The wall of static cleared once through the upper atmosphere, 

sensors revealing that they had drifted out of position. The dropship slipped back into position with the 

other dropships. Rallied, they plunged as one into the atmosphere, screaming for their drop zone. 

Punching through the upper cloud layer, the formation looked like a cluster of meteors.  

 

"Attention; now at 60 degrees down angle. On track for LZ Alph." 

The dropship's autopilot droned at a soft monotone, counting down the altitude. The pilot looked down 

at his center console as a loud pulsing tone warbled. 

 

"Air threat warning!" screamed the dropship pilot as he jammed the control yoke forward, shoving his 

dropship out of formation in an even steeper dive. 

 

"Warning; now at 74 degrees down angle. Off approach vector." 

 

"Sigma 3582, get back in formation! Sigma 35-" 

 

The airburst nuke initiated in the lead elements of the formation, cutting off the words of the fighter 

pilot riding herd on the dropships. Maintaining formation had consumed most of the pilots' attention, to 

their detriment. The Elysians were not fools, and they had held the balance of their ground to orbit 

firepower back until the real targets had revealed themselves. More Elysian batteries joined, launching 

their pinch-fusion warheads into the air. Other inbound dropship flights were targeted, and the 

detonations swatted incoming deWulf army units from the sky.  

 

"What are we doing!? We're out of the approach path!" yelled Garald. 

 

"We're also out of their barrage! Now shut up and let me fly!" 

 

"Warning: now at 83 degrees down angle. Off approach vector. Approaching structural limit." 

 

The dropship screamed down, plummeting from the sky in what passed for a barely controlled fall. The 

radio spectrum filled with the screaming of pilots and infantry as their crippled dropships fell like 

shooting stars, burning up in the thickening atmosphere. Some of the dropships at the fringe of the 

formation corkscrewed away, desperately trying to generate a miss from the second wave of oncoming 

warheads. 

 

Dropship Sigma 3582 continued to plummet, screaming in towards the city of Finn's Massif. It burst 

through the final cloud layer, its flight path twisting as it began to approach the city, tearing over the 

starport. The Elysians on the ground looked up, letting out a startled yell. One managed to open fire 

with a light cannon, but it tore through the air behind the rapidly disappearing dropship. 

 

Quickly the starport fell behind the dropship, the skyline of the burned out city quickly looming ahead. 

 

"We're going too fast!"  

 

"I know I know! Give me a minute!" 

 

The right side of the dropship grazed the side of one office tower, tearing off some of the facade. The 

dropship swerved left, away from the building and trailing faux masonry and shards of glass. 

 

"We don't have one!" Screamed Garald. 
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"Hang on! Popping antigrav!" 

 

The pilot reached out to the right of his seat, yanking back on a single red handle. Four antigrav 

emitters popped out of shielded hatches, dampening the inertial forces as they struggled to stop the 

assault shuttle. The emitters began to short out, overloading themselves in a burst of lightning. But that 

was just enough. The dropship clipped a low-rise building, tearing away balconies before its abused 

engines shoved it into a rubble strewn square.  

 

Garald was staggered, but as soon as the dropship had ground to a halt, he pulled himself back up. 

"Alright! We're on the ground! Time to get to work!" He yelled, staggering back from the cockpit. 

Passing his shock cradle he pulled his pulse rifle out of the rack, watching as the rest of the kompanie 

unlocked their own cradle, tightening their armour and doing a final check on their weapons. 

 

Hauptmann Marcks was following out of the cockpit, standing at the entrance to the flight deck. Her 

eyes looked over the half of the kompanie that was still fumbling. With a snarl she yelled at them 

"MOVE!" They complied. It took barely another minute for the full kompanie to be deployed in a 

crude cordon around the dropship. Both Marcks and Garald had just stepped out of the back loading 

dock when two other troopers emerged from the rubble field at the perimeter of the square. The 

perimeter line let them through, and they presented themselves to Andje and Garald. 

 

"Gefreiter Kowalsky. This is Truppen Mattunsch. Welcome to Finn's Massif. I take you're part of the 

tour group?" 

 

The two officers looked at the Gefreiter oddly. Truppen Mattunch answered the look "He means the 

reinforcements." 

 

Andje Marcks nodded once "Yes. Erste Kompanie, zweiter Battalion, 203rd Infantry Regiment." She 

paused a moment "It's... good to be back." 

 

Kowalsky looked at her, eyes lidding fractionally "Back, you say?" Again she nodded "Served here 

with a scratch kompanie. Yard dogs, reservists, some volunteers. We were the ones who launched that 

torpedo on the spaceport." Kowalsky snorted when he heard that "Yah, right. You know how many 

infantrie units say that? It sounds like half the clotting army was part of that." 

 

Andje's eyes locked back at the Gefreiter's, hers just as pale as his. "I. Was. There. If you have an issue, 

you can take it up with Oberst Pluskatt back at the Navy Canton, assuming he's still in charge. Now, do 

you want some reinforcements, or should I go find a more deserving line unit?" 

 

Kowalsky's demeanor shifted, just a bit. Almost like he was relaxing. "Yeah, okay. There might be 

hope for you yet. Alright. Gefreiter Walther Kowalsky, provisional Kompanie zwei, Finn's Massif 

Second Volunteer Battalion. Battalion CP's over this way." He started to walk back towards the 

perimeter that surrounded the crash-landed dropship and the front lines beyond that. He stopped. And 

looked back. "Coming, Hauptmann Marcks?" 

 

Marcks grinned Hope indeed, Gefreiter she thought. Her next words answered the question. 

 

"Kompanie! Formarsch!" 

 

 

Turn 104 
 

Heavy Launch Pad Six-Alpha 

Finn's Massif Spaceport 

Dave's World 

Grant Star System 

 

"What do you mean 'will return when practical'?" snarled Plamades.  
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Plamades was, or rather is still overall commander of the Elysian forces that remained on Dave's 

World. A commander with a steadily shrinking army. The retreat of the Elysian fleet stripped him of 

both his orbital intelligence, and his heavy ground-strike capability. What was worse was that the 

deWulf had rather kindly slipped into the same position, just for their own side. While their ortillery 

lacked the precision that gunboat strikes offered, the fact that so much of the local population had 

been... sanitized, worked against him. Bereft of civilians in large portions of his occupation zones, the 

deWulf Navy (another thing that bothered him. Since when did the deWulf use railguns?) was liberally 

giving them a tungsten shower.  

 

"Sir, the deWulf have assaulted this world with well over four times our navy's tonnage. I won't even 

bother you with how many ships they outnumbered us by. The fleet bloodied them, but if they had 

stayed, by their accounts, we wouldn't HAVE a fleet!" 

 

Plamades' aide shuts up at this point, having thought that he might have overstepped his bounds. 

 

Instead of a stinging rebuke, the only thing the aide received was a sigh. Plamades staggers to a chair, 

thudding himself into it. "Fine, so what about our munitions status?" 

 

The aide cycles through the reports on his data pad.  

 

"Let's see... Our last resupply was one week before their assault. Four freighters; two with spare 

munitions, one with replacement heavy equipment, and one with replacement crew. For the Angelstrike 

artillery, we have enough ammunition to last for three weeks. Trident barrage launchers, two weeks. 

Infantry support weapons, twelve weeks. The good news is that we have enough fuel for six months, so 

our energy weapons will keep getting charged, our PD will work, and our vehicles will fly." 

 

Plamades stepped to the small holotable in his quarters, eyeing the disposition of his forces on-planet. 

His infantry still held Eisenmauer, and the main spaceport at Finn's Massif, but orbital artillery had 

punched holes in his coverage of the smaller settlements and bases. In some cases, the ortillery had 

simply wiped bases clear off the planet, leaving jumbles of wreckage amid overlapping craters. Add to 

that the new reinforcement landings that were working to encircle Finn's Massif and the drop troopers 

that were deployed right into the city... 

 

"If we cannot win, then neither will they. Order a general withdrawal to the spaceport. Then, we will 

push and crush the resistance in their 'Navy Canton'". We -will- accomplish our orders. Regardless. Of. 

The. Cost." 

 

Plamades opened a captured bottle of water. "You have your orders. Dismissed." 

 

 

 

dWNS Stan Maykovsky 

Grant Orbit 

deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

Junior Hunter Jorg Hafig knocked twice at the door to his Hunter's day cabin. Rolling back and forth on 

the heels of his feet, he pondered how he had ended up here. Customs inspector on Puerto Pollo, 

reassigned and promoted here. Clearly, he thought, I had stomped on the wrong toes somewhere along 

the line. I wonder which ship it was. He shook his head a bit, re-orienting his thoughts. And now, I'm 

riding herd on one of our more ... interesting officers. He's proven himself in combat, but... 

 

A two toned chime signalled permission to enter, and his XO entered the cabin.  

 

The day cabin looked like it was standard issue right from the shipyards. A small collection of 

reference books above the desk on the left wall, requisite painting of the heavy cruiser on her 

commissioning just above the small couch on the back. Right wall had a flatscreen display showing 

ship status on every system aboard, with the ability to comm and override any command issued. 

Almost everything was standard issue. 
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Jorg moved forward a step, enough for the door to glide closed behind him. His Hunter was reclined on 

his small couch, his weekly vice firmly in his grasp, a copy of the Grumman Weekly Star. If there was 

a trashier weekly paper, Jorg hadn't heard of it. He still remembered the brainless drivel on it the day he 

had reported for duty when first assigned to the Maykovsky; "Krak unearth alien battleship, plot 

takeover of known space". That had been almost two years ago, and while he had gotten used to most 

of his Hunter's habits, this one never seemed any less weird. 

 

He cleared his throat, causing Hunter Waldmuller to fold the paper just enough for his eyes to peer over 

the edge. "Ahh, Junior Hunter Hafig. Good to see you. I assume you are here for the daily report?" 

"Ahh, yes Sir." "Well then, get on with it. Good story in here this week!" 

 

Jorg rolled his eyes in his mind, before getting on with it "Nothing much to report. Number Two engine 

is down for routine maintenance, and Bosun Sharpe thinks that they've finally got the forward portside 

personnel hatch fixed. Defective hydraulic piston." 

 

"I see. Anything else worth mentioning?" 

 

Jorg paused a moment, eyes flitting back and forth as he racked his brain.  

"Oh, yes. New orders from flag. We've got a briefing in thirty minutes aboard the Werner Pluskatt. 

Pinnace's scheduled to be departing in fifteen." 

 

"Good! So, I need your opinion on something." 

 

Jorg bit back a groan. This could only be going one place... 

 

"So, it seems there's been another sighting of this 'red shuttle', this time over in Helgoland Blight. 

Buzzed a pair of cargo freighters headed out from Rhinehold to Puerto Pollo." 

 

Breaker, thought Jorg. Not this verdammt red shuttle again. 

 

"Another unconfirmed report. Nothing's been mentioned in our intel feeds. Yes, including your own 

Eyes-Only reports. Two freighters, from some down-and-out shipping company I'm sure." 

 

Hunter Waldmuller snorted, looking at Jorg. "Yes, but these guys were right about the secret navy 

yards over in Witzig system!" 

 

"They weren't Navy yards. Those were DeepSpace IG docks, and they've been broken up and melted 

down. We've both seen the newsfeeds." Hunter Waldmuller retorted. "Yes, yes. But such footage can 

be faked. You and I both know how good those 'news services' are at providing the correct footage." 

 

"Sir, we should be getting ready for the briefing." 

 

Waldmuller paused for a moment, before getting up from his couch, folding and tossing the magazine 

onto his desk. "Yes, yes, of course" as he then began to make his uniform proper; buttoning the shirt 

the whole way up, making sure the tie was on properly. Jorg stepped up closer, working to make sure 

the shoulderboards were properly straight. After all, he mused, if my Hunter looks like crap, then my 

whole ship does. And I have pride in the Maykovsky.  

 

"Still," continued Waldmuller "Those sneaky Krak are up to something, mark my words. I wouldn't be 

surprised at all if they're connected to this. All those nifty technological breakthroughs have to come 

from somewhere. It's either them, or that Y-12 security group. Them and their stealth battlecruisers. 

Mark my words, Junior Hunter Jorg Hafig, mark my words. The truth'll come out, and then I'll be the 

one who's right, and you'll be the one who'll be looking the fool." 

 

"Of course, Sir." replied Jorg as he led his Hunter to the hatch that connected the day cabin to the 

hallway outside. "We'd best be moving, missing the pinnacle would just look bad for all concerned." 

Waldmuller nodded, and stepped into the hallway. 

 

And off to another briefing. All that garbage about the red shuttle? That's just drunken idiots trying to 

make excuses. No, no such thing. 
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Turn 105 
Bonn Downport 

Fenris 

Capital of the deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

"Careful, Careful! No accidents with the cargo!" 

 

First Officer Stegen was always careful with his cargo. The Kormoran had a reputation for fast, 

efficient delivery of cargo for almost ten years. Reputations like that were forged in years, and broken 

in hours. Hours like loading and securing cargo. Most times, the job was simple. Detach containers, 

then attach new ones. Problem solved. Not today. 

 

Two of his deckhands slowed as the heard the barked command, taking even greater care with the load. 

 

Stegen watched them as they carefully manoeuvred another pallet-load of equipment onto the bottom 

floor of the shipping container, before turning back to the office. The company man had something to 

discuss about the last container that was to be loaded. That was rare, and it worried Stegen. I hope it's 

just some CEO having his house moved he groused. 

 

The office at the loading gantry was comfortable, if spartan. The carpet once was grey, but it had 

picked up odd stains in its twenty years of service. 

 

"So, what brings you to our little village?" Quipped Stegen. Best to take the initiative with any 

company man. Throws him off balance. 

 

The company officer looked up, a smile on her face "I have a special shipment for you." 

 

Breaker. Company Woman. All bets off now... 

 

"What... kind of cargo?" 

 

"Navy issue. Special munitions. Kormoran's getting the job because you've hauled munitions for The 

Navy with a sterling record, and we need to have someone we can trust to get this delivered safely." 

 

No mention of speed, but concerns for its safety. This isn't good. 

 

"What kind of cargo?" Interjected Stegen "You want it transported safely, but without knowing what it 

is, what kind of munitions-" 

 

The company woman cut him off "Very well. As per the State of Threat clause in the deWulf Corporate 

Democracy Charter, para six section two, this conversation is officially a Secret. Discussing it beyond 

these walls will result in immediate charges of treason, professional incompetence, and violation of 

your cargo handling certifications. Is this clear?" On the table was a personal secretary, display active.  

 

"I... Understand. I assume you're recording this?" 

 

She nodded once.  

 

"Just so. Alright, since I've just signed away my life and whatever passes for my professional 

reputation, what is it?" 

 

She stood up and walked over to the window on the far side of the office to Steigen, the one that 

overlooked the secure cargo area of the gantry. There were smaller containers spread out over the area, 

and armed patrols of infantry in combat gear. Stegen walked over, standing parallel to her. His eyes 

saw modern rifles, and relaxed, firm grips on them. 

 

"We have a special load of munitions to be transported immediately to the Bremen system. You'll 
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notice that they're not in the standard container-loads, and they're not standard torpedoes." 

 

He snarled a bit "Yes, I can see -that-. We haven't been hauling tinned ham for the Navy you know." 

 

"Quite. Again, this is Why we're trusting you with this. And I do mean 'We'. Your competence has not 

been missed, Mr. Stegen, and your ship will be getting triple rate for the shipment." 

 

His fur bristled at the subtle insult, but flattened out at the mention of triple rate. 

 

"This is more critical than just the usual munitions shipment." 

 

"Half the cargo you are hauling are orbital glide bombs. deWulf standard issue, with modifications. 

Shape profile is the same. Ten meters long, eighteen tons mass. The standard warhead has an 

approximate yield of 100 megatons. Normally, fallout is minimal, but on these ones we've replaced the 

internal lead tamper with a depleted uranium model. Yield on this model is about 140, but will have 

significant amounts of long term fallout, as well as shorter-lived Strontium components." 

 

Stegen was looking at the containers, starting to understand. 

 

"The other half of your cargo are glide bombs with a new payload. They're the ones with the black and 

neon green striping. Same mass, eighteen tons, but instead they have two tanks of chemicals. These 

bombs are designed to fall through atmosphere, then mix the chemicals to create a third chemical 

before dispersing it in as wide an area as possible." 

 

Stegen looked closer at the black and green striped containers, feeling a bit sick. 

 

"As the company representative, I was shown the results of this chemical on exposure. I will spare you 

the details, but let me assure you that the LAST thing you want is to damage those warheads. There 

will be no cleanup crew or medical team to help you. If you are lucky, you may be shot before it begins 

to take effect." 

 

Stegen looked at her "You're more informed than a simple cargo broker." 

 

"That's because I'm not. I work... well let's just say I work for someone a bit higher up the chain. Now, 

I believe that's all. See to your loading, First Officer Stegen." With that, she walked back to the table, 

turning off the recording software. 

 

"Ma'am... can I ask you something off the record?" 

 

He looked up, but her hand didn't reach to turn the software back on. 

 

"This... This has something to do with Dave's World, yes? We've all heard the news, but we don't know 

everything about it. Is... are the rumours and news media true?" 

 

The company fixer let out a sigh, taking a seat on the abused couch in the middle of the office.  

 

"Yes. They are. The hell of it is that they're underestimating the numbers, and DSN's just starting to put 

the numbers together, but right now we're looking at over 200 million dead. I met Rollen, you know, 

not that long after he broke the news to the Corporate Council. Coldest eyes I've ever seen in my life. 

Said that it was the easiest order he had signed. Directive 595, it's called. He mentioned something else. 

Zweihänder, but I don't know what that means." 

 

Stegen's eyes flickered, then went as flat black as the space between stars. 

 

"Ma'am, I don't know who signs your pay-cheques. Nor do I want to. But you tell them, that your cans 

are getting through." 
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deWulf Office Block 1A 

Alpha City 

Falke B-II 

 

"So, you're saying that the trade treaty will go through?" 

 

"It's looking likely Ms Becker. We estimate that we'll have a signed treaty within three months, and we 

can expect cargo to start moving within five." 

 

The table was surrounded by a collection of mid-level executives and engineers, the local senior 

representatives of deWulf Heavy Industries (a wholly owned subsidiary of deWulf). The topic at hand 

were rumours of a trade treaty between the deWulf Corporate Democracy and this new polity, The 

Guilds of Tierl Enneth. Why it was a concern to these employees was that the link ran right through 

Falke, only one jump away from the deWulf capital world of Fenris.  

 

"And we don't have anything, anything at all that will let us take advantage of that? We're going to be 

reduced to the interstellar equivalent of a gas an' gulp on the biggest trade route since they built the 

maglev from Koral and Masstricht?" 

 

Ms Becker had every right to glower. Much of Fenris' heavy industry had been moved to gigantic 

automated factories on Falke B-II, even though most of the heavy assembly was still done in Fenris 

orbit. With this massive trade treaty looming, it might mean that industrial capacity would be shifted 

elsewhere, leading to the swift death of her fiefdom. And her job. So she had convened a meeting of 

just about every manager and chief engineer on-planet. Once she outlined the stakes, everyone became 

VERY involved. 

 

 

"Well, ma'am. The issue we have isn't that our factories aren't competitive. The issue is that we're just 

not big enough to have as much industrial lift off-world. Containerization helps. Breaker, it's what 

keeps us competitive in a larger scheme, but we just don't have enough raw population in order to 

compete with a populated world like Fenris, or even Yutani or Puerto Pollo. But we don't have any way 

to fix that..." 

 

A burbling rumbled up from the corner. A token Sintillan had been invited to the meeting. Sergei 

Alexandrov was manager of the heavy assembly foundry, a position he had managed to get hired into 

based on his extensive experience back on Sintilla before the war. The staff on the floor thought he had 

more potential, but he had smacked into the steel ceiling that existed in most deWulf corporations when 

it came to non-Fenren.  

 

Caroline Becker looked over at the blob "Yes, Alexandrov, do you have anything to provide to our 

discussion?" Her tone was cold, dismissive. Filled with the kind of bitter sarcasm that would have 

frankly shut down most anyone else. 

 

"Actually, yes. Yes I do have a way we can cut down on our orbital translift costs. An elevator." 

 

Anton Kriege, the shipping manager whom had talked earlier, scoffed "An orbital elevator? Do you 

have any idea how hard that would be to build? If it's even possible. The tensile strength alone..." 

 

Sergei Alexandrov cut him off right there "Is doable. I was part of a design team on Sintilla. We were 

looking into building one to boost our shipyard production. Tie in on-planet industry to feed the orbital 

yards faster than our cargo shuttles could. But we ran the numbers, and at the time we couldn't fabricate 

a cable strong enough." 

 

Caroline Becker snorted back "And you still can't... your industry is still screwed six ways to Fog Alley 

and back." 

 

Sergei snapped back, the bit now firmly in his teeth... well, what passed for teeth on a Sintillan. 

 

"Quite. Sintillan industry couldn't. But deWulf industry can. And we're looking at a gravity well less 

than half the size-" 
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He paused a moment, tapping into the holographic projector built into the middle of the table. It sprang 

to life, showing the Sintillan home-world with a massive orbital elevator. 

 

"Yes, you're right. Sintilla has a gravity of 0.923g, and based on some elementary physics, you can see 

the tensile strength is right off the plausibility charts. The biggest problem we had was the 

counterweight. Without an asteroid belt, we just couldn't get enough mass to balance out the forces. So 

we shelved the idea. But here..." 

 

The holographic image shrank, texture of the world changing to resemble Falke B-II.  

 

"Here, it's a different matter. We're looking at only 0.44g. And-" he stabbed a tentacle at the hologram 

"And we have an asteroid belt. We just tow a massive iron-type asteroid into orbit, and we have our 

main counterweight. Plus, the tensile strength needed is well the tolerances for the Rhenmetall armour 

we produce at my foundry. We can do this." 

 

Anton Kriege launched into a blistering economical attack on the idea, hitting it at every point he could 

muster; production costs, rate of returns, even the loss of shipping revenues from transhipment of third 

party hardware. Sergei parried each point with his own, producing spreadsheet after model after 

analysis. As the two argued loudly across the table, Carline Becker leaned back in her chair and 

listened... 

 

 

 

Two weeks later, Falke B asteroid belt… 

 

Caroline Becker and Sergei Alexandrov were standing on the bridge of the corporate tugboat Fortuna, 

watching as another ship slowly manoeuvred towards a massive asteroid, 67 light minutes from the dim 

star known as Falke B.  

 

"So, Mr. Alexandrov, are you liking your new position?" 

 

Sergei shifted a bit "Somewhat. An executive, even a junior one... I did not expect..." 

 

Caroline cut him off, but far more politely than she ever would have two weeks ago "The State, and by 

that I mean deWulf, rewards initiative and competence. You have more than ample amounts of both, as 

you demonstrated. Perhaps we have been over-cautious in some of our Sintillan employees. Do well 

here though, and such things will change." 

 

They both looked back at the view screen as the second ship fired a massive capital laser strapped to 

her dorsal cargo bay. Slowly, it began to carve the asteroid into smaller parts. 

 

"How large -is- that asteroid, Sergei? It really doesn’t look that big…" 

 

He replied without even having to think. He'd spent three days crunching out just how big an asteroid 

he would need. 

 

"The asteroid has a volume of approximately 8.8 million cubic meters, so about 260 meters in diameter. 

With a density of about 7.7 g/cm3, we're looking at an approximate mass of 67.7 billon tons of raw 

iron-nickel ore. It's literally too big to tractor under most circumstances... I suppose I shouldn’t ask 

where you got a capital laser to cut it in half-" 

 

"Production surplus, Sergei." 

 

"Like I said, I shouldn't ask. But we have to cut it in half so we can even tow it. We'll have to do some 

assessments before we tow it, to make sure that it's just what we want, and we'll lose some mass from 

the cutting... " 

 

"Sergei, if you even make this half work, then there's no limit to the amount of cheques that we'll be 

cutting for you...” 
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Math, for the curious: 

7.7 g/cm3 x 1,000 = 7,700 tons per m3. 

7,700 t/m3 x 8000 m3 = 61.6 million tons per HS 

61.6 million tons/HS x 1100 = 67,760,000,000 tons. 

 

 

Turn 106 
AAR Report RE: deWulf Weapons Performance Evaluation 

 

To: CentCom - Research Co-Ordination; Ground Combat Division 

From: Grant Field Research Station  

 

Initial field reports have now been compiled on some of our newly deployed hardware. Test results are 

compiled below: 

 

 

Wolf Mk5 Tank: 

In close combat conditions, the Wolf has preformed as expected. Uprated frontal armour is proof 

against any Elysian small arms, and light weapons found on some Elysian emplacements and mobile 

units. Unfortunately, Elysian infantry-carried AT weapons and heavy weapons can punch through even 

the Wolf's lower glacis with ease (side and rear armour is no better). Since all combat has occurred in 

city, we have not been able to evaluate armour effectiveness against long range attacks.  

 

Firepower has proven to be efficient, though it has difficulty punching through the front of Elysian 

heavy tanks. The plasma's diffused effect is effective against medium and light infantry, but powered 

armour infantry needs a focused shot. Against structures, the focused double-shot is capable of 

knocking down anything less than a purpose-built military structure like a bunker. Most crewmembers 

have retrofitted a second smartgun on the forward glacis for additional close-in firepower. 

 

Ergonomics during combat are generally well-received, with the combat comm systems and fire control 

proving especially effective. Less well received were the crew egress points. Depending on the location 

of impact, crews have only escaped 28% of the time.  

 

 

Mk 1-B Power Armour 

Our first deployment of powered armour has proven to be very effective. Power supply was estimated 

to last 24 hours in combat, but experience has proven that 16 hours was the best that could be expected. 

The shorter combat lifetime is due to increased power demands placed on the suit, particularly for 

running its motive power systems at 100% for long periods. Initial specifications called for only limited 

use of 100% power, but front line troops have used power suits to assist constructing defensive 

positions and providing heavy maintenance on panzer units. 

 

Armour on the Mk 1-B is proving to be as effective as expected, capable of defeating Elysian small 

arms an average of 84.66% of the time. Typical damage from small arms includes damaged sensors and 

joints, as well as some failure on smaller armour plate segments. The armour is also effective against 

concussion effects and burst shrapnel, with only a 2.4% likelihood of damage or functional degradation 

per impact event. 

 

Against Elysian-portable support weapons and AT weapons the armour is decidedly less effective, with 

a direct hit usually resulting in the destruction of the powered armour. On the plus side, pilot 

survivability even in the event of total armour destruction is over 80%*. Typical causes of armour 

destruction are kinetic overload (near or direct impact of HE artillery), directed energy weapon (melts 

or burns out critical suit systems), kinetic penetration (impact of kinetic penetrator that breaches torso 

plate), or radiation overload (radiation overloads/melts control systems). 
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Weapon packs on the power suits are universally liked. The heavy assault configuration (Laser emitter 

on left hand, power claw on right, two short range plasma missiles on shoulders) is the most common 

configuration, used 76% of the time. The heavy assault package provides a good mix of light 

armour/bunker defeating capability as well as an accurate anti-infantry weapon. The next most 

common configuration is the infantry assault configuration (twin smartguns on left arm, power claw on 

right), used 20% of the time. This configuration is more mobile than the heavy assault configuration 

(owing to the absence of the shoulder-mount missiles), but is unable to be a credible threat to any 

armoured vehicle or serious defensive installation. 

 

*Survival defined as conscious and non-paraplegic for at least 15 minutes after impact. 

 

 

 

DonauPlaz 

Finn's Massif 

Dave's Word 

deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

The smell of burnt concrete was a constant companion, so omnipresent that smelling it was the sign of 

the newly deployed. For those who couldn't, it was a mark of bitter experience. The jokers said every 

now and again that they could still smell its dusky tang. The optimists swore they'd never stop smelling 

it, that soon the air would be clean. The realists... they paid no mind to such trifles. 

 

"Expected to find you here, Hauptmann." 

 

Silence. 

 

Gefreiter Walther Kowalsky looked at his commander. She was seated on a low wall of concrete at the 

edge of the plaza, eyes looking across it, to the rubble of Niebelungen and the spaceport beyond. Her 

gaze, like her men, like those before in years past, didn't so much look at as through.  

 

Kowalsky took a seat next to Hauptmann Marcks. A paw reached into his fatigues, pulling out a dented 

metal case. It unlatched and swung open silently, and he offered the contents to her. 

 

"You look like you could use one. I've got some Gommorahs, Ultra Luxes, two Tops' and a Lucky 38." 

 

She paused, head slowly turning to look down at the case. Her own paw reached out, pulling a 

Gomorrah brand stim stick to her lips. Her teeth cracked open the end and she took a long, rough drag. 

Walther could see her body shudder as the initial rush of stims raced through her nerves, dragging her 

back to alertness. 

 

"Thanks, Walther. I think there might be some promise with you." 

 

She turned back to her gaze, looking out at the rubble. 

 

Moments ticked by, the wind blowing wisps of powdered concrete and burnt material past them. 

 

"I did some digging, Andje." Walther paused for a moment, looking for some kind of response. None 

came. 

 

"I figured you were joking that you were part of the group that launched that RM4 at the spaceport. 

Everyone said that they were part of it, and I figured you were just one more cashing in on the strike. 

But I spoke to Pluskatt. Your name opened a couple doors. He confirmed just about everything. Guess 

he figured out that I needed to know you were on the level, that you weren't just another green officer 

fresh out of class." 

 

Werner followed Marcks' gaze as he pulled out an Ultra Luxe, and took his own fresh drag of 

amphetamines.  

 

"Do you know where I started, Werner? Where this war began, for me?" 
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Walther nodded "This plaza was your first real engagement, I heard. One of your guys shot an Elysian 

officer wanting to parley, before killing himself." 

 

Marcks nodded "I still don't know his name. I never had time to look then, and I don't have time now. 

And here we are, here I am. I can still see him, shooting himself with that plasma pistol. I haven't 

stopped seeing him. That's been a year now... more than that. And yet I see it happen again, and again 

and again. Every time I close my eyes." 

 

Walther leaned his head back as he took a long drag on his own stim stick. "Well, I can help you a little 

at least. Stefan Rakowsky." 

 

"Huh?" 

 

"That was his name. Stefan Rakowski. Lost his family in Niebelungen. As far as we can tell, he was the 

last of his line." 

 

"Another family wiped out in this city. How many others have joined him, Walther?" 

 

Walther paused a moment, thinking. "Well, he's not forgotten. And I don't just mean by you, Andje." 

 

He took another long drag from his stimstick. The Ultra Luxe was renowned for a smooth, refined 

flavor, but Walther sucked it down like it was a cheap ten-for-a-credit stick. 

 

"His story spread through what was left of the army here. We wanted to remember him; he was a 

demonstration of something we'd forgotten. That stubborn drive for survival that we've not had since 

we became civilized. But what could we do? He had no family, the plaza here we didn't hold so there 

could be no statue. So we did what we were able. We started changing our last names. I'm sure you 

noticed my file still says 'Walther Kowal' and not Kowalsky." 

 

Andje Marcks looked over at Walther "Changed... your family name?" 

 

He nodded. "Not just me. I think about a quarter of the populations changed the last part of our 

names..." 

 

Silence once again settled in as they both looked out over the rubble. 

 

"Do you think we're going to live through this, Werner?" 

 

"Honestly, Hauptmann, I don't think so. After all this, what else will we have?" 

 

Turn 107 
 

deWulf Naval High Command, 90
th

 Floor 

SPM Rollen’s Office 

 

“So when are you running the briefing for Operation Zweihander, Sir?” 

 

Rollen looked up from his desk “Next week, why?” 

 

Erwin Donnal shifted his stance, clearly looking uneasy. 

 

“Well, what is it?”  

 

“I was wondering about the special munitions we were contemplating. I know that we finished the 

latest production run two months ago. And now I’ve gotten a report that the supply dump on Akela has 

been emptied out. BioMed reports that the entire supply had been loaded into munitions, crated, and 

shipped off-world.” 
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Rollen paused a moment, digesting this. 

 

“The decision has been made. They’re currently en route to Bremen for trans loading onto the task 

force. “ 

 

The bluntness stunned Donnal in turn. “What?! You mean you’re seriously contemplating the use of 

those weapons? I thought that we’d be discussing this more with the high council before they were 

deployed!” 

 

“The high council already discussed the matter. Deployment has been authorized. We’re riding the 

tiger here Erwin, and if we don’t play nice for the crowds we’re going to be next.” 

 

“You’re kidding Rollen. This is insane. If we push this then there’s only going to be one survivor in 

this fight, and I’m honestly not sure it’s going to be us here. I… I can’t let you do this.” 

 

“I already have, Donnal. Already have. The munitions are going to be at the fleet in three weeks. From 

there, they’ll be going to Elysium.” 

 

Erwin Donnal sighed, looking at this commanding officer. A commanding officer that had the coldest, 

most unfeeling look he’s ever seen. It was a look he’d never seen on his commander, not once before, 

and it scared him. 

 

“I… I can’t believe this…” 

 

“Believe it, Erwin. It’s either us, or them. And so help me, it’s not going to be us.” 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good Evening, I'm Janeth deVries.  

 

Our top story tonight is the attempted revolution in Ibizan space. The colony of Shady Sands, formerly 

a free colony of the Ibizan state, has revolted against the imposition of taxes at the end of the contracted 

free charter. 

 

 

deWulf High Command, 8th Sub-Basement 

Fenris Command Central, “The Pit” 

 

The meeting room was once again, almost full. Most times even critical briefings were not well 

attended. Officers of flag rank had many things on their plate, and briefings (for which detailed order 

sets would be provided) seldom were popular ways to spend time. Today's meeting, the rumor mill 

promised, would be a different matter. Those seats that were not taken were reserved for officers that 

had good reason not to attend. 

 

Lastly, the briefing was being delivered by SPM Rollen directly. There were no aides to run the 

briefing for him. Not for this briefing. He walked around the central holoprojector in the center of the 

auditorium, hands clasped behind his back. 

 

"Good Evening. It's nice to see that we actually have some attendance this time. Now, before I begin, I 

would like to remind everyone here that this briefing is classified Alph-One. That means eyes and ears 

only. No notes, no documentation. If you're a part of this or cleared to know, then you'll have a copy of 

your orders and briefing couriered out to you." 
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Rollen paused, eyes slowly sweeping the seated officers, giving each of them a moment of cold eye to 

eye contact. 

 

"Good. Now, as you know, we retook the colony of Dave's World several months ago. I am pleased to 

report that we are mopping up on-planet resistance and we expect an end to combat operations inside of 

eight months. What you are also aware of is the systematic annihilation of the majority of our 

population on-planet. Early estimates are putting it the casualties at over two hundred and fifty million 

of our citizens, but we're still having some difficulty putting together final numbers. We aren't 

expecting the numbers to be getting any better." 

 

Again Rollen paused, letting that reminder sink in. The final death toll would likely never be known. 

Elysian army units had been both thorough and economical in their genocide. In many cases 

settlements and cities had been wiped from the face of Dave's World completely, not even ashes left to 

be found. 

 

"Public opinion has been fierce. The ruling corporations have been pressing the issue and pumping 

more fuel onto the fire. And the truth of it is, they have every reason to be angry. We, the Navy, have 

failed in our charge to protect our citizens. As a result, the public is crying for blood." 

 

Rollens eyes went flat, all colour and sparkle departing from them. 

 

"And, ladies and gentlemen, we are going to deliver." 

 

With those words, the holotank in the center of the room fired. It displayed a collection of jump lines 

that filled out the whole of what the deWulf called the New Colony Region. At the center of the map 

were the jump lines around Elysium. The lines reached out, connecting to the deWulf colonies of 

Bremen and Dave's World and the Sintillan colony in Munich. 

 

"As we all know, warp point assaults are a hard, murderous fight. Estimated projections are that 

assaulting through Dave's World not only be expensive, but will cost us the element of surprise. Given 

the Elysian strength in long range combat thanks to their gunboats, we will have to fight our whole way 

to their homeworld. This will subject our forces to continual attrition before they are able to truly 

threaten their launch platforms or homeworld." 

 

Rollen paused, strolling slowly to the command console for the holotank. 

 

"Our plan, which we are calling Zweihander, is the first multi-fleet operation ever conducted by the 

deWulf Corporate Navy. We will be deploying our fleet in three tactical elements in order to deny the 

Elysians the ability to concentrate their forces against us, and to preserve tactical surprise for as long as 

possible. Task Force Nine will be assaulting from here-" as the holotank highlighted Dave's World, 

listing off a collection of deWulf and Sintillan warships. "These ships are both the front alarm bell, and 

our escape route. They will assault the warp point and secure it. This incursion will alert the Elysians to 

our presence, and with luck draw off some of their combat elements from their homeworld. Task Force 

Nine will also hold the warp point long enough to allow our fleet to retreat back to Dave's World." 

 

Rollen looked up at the crowd, grinning like a wolf on the prowl. "Task Force Two will advance from 

here-" as the focus then shifted to Bremen "and advance into the nebula neighboring the Elysium's 

home system. Here, they will interdict the warp point and cut off any traffic that passing through to 

systems beyond. We've not surveyed past this nebula very much, but we believe that the Elysians may 

have colonies somewhere here. A blocking force will cut them off from additional resources and 

reinforcements." 

 

The holotank shifted one last time, identifying the Sintillan colony of Munich. This time, the display 

listed a host of ships; the combined fleet of the deWulf and Sintillans. "Lastly, Task Force One will 

advance from Munich down a third warp line, through an uninhabited system to hit the Elysians from a 

flank that we believe they consider secure." 

 

The tank shifted back some, showing all three task forces operating in concert. "Timing is critical. TF 

Nine must be the first to hit, followed by TF Two and then TF One. This will pull the Elysians as out of 

place as we think we can accomplish, and then allow us to hit their homeworld." 
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"Lastly, you may be wondering how we are going to time all this. Hanse, could you bring it in?" 

 

A Navy officer with Hunter's insignia in Naval Intelligence wheeled something in, something the 

approximate size of an overloaded piece of luggage on a four wheeled dolly. 

 

"This is our first quantum clock. Thanks to research on the quantum processor we recovered in 

Hegoland Blight, we have cracked some basic functionality on quantum entanglement. Researchers say 

we're still years, if not decades away from producing our own quantum computers, but we have come 

up with a few tricks. One thing we have discovered is that quantum entanglement is preserved even 

through warp point transit. As a result, we are able to use these quantum clocks to tie themselves 

together with a central timekeeper in Central Command here. Unfortunately the equipment needed to 

alter the quantum state is far more substantial than that needed to observe the change, so for the 

foreseeable future this will not be anything more than a central timekeeping device. Still, it will allow 

us previously undreamed-of synchronization." 

 

Senior Packmaster Rollen looked up at the auditorium. "Any questions?" 

 

A hand was raised, towards the back of the auditorium. "Sir, what is the operational plan when we hit 

Elysium? Shipyards and military production facilities?" 

 

Rollen paused, looking down a bit at smooth floor. His voice was a bit quieter, but colder, cold like 

stone in the dead of winter. "The engagement parameters will be in the briefing packets you are now 

being given. But in a nutshell, the priority is Shipyards and Infrastructure, with Warships on an as-

needed basis." Rollen resumed walking around the central holoprojector, looking at the floor, stopping 

as he finished speaking. He then turned around, looking up directly at the officer asking the question. 

 

"But that's not what you want to know. You all may have been hearing rumors of a new Directive 

coming down from the Corporate Council, Directive 595. It is the authorization for total war, to the 

knife. The Elysians have shown that they want this universe to only have us, or them." 

 

The questioning officer was taken aback by that reply. "What do you mean, Sir?" 

 

"Once we have achieved orbital superiority, even temporarily, deWulf warships will commence a 

saturation bombardment of the Elysian homeworld with strategic nuclear and chemical warheads. The 

directive leaves no room for debate: No Survivors. The supply ship Stier accompanying the main Task 

Force has offloaded half of her munitions load in exchange for free-fall strategic warheads. Once at 

their homeworld, she will assume polar orbit and deploy her onboard munitions." 

 

The room was silent. The only thing heard was the faint rumble of the air vents that fed clean, cool air 

to the auditorium. 

 

"Make no mistake of this; this was never our plan in this war, but it has been forced upon us. After the 

battles at Eisenmauer and Finn's Massif, there can be no surrender, no compromise." 

 

The holotank shut off, pulling the strategic display out of the air. 

 

"Like every war our navy has fought, we never started it, but by the breaker We Will Finish It." 

 

Turn 108 
 

Memo 

 

To: deWulf Naval Central Naval Command, Fleet Administration  

From: Lt. Ernst Molle 

RE: Who names these ship classes?!? 

 

To whom it may concern: 
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I have been working hard over the last few weeks compiling a full listing of all warships that are or 

have been in service with the deWulf navy, and I have run across a rather frustrating situation. It 

appears that somehow we have the same name being used for two VERY distinct and different classes 

of unit in the dWN, and the only reason that it hasn't been an issue yet is that someone mis-spelt the 

class name the first time! 

 

During the Binary War, we had several purpose-built asteroid forts constructed in Ibiza orbit to support 

our mobile units in assaulting Narilei worlds. The initial design and construction was subcontracted to 

local Ibizan corps, who took a shortcut by adapting our existing BS2-PT design onto an asteroidal hull. 

Obviously it wasn't a one to one copy, the redesign lost some of its passive defenses in exchange for 

two more torpedo tubes. We rolled six of these bases off the yards and into service, where they are still 

deployed as part of our local peacekeeping forces. As part of their winning bid, they named it the 

Konig-class AST. The rush to approve and lay down this class meant that certain corners were cut (a 

spellchecker among them!) 

 

Now the war with the Elysians has spurred us to build a larger warship than our ill-fated Landser class 

BBb, which someone in BuShips felt needed a more auspicious name than something named for our 

groundpounders, so they settled on the more august Koneig class DNb. Unfortunately, they ran a basic 

search through the database to see if anything else was named Koneig, which of course turned up 

negative. Somehow this little oversight wasn't spotted by ANYONE in BuShips through either the 

design, prototype stages or even the commencement of series production! 

 

I suggest we rename the asteroid forts to something less impressive, and then that way when they get 

scrapped and the design obsoleted the entire problem will fall off the register. Renaming our new 

flagship line of dreadnoughts would be a far more problematic development. 

 

Lt. E. Molle 

Office of Standardization, BuShips 

 

 

 

dWNMS K.V. Luckenbach 

Dave's World orbit 

Grant Star System 

 

 

Good afternoon, I'm glad you were able to find the time to talk with us. 

 

Not a problem. You did clear this with my flight commander, yes? 

 

Of course. Here's his authorization. 

 

Hmm... yes, yes we're all good here. Just for the record, you understand that parts of this interview may 

be redacted due to security concerns. 

 

All part doing these front line interviews, Lieutenant?. 

 

Ja. So, for the record my name is Lieutenant Karl Vogel, and I fly a Stuka III as part of the 289th 

JagdGeschwader here on Dave's World. We're based off the dWNMS (deWulf Navy Merchant Ship) 

K.V. Luckenbach, a Provider-Class converted to function as an orbital fighter base. 

 

An orbital base? Why not something on the ground? 

 

True, a ground base gives us comparatively shorter flight times from base to op and back, but the time 

savings is relative. If we're needed elsewhere on planet, it can be several hours for us to arrive. There 

are eleven other auxiliary carriers here in orbit, so between us all we can be wheels-up and on station in 

less than thirty minutes just about anywhere on the planet. Plus, an orbital base doesn't have to worry 

about weather for takeoff and recovery, and those can be the diciest situations on any flight. Oh, and 

we don't have to worry as much about perimeter security. No artillery strikes over the wire. 
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Huh, fair enough there. I'm sure our viewers will find that interesting. Why don't you tell us a bit about 

your craft? 

 

The Stuka III? Good workhorse, though the base airframe design is starting to show its age. The first 

designs actually predate spaceflight, back when a liquid/SRB system was the best thing we had for 

long-range strikes. Fortunately the II version swapped out that drive system for a liquid fission drive 

that really boosted operational ranges. Of course that meant the drives were hot enough to cook eggs, 

not that you'd want to eat them. Still, they got us through most of the Sintillan War well enough. 

Towards the end of that the IIB's started to get refitted with proper fusion-ion propulsion plants, so that 

gave em both the legs to strike and a chance for their pilots to reproduce again! Let me tell you that the 

design team for that drive system's not going to have to live sober for the rest of their lives. 

 

Well, yes, interesting... 

 

But anyhow, around the Binary War we went to the new III standard. Integral fusion plant plus a small 

ramscoop and fuel processor means that we can operate in atmosphere virtually indefinetly, and thus a 

smaller fraction of the fighter's mass is devoted to fuel. Which meant more ordinance and armour. Both 

are welcome. The forward-swept wings give us some scary maneuverability at low speed, which is 

useful for our ground-attack role, but it demands an alert pilot, as that quick response also means things 

can go straight to the breaker faster than you can be littering on my flight deck. Yes, please don't be 

dropping your garbage on the deck. 

 

Erp. Sorry. 

 

Yeah, we don't like messy flight decks. We've found that we can't rely on wind or flight operations to 

keep the launch area clear on-base here, so we have to be really, really strict with any debris. A cup like 

that could get jammed in the launch catapult, and if the launch clamp hits it while deploying a fighter, it 

might force the clamp to bounce up. At that speed, it'd launch the fighter right into the roof of the tube. 

 

Yes, of course. There. Got it. So, what's your operational tempo like? Can you talk about that? 

 

Well, only in generalities of course. We're usually conducting one or two strikes off our deck every 

day. Each strike is comprised of four Aspe-class aerofighters for air cover, though frankly we don't 

have to worry about airborne interceptors. The real work is carried out by eight of the Stuka III's. Our 

ordinance depends on the actual mission. Anti-armour strike will have us fitted with twin plasma 

cannons and battery banks for sustained firing during a pass. General strike and anti-structure will have 

us carry banks of dumbfire plasma torpedoes, but only fitted with contra-grav engines and not full-up 

drive fields. Same ordinance the Stuttgart fire-support tank uses. Our last evolution, area suppression, 

has us carry a Sintillan-designed bomb. They're these things. They look like overgrown liquid gas 

canisters, but they're actually a drop-spun submunition pack. The blob's call them "PTAB" canisters, 

but Breaker knows what that stands for. All I know though, is that a direct hit from one of the 

submunition's enough to take out one of our Wolf-IV tanks from any angle.  

 

So then, with all this firepower, how IS the war going? 

 

My flight commander put it best. He said to me when I transferred in two months ago "Vogel, I know 

you're not a fan of running ground attack operations. Just let me tell you three words that'll change your 

mind. 'Target. Rich. Environment.'" 

 

Turn 109 
 

dWNS Roman Kurinnyj 

On assignment with 2nd Battalion, deWulf Combined Fleet 

Holstein Star System 

 

"Attention. Attention. Resupply with dWMS Der Winter Kommt completed. All hands stand clear of 

ventral loading hatch" 
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The announcement echoed through the hangar twice more, informing the crew that munitions 

replenishment had been completed, and the Winter Kommt would be casting off. Another twenty 

minutes, and the Roman Kurinnyj would be free to relight her drive field and rejoin the fleet. 

 

All of which was of no concern to Senior Lieutenant Lev Varga, commander of Gunboat 2-001-001, 

known informally as "Pobeda". Still, known better as that on this ship than her callsign number. Of 

course, that her informal name sprawled across her nose in flowing script, underlined by a stylized 

lance probably had something to do with that. His concerns were simple. Make sure the crews kept his 

'boat well maintained, properly loaded, and ready to be flying down the launch catapult within five 

minutes of general quarters. There were other concerns, once his gunboat was in space, but those rested 

in the back of his mind. The gunboat was a Sintillan invention, but he was forced to admit that deWulf 

organizational practices were useful in this case. He had a 'superior' that handled the paperwork and 

administrata that came with being the senior pilot, a deWulf organizational system that kept him where 

Lev was best: at the controls of his gunboat, leading his fellows in on a strike. 

 

With the arrival of new munitions though, new orders had arrived, and as the senior gunboat 

commander in the task force, those orders were moving from the back of his mind with a speed that 

would have made his machinist parents proud. Those orders also had him leaving the flight deck and 

down to the access way that would take him to the ventral weapons magazine. 

 

The orders that had come with the resupply ship stated that special munitions had been loaded, and the 

he should report to the magazine for a safety briefing as soon as the two ships had separated. "Special 

munitions." He rolled the words around in his maw. His normal warheads were scaled down plasma 

torpedoes. What could be more special than that?  

 

His pseudo-tentacle passed over the access panel, and it commanded the door to unlock and open. The 

hatch took two full seconds to unlock, the restraining bolts thudding free in succession before the hatch 

swung forward. Even in the era of inert, detonation-safe warheads the magazine's security measures 

were sacrosanct. Lev had barely cleared the hatch's clear area before he saw both who was briefing 

him, and the warheads themselves. Normal torpedo warheads had a sensor dome and a protective 

cover, and they both concealed the standard black and red striping indicating a plasma-type warhead. 

These warheads had the same sensor dome and cover, but the latter was painted in eye-gouging neon 

yellow and green. Standing next to the warhead rack was a singular deWulf Naval Officer. 

 

Lev looked him over. Tall, thin almost to an emaciated state, the officer's clothing hung on him like he 

was a wire mannequin. His fur was a light ash grey, and it seemed stiff like bristles, especially over his 

muzzle. His hands worked a data tablet, stabbing the display in a series of precise, sharp jabs. 

 

"Great" thought Lev. "He's an administrative officer. This isn't going to be pleasant." And with good 

reason for that thought as the deWulf officer turned and faced the Sintillan. His lapel tab identified his 

branch of service, and that simple pin made Lev Varga's dermis run pale. Naval Intelligence. A 

frustrating job was now rapidly turning into a career-ender. If he was lucky.  

 

"You are Lev Varga, senior gunboat commander." Sharp, clipped. A statement, perhaps a challenge.  

 

"Yes, I am. You are?" 

 

"My name is unimportant for the purposes of this discussion. Your ability to access this magazine, as 

well as the digital records from the hatch's security lock confirm your identity." 

 

Lev remained silent, willing himself to be stationary and present the image of a proper commander. 

deWulf Naval Intelligence still hadn't fully integrated with their Sintillan counterparts, but the rumors 

that made their way along suggested they were altogether worse than anything the Sintillan Secret 

Police had ever managed to put together. The Sintillan Secret Police would just execute you. For Naval 

Intelligence, death was only the beginning in some cases. In wartimes, he had heard stories of 

transgressions noted years back being paid out with interest. Companies destroyed; careers ruined; 

markets blackballed.  

 

"I see..." spoke Lev, before thinking to himself Best be careful here...  
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"I hope that you do, commander Varga. Now, I shall be to the point. I have other commanders to brief, 

but as you are the senior gunboat commander, you are the first." 

 

"How kind." 

 

"It's efficient, commander Varga. Kindness is a side effect, at best. Now, as you can see these warheads 

have a different hazard striping. These are not anti-shipping warheads, but planetary attack warheads. 

They contain a pair of chemicals that, while already quite unpleasant, react to become something 

altogether worse." The NI officer shifted a bit, one hand leaving the data pad and caressing the 

warhead's casing. It was a gentle touch, something out of character with his previous movements. 

 

"So," questioned Lev "Be careful with them, then?" 

 

"You will want to treat them as if they are the finest crystal glasses you have ever seen. If there is 

damage to the warheads in the magazine, the magazine's emergency CASE system will activate, and 

the contents will be immediately dumped into space. No warnings." 

 

That was a bit of a stunner to Lev. "So there's no countermeasure to the final payload?" 

 

The officer looked at the warhead, almost ignoring Lev "None. Our best recommendation is a pulse 

round to the forehead. Less painful that way. The exact details are in the data packet that has been sent 

to you." 

 

Lev's own personal tablet chimed, notifying him that he had just received a file. He didn't bother 

looking to see what it was. That was almost a pointless task. 

 

"We have also had several training warheads brought in for your crews to practice with. They are 

equipped with handling sensors to inform you whenever your crews MAY have damaged the warhead 

and caused a payload leak. They are more sensitive than the actual munitions are, but then that will get 

them into the habit of safe loading. I'm sure they have every desire to survive to collect their next 

paycheque." 

 

Lev backed up half a step, feeling less and less safe in the company of such volatile death. 

 

"I trust you have no questions, commander Varga?” 

Lev shook his head in agreement before deciding that a vocal answer would remove any doubt. “No… 

no more questions. I’m sure your documentation will have everything else that’s needed.” 

The NI officer looked at the gunboat commander before nodding once, and only once. “Dismissed.” 

 

 

dWNS Stan Maykovsky 

Current Location: Piraeus Star System, presumed Elysian Space 

Current Status: Yellow 

Current Time: 03:10 Fenris Standard 

 

 

beep. 

  

Beep. 

  

BEEP. 

  

BEEP. 

  

Thud. Smack. Clunk. 

  

BEEP. 

  

Smack. 
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Silence. 

  

Jorg Hafig's hand finally found the offending alarm clock, the one that he had tasked to wake him up in 

time for his next watch. Practiced groping landed his fingers on the button that silenced it, giving him a 

few more precious seconds in that comfortable place between sleep and waking awareness. Grudgingly 

he slipped from the bunk and onto the floor, already grasping for his duty uniform. 

  

Half clad in clothing Jorg finally hit the lights, bathing the small cabin in a harsh, sterile glow from the 

overheads. Water splashed out from the sink as he took care of the essentials in the pale light, a splash 

of cool liquid helping pull past the morning fog. The duty blouse slipped on and was properly buttoned, 

a glance making sure that the essentials of rank and department were properly affixed. A soft yawn 

covered the sound of the cabin door sliding open, letting Jorg into the corridor. 

  

The pattern was ingrained into his memory: Left out of the cabin. Go forward eight meters and then left 

again to the main lift bank. Down two floors and then turn right. Forward six meters and then left. Two 

meters forward and then one right, and sit. Forcing his eyes back open, he found himself in his usual 

spot in the officer's mess. As his eyes focused in on the notice display on the far wall, he could taste the 

beginnings of a thought at the back of his head. His standing order of breakfast arrived, a piece of 

grilled chicken and toasted flatbread, with something the mess called coffee. Called coffee, he thought. 

They wouldn't know coffee if a container of the stuff fell on them all. Still, he took a long slurp from the 

mug and turned his attention back to the screen. 

 

Why do they even show this garbage? I get more international news from the safety label on this 

pseudo-coffee than they ever show on the display. I can't believe Junior Hunter Brin… 

 

And then that creeping thought came into focus. I'm not on the Oskar Deiter. I'm onboard the Stan 

Maykovsky. But I got to the mess just... 

 

A second thought flashed in his mind like water splashed onto a cooking grill. The clots... the whole 

crew compartment is standardized. That's why BuPers spends so much time on cabin assignments. And 

why half our transferred crew doesn’t have a quality hit when they get put on new ships. So is every 

crew compartment standardized? If so… 

 

Jorg tore through his breakfast, enjoying the taste of not just breakfast, but of a new discovery. 

 

Turn 110 
 

Main Flight Deck 

dWNS Roman Kurinnyj 

On assignment with 2nd Battalion, deWulf Combined Fleet 

Elysium Star System 

 

The fleet had entered the Elysian home system via a warp point that was supposedly not known to the 

Elysians. A warp point they did not picket at the very least. The fleet was tense now, stealthily getting 

closer and closer to the target world. 

 

"Welcome aboard comrade Lieutenant!" 

 

Lev snapped a quick salute back as he climbed towards the flight deck, boarding his gunboat. 

 

"Thank you, Sergeant. Status?" 

 

The flight Sergeant slipped into his command couch "Flight crews report all munitions loaded, hard 

safeties removed. Nothing from flag yet, but we're being moved up to ready two status." 
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Lev nodded once as he slipped into the pilot's command couch. A pair of pseudo tentacles reached out, 

flicking test diagnostics to life. The Amur might be archaic in a few respects, but hard toggles felt right. 

The diagnostic was still running when a klaxon went off, three sharp pulses. 

 

"Attention! Attention! Clear flight deck immediately and prepare for launch!" 

 

Lev turned to his comm operator "Orders?" 

 

"Standby... Eyeball reports coops on schedule and as expected. We're being ordered to launch." 

 

"Very well. Senior Sergen-" Lev's thought was cut off as he watched his co-pilot slip into his own 

couch. His mind jumped down to the next item on his mental checklist, but his co-pilot was one step 

ahead already. 

 

"Commencing crash launch procedures now, comrade Lieutenant!" 

 

"Excellent! Dorsal guns?" 

 

A powered whine shuddered through the gunboat's hull as the dorsal turret executed a full 360 

revolution. 

 

"Dorsal turret ready comrade Lieutenant!" 

 

"Ventral?" 

 

The sequence repeated itself, the sound rumbling lower on the gunboat. 

 

"Ventral turret ready comrade Lieutenant!" 

 

"Systems?" 

 

"Reactor at 64% and climbing. Drive field emitters on standby. Power curve nominal, comrade 

Lieutenant!" 

 

"Munitions?" 

 

"Final diagnostics complete. All warhead tracking systems online. Telemetry links are good, comrade 

Lieutenant!" 

 

"Comms?" 

 

"Reading CIC five by five, comrade Lieutenant. We are cleared on catapult null-one." 

 

He listened as the sounds of the carrier dropped off into silence, the hangar being pumped down for 

launch. One of many shortcuts that had been taken on getting the Roman Kurinnyj into service was the 

complete absence of a launch airlock to cycle out the gunboats without depressurizing the whole 

hangar. Something that had been corrected on the Vladimir Shpagin and Alex Seidel class carriers. Lev 

watched as the front hatches of the hangar dropped open, exposing the launch rails and the blackness of 

space beyond. 

 

"Shoot-" 

 

The last letter had barely snapped over the comms from Lev before he felt the force of the grav catapult 

hurl his gunboat down the rail and out into space. Even with the compensators the raw force shoved the 

whole crew into their couches. The second gunboat followed just behind and to his left, riding on the 

same launch rail. As they cleared into space their individual drive fields snapped up and they slipped 

into the first flight pair. Lev looked left, and the screen HUD zoomed in on the Roman's sister carrier to 

port, her own gunboat flight launching as well. 
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Lev spared a glance back to the external ordinance strapped to the pylons on the sides of his gunboat. 

The green and black warheads rested in their clamps, calmly waiting for their moment. Lev wondered 

for a moment just how lethal the payload was, but he was happy they were off his carrier. 

 

 

 

 

City of Wing's Reach 

Menausus Peninsula 

Attica 

 

Svetlana tugged at her mother's arm "Pleeeeseee~ I want a cookie" 

 

"Now now, we can't get a cookie. We had one yesterday, remember?" 

 

"But I want one noowwwww~" 

 

Taly smiled sympathetically down to her daughter, bur sighed inwardly. It was such a shame to 

refuse... so hard. And she had been doing well today. Good test marks, was even playing nice with her 

classmates. So hard to refuse... 

 

"Okay dear. One cookie. But only because you scored so high on the test." 

 

"Yaaayyy!" squealed Svetlana as she bounded away from her mother's arm to the bakery at the end of 

the market. Her lithe form bounced up the counter, and the Elysian clerk on the other side handed a 

single cookie down, a cinnamon oatmeal cookie; her favorite. With her prize she ran back to her 

mother, grinning from ear to ear as best as she could. 

 

"Now that's a good girl. Let's go pay for our goodies and head home. Daddy's supposed to be back from 

work today." 

 

Taly smiled at that, a warm and wide and happy smile. Her husband Salzar was due to rotate home 

today from the fleet, a twenty day furlough from his gunboat squadron that he commanded. She hadn't 

seen him for two months now, and the absence ached in her heart. But his returning brought a 

brightness that she didn't think she could ever feel... and probably hadn't since he had first proposed. 

 

The happy daydream was shoved to the back of her mind as she was greeted by the clerk at the exit of 

the store. 

 

"Hello Taly! Just the essentials today?" 

"Quite. It is getting a bit hard to find the better things, what with everything being shifted to the war." 

"Oh, yes. That. Nasty business, but we'll show those rotten pups not to tangle with us. The Czar calls it 

a test of our faith..." 

"Is not a test for me. Did he not promise that our fleet will shield us? Did he not so rightly state that the 

Gods stand at our side, offering their spear and arm to our cause?" 

"Yes, He did. And I am certain that in the end we will win." 

 

They both paused, each feeling that their tone spoke subtleties that the words did not convey. The clerk 

leaned forward a few inches. 

 

"So, any truth to the rumor that the deWulf have driven us back?" 

"None, so as my husband tells me. The fleet is just regrouping to continue the strike back into their 

realm." 

 

"Ahh you always do have the inside line Taly. Tell you what, between you and me, I might have a bit 

of that off-world mazzan that your husband loves. I'm sure he'll be stunned to see it." 

 

Taly's eyes brightened up at that "Oh that would be wonderful! Please, put it on my account." Taly 

leaned closer to the clerk, this time whispering almost conspiratorially "Though there are rumors that 
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the wolves might strike back, even try to hit Elysium itself." The clerk chuckled softly "Like they 

could... The fleet will kill them before they get in orbit." 

 

PRIMARY SYSTEMS ONLINE 

CONFIRMING LOCATION 

ALL SYSTEMS READY 

 

The two continued, making small talk as little Svetlana bounced from magazine-chit to magazine-chit 

on the counter, looking at the holographic covers and teaser articles. Taly looked over "Svetlana! Be a 

good girl! Don't be looking at that garbage." The small talk was rudely cut off by another event. The 

deep bassoon rumble of the emergency siren. But, thought Taly, we had a drill yesterday... 

 

Another Elysian dashed through the front door of the store "We're under attack! Our defenses are 

firing!" Taly's blood ran cold at that news. The defenses never fired even during the most realistic drill. 

She finished her purchase and pulled Svetlana along, out the front door and looked out. The light of 

dozens of lasers danced through the cloud and dust that filled any city sky, flickering in and out of 

visibility like gossamer. Taly looked down at her daughter, who looked back up with worry. 

 

RELEASE CONFIRMED 

CLEAR OF DRIVE FIELD 

COMMENCING DIVE 

 

"Mommy, what's going on?" Svetlana asked, looking up at her mother with fear in her eyes. 

"We have to get home, honey. We have to go now" answered Taly. 

 

Someone in the crowd yelled out "We're launching!" as more planetary guns opened fire, lofting more 

fire into the air. The sonic booms of missiles launching from PDCs filled the air. 

 

ON GLIDE PATH 

ACTIVATING VENTRAL CAMERA 

LOCATION CONFIRMED. ADJUSTING COURSE 

 

Taly and Svetlana pushed through the crowd, working to get to their transport to take them back home, 

and to the small, and very sturdy bunker that her husband had quietly installed in their cellar. They 

were almost to their ride when the sky flashed. 

 

"Wow, We got one!" And the crowd cheered. 

 

TARGET POINT IDENTIFIED 

FLIGHT TIME NOW AT 20.0sec 

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE INCREASING ON PROFILE 

 

Taly stopped there, dropping her shopping, looking up. The flashes in the sky increased as the lasers 

found their targets, swatting them contemptuously from the skies. What the lasers were aiming for they 

could not see until the telltale snap of light heralded their destruction. 

"Mommy, I'm scared. Can we go home now?" whined Svetlana, pulling her mother's hand. 

 

TESTING CIRCUIT PATHWAYS....OK 

CHARGING PRIMARY INITIATOR 

INITIATOR CHARGED 

SECONDARY TRIGGER RELEASED 

 

Svetlana pulled harder on her mother's hand, fully crying now. "Mommy! PLEASE! I want to go 

home!" 

Her other hand grabbed the hem of her mother's dress, pulling it hard enough to make seams pop. 

 

Taly looked up into the sky, trapped in place. Hypnotized by the sight before her. 

 

PRIMARY TRIGGER RELEASED 

SEQUENCE COMPLETE 
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WAITING FOR FINAL CONFIRMATION 

 

Svetlana screamed at her mother, clawing her arm through the soft feathers. Begging, pleading. The 

words had drifted to pained sobs between the screams. "Mommmmy! I want to go home! Pleeease! 

Let's go!" 

 

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE OK 

INTERTIAL GUIDANCE OK 

FLIGHT TIME OK 

ALTITUDE OK 

 

"Mommmmmyy!" 

 

INITIATING. 

 

 

 

 

Directive 525: 

 

The dWN is hereby authorized to conduct direct attacks on Elysian populations, with a final goal of 

reducing said populations to the minimum possible by current technologies. Full use of munitions and 

technologies restricted by regulation 483-B are hereby authorized. Production, up to and including full 

mass production of said munitions and technologies are additionally authorized. 

 

This directive remains in-force until explicitly countermanded by the executive council. 

 

Votes: 

In Favour: 12 

Against: 2 

 

Verdict: 

Directive passes. Naval representative vote not required. 

 

Turn 111 
Ruins of the City of Wing's Reach 

Menausus Peninsula (Quarantine zone) 

Attica 

D+ Twenty-three days 

 

Crunch 

 

Crunch 

 

Crunch 

 

"Does that not get to you at all?" 

 

Crunch 

 

Crunch 

 

"And what are we walking on, anyways?" 

 

"Honestly, I do not want to know." 

 

The area surrounding the two scientists was a small hollow some eighteen kilometers from the 

hypocenter of the nearest nuclear initiation. The entire area as far as the eye could see looked as though 
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it had been hit with a god's blow torch. Only here in the hollow did patches of pavement, bits of metal 

and a few slagged frames of what once were transports could be seen here. 

 

"Huh, look at this. I we know why these transports never did get blown away by the overpressure wave. 

Look at the frame...`` 

 

The second scientist leaned forward, taking a good look at it. The neosteel had been melted like a butter 

frame in the oven. The molten neosteel had sloughed off, soaking into the pavement and bonding the 

wreck firmly in place. Two small piles of ash were heaped on what was once the melted frame, the 

neosteel mingling with the burnt carbon like silver blood. 

 

"To think the thermal pulse was hot enough to melt neosteel, even at this range..." The second scientist 

paused a bit, pondering. "What is the local radiation like?" 

 

The first scientist pressed commands into the arm of his suit, the on-board rad-scanner beeping back an 

agreeable reply. "About point zero one Sieverts, give or take. The suits can handle it fine. Not like the 

lake under the hypocenter. That was something else." 

 

"How about atmospheric contaminants? Anything concerning?" 

 

A few more presses on the scanner provided an answer "Nothing that looks dangerous long-term. Lots 

of micro particles, a light dusting of strontium but only a bit above background for our location or time 

since initiation. Some odd chemicals. Some kind of phosphate derivative. Still, the system tags it as 

harmless." 

 

"Alright, I'm cracking the seal." 

 

"Wait! Just because the system says it is clea-" as the warning was cut off with a loud hiss as the 

second scientist disable the hermetic seal and removed the helmet from his pressure suit. 

 

"See! Clean. Well, okay, it tastes like incinerated toast, but no hazardous effects at all." 

 

The scientist leaned forward again, examining the melted transport frame with eyes unimpeded by the 

protective plex bubble. 

 

"Uh... I think something is in my eyes..." as he blinked, eyes starting to water, vision becoming blurred, 

strained as his eyes struggled to focus. 

 

"That is what you get for taking off your helmet. You really-" 

 

A chiding comment was cut off as the second scientist dragged in a new grasp of air. A rasping, 

wheezing sound, mixed with an attempt to clear a nose filled with phlegm. Another breath, shallower 

now, and sounding wetter still. He turned, looking to his compatriot and struggled to take a step. As his 

left leg reached out, it spasmed, dropping him into the dust. He lay there, eyes staring up at the sky and 

his colleague as his eyes watered, crying uncontrollably. Saliva splashed from his beak as more and 

more of his body bucked and shook on the ground. 

 

Still he struggled to breathe, but every time it was that much shallower, and so fluid as to be 

indescribable. He tried to scream, but his voice had been stolen. A merciless shudder punctuated by 

snaps, as the musculature jerked his skeleton in unnatural ways, forcing several of his hollow bones to 

snap like tinders. 

 

He managed a single blink, a gasping silent scream as his pupils shrank to pinpoints, his eyes flooded 

with tears, maw foaming with saliva. His eyes locked with his co-worker's, separated by the heavy 

plastic. Then he was still forevermore, arms and wings splayed and broken, a silent scream locked in 

death. 
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Prison Camp Gir-Two 

Yutani 

Weyland Star System 

 

 

Dearest Svetlana, 

 

I have been in this camp for almost two years now. I hope you have received the letter I sent you last 

month. I have not received any letters in return, to my great sadness. If this is because of the deWulf or 

our own government, I do not know. What news we have coming back to is filtered. Parts are 

unquestionably propaganda. Mass murder? Our own army killing millions? I laugh that these corporate 

pups could write such one-dimensional lies. Given their sophistication otherwise, I would have 

expected a more efficient propaganda machine. Oh, we've seen a few vids of the 'burned cities', but 

those could have been cunningly done CGI. Their technology, while crude compared to our own, 

certainly offers enough capability to replicate something like that. 

 

I remain surprised that they have allowed us to keep our own priests in the general population here. 

They do well to keep us cohesive, and our morale high. I know that without their support we would 

have broken months ago, but their skilled ministrations keep us firm in our faith. We have failed and 

been captured, true. But as the Priest-Primary states, a temporary failure is no barrier to eventual 

victory. We learn, redouble our efforts, and in the end we shall be victorious. 

 

His homilies have been especially useful in the last year, as we have been 'put to work' by our 

overseers. In truth my love, this is a mixed blessing. While the thought of doing anything to support 

these heathens sticks in my craw, it has brought a realm of sanity to our camp. The labour is not hard, 

nor is it complex or the pace taxing. One of the local corporations took it upon themselves to build a 

small furniture factory at the perimeter of the camp. We have the option of doing work there, making 

furniture from metal and wooden components. Yes, the fools even let us use tools. Though I confess 

any hope of fashioning effective escape equipment diminished once we realized that local camp 

security included powered combat suits. Like most deWulf technology, it is a crude facsimile of our 

own equipment, but against cloth and steel pike it is effective enough. 

 

This factory is in fact proving to be an effectively subtle wedge in the operation of our camp. Labour 

completed results in credit being assigned to the labourer. A pitiful amount, but it offers the purchase of 

various non-essentials and 'luxury' items in the camp store. Specialty foods, entertainment items, and 

even 'educational courses' are available. This has led to a rather questionable grey market in some 

items, as the Priests-Primary have proscribed some items, especially the 'educational courses'. But they 

are bought, consumed, and traded. Most of the ones on offer are technical training manuals. Advanced 

use of the factory's various tools, allowing the 'employees' to work on more advanced, and higher 

paying, positions. But some are philosophy, or historical, or just sheer entertainment programmes. I 

confess, I have watched some of these shows. 'Surely you're Joking' is perhaps my favorite. An 

amusing game show that demands sideways thinking and penalizes the obvious answers. Even the local 

deWulf guards admit they don't understand the scoring system in the show. To me, it seems 

irredeemably arbitrary. 

 

But I ramble, my strana. We are all otherwise in good health here. I await our victory so that I might 

once again see you and hold you in my arms. Give my love to Taly. Tell her that her father is doing 

well, and is on a long trip, but hopes to be home soon. 

 

All my love, 

 

Salzar 

 

 

 

 

 

Capital City of Lowell 
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Planet Fenris 

 

SPM Rollen walked down the hallway from his office. His staff flowed around him, giving him room 

to walk but still giving him that claustrophobic feel in the hallway. The dull hum of the lights gave bass 

line to the melody of a busy, perpetually overworked office as the needs of managing a war were 

tended to. 

 

He arrived at the closet at the office entrance, pulling his coat. "Dress coat today... “as the collection of 

badges sparkled in the uniform light. Two awards for wars successfully prosecuted, budgetary citation 

for his command of an intervention battalion, the official certification badge denoting his old 

professional designation. Rollen chuckled softly at that "Only thing I truly earned..." 

 

He put on the coat, riding the elevator down. Mind not thinking, he took a floor he never stopped on. 

His security key overrode the alarms on a door. The CNO had keys to all locks, and could come and go 

as he pleased. The door swung open at a touch, and the back end of a firing range was visible. Darkly 

lit save for the popup targets, the boom and crack of a dozen pulse rifles and their slugs roared through 

the opening. 

 

Rollen took one, then two steps in. He strode into the darkness on the range, bullets zipping from right 

to left. He heard a dull, wet thud and his vision spun and pitched backwards. A startled yell came from 

his right as the firing stopped, his eyes looking up into a light that snapped on in the ceiling. 

 

 

 

 

His eyes snapped open, focusing hard through his skylight. A soft twinkling star glided in the heavens 

beyond, its motion visible. Rollen blinked twice, and then sat up. 

 

"Another dream" he muttered. 

 

Ever since signing the order for Zweihander, his thoughts had been consumed with what he had done. 

The state demanded it. The people demanded it. The corporations demanded it. The Navy had always 

been a shield to protect the State, and it had failed. Failed, and let millions of its citizens die when they 

ought not to. 

 

He felt then, that somehow his authorization of Zweihander would balance the scale, silence the 

screams of millions of innocents that seemed to call out for revenge. Now it had only been replaced 

with an even louder scream. No, not replaced. Joined with. Millions more sentients died for the single 

reason that the lived in the wrong place and the wrong civilization, living out their own lives in virtual 

ignorance of the crime they were being punished for. 

 

He had seen a test of the Sarin that GrantCorp had created. It did just what it was supposed to with the 

test animals. As just the right minimal doses, with a horrific finality to it. He had authorized its 

manufacture. Its deployment. Knowing full well that the nuclear warheads accompanying it would be 

the far more merciful weapon. 

 

"But blood calls for blood." 

 

He slipped from his bed, staggering slowly, in that damnable place between sleep and awake. His 

fridge slid open upon command, and he pulled a bottle of cold, clear liquid. He filled a small glass with 

it, and poured it roughly into his throat. He choked back the evaporated fumes as the liquid poured into 

his stomach. His eyes looked out of the window near his kitchen, the view filled with the ever-lit 

capital city and the brash signs proclaiming the names of the corporations that ran this world and so 

many others. He spat at the floor in disgust. At just what, he did not know. Was it himself, the system 

he served, the cards he had been dealt? Was it the way he had played the game, or how it had instead 

played him. The haze of sleep and alcohol pulled that answer just out of reach. Beneath his attention, a 

small robot drone dutifully cleaned the floor, removing any sign of his angry gesture. 

 

Replacing the bottle he staggered back to bed, curling up under the covers tightly, eyes screwed shut as 

he tried to convince himself what he had done was right. 
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It was a long time before he found the sweet emptiness of sleep; of certainty of purpose, it would be a 

longer time still. 

 

Turn 112 
 

Palace of Eternal Flight 

Highspire 

Planet Attica 

Elysian Sovereignty 

 

Solon shifted uneasily. He disliked this task above all else. It was the one that gave his position the 

honor it held, and it was the reason that so many coveted it. And he hated it. He especially hated 

waiting. 

 

Which was one of the worst parts of briefing your king, a king that was more than a king, but perhaps 

less than a god. Where he was in between those depended on his mood and desires, and what position 

would best suit his goals. Yet his supposed demi-godhood was not entirely taken for granted. The room 

Solon stood in was proof enough from that. Scanners were processing and examining him, working to 

ID him down to the cellular level, verifying that it was Solon, and only Solon who waited to brief his 

Lord. 

 

Eventually the hardware beeped, and force projectors retracted into artfully designed alcoves. Machine 

had determined Solon was still himself, and the second door activated and slid open. It was after he 

stepped through the portal that Solon realized he had been holding his breath. 

 

In a rare moment, Czar Scion was not standing, nor even looking at Solon as he entered. He was seated 

at his desk, an ornate and yet supremely functional piece of furniture. Careful scroll work mated itself 

with translucent molecular crystal and holographic projectors, looking like a sculptor had trapped an 

aurora borealis in a crystal case, studded with twinkling lights as data was processed. 

 

What was being projected above the desk, and what Scion was staring in horrific rapt attention was a 

replay of a helmet camera from last month. The expedition that had discovered the second arrow in the 

deWulf strike. The last minutes of the scientist played out in crystal finality again and again, sound 

projected by a system that literally was the best that could be built, making it seem that his screams 

were emanating right from the display itself. 

 

“How much of this was used, Solon.” 

 

“We don’t know for sure-“ 

 

“Then how much do you think was used.” 

 

“Enough that the whole peninsula has been contaminated. Soil samples confirm saturation to at least a 

depth of one foot, and we have itinerant clouds of both the nerve agent itself as well as precursor and 

decomposed products in the upper atmosphere due to the detonation of nuclear warheads. We can’t 

detect anything at any kind of range, and the clouds eventually drift down somewhere. We can’t tell if 

the warheads had a programmed single dispersal profile, but even if they did the concurrent nuclear 

bombardment definitely caused both premature dispersal as well as accelerated decomposition of the 

agent. Between the two, even the strontium-salted fusion warheads were better than the nerve agent.” 

 

“So you don’t know, then.” 

 

“Just a rough guess, Sire. The agent itself appears to be breaking down, but the products of the 

decomposition are almost as bad. If I was to guess, I would say that the deWulf deployed about 20% 

more than what would be required for an optimal dispersal over the target area. The total strike pattern 

indicated that they were aiming just for the peninsula, and they wanted to be sure that it was 

transformed into a wasteland. In that, they succeeded.” 
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“Tell me, Solon. What happens when either the precursors or the products of the agent hit my 

citizens?” 

 

“If they are lucky, reasonably instant death. If not, then you’re looking at some level of neurological 

damage. It ranges from light cognitive impairment and memory loss to total cognitive breakdown.” 

 

“I want to see this, Solon.” 

 

“I’m sure we can set up a proper meeting..” 

 

“No, Solon. I want to see it first-hand. No cameras, no fancy propaganda.” 

 

Something has shaken him about this. This is the first time I can recall he wanted to do anything like 

this thought Solon. 

 

“I see, Sire. Give me a little bit of time to put something together. This will require more preparation on 

my part. The fewer who know of this, the better." 

 

 

 

 

Steyer un Sohn Technopolis, 

City of Neu Essel 

Fenris 

 

“I received the memo you had sent me. You had something you wanted to show? Something important 

enough to pull me from grading 4th tier papers, perhaps?” 

 

“Remember when we started producing those quantum clocks for the navy?” 

 

“Gragh. Yes, don’t remind me how long we spent trying to get the damn things properly entangled. We 

only managed to make twelve relays tied to the master system.” 

 

“Well, we’ve come up with a new application for the quantum grippers that should be rather useful 

around the lab. If you’ll follow me…” 

 

The research student led his supervising professor in to the back of the research lab. This was only the 

third time Professor Metzger had been called down to the lab floor, and the research students were 

understandably on pins and needles. This man could make or break an otherwise promising career for 

less reason than other professors. The instance of the personal anti-grav transporters was still 

mentioned in whispered tones, usually over a bottle or two of beer. 

 

Eventually though the student led his professor to a table that had been cleared except for the single 

piece of machinery that rested in the center. A good two meters long and a meter wide, the machine’s 

core was a large hexagonal shell made of stainless steel, festooned with feed lines and control cables. 

On either end of the long base plate were a set of compressed tanks, each having a valve and control 

assembly at the top. All of the cables and piping met at the apex of the hexagonal shell. All in all, it 

looked like two metal and plastic squids were nesting on some scrap supply canisters. 

 

The student could sense his professor’s lack of interest in the contraption and met him head on. “It’s 

just a model.” 

 

Realizing that was one of those things that probably sounded better in his head, he continued “Well, it’s 

an operational model. A proof of concept.” 

 

“I’m glad to hear you respect me enough to pull me down to look at a –functional– pile of reject 

plumbing, instead of a mock up. But an operational model of what, if not some abstract sculpture of 

squid erotica in stainless steel and plastic?” 
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That comment pulled a few awkward chuckles from some of the other students. 

 

“It’s a molecular assembler. We pump in feed stock from the tanks on the left-“ the student’s hand 

waved at one end of the machine, and then pointed to the center of the madness “and then we have a 

trio of quantum grippers that can set the atoms into the right place. With a small electron gun mounted 

on the top of the reaction chamber, we can force-bond the atoms into the correct structure for whatever 

chemical we want. Once done, a fourth gripper pulls the completed chemical out and feeds it into an 

output tank. “ The student then pointed to the trio of tanks on the other end of the machine “right now 

we’re doing a test on something a bit more complex. We had it assemble water, initially, but we’re now 

giving it a try on ethane.” 

 

Professor Metzger was more than a little interested now. “Can you build more complicated or reactive 

chemicals with it?” 

 

The student shifted a bit “Theoretically. We put this together with what the lab had on-hand, and as 

non-reactive as stainless steel is, I’m not keen on using this thing to build something more energetic 

like an acid or a nitro compound…” 

 

“But it is possible?” 

 

“As far as the basic specs go, yes. Just have to be careful what kind of materials we use to build the 

feed and return piping to cut down on corrosion and blockage. And of course we have to be mindful of 

how to move materials that aren’t liquids or gases at room temperature.” 

 

The professor leaned back against a worktable piled high with test equipment. The load shifted, metal 

clanking against glass. 

 

“So a borosilicate pipe feed, then.” 

 

The student nodded in reply “Yeah, that’d do it. But it would have to be custom made piping for this. 

We’d otherwise have to link smaller sections, and that could lead to contamination or breakdown. The 

other problem we have is sheer throughput. We’re literally assembling the molecules one by one, so 

I’m thinking we’ll have to reserve this for the more challenging or esoteric compounds. Which means 

even more expensive containment procedures.” 

 

“So run multiple assemblers in parallel.” 

 

“I don’t mean to put my research degree in jeopardy, but where am I going to get that kind of funding? 

We’d need a warehouse to run the reaction modules in parallel.” 

 

With that the professor chuckled loudly “I think based on this, Sir, funding will be the least of your 

worries.” 

 

Turn 113 
 

Palace of Eternal Flight 

Highspire 

Planet Attica 

Elysian Sovereignty 

 

It had been little over two months since the deWulf attack on the Menausus Peninsula, and it had taken 

Solon easily half that time to accommodate his Lord’s request. High rulers going undercover was a 

staple of trashy historical dramas peddled at the local store, not something that was actually done, after 

all! But Czar Scion was insistent, and as he pointed out, that merely made it an amazing case of 

mistaken identity. A refuge in audacity. 

 

Still, it wasn’t something that could be accomplished with a cheap cloak and a bit of soot. Especially 

with what Czar Scion wanted to do. It required planning, preparation, cover stories and the kind of half-
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truths and creative storytelling that usually fell to the Priests-Superior, not to one such as Solon. To 

execute His vision, this required all that, as well as an intimate knowledge of who would best function 

as a stalking horse, and just what past, ‘forgotten’ indiscretions would be best suited to be remembered, 

at least for a brief moment. 

 

Which went a long way to explaining why and how Solon kept his position and had earned it in the first 

place. He had a reputation for efficiency and results, tactful where called for, and especially skilled at 

using others to pound errant nails flat while leaving his own feathers pristine. That, and the surprising 

lengths to which he made his post look and taste unpalatable to others. Aspiring candidates had been 

diverted to more impressive, and plausibly more powerful positions, but here in Elysium the Czar was 

the wellspring of power, and Solon stood right at the headwaters of that spring. 

 

“Sire, I have arranged everything. I apologize it took as long as it did, but there are no second chances 

on this.” 

 

Czar Scion nodded, his arms outstretched as a pair of attendants carefully daubed dye into the feathers, 

working to transform the pristine white into a melding of brown and frosted silvers. A bin off to the 

side was filled with commercial dyeing products, a table the palette the attendants worked from. 

 

“For once, Solon, I will brook no complaint. You have proven yourself in matters of discretion, and I… 

defer to your judgement.” 

 

Such words had not been spoken. Not by Czar Nova Scion, nor by his father or those before him. For a 

living avatar of a god to admit his weakness was something unheard of. The two attendant had stopped, 

looking at their avatar and struggling to handle the base heresy that they had heard. 

 

It even took Solon a few moments to realize just what he had heard. He snapped a forewing at the two 

“Be about your business, and be mindful of what I spoke of earlier. There are words said here you are 

not to hear.” 

 

The two attendants resumed their work, daubing and painstakingly painting every feather the proper 

shade. 

 

“So Solon, the preparations you spoke of, they are done?” 

 

“Yes, my Lord. I have arranged that a low lord, a Soran Kalledos, will be making an appointment to 

visit the Clara Soles Domi Hospice here on the outskirts of Highspire. He is a lesser functionary, noted 

for being sharp and blunt and commanding, but of obviously poor parentage and actual power. He is 

however of significant wealth, which is what grants him the leverage he does have. He is also known as 

a patron of mendicant causes, and his visit is one that will not be out of the ordinary, especially as he is 

using it in the Rook of Nobles to buy himself prestige.” 

 

Scion nodded, leaning his beak down and exposing his nape feathers to the attendants. “And I suppose 

you have a way to… detain him?” 

 

“Of course, my Lord. I have a plan already in place to keep him out of our feathers, with a few 

variations depending on how things actually wash out. But there’s no need for you to know the details, 

only that I have things well in grasp.” 

 

“And if he presses the matter?” Inquired Scion. 

 

“Then I shall deal with things as they occur. You need not worry of the methods. They will be subtle 

and effective, until and unless neither are usable. But I doubt that will come to pass, Sire." 

 

“When do we go?” 

 

“In this Sire, I cannot follow. I am far too well known by too many, and my presence will cause many 

to look far too hard at us, and thus you. I have assigned this job to my understudy, Imon. He works as a 

lower functionary in the administratum, but he has handled many delicate tasks before. This will 
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merely be one more. He has a sharp wit, and plays the role of talon flunkey well. He also knows what 

to do if things go truly tail up, but that is a last-resort measure, of course.” 

 

The two of them stood, eyes watching each other as both of their minds pondered questions unto 

themselves. 

 

Silence was broken as one of the two attendants cleared her throat. "My Lords, we are done." Both of 

the attendants bowed and stepped out of the chamber without another word. 

 

 

 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries and I’m here with tonight’s news. 

 

The big story this week has been the revelation the deWulf navy has begun construction on a new ship 

class, reportedly the largest ever laid down by the deWulf Navy. Officially christened the “König” 

Class, she’s slated to be just over 30% larger than the current Landser class battleship. 

 

The hull of the first ship has been under construction for only a few months, but reports leaked to 

Jann’s indicate that the König-class has a substantial increase in firepower as well as protection over 

her battleship predecessors. With us today is Julian Sponsz, an officer in the deWulf Navy. 

 

<The camera pans to the right to reveal a deWulf naval officer in reduced dress uniform> 

 

Hello Jr. Hunter Sponsz, glad you could be here today. 

 

Thank you, Janeth, It’s a pleasure to be on your show. 

 

So, what can you tell us about the König? 

 

Well, I’m obviously under legal restrictions, so I can’t speak about specifics. Unless you want me to 

comment on what Jann’s has published. 

 

Oh, what can you say about what Jann’s has revealed about the class? 

 

That they’re only so right that there is a first-in-class under construction with that class name and 

approximate displacement. They’re otherwise so far off the mark with armament and EW suite we 

don’t know whether to laugh or hand them a medal for running an effective disinformation campaign. I 

mean sure, they were right about the Landser Mk2 refit, but given the amount of bad press THAT had 

received, I’m fairly certain we could get a good analysis on the design from some upper tier students… 

 

Yes, that was quite a mess wasn’t it? No magazines, improper point defense allocations… 

 

I have it on some good authority heads rolled, so to speak, on that little design mishap. 

 

Oh? 

 

Yes, well let’s just say that the engineers responsible were reassigned to supervise fueling runs for 

Perimeter Ops Stations for at least six months. 

 

Owch. Well, you heard it here folks! 

 

And with luck, they might hear that before their deployment there ends! 

 

No love for them, I take Julian? 
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Not a gram. 

 

So, back to our story. The new ship class? 

 

Ah yes. The Navy has decided to go with a more historical naming scheme for the current class of 

ships. This is wartime, and we feel it’s important that we remember our history, our joint history really, 

as we continue to deal with the Elysian threat. The first ship to be completed in the König class is to be 

named the Reinhard von Müsel, with the second in class the Imperator Fydor Poplan. 

 

Why those two names? Well, we know why the first, but the second? I’m not sure our viewers will 

understand that choice. 

 

The first is of course the founder of the first macro-state on Fenris, at that time known as the Empire of 

Koral. It was his foresight that helped launch the mechanized revolution that gave us the first fruits of 

what we would consider applied technology. Of course, his military campaigns are a matter of some 

study, but his true genius was the creation of the Heiterkeit valley project. Placing industry, raw 

material extraction and institutes of applied learning all in one location proved to be the catalyst for the 

next three hundred years of advancement. 

 

Yes, but what of the second name? 

 

Imperator Poplan was the leader of the Sintillan state at about the same time as they had their own 

mechanized revolution. The Sintillans had already been united under a single empire for some time at 

that point, but scientific advancement was still stagnant. Poplan was the first Imperator to apply his 

position to push for advancement, and just as crucially, application of scientific principles. He was 

especially enamored with steam technology, and pushed hard for its widespread implementation. His 

administration funded the construction of central powerhouses, rail lines, and the continual 

advancement of technology. He’s considered the first Imperator in the line of Zaitzev to have become 

the patron of progress, a moniker that they all maintained till Vasily IX was strung up from a support 

girder. 

 

So the König class is being named for leaders? 

 

Not just that, but leaders whose decisions had long-term positive impact. 

 

Going to be a short list, then. 

 

We’ll see about that, Janeth. We’ll see… 

 

Turn 114 
Southern Ash Wastes 

Planet Rugen 

New Colony Region 

 

"Okay, five minutes to landing." 

 

Uwe Bosch instinctively tightened his belt. The small grav shuttle bounced in the crosswind, and the 

tightening restraint offered the sensation of security. 

 

"Look to your right! That's where we're landing" Called out the pilot. Damn pilots. Always felt they 

had to yell even if the cabin was airtight. He was an older Fenrin, probably a burned out combat pilot. 

Uwe leaned closer to the window as the shuttle banked and began it's final approach. 

 

From the air it looked like a rust-brown beetle with a slowly swinging nose, snorting through the dust. 

Realization dawned however, when Uwe recognized the two rectangular shapes on the rear of the 

monster as standardized transport containers, twenty meters to a side. The crosswind weakened 

somewhat as they went lower, but it became all the more visible as it carried dust across the wasteland. 
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Uwe was afforded little else of a look at the monster as the shuttle touched down just behind what 

looked like a bridge on the forward third of his destination. 

 

The shuttle barely touched down before his door swung open. Standing in the lee of the superstructure 

was a single Fenren wearing durable and well-worn overalls. They had clearly been cleaned recently, 

but it was just as clearly a losing battle to the dust that swirled through the air. Uwe was barely out of 

the shuttle before the door slid shut and it was already climbing back into the air. Damn pilot. 

 

"Welcome to Einpacker 12, Uwe! I trust the flight was agreeable?" 

 

"Survivable, but only just. Can we get this going? I'd rather not be standing out here in this garbage all 

day." 

 

"Name's Marius. Marius Hauer. I'm in charge of operations here on the processing rig." 

 

"Look, I'm here to inspect the operation for the shareholders. They aren't paying me for small talk." 

 

"Clearly." The foreman in the overalls let out a chuckling growl. "Suit yourself. Here-" as he handed 

over a set of heavy ear protectors and goggles "This'll keep you from losing most of your hearing and 

your eyesight. Don't worry, it comes back once you're off this thing for a day or so. Alright, follow 

me." 

 

The two walked to the side of the extractor, with Uwe slipping the protectors on, fumbling a bit as the 

metal deck plates lurched unexpectedly. With the headgear in place he grabbed the railing as they went 

down the side of the machine, towards the front. 

 

"What a hole. I can't imagine why the original company even thought of doing this" groused Uwe. 

"This place is a wasteland." As he looked out to the side of the rumbling extractor and across the 

blighted landscape. 

 

"Yeah, it's a wasteland but that dosen't mean it's worthless. The place is an ash pile with some scrub, 

but that ash is rich in all sorts of interesting materials. Molybdenum, titanium, even trace platinum. And 

of course more mundane iron and magnesium compounds." 

 

Marius continued to walk along the side of the excavator, keeping one paw grasped firmly to the rail 

attached to the side of the machine. His voice rose in volume as they steadily approached the front of 

the machine. A basso rumble continued to grow louder, the sound felt more than heard. As they drew 

closer, newer sounds could be heard. The dull roar of grinders, and the higher pitched clank-clank-

clank of chain belts on sprocket. 

 

"Still, it wouldn't be profitable to just haul it all to a central refinery, which is why we built this 

monstrosity. We use the bucket wheel at the front to strip off the top ten meters of ash and sand. From 

there, we feed the input into a series of ball grinders to powder the input materials-" as he used his 

spare arm to gesture to the steel outer wall of the machine "before it's sent down and back for 

separation and refining." 

 

The two engineers had reached the front of the machine. Below them massive treads supported the 

weight of the processor, the massive spinning bucket wheel consuming the hill before them, feeding it 

into the belly of the beast. 

 

"Once we've pulverized the raw feed, it gets sent down into the belly of the beast, where we break 

down some of the easier compounds, and then feed the resulting dust into a series of ferrofluid 

processors." The noise was now a roar, and his yelling was barely audible over the sound of the 

machinery. He waved off towards the rear of the machine "We then take the materials we want to keep 

and run them into the storage hoppers on top, where the cargo containers are. The spoil, silicates and 

base carbon compounds and other trash we roll off a conveyor and dump behind us." 

 

He then stepped a few feet back from the forward gantry that overlooked the bucket wheel, opening a 

heavy door with a bit of shoulder. Marius motioned Uwe to follow him, and they stepped into a 

cramped room. The door outside was swung shut, and as it closed the sound dropped off incredibly. 
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The plates still shuddered, and the basso rumble remained, but the aural mugging was very much a 

thing of the past now. Marius pulled his ear protection off, and then the goggles as he motioned Uwe to 

do the same. 

 

"Now that you've seen the ugly part of this, let's go see the cleaner parts." 

 

"Judging from everything here, I don't know if any part of this is cleaner" snarked Uwe. 

 

That got a chuckle from the other engineer as he swung the inside door open, the hinges groaning from 

the fine dust inside them. The hallway extended forward for two meters, walled on the left side by 

clear, dirty plastic before ending in a spiral staircase. Uwe looked to his left, and watched the flood of 

raw material race down a conveyer belt and into the front of a giant grinding machine. His eyes looked 

back forward, seeing the tip of Marius' tail flit up the stairs. 

 

Uwe followed up the stairs, the tightly wound staircase continuing to go up. Every now and again was a 

small landing off to the side with another hatch, and a sign indicating one step or another in the 

processing chain. He then passed another door, this one labeled "upper deck" before continuing up 

farther still. Finally, some three floors later the stairwell opened up into a corner of the command deck 

for the excavator. The floor still had a patina of dust and grit, but the control panels and systems had 

just faint smudges of powder, the windows overlooking the fore of the harvester were clear despite the 

steady waves of grit that slammed into them. 

 

One side wall was filled with a satellite feed, indicating current position, position of other nearby 

excavators, and the present plotted course. Side readouts showed expected weather (wind and sand, no 

surprise there) and the ETA for the next shuttle fight and ore collections. 

 

Behind him were clipboards. Yes, honest-to-Fenris clipboards with daily inspection notes for each part 

of the processor. 

 

Uwe turned his head back to the room, his attention pulled back to the sound of Marius chuckling. 

"Yeah, clipboards and pens. Primitive, but we're pulverizing iron ores, so that means we have 

electrically conductive dust all over the place here. We tried using datapads, but they all shorted out 

and burned in days. Haven't lost a clipboard yet." 

 

Uwe looked back to the large screen at the end of the bridge "Next ore pick up is in four hours?" 

 

One of the other engineers past Marius responsed, tone flat, almost unhurried "Next load for pickup is 

iron ore, headed to the deWulf Fabrication plant at Garz." 

 

The answer was what what Uwe wanted to hear. "Well Marius, you seem to have a reasonable handle 

on things here. Can't say I care for how you show people around, but it certainly drives home the scale 

of your operation here. Now, to business." Uwe slipped a paw into his own coat, extracting an identity 

card and handing it to Marius. He took it, turning it over and reading the finer print, face somewhat 

blank. 

 

"Your office, Mr Hauer. I'm from corporate, and it is time for your facility's annual operational audit. 

I'll want to see your safety inspection records first." 

 

Marius Hauer turned to the rear of the bridge, taking another stairway against the back wall. Uwe 

followed after. So how many points should I dock him for that little tour. No, not too many I think. Just 

enough... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flight of Truth Expressway 

Planet Attica 

Elysian Sovereignty 
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The transport glided through the VIP traffic lane, proudly claiming its position. The transport itself 

glinted in the afternoon sun, sharp gold and silver filigree casting the light in elegant patterns as it flew 

down the double-wide lane. As the expressway curved around the capital, the transport dipped down, 

exiting from traffic and slowly slipping to more local routes as it headed to the Clara Soles Domi 

Hospice. 

 

"I still cannot believe Solon would even think such madness would work" groused what was, in effect 

and practice, the living god of this world. Czar Scion looked at his feathers, marveling at how artfully 

the attendants had transformed his white feathers into a mash of brown and silver. Little short of a 

DNA test could prove his identity now. But that was of no concern. The lord he was replacing was still 

of high enough stature and power to deflect any such demand save those that originated from the 

Palace of Eternal Flight itself. 

 

And since I rule there, such a demand will be slow coming indeed. 

 

"Shelter in audacity, my lord. Even if this does leak out, it will only add to your presence. Think of it, a 

living god descending in disguise to personally attend to his people!" Imon's enthusiasm braked hard as 

he remembered why, and where they were going. "Were not for... other reasons, this would be a perfect 

propaganda coup." 

 

"If there is ever a time we need propaganda Imon, it is now." 

 

The rest of the ride was done in silence. Scion remembered why he was doing this trip as well, and how 

he might be able to make himself fit into the character of the lord he was replacing. 

 

The luxury transport alighted at the entrance to the hospice. Feet extended from the bottom, crunching 

into the worn pavement beneath as the shuttle's drive softly spooled down. Settling in the shade of a 

towering overpass, the hospice was shielded from the sun's afternoon glare. 

 

"Are they not going to greet us on entry, Imon?" 

 

"No, my lord. They respect lord Kalledos for his funding, but they value their work more than 

appearance. A reason he showers them with as much support as he does, I believe." 

 

"Hrm. For being so high born he appears wisely frugal. Perhaps he deserves more status than he has." 

 

It took Scion a few moments to figure out how to actually open the door of the shuttle. A lifetime of 

godhood and rulership tended to leave curious holes in one's practical knowledge. By the time he had 

managed to open the door Imon was standing at rest to the side, holding a small electronic notepad. 

"After you my lord" he chimed, bowing shallowly and extending an arm, pointing the way to the 

entrance. 

 

The hospice itself had clearly seen a few better days. The property was ringed by a low wall of classical 

brickwork, clearly once ornate but now seeing the effects of too many washes and not enough repair. 

Between the outer wall and the building itself were a collection of small garden plots, the plants stunted 

but also lovingly cared for. The building loomed as they approached, and defects and dents in the 

building's wall became more and more apparent. Still, the sign affixed above the door was clean and 

immaculate, proclaiming that this was the Clara Soles Domi Hospice, and warmth and comfort were 

granted for all who lived within. 

 

Imon slipped in front of Scion, opening the front door and holding it open so he could enter. The lobby 

was in substantially better shape than anything outside. The floors softly reflected the lights, having a 

gentle give to one's steps. A receptionist's station took up the far wall of the lobby, every other vertical 

space covered with drawings in pencil and crayon. Happy places, happy times. 

 

"Ah, Lord Kalledos, I was informed you would be attending. My name is Chrysanthe Metrodora, and I 

will be showing you what you have helped us make." Both Imon and Scion were surprised at how 

quickly and silently Chrysanthe had appeared. 
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"Oh. Well, in that case lets get on with this." 

 

Chrysanthe fixed Scion with a frozen stare "Very well, but know this. I know your reputation, and we 

need your funds, but these are my patients. Upset them, cause them stress, and I WILL find alternate 

funds. Don't ask what I won't do. You won't get a response." 

 

Scion shifted a bit. He was definitely not used to being talked to this way, but given the ice steel in her 

voice, he supposed that this lady was where gods went to die. 

 

"Of... of course. Your facility. Your rules." 

 

"And don't call this a facility. It is a Hospice." 

 

"Yes ma'am." 

 

THAT got a response from Imon, the adjunct glancing over at Scion, who himself was looking more 

than a little stunned. Chrysanthe then led them past the reception desk and into the hospice itself.A 

double wide door slid open and admitted them into a hallway with waist high double-pane windows on 

either side. A few meters in Chrysanthe stopped and turned to the right, inviting the two to stop and 

observe. The other side of the window held a well appointed living room. The walls were a bright, light 

blue, the furniture a rainbow of bright colours and the floor was covered with toys. To the right of the 

room was a single Elysian, a male of perhaps twenty-five. 

 

His feathers were a molting of different colours, suggesting he had a little aristocratic blood somewhere 

in his past. He picked up one painted block, stacking it atop another as he built a small tower. Each 

movement was slow, measured and careful. Scion watched as the letter blocks spelt out a word; home. 

It was only then that Scion noticed his eyes, and the glazed, empty look that they had. 

 

"He was caught in the fallout from the chemical attack. Acute chemical poisoning and oxygen 

deprivation." Chrysanthe's voice was flat, but only through sheer force of will. As she spoke it vibrated, 

emotion seeping through. "We don't even know anything about him. No name, no place of residence or 

employment. His whole neighborhood was destroyed. A miracle of the white wings that he was found 

before he died..." 

 

The male's attention shifted from the blocks, giving them an empty smile before he picked up a square 

peg and turned his attention to a board with different shaped holes. 

 

"His clothing suggested he was well educated, but the poisoning caused severe... sorry" as Chrysanthe's 

voice shuddered "Severe brain damage. He can barely remember things from day to day. He can't 

speak, but he can dress himself. Parts of his mind are gone, and then for a brief moment they assert 

themselves. Only to fade away again." 

 

The male fitted the square peg into a square hole and let out a pleased, happy cry. He then pulled it out 

and started to try to fit it into a much smaller round hole. 

 

"Even with our science, he's never going to recover. His world is this room now, really." 

 

The male began to yell and cry, a shrill and painful sound, like his arms were being pulled out of their 

sockets. He smashed the square peg into the round hole, struggling to fit it in. Within moments a nurse 

slipped into the room, wrapping her arms around him, cooing softly in his ears and holding him gently, 

holding his hand and slipping the peg from his grasp. His cries softened, and then melted into a 

contented, gentle warble. 

 

"The hospice is filled with cases like him. We do as best we can, and your funding helps them so much. 

We can at least make them comfortable, keep them engaged. But for them, this is it. There will be 

nothing more." 

 

Solon watched, unable to tear his eyes from the scene. He shuddered, eyes blinking as he struggled, 

strained to find the will to look away. He whispered "So many..." 
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"And we try, my lord. We have a hundred rooms like this, and even more for those who are suffering 

less, and some who suffer greater still. Some days I wonder what their lives were like before this, what 

did they do? Who did they live with? But it comes back to this, that they are our children now, and we 

must comfort and protect them, even from themselves if we must." 

 

The male continued to coo, nuzzling into the nurse's neck, sounding more and more like a happy babe 

resting and getting ready to sleep. 

 

Solon was finally able to tear himself away, walking back down the corridor to the lobby. Chrysanthe 

followed, knowing the reaction. It was hard on anyone to see this firsthand for the first time. 

 

"Chrys... Chrysanthe, you are truly doing the lord's work here. The white wings will surely protect and 

guide you and yours for this selfless duty." Scion shuddered, unable to shake the image in his mind. 

"There is... is no need to continue the tour. I have seen all that I need." 

 

"Thank you, lord. Are you sure? " 

 

"I am. Please, your children need you. My presence is not." 

 

Chrysanthe bowed at that "Your words honor me, lord. May the white wings shield you." 

 

"And his feathers warm you in the night, Chrysanthe." 

 

Scion and Imon stepped outside into the light, the sun having slipped low enough to bathe the front of 

the hospice in its warm light. 

 

"Home, please Imon. Take me back to the palace. I have seen enough. Too much." 

 

Imon hurried to the other side of the luxury transport, spinning up the engine for the return trip. As the 

shuttle flew back and slipped into the VIP lane, Scion asked Imon "You know what's the worst part 

about living in Highspire? You can't see this. Everything is just a dot, a blinking speck. Ministers, 

priests, hangers-on. They're levers that I push and pull to get results that I want, but I never see this." 

 

Imon paused a moment. Arguing with a living avatar of god was never a good career move "The 

punishment of being in command, I guess, my lord." 

 

"Heavy lies the crown" pondered Czar Nova Scion. 

 

"Heavy lies the crown." 

 

Turn 115 
 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Hello and welcome. 

 

I’m Janeth deVries and we’re making a special report today from geosynchronous orbit of Falke B-2. 

We’re here today to celebrate the opening of the new “Spitze” station for the brand new orbital elevator 

still under construction here in Falke. Officially named the Sternstrasse, the opening of the orbital 

station marks the first major milestone in this historic construction project. Initially approved last year, 

initial construction began one month later under the supervision of newly promoted ‘executive of 

industrial development’ Sergei Alexandrov. 

 

In a press conference earlier today during the ribbon cutting ceremony, Sergei Alexandrov confirmed 

that the initial design development was based on design studies first done by the Sintillan industrial 
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design bureaus during the deWulf/Sintilla war, but shelved due to a lack of building materials. Since 

then deWulf Heavy Industries has debuted several improved metal alloys capable of supporting the 

titanic stresses that an orbital elevator demands. The current elevator is being financed and designed by 

deWulf Heavy Industries both as a full-scale prototype and a showcase of newly developed industrial 

techniques. 

 

*Video feed cuts to the earlier press conference in the Spitze station* 

 

“The construction of this orbital elevator is one of many firsts that deWulf Heavy Industries is proud to 

be a part of. It’s the largest single construction project ever undertaken in the history of the Corporate 

Democracy, and a testament to the ingenuity of the many deWulf engineers who made this possible. 

With the completion of the orbital station, our next step is to begin extending the primary stalk 

downwards from Spitze station and upwards from Tal station. There are those who say that linking the 

two stalks together in the thin upper atmosphere will be impossible. 

 

I merely say that if a scientist tells you that something can be done, it probably can. If that same 

scientist says it cannot, then they are invariably in the long run, wrong.“ 

 

*cuts back to the newsroom with deVries* 

 

In related news, Class B trading shares in deWulf Heavy Industries trended up in response to the 

completion of phase one of the orbital elevator. The stock had been experiencing a steady decline over 

the last three fifths as news of cost overruns in the construction leaked out. Even taking into account 

today’s rally DWI stock is still down 9% over the past ten months. Analysts remain concerned about 

cost overruns as… 

 

*video feed offline* 

 

 

 

 

 

RP-1 "Hagelschlag" Capital Missile Defense 

 

Initially a low priority research project, the RP-1 was a defense project against theoretical "capital" 

class missile weapons (which were at the time entering the theoretical design phase). Multiple 

prototypes were run in parallel processes, each pursuing a different method of improving kill 

percentages on larger warheads. 

 

Base concepts included plasma pulse wave emitters, anti-ship laser mounts with upgraded tracking and 

independent targeting, gatling mass drivers (built on Ibizan technological principles) and guided 

counter-missiles. The project continued to develop, with the two leading concepts proving to be the 

gatling mass drivers and counter-missiles. Theoretical test data suggested the interaction of kinetic 

energy with the missile's larger drive field would prove catastrophic to the incoming missiles on 

average 28% more often compared to other competing technologies. 

 

Final acceptance trials were between the deWulf Heavy Industries prototype mass cannon and Hans-

Roland's guided missile launcher. Both systems were installed on a deWulf navy testbed in 

<REDACTED> for interception tests. After three weeks of continual systems tests, both weapon 

mounts were considered to have passed, with the final decision to be handled by the Navy's logistics 

command. 

 

While the Logistics was working towards a decision, one of the clerks reviewing the applications noted 

that deWulf Heavy Industries did not actually have a license or full specifications to manufacture their 

mount. The key component, the drive core, was a black-box component that had been special ordered 

from a company in the Ibizan Monarchy. While deWulf Heavy Industries was in negotiations for a 

production license, at the time it was unapproved, which disqualified their entry. 

 

Put into production as the RP-1 "Hagelschlag", the Hans-Roland uses a pair of launcher cells filled with 

a product of the PAR-4b dumbfire missile in service with ground-attack aerofighters. While 
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maintaining the same approximate shape, the new RAR-1a traded its on-board chemical engine for a 

short-burn drive field and its larger plasma warhead for a smaller version with a seeker head. While 

overall less precise than the deWulf Heavy Industries platform, the RP-1 compensates by throwing a 

wall of drive-field propelled warheads downrange that blanket its target sector with detonations. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

“So, that’s what’s going in next months’ issue of Jann’s Fleet Review? Pfft. They’re a little closer to a 

hit this time. More than my taste.” 

 

Erwin Donnal re-read the detailed description, still snorting derisively as the words steadily percolated 

into his mind. 

 

“Yes, that’s what Naval Intelligence says is going to be in their latest publication. And they probably 

only know because they paid for a titanium subscription and get stuff as it’s okayed by the editor.” 

 

Rollen chuckled inwardly at that, somewhat bemused at both at the fact that NI still didn’t have a solid 

inside feed at what was ostensibly a civilian intelligence agency, and that the only solid feed they DID 

have was a premium subscription. The laughter died as the follow-up question rolled to mind. 

 

“Do they say anything about the Baltic Project?” 

 

Erwin re-read the article, skimming for a mention however oblique. “Nothing. Not even a suggestion 

about what these capital point defense mounts are going to be installed on. It seems our subterfuge 

worked.” 

 

“Indeed, Erwin. BuShips suggestion to mix them in with Landser production runs was particularly 

brilliant. They’re virtually indistinguishable from the Landsers till they get to the final fitting-out stage, 

and with the first two of the Königs being laid down, any attention’s being focused that way instead.” 

 

Rollen leaned back on the couch, head resting on the backrest as he stared up at the ceiling. “How 

many Baltics will we have?” 

 

“Not as many as you want.” 

 

“Care to be more specific?” 

 

“Five, perhaps six in service.” 

 

Rollen’s head leaned back forward, looking at his own datapad. He thumbed the security pad, watching 

as the data packed unlocked and loaded the overview. ‘Unterhenmen Lohende Kreuzzug' 

 

Turn 116 
 

To: Fleet Commanders, deWulf Corporate Navy 

CC: Hunter Lenore Storch 

Subject: Baltic Project 

 

This message is classified Oracle/12 and should not leave secure datanets. Violations of security 

protocol will be handled by Naval Intelligence to the fullest extent of regulations. 

 

At the beginning of the Elysian war, we were introduced to a wholly new weapons platform, the strike 

gunboat. Fast, hard to hit, and with substantial anti-shipping firepower the gunboat has forced us to re-

evaluate current fleet doctrine to deal with the threat. Our initial force mix has proved to be woefully 

inadequate when it comes to dealing defensively with gunboats. To this end, several research projects 

were launched to provide an effective counter. 
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The first project (Buckler) was a crash development to deploy an immediate counter to hostile gunboat 

squadrons. The result was the deployment of the FlakBoote-class defense cruiser. Since the design was 

adapted from a previous design study, production was initiated within two months. Unfortunately 

several tradeoffs were made in order to put the FlakBoote into service, which has led to poor battlefield 

performance, especially when part of the battle-line. 

 

The Baltic Project is the follow-up to the FlakBoote and is a brand-new design. Building on the 

concepts behind the FlakBoote, the Baltic is designed to stand with the fleet core to provide substantial 

PD firepower by defending squadrons of battleships from waves of incoming missiles and ward off 

gunboat strikes. Featuring heavy shielding and armour belts, the Baltic also mounts an array of newly-

developed RP-1 "Hagelschlag" Capital Missile Defense turrets. These turrets allow the Baltic to project 

an incredible amount of firepower onto hostile targets, and upgraded targeting computers allow a single 

Baltic to track and engage forty-five incoming missiles single-handedly. 

 

Current doctrine has the Baltic operating in datagroups with sister ships as anti-gunboat datagroups, or 

slotted into a battle-line datagroup to thicken PD against targets with high volume launch capacity. 

Additional doctrinal uses are expected and anticipated in coming months. 

 

The first Baltics are expected to complete fitting-out next month for fleet delivery. 

 

Attached are data packets with training scenarios and technical specifications to familiarize yourself 

with the capabilities and weaknesses of the Baltic Class. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Baltic-class BBb 18-XOb 109 HS/91 TS 

[5] S1x18A1x21ZbHQiQiQi(IbIbIb)Dczax5YaM2(IbIbIb)Dczax5(IbIbIb)QbDczax5?a(IbIbIb)Le [4/2] 

Trg:3 Def-1 PV=112 Cost= 2023/303.5 SL7 {ULTRA} 

76 HTK S1x18 A1x21 ?ax1 Lex1 Hx1 Yax1 Zbx1 Dzcax15 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Author's Note: 

The Baltic is a direct nod to the Sword of Holy Terra's "China Sea" class Battleships, both in design 

and name. The only difference being the Baltic is expected to perform as anti-small craft fire support, 

while that was a fleet role forced onto the class in response to TFN strike fighters. And no surprise, the 

Baltic lives up to her heritage in spades... 

 

 

Finn's Massif Primary Spaceport (Steinhoff Downport) 

Finn's Massif 

Dave's World 

 

What was once the Elysian stronghold on Dave's World was theirs no longer. deWulf infantry picked 

their way through the primary concourse of the spaceport, and armoured tanks hovered through the 

landing fields. Elysian skirmishers still held parts of the field, and their guided missiles and lasers 

claimed infantry and tanks in their ones and twos, but one by one the stragglers were killed or captured. 

 

The determined and the fanatical were as always the hardest to root out, but in a conflict where the end 

goal was victory through annihilation, a single call for surrender was the most that was offered. If 

spurned, then death came in the fast form of burning plasma, or a slow suffocation or starvation thanks 

to a burial under the starports' rubble. 

 

Even as combat continued sporadically at the spaceport, deWulf ships were already using the landing 

field, shuttling down cargo held in massive cargo frames. Against all odds, one of the spaceport's 

original cargo loaders had survived undamaged, and deWulf engineering units had cleared enough 

rubble for it to be brought back into service. The cargo frames were brought down by corporate 

dropships, each one capable of handling a frame twenty meters a side. Once planetside, the frame was 

dropped off on a pad next to the cargo loader, and it began to pull smaller containers out of the frame, 

laying them out on clear bits of the field . With that, the cans would either be emptied right then and 
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there before before being loaded into a fresh frame, or they would be loaded onto a transport to move 

the cargo where it needed to be. 

 

Day fell to afternoon which fell to night, and which then gave rise to the dawn. The cargo shuttles flew, 

looping again and again, dropping off loaded frames and carrying away cargo frames full of empty 

containers. Steadily, the assets for a full army were landed at the starport, and behind them followed the 

first troop shuttes, soldiers ready to be mated up with their gear and then sent to the expanding front 

lines outside the former city of Eisenmaur. 

 

Turn 117 
 

deWulf High Command, 8th Sub-Basement 

Fenris Command Central, “The Pit” 

01:20 Local Time 

 

A navy at war never truly slept. Even through what most would call a night shift work continued. There 

were always reports to create, logistics to manage. Despite the lack of respect some on the `pointy end` 

of things had for their compatriots who helmed desks instead of ships, there was still a grudging respect 

for those who kept the fleet fueled, maintained, and armed. 

 

The never-ending traffic and activity had other, more practical benefits. Nobody asked why a staff 

room was in use late into the night. And late at night, there weren't many personnel around who would 

notice just WHO was using a briefing hall. 

 

SPM Rollen slipped his keyfob to the door of the main briefing hall. A soft chime and the click of a 

disengaging lock let him know that he could enter. The hall was as dimly lit as always, but in place of a 

larger briefing team and their audience was a single officer, PackMaster James Magnan, commander of 

the deWulf survey flotillas. 

 

"What in the breaker's name inspired you to call me down here, now of all things James?" 

 

James leaned on the table at the center of the auditorium, pressing a control panel on the side. The 

center of the table blossomed into life, cool colours dancing to form a model of a long range probe. A 

very old probe design. One designed, built, and launched even before the founding of the deWulf navy. 

 

A cool voice rose from the table, quiet enough that it was just audible to the pair. 

 

"Transmission from deep space probe 13-22-C, Roamer IV model. Message begins:" 

 

"Attention Gagarin Space Control, this is the TDN Hannibal, requesting docking clearance." 

"Affirmative Hannibal, this is Gagarin Control. Your docking vector is nine-three-niner on pier five 

alpha. Sound back." 

"Hannibal reads nine-three-niner on five alpha. Helm, port twenty and commence burn in three, tw-" 

 

"Hannibal, you are plus six and drifting. Course correct immediately." 

"Roger that control. Helm, up ten and give me a six-second burn." 

"Back on track Hannibal... You are clear to cancel approach vector and ready for docking stations." 

 

"Affirmative. Commencing final burn in three, two, one, burning now… now… now…" 

 

"Looking good Hannibal. Orbit is matched, extending docking arms." 

"Docking clamps activated... we have hard lock. Completing docking procedure..." 

 

"Hannibal is docked. Extending passenger umbilical... extending cargo umbilical" 

"We have hard seal." 

 

"Welcome to Gagarin station, Hannibal." 
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The static washed over the last syllables before going silent. 

 

James pressed another button, and the spinning model of the probe dissipated, replaced by a three 

dimensional map of the local stars. 

 

"Datawings Interstellar received this transmission three days ago from one of our pre-expansion long 

range survey probes. This probe was launched on a ballistic course over ten years ago towards this star 

cluster, coreward and anti-spinward from Fenris. Their techs spent two days cleaning up the 

transmission into... that. It's not a language we know, and the small sample size hasn't given us enough 

to even start translating it, but based on what we think the syntax is, it sounds either like docking 

instructions or some kind of mating ritual. Datawings thinks it's the latter, but my techs think the 

former." 

 

Rollen stepped back, leaning on a railing that ringed the central podium. His breathing rasped in 

slowly, the exhale a long sigh. "How long ago was this message originally transmitted?" 

 

James turned away from Rollen and towards the console. A few taps of claw caused a swinging line to 

fly out of the central star on the map, reaching out into deep space. 

 

"The probe was approximately here, about four and a half light years from Fenris when it detected the 

signal. Based on it's own sensors, the transmission came from here-" as an orange main-sequence star 

became highlighted "approximately two light years away." 

 

"So this comm chatter is what, six and a half years old?" 

 

"About there, Sir." 

 

"Do we know anything about the warp lines towards there?" 

 

More tapping ensued. The line showing the course of the probe vanished, and new lines emerged, 

connecting some of the starts into a gossamer cobweb of links. Not all stars were connected however; 

nothing anywhere near the orange star was. 

 

"Nothing we know of connects to any nearby stars. We've never done much exploring in this direction. 

It's likely on the other side of the Fog Alley Nebula, and we've treated that as our hard and fast frontier. 

It's possible the Ibizans or perhaps the Krak University-States have explored beyond and found a 

connection, but nothing's ever filtered back to us." 

 

Rollen let out another deep exhalation. "So you're making me miss sleep over something that's beyond 

our borders and we have no information on short of a single untranslatable message?" 

 

A sharp chuckle was the answer Rollen received. He frowned, looking perhaps displeased at how he 

was being baited by someone under his direct command. Rank has privileges, but they generally 

flowed downhill, not uphill. Rollen's eyes slipped closed, fixing themselves on James Magnan. 

 

"Not entirely. The reason my techs think it's docking chatter is the signal's power and its focus. We 

picked it up almost at a fluke, but it needed almost no amplification. At two light-year's range. That's a 

lot of transmitting power, and two other probes on similar courses didn't hear a peep. So this was a 

tight-beam transmission." 

 

"Accidental leakage then?" 

 

James nodded affirmative. 

 

"And given the power plant needed to tight-beam something to still be intelligible at two light-years, 

you're thinking it's big, whatever it is." 

 

Another nod. "It could have been sent from a smaller hull dedicated to the purpose, but our guess it was 

probably from a ship larger than our Koenig-class dreadnoughts that are entering service now." 
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Rollen's head hung down "Breaker. First the Sintillans, then the Ibizans, THEN the Elysians, and now 

this. I'm thinking the universe dosen't care for us much, James." 

 

"If it's any consolation, I don't think it's actively out to get us." 

 

"Okay, fine. Whatever. I want you to lock this down and bury it. Bury this so deep that archeologists 

ten thousand years from now won't find it. I want it so deep it's going to get converted into coal or oil 

or whatever else is down there." 

 

James paused at this, thinking a moment "And if anyone explores beyond Fog Alley?" 

 

"It won't be us, James. I'll veto any orders that cross my desk." 

 

The senior officer pushed himself up off the railing, tugging his uniform jacket down and smoothing it 

in a single motion. "Good. Now I have some sleep to get, James. I have another briefing with the 

Corporate Council in... breaker, six hours." 

 

"If you want, I can only wake you when we get a fleet bombing your offices, Sir." 

 

Rollen exhaled again, biting back a yawn "No, no... it's alright. Just... Just reserve a conference room 

next time. I don't need to get dragged down here at some ungodly hour." 

 

James nodded "Yes Sir. Get some sleep. Plenty more to be done tommorow." 

 

Rollen was already opening the door out of the hall, his arm barely touching his forehead in a limp, 

exhausted salute. 

 

 

SchützeFlach Station 

Y-12 Research Base 

Location Unknown 

 

 

"Guten Tag und willkommen auf SchützeFlach Standort" 

 

The embarkation lobby was small, even for a station this size. Barely twenty meters long and half that 

wide, it afforded a wide view of the iceball that SchützeFlach orbited. The solid wall of windows was 

only broken by the gangway leading to the shuttle that had brought Marius and a few others to this out 

of the way location. 

 

"Please have your identification papers and security permits available for inspection." 

 

The line for the security checkpoint shuffled another step forward. Even with this station being a 

deWulf Navy station, and the only shuttle runs here were Navy, the station still had its own checkpoint. 

Given what happened here, no chances would be taken. 

 

“Do not enter areas you do not have security clearance. Security will respond aggressively to any 

intrusions.” 

 

Marius stepped forward to the security station. He slipped his identity card and security clearance 

datachip across the table to the officer, who slipped them into his computer. 

 

“Name?” 

“Marius Hauer.” 

“Occupation?” 

“deWulf Compliance Inspector.” 

“Reason for visit?” 

 

Marius sighed inwardly. His clearance chip had all these answers already.  
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“Here to inspect corporate operations.” 

 

The security officer clicked at his computer, reviewing information unseen. Marius shifted his balance 

backwards, doing his best to relax and not offer any reason to be detained.  

 

“Please place your suitcase on the scanner.” 

 

Marius recognized this part of the dance. He hefted his briefcase onto a scanner table in front of him 

before stepping backwards onto a pair of floor markings square in front of the security booth. A 

mechanical whine kicked off, scanning sensors sliding on rails up and down around him. They scanned 

his internal temperature, the density of his clothing and body, sampled his breath and the scents of his 

clothing. The suitcase was subjected to these indignities and more. Hidden weapons, electronics or 

explosives could fool these senses, but Naval Intelligence relied on better methods than a simple 

security scanner to stop the true professionals.  

 

The scanner’s sensors retracted back into their docking cradles with a soft click, freeing Marius from 

the inspection. He stepped back to the counter, watching as a printer spat out a security pass that 

clattered onto the counter in front of him. The security officer then returned his ID and the datachip, 

placing them next to the fresh pass. 

 

 “Here is your security pass. You have clearance for most of the habitation block, as well as Yard A. 

Do not attempt to access Yards B or C. Do not attempt to access any area identified as Sector C or 

higher. Do not attempt to hack additional access from the computer system. Security will respond to 

any security issues with significant force. Do you understand?” 

 

Marius could do little but nod. 

 

“Good. Welcome to SchützeFlach.” 

 

 

“And then he fed me through the scanner! I swear Inge, these security goons enjoy lording over me!” 

 

“Relax Marius, relax. I’m sure it’s nothing to be concerned about. We are out of the way here.” 

 

“And I suppose you know where ‘here’ is, yes?” 

 

“If I knew where you dammed well know I’d be doing something with that information. All I know is 

that we’re two jumps out from Witzig and orbiting an ice dwarf so generic it might as well be in a 

textbook. We’re so far out I can’t even tell what star we’re orbiting.” 

 

Inge waved to a couch next to herself “Please sit, Marius. Crying over broken tools will accomplish 

nothing. Sit, have some tea, and let us relax.” 

 

Marius sighed. He knew she was right, as she usually was. He stretched, slipping into the offered seat 

and looking over the tea service on the counter in front of him. She smiled, a surprisingly warm look 

for a corporate lawyer, as she poured tea into a tall steel and glass cup. Berry syrup followed, and the 

warm aroma wafted into the room. Marius took the glass, pressing it to his lips and drank his fill. The 

warmth spread through his body and he sank into the soft leather with a contented growl. 

 

“So why are you here, Marius? I doubt it was a courtesy call to visit.” 

 

“You know that conversation is off the table, Inge. You of all people should know.” 

 

“And you should know that what is off the table has to be somewhere. Usually right next to it and off to 

the side where nobody will notice.” 

 

Marius paused, leaning back into the plush chair. He looked into the glass of tea, idly swirling the drink 

and watching the liquid whirlpool. 

 

“Only if you tell me what you’re working on in Yard B.” 
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“Please, Marius. You know I can’t do that. Think about what they would say if a deWulf Inspector and 

a Navy officer were caught trading secrets.” 

 

He grinned in response “and then my business will remain unspoken, and you can hear about it on 

deWulf State News, if it ever gets out.” 

 

Inge huffed as she leaned back into her own chair, her own eyes glancing back and forth, getting that 

distant look ever so slightly. Then, it seemed as if the taut line her mind had been straining against gave 

way, and she relaxed into the leather with a smile. 

 

“Alright, Marius. I can do that. Can I assume that heavy suitcase of yours has something to do with it?” 

 

His own glass of tea clinked onto the glass table, joining the rest of the tea set. He picked up its tray, 

carrying it, teapot, syrup and all to the counter. He returned, carrying the case with him. He thudded it 

onto the glass table, the clear armour plate taking the blow without a mark. He then spun it, latches 

towards Inge. Clawtips pulled at the catches as it unlocked, the lid swinging open to reveal the contents 

to her. 

 

“Now remember, you never saw this, Inge Hauer. And I was never here.” 

 

Turn 118 
 

Dave's World 

City of Finn's Massif 

Navy Canton 

Officer's Barracks 

 

"Alright Andje, I see your shot, and splash." 

 

Zugsführer Veidt tossed a pair of cards into the pile in front of him. 

 

"Anyone else splash?" 

 

Andje grinned, a feral sharpness to the teeth she showed to her fellow card players. 

 

"Over" called Oberst Werner Pluskatt as he picked up his two cards and folded out. 

 

"I still say this game is better with four people" groused Veidt as Andje met the splash with two of her 

own cards. 

 

"Cut your moaning. You're still sore for losing the last round." 

 

Werner drummed his fingers on the upturned cup in the middle of the table "Okay, you've both 

splashed. Time to see who's closer." 

 

He pulled the cup off, revealing two six sided dice, a four and a two. "Ahh, six. Show cards!" 

 

Veidt laughed at this as he flipped his four over. The first two were a pair of threes, the second two 

both face cards, dummy plays. "Aha! Direct! Let's see you beat that Andje!" 

 

Her triumphant mood had gone elsewhere as she flipped her own four cards. The first pair was a nine 

and a face, but the second two were an ace and a four. A total of five. Off by one. 

 

"Damnit Veidt, I needed that money. How else am I supposed to keep up with my stim habit?" There 

was tension in her voice, but a hint of sarcasm as well. She leaned back in her chair and pulled a 

battered case from her boot. It clicked open, and she deftly pulled another stimstick out before resetting 

the case where it came from. 
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Her jaw cracked the end of the stick in her muzzle, breaking it open for her to take a long drag and 

coaxing out a low, pleasured rumble from her throat. 

 

"Alright. This hand, Hunters double their partner and aces make em negative. No dummy draw. Buy 

in's twenty. Same as before." 

 

Her practiced paws shuffled the deck, collecting the used cards and mixing them back in before dealing 

five cards to each player. As she dealt, the other two tossed their bets into the pool. 

 

"So Pluskatt, when do we get a walking tour of Elysium?" 

 

A bitter snort came from Veidt as he rolled the dice around in the cup "breaker willing we're never 

going there. I say bomb them from orbit till their whole damned world glows." 

 

"I wasn't asking you, Veidt. Last I checked you don't have the bars to be an Oberst." The cup rattled 

more before being slammed down onto the table upside down, the dice rolled and hidden. 

 

Oberst Pluskatt looked at his cards, pondering his options with a detached gaze "we aren't going. 

Veidt's more or less on the mark. Here on out it's a Navy show." He then picked two cards and lay them 

face down on the table in front of him. "Shot." 

 

Veidt picked next, laying a trio of cards down before looking over at Andje. 

 

"Credit grubbing test tubes. Just going to let us sit on the sidelines instead of giving them what they 

deserve." Her two cards went down as well. "Shot." 

 

Pluskatt looked over at Andje "Splash." As he put down two more cards. Veidt did the same but 

remained silent. Andje grinned, that predatory smile back as she played three cards. 

 

"Alright, let's spot." Pluskatt pulled the cup off, revealing two ones on the dice. 

 

"Breaker, wolf eyes..." groaned as Veidt pulled his cards off the table, folding then and there. 

 

Pluskatt grinned at Andje "barrage" he announced as he tossed a fifty into the pot. "Match or out, 

Andje." 

 

Andje mulled for a moment, before tossing a matching fifty into the pot. "You're on Pluskatt. Shot." 

 

They both flipped over their first pair. Pluskatt had a two and a five, Andje a Hunter and a ten. 

 

"Bad call, Andje. Meeting a barrage on a doubled ten?" 

 

Andje's face was impassive as she drummed on her second pair of cards "Splash, Werner." 

 

Werner flipped his own cards, an ace and a second two. "Total five. Beat that." But Werner Pluskatt's 

voice vibrated ever so softly, like a tuning fork approaching its own frequency. 

 

Andje just flipped her own cards one by one. Hunter. Nine. and an Ace. "Let's see... twenty, minus 

eighteen. Direct hit, Werner." 

 

She reached out and claimed the pot, that predatory smile back in full force "bad call, indeed!" 

 

 

 

 

Never Depot 

Aklea 

Fenris System 
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"Okay, just let me take a look at the manifest... Borosilicate piptes, electron sorters, titanium reaction 

chambers... and integrated control systems. Yeah, looks like it's all here." 

 

The former student signed the delivery order, satisfied that he now had everything that was ordered. 

Which was just as well. Shorting a Navy project was always bad for business. The cargo shuttle pilot 

went back to his transport, and he was already counting the profit from this short shipping run. Which 

also was just as well. Deliveries to the Never Depot were both dangerous and high security. 

 

The former student followed along as the shipping container was loaded onto a container caddy, 

following along from the landing bay. A security checkpoint verified the identity of the student, and 

conducted a thorough deep scan of the container. As both were cleared, they entered into the depot 

proper. The first building past the landing bay was a hardened warehouse, at present almost empty, but 

slowly filling with more and more containers; each was marked with an eye-mugging yellow and green 

striping.  

 

"Another delivery, sir?" 

 

"More replacement parts, as well as another five assembly arrays." 

 

"For the factory?" 

 

"Correct." 

 

In all that discussion the container and its attendant had made a right turn in the warehouse to the 

passage to the factory floor. Heavy doors slid open into an airlock, providing an almost obsessive level 

of compartmentalization and security. Almost. 

 

The former student saluted to the attendant at hand, whom saluted back as the container glided to the 

end of the hall. The carrier settled down, quietly powering off in its appointed place. Other technicians 

unlocked the container, pulling its contents out for use. Repair of damaged equipment, and the 

construction of more. 

 

Karl Fredrick Muller had graduated from Steyer un Sohn Technopolis, with what he had thought would 

be an undergraduate degree. His practical work however, had metamorphosed into what became his 

doctoral thesis. His former professor, by all accounts a rather hard man, had backed him to the hilt (in 

exchange for a few percentage points of gross). His invention had proven to be indeed valuable. 

BioMed ended up paying a king's ransom for that invention: the molecular assembly reactor. A few 

percentage points indeed! 

 

As Muller went to guide his staff to start assembling and repairing the reactor arrays, he pondered on 

what the fruits of his labour were being used for. The arrays in the depot had replaced earlier industrial 

chemical plants, promising much purer output. Purer output made for a much purer, much more 

effective final product. 

 

Of course, the final production step was done elsewhere. 

 

Which of course came as no great surprise. Nobody wanted to be where Sarin was made. 

 

Turn 119 
AltHase Bar 

Volzhskiy 

Planet Kohlm, Munich System 

 

Soft piano drifted through the air, reverberating off the warm oak paneling of the bar. Wrought brass 

and crystal held solid-state lighting artfully sculpted to look like sconces from the age of steam and not 

the modern era. The bar worked hard to evoke an era long gone in deWulf history, consigned to history 

and anachronistic fan conventions.  
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Still, as a facsimile, it wasn't that bad. It even had an actual piano player to the front of the bar. A live 

deWulf pianist, not a hologram or a recording piped to play from a faux-piano. 

 

Sergey Chetverikov figured this was a place that one could get used to. The service was a bit slow, but 

discreet. Which really was the key reason for choosing this bar. Being that it was in a Sintillan colony 

world, it was also quite sparsely populated, which left Sergey plenty of room to relax and enjoy the 

privacy of the booth in a corner.  

 

A clock chimed the hour, the soft gong having to compete with the piano music to be heard. Sergey 

took another sip of his drink, quietly wondering when he could arrive. Another sip, and when he set his 

glass down to the table he found that he was no longer alone. 

 

"So, you are my sponsor." The words were spat out, particularly the last.  

 

"Yes, I am Yuriy. I know it pains you to have to deal with this sort of language but it is the truth of the 

matter." 

 

"The truth of the matter is that we never should have surrendered! Pfah. Now our state lies in ruins, 

happily prostituting itself to its new masters, and whatever hope we had for a future lies in tatters at our 

feet." 

 

Sergey hadn't been looking forward to this meeting. Yuriy Zhevelyuk was a true believer, that most 

dangerous kind of follower. Once he had followed the Sintillan People's Republic in its 'glorious quest 

to make all space egalitarian'. Sergey knew the reality of that statement. Yuriy lived and breathed it at 

face value. A deWulf would say that Yuriy had `drunk the hemlock`. Another thing not worth 

mentioning in Yuriy's presence. 

 

"Well, be that as it may, your opinion is not unknown. Hence why we provided you with a ship." 

 

"Yes... a refitted Beria-class. but with a most peculiar armament. I'm going to cut through the foam and 

assume that you're not going to say where or how or what it came from. You'd never give me a straight 

answer to that question. So here's one that you damned well better. Why?" 

 

The dossier was right. Yuriy wasn't a fool nor did he believe in the oblique approach. "Like I said. 

There are those who support your position and they want to accomplish something more than empty 

platitudes." 

 

"Pfah. A single destroyer and some logistics might as well be an empty platitude. I don't suppose you 

can give me an invisibility shield to hide me when the navy decides my nail would look better flat, 

hmm?" 

 

Sergey leaned back in his seat, enjoying the memory cushion as it cradled him and molded to his back.  

 

"Believe it or not, to a degree yes. You will be receiving a data packet on known deWulf naval units 

and their estimated orders and positions. That should allow you to... slip under their scanners if they 

come calling. We can't do much about your base, so I'd suggest you remain dammed quiet if they end 

up cruising nearby." 

 

Yuriy paused a moment, digesting this. "That still isn't an answer as to why. That just is the how." 

 

Another point in Yuriy's favor. A pity the war had crushed his world... He might have been more 

useful. "Alright, I'll be straight for a moment. The ruling council still exists, after a fashion. You're part 

of the first step, Operation Iskra. They, that is to say we, think that there exists a possibility to break 

away from the deWulf. But we need the situation to be right. The status quo offers nothing. We need a 

more unstable, more fluid situation. That's where you come in." 

 

"So, you have me and my destroyer motoring up and down the warp chain, causing trouble wherever I 

can, and try to make this place as unpleasant to the local corp-slaves as possible... and when the deWulf 

have to deploy units to deal with it..." 
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"Phase two will come into place. A challenging order, but one that you will rise to I am certain, Yuriy." 

 

Yuriy looked about the bar, eying the singular bartender "Very well. But can we even speak freely 

here? You've hung yourself out to dry... I can still sell you for my freedom." 

 

A rolling laugh rumbled from Sergey in response to that question. "The barkeep is bought and paid for. 

He knows whose money spends better, and farther. We are quite safe." 

 

"Well then, give me a few days to work this over with my comrades, but I think I can agree. Now, if 

you excuse me, I have other errands that require my attention." 

 

"Of course, Senior Captian Zhevelyuk. You can contact me via the usual channels." 

 

Yuriy slipped from his seat and out of the bar, his drink remaining untouched in the streamlined glass 

on the table. Sergey waited a few minutes, finishing off his own drink and relaxing, letting his mind 

wander. A glance to the bartender was met with a single nod. Setting his own glass down, Sergey 

slipped from his seat and went to the back of the bar, slipping into a small privacy booth for personal 

calls. He extracted his comm from his day bag and dialed a pre-programmed number. 

 

"Yes, it's me." 

 

"Right on time. He's punctual. The file was right about that." 

 

"Oh, I think we'll have his co-operation alright. Give him a day or two." 

 

"No, I don't think so. He wants to believe. So badly you can smell it on him." 

 

"Oh yes, I think he believes everything I said about Iskra. We just feed him a few bits and he'll fill in 

the rest." 

 

"No, I couldn't really raise the issue of selective targeting. Would blow the whole thing in his eyes." 

 

"As I recommended, we go with option three. A little steep on the premiums, but then that is what 

insurance is for." 

 

"Alright, talk to you later Sir." 

 

The door to the privacy booth swung open, letting Sergey out. The comm was already tucked back 

away before the door even closed. On his way out, he slipped something else from the day bag. Four 

chits, each marked with randomized currency serial numbers. He set them onto the bar top, looking at 

the single deWulf on the other side. 

 

"See anything?" 

 

"Never do. Bar's always dead this time of day." 

 

"Good." 

 

 

SPM Rollen's apartment 

Capital City of Lowell 

Planet Fenris 

 

 

"Aftershocks are continuing through into the financial markets this afternoon with the revalation that 

the Corporate Council has officially dissolved the Treaty of Lvov. With restrictions on Sintillan 

armament production no longer a factor in the markets, shares in deWulf Heavy Industries and Geiger-

Voss have dropped five percent in early trading, while Sintillan corporations Freiman Gerat HSF and 

Michurin-Rogov are trading eight percent over analysts estimates-" 
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The video feed clicked off, the screen quickly fading to a polished reflective black. 

 

"I will admit, Marshal, I would not have expected this. Certianly not this fast." 

 

"Please, PackMaster, Stanislav. We've had too much formality over the past days. Don't stain this time 

with formalities." 

 

Senior Packmaster Rollen walked from his kitchen into the living room, settling a pair of plasteel 

glasses and a tall bottle onto the table in the center of the room. Metal on glass scraped, and the senior 

officer of the deWulf navy poured two drinks. One for himself, and one for Stanislav Yakir, formerly 

commander of the Sintillan Navy, and now one of the highest ranking officers in the unified fleets of 

deWulf and Sintilla. 

 

"Fine then, Stanislav. Might as well be calling me Rollen now." 

 

"No first name basis?" 

 

Rollen picked up his glass, eyes watching as the fluid rippled from the motion. 

 

"Heiden." 

 

Stanislav leaned back, lifting his glass in silent salute before pouring the contents into his mouth. 

Heiden Rollen saw the motion, bringing the glass to his lips and pouring its contents into his maw as 

well. The alcohol evaporated in both their mouths as the bitter distillate was swallowed, the fumes 

stealing a single breath. 

 

The CNO of the deWulf navy walked back to his chair, setting his empty glass next to the bottle as he 

took his seat. 

 

"But this is not just a personal invitation, is it Heiden. I know you well enough that you don't invite 

anyone home, certainly not for drinks. So why am I here, in your most private chambers?" 

 

Rollen nodded in response "You know me well enough indeed. The simple fact is... ah.." as he poured 

himself another shot, and immediately drank it before refilling his glass, and Stanislav Yakir's as well. 

 

"It's simply that I trust you, and my triumvirs trust you. Well, they trust me. That's good enough, more 

or less. The issue is that I don't know who else does. I'm pretty sure Packmaster Kobetsky doesn’t. She 

lost family on Yutani. Enough of us did..." 

 

Stanislav extended a tentacle, taking his own glass and draining it in a single shot as well. "That was 

war, Heiden. We get sent to do others' bidding, and people die. We should be thankful that we only lost 

so few in the end... But there's more than just that." 

 

"Yes. We're more than partners now, brothers. We have to unify our commands, our units, up and 

down the command chain as tightly as possible. Otherwise we're just going to set up a war for our 

descendants. It'll be like the Heiterkleit, except on an interstellar scale." The mention of the Heiterkleit 

campaign slowed Stanislav's train of thought, but he understood. That level of savagery would be an 

extinction level event for both their races.  

 

"With our campaign with the Elysians, the public can see our people serving on the front lines. Making 

sacrifices. If the public can't see Sintillans fighting, and let’s be honest, dying, then in ten years hence 

it'll be deWulf on one side and Sintillans on another. And we'll live just long enough for us to watch 

our cultures die." 

 

Heiden sighed, slipping back into his chair before continuing." 

 

“Regardless of such unpleasantness, there are other things that you need to be informed of. Y-12 for 

instance.” 

 

This made Stanislav chuckle. “Oh, you mean your top-secret research and development shipyard?” 
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Rollen paused a moment, looking back at Stanislav, his eyes low, almost slitted. “How do you know 

what it is?” It was a question by grammar, but it sounded like a weapon being leveled and cocked. 

 

“Grumman Weekly Star.” 

 

Rollen paused, setting his empty glass on the table before sitting back into his chair, hunched forward. 

A soft chuckle slipped from his lips, rising in tone and volume. He leaned back as his laughter boomed 

through the room, seeming to shake the walls. Eventually it subsided, but the humor in his voice 

remained. 

 

“Oh. Oh! That? That’s where you heard? That sorry waste of plastic and data? Oh breaker… that’s 

literally the best thing I’ve heard all week. Thank you, Stanislav. I’ve needed to hear something like 

that for weeks. Months, even.” 

 

The former Sintilan Marshal looked nonplussed, perhaps a bit offended at the reaction. “We follow… 

followed, their reports fairly closely. We gleaned quite a few useful pieces of information on your 

military and politics from them. Things the other services refused to mention or even hint at.” 

 

Heiden snorted in reply. “That’s because the Grumman Weekly Star-“the name almost spat out “can’t, 

or won’t, I’m not sure, tell the difference between a self-sealing stem bolt and fusion core! I swear half 

of their writers are either delusional or so wired on stimsticks they have no clue what they’re writing.” 

 

He leaned forward and poured himself another drink. “The other half… the other half is surprisingly 

competent work. They’ve been right on a couple different things here and there, but they don’t have all 

the details of course. Y-12 for example. Let me guess, they said it was two jumps out from Witzig, 

yes?” 

 

Stanislav nodded “That’s what our intelligence services always believed. They figured it was out past 

one of those ‘impassable’ nebulae on your navigational charts.” 

 

Heiden leaned back in his chair and held his drink up into the light, watching the rainbow of colours 

through the liquid. “Right and wrong all at the same time. Impressive. We really didn’t give you guys 

enough credit. Well, it is two jumps out from Eben Emanel, yes. But it isn’t past any nebula. It’s right 

inside the Witzig system itself.” 

 

It was Stanislav’s turn to slump back into his own chair. “What?  How… that doesn’t make sense…”  

 

“Well then. I think it’s time for a field trip. About time you got to see where the magic happens…” 

 

Turn 120 
 

Bridge 

deWulf Battleship Baltic 

Grant System 

Operation "Lohnende Kreuzzug" 

 

Hunter Lenore Storch looked over her bridge. Her bridge. That was a thought that still took a bit of 

getting used to. The deWulf navy had expanded yet again, and that meant more officers were getting 

command. She had previously been the XO of F-106 before the FlaKboote had been lost during the 

First Battle of Elysium. As the senior surviving officer she was a prime candidate for bigger and better 

things. Bigger and better things turned out to be the Baltic. The air in the bridge was clean, with that 

faint hint of fresh plastic and steel. That new-ship smell.  

 

But it wasn't a smooth pour by any means. She had been assigned this command only two months ago, 

after Baltic had been commissioned and shaken down, and that meant she had lost a precious 

opportunity to bond with her crew. And then there was her freshly minted XO Junior Hunter Arnett. He 

had been under the triple pressures of commissioning a ship, managing her crew, and managing work 
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with dWN Central Command. Hunter Storch's arrival had taken some of the pressure off, but he had 

been badly overstressed, and was still slowly recovering from the experience.  

 

"Peace, Arnett. The Baltic is a splendid ship and she will perform to her specifications." 

 

"I hope so. I was part of her fitting-out crew back at Mittelspannung. A few small issues, mislabelled 

power runs and other yard screw-ups and the like so far. Nothing that a proper shakedown cruise 

shouldn't have fixed, but we keep running across more problems. I can't guarantee that something 

critical wasn't wired in backwards..." 

 

Navigation Computer "Thirty seconds to transit." 

 

Hunter Storch slipped into the command chair at the center of the bridge, looking up at Arnett "The 

Builder knows her own, Arnett. Sometimes all we need is a little faith." 

 

Arnett stiffened in response, shifting position behind and to the right of the chair. "All hands, brace for 

transit on my mark: Three, two, on-" 

 

The Baltic slipped into the warp point, her drive field protecting her from the gravitational anomaly 

that threw her across the stars. 

 

"-ne." 

 

Jump shock was still a rough ride even when you were expecting it and had trained to handle the 

physiological effects. Time bent itself inside out, and Arnett swore he could see himself standing on the 

bridge, leaning forward as he watched the tactical holotank. Lights flickered as Baltic slipped out of 

reality, snapping back to full power as she landed in the Elysium system.  

 

“-Securing from jump stations-“ 

 

“-Main systems coming onine. Sensors initializing.” 

 

"Hunter, reading multiple hostiles on bearing two-seven zero mark zero five zero." Arnett's voice was 

calmer than he imagined possible. Training did indeed replace fear with cold instinct. 

 

Hunter Storch leaned back in her command chair. "Helm" she called out "Hold position until the 

Nordzee and Atlantik are clear of the warp point. Once we have our datalink up, we will engage."  

 

Aft of the Baltic the fold in spacetime birthed two more battleships, each the same slab-sided 

behemoths as the Baltic. They slotted in on either side and just behind her, dropping into combat 

formation. The Nordzee to port and higher, the Atlantik to starboard and lower than the Baltic. Two 

and a half light seconds from the three battleships, a portion of the Elysian CAP forces turned and 

began their run on the battleships. 

 

"Hunter Storch, combat datalinks are now online. Atlantik and Nordzee are receiving our telemetry." 

 

"Very well. Helm, signal the datagroup to roll port fifteen and engage. Staggered fire, one battleship to 

one squadron." 

 

The orders were indeed passed, and the chief weaponeer aboard the Baltic watched as fifteen capital 

point defense batteries slipped out of their cradles, rotating onto the lead gunboat squadron. The order 

to fire had been given, and he waited for the perfect moment-  

 

Hunter Storch never saw just what was the final tell to open fire. Perhaps the beginning of a familiar 

ECM cycle, or a moment where the targets had stopped being evasive. But she didn't miss the single 

barked command, nor the rumble of Baltic's frame as the point defense mounts ripple fired. For a few 

moments the taste of a thought flickered in her mind, perhaps the launchers had jammed, but then the 

hull vibrated again as another broadside of interceptor missiles leapt from the launchers. 
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The Baltic had been built to replace the earlier Flakboote class defense cruisers. What had taken three 

F-Boats operating in concert to do, a single Baltic was capable of trumping. Elysian units had 

previously known that only the F-Boat was a real threat, and that they were fragile designs, not capable 

of standing in the line of fire. deWulf battleships on the other hand, were not threats to a strike group; 

they were just unkilled targets. 

 

Two gunboat squadrons never learned that particular bit of battlefield calculus had changed. The third 

was reduced to a single crippled gunboat, a gunboat that broke off and fled, shedding her external 

ordinance in a bid to get clear of the battleships. She ran to her carriers, and they in turn ran back to 

Attica, carrying the news that was unwanted and unmistakable. The deWulf had returned. 

 

 

Palace of Eternal Flight 

Highspire 

Planet Attica 

Elysian Sovereignty 

 

Solon felt ill at ease, given the circumstances. A deWulf fleet was advancing on the planet, the 

populace had evacuated to their bunkers (such as they were/are), and the PDCs stood ready to hurl their 

defiance. Even he felt concern at the status of the fleet versus the armada that the deWulf had sent. And 

yet instead of the safety of the command complex in the bedrock below, the Czar remained in his 

apartments at the top of the tower. Half-sputtered requests had been met with stiff rebuke, silencing any 

possible objections. 

 

The soft tones of acceptance let Solon know that he was himself. While he needed no such 

reassurances, the security guns and armoured hatch that secured this entrance to Czar Scion's personal 

apartments demanded confirmation without fail. The portal slid open silently, and Solon stepped into 

his Lord's office. A quick glance showed that room empty, the crystal desk quiet and its displays 

invisible. 

 

"This is no time to be playing hide and seek, my Lord... where are you?" 

 

As he went from the office to the reading lounge, he heard a sound of soft footsteps from a hall to his 

right. Turning to face the sound he could see one of the Czar's personal servants. 

 

"High Priest Solon, Lord Scion awaits you in the theatre. He has anticipated your arrival, and wishes to 

discuss matters of state there." 

 

A claw slipped up to run through the tufts on Solon's face in silent question. Ever trained to read the 

finest of signs, the servant responded. "I know not what or why he wishes to discuss things with you 

there, but He is Lord, and there is no questioning the will of the White Wings, high priest." 

 

"Indeed. Tend to your duties then. I know the way." 

 

The servant bowed before turning to attend to other matters. Solon backtracked through the study 

before heading to the theatre, an expansive auditorium built to showcase plays, recordings and other 

data from anywhere on the planet. Such a setup was lavish beyond rational means, as a holographic 

projector capable of fully recreating an exhibition stage was complex enough. One that could render 

down to the motes of dust light reflected off was a level of detail that had briskly left obscene on the 

distant horizon. A pet project of the Czar before he, Solon made only occasional use of it. But even He 

admitted its beauty was beyond compare. 

 

And like everything else here, there was no equal to it anywhere on Elysium. 

 

The door to the theatre was open, and Solon took it as a sign to enter. The main stage rose up in the 

middle of the room, with a heavily raked set of seats extending up and back in the half-light. Seated 

front and center was Czar Scion, with a tray of drinks and snacks, and another servant behind said, 

ensuring that the food and drinks were warm, or chilled, or plentiful as was needed. 

 

"You requested my presence, my Lord?" 
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Czar Scion gestured to the wide chair next to him, lamentably farther from the snacks than Solon would 

have liked. He still took the seat. 

 

"Good, Solon. And yes, I did summon you." 

 

Solon tilted his head to the side, observing his lord curiously. He followed Scion's gaze to the 

holoprojector stage, and then he realized... and wondered why it took so long for him to see. The stage 

had been slaved to the planetary defence systems, and was filled with orbital space near Elysium. Far 

above near the ceiling were smaller inset views of the warp points in the system. Every detail was 

rendered in elegant detail. If only the details weren't so bleak. 

 

"Sir, you should be in a command center, not a theatre. This place..." 

 

Scion's head turned from the stage, eyes fixing on Solon's puzzled face. "My presence in the bunker 

does not matter, Solon. If the fleet fails, the deWulf will melt the planet's crust till it glows. Here, the 

bunker, neither would survive. But if we survive, then my place here will be a sign of my trust in my 

admirals and their crews. They will speak that their god stood at the spire of the tallest tower, calling 

out his defiance to the heathen stars above." 

 

He chuckled some at that as he turned back to watch the screen "A good lie, that. But we have need for 

good, uplifting lies. Besides, Solon. My presence would just put stress on my admirals. They've spent 

their waking lives thinking about war. They don't require my presence to be effective. What would all 

the White Wings before me think, if it was my vanity that was the root cause of our extinction." 

 

On the great projector before them both, the fleets had drawn themselves into position. The deWulf 

fleet deployed with its gunboats swimming through space in slow trawls back and forth. Elysian PDCs 

rested, semi-concealed on the planet as the sum total of the Elysian freighter fleet rested in low orbit.  

 

"And what of Perseus?" 

 

"They are on their own now. We have done well here to draw the deWulf's attention to us. They can 

scent blood, and our homeworld is a rich prize. They may not know of its existence, or if they do, not 

where it is. Every day they spend themselves against us is one more that we may live on beyond the 

end of this war." Czar Scion's gaze cast downwards as the last words slipped from his beak. "Perhaps 

they have found a place even farther away, and have secreted themselves in the depths of space, even 

beyond the records here. They can only pray for guidance now." 

 

Turning as one, the deWulf gunboats lanced forward, curving in on the freighter fleet, sensing easy 

kills. As they bored in, Elysian gunboats launched from the planet, their drive fields clawing through 

the atmosphere, but too late and too slow to interdict the first strike. Under a hail of plasma torpedoes 

and laser, over twenty of the lumbering freighters were crippled or destroyed, the broken wrecks 

exploding silently as straggling torpedoes exploded against unshielded hull. 

 

But it was not quite as one-sided as the deWulf would have liked. As the gunboats broke back to their 

carriers, they strayed both within the coverage of the PDCs and the Elysian gunboats that had finally 

torn free of the atmosphere. As the deWulf fell back, scores of gunboats were crippled, one squadron 

being eliminated entirely as it ran to the safety of the deWulf fleet. 

 

"My Lord, we have engaged the deWulf gunboats." 

 

"Admiral Peres always was one to state the obvious." Solon stated flatly. He had little respect for the 

admiral, as he had always only shown the base amount of reverence for the White Wings. Privately it 

was suspected he had very little faith in the priests or his god. But he had loyalty in abundance, so his 

position remained safe. 

 

"Hmm... I do wonder why Peres brought the freighters..." Mused Scion "they're useless as combat 

units."  

 

"If we lose this battle, perhaps we will have enough time to ask him before he dies" observed Solon. 
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The deWulf gunboats landed on their carriers, clearly crippled squadrons presumably being reformed, 

injured crew replaced. The holographic tank flagged the ships as analysts worked to identify classes 

based on fleet posture, previous emissions and their gunboat capacity. Another popup estimated time to 

rearm, slowly ticking down, and then up as estimates were revised. Elysian gunboats slipped back to 

their own bases, rearming their external ordinance before launching back into space. 

 

"Attention: ESN dreadnought Wings of Unity is now on station. We are advancing." 

 

Both Scion and Solon leaned back some in their rests, stunned at this. "What? That... that Idiot! Why is 

he committing our only dreadnought!" 

 

Solon's question was not answered as the last Elysian dreadnought broke orbit and began lumbering 

towards the deWulf fleet. It was a prize piece of bait. 

 

One the deWulf took. Their gunboat squadrons charged in, a tight mass of small craft that showered the 

unescorted dreadnought like a rainburst. In the blink of an eyelid what was once a heavily armed and 

armoured warship was reduced to a bleeding wreck, wallowing in space as escape pods fled from her 

savaged flanks. Instead of breaking and offering the Elysian gunboats another unopposed stroke, the 

gunboats slashed past their Elysian counterparts and pounced on a collection of freighters. The Elysian 

gunboats struggled to cover them, but at the edge of their range they failed to replicate their earlier 

success.  

 

"What in the downdraft's name is Peres doing?! He's spending our ships for what, a few blunted bites 

here and there?" Solon groused, shifting in his seat angrily as the deWulf gunboats landed again to 

reform and repair.  

 

A soft tone rang, followed by soft scratching and scrabbling "is... are we on?" 

 

"Who is this?" Intoned Scion.  

 

"Ah, yes. Sorry. This is Eyre Commander Peres. I believe I can answer that question. Hm.. how do 

you..." As the Eyre Commander almost silently fumbled over the comms, a new readout on the side of 

the stage appeared, listing an estimated tally of deWulf gunboat losses. 

 

"There we go. We're estimating the deWulf have lost at least ten gunboat squadrons, and suffered 

material losses to another ten or so squadrons. Additionally, their crews are now fatigued and at least 

somewhat disorganized. On the other hand, our squadrons are, barring munitions expenditures, 

essentially unharmed. We traded freighters and a single out modeled dreadnought to blunt one of their 

most effective weapons. Hardly a poor trade, and it may have just cost them the ability to win." 

 

deWulf gunboats began launching again, forming up. But even to Czar Scion's untrained eye the 

squadrons were a bit sloppy, a little slower to form up. They railed with the capital ships, and began to 

advance. As they crossed into range, the first waves of missiles flew from armoured hatches as the 

PDCs began their rain of fire. 

 

Czar Scion leaned back on his rest. "The moment of truth, Solon. Life or death. Time to see if the gods 

truly favor us." 

 

One hundred and sixty eight Rcb's flew through space, targeting the lead deWulf ship. Massed PD fire 

from the Baltic, and her external EDMs culled it to less than twenty leakers, but even a battleship could 

not easily shrug so powerful a blow. The Baltic shuddered, breaking formation and pulling back out of 

range. 

 

The PDCs fired again, splitting their hail of fire on the two battleships she was escorting. The Gunter 

Bischoff struggled, but thirty three capital missiles impacted, ripping the hull to pieces. The Gustav 

Brackman's gunners were either better or lucky, but twenty-seven capital missiles still got through her 

layered defenses, and she joined her sister in the void.  
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As wave after wave of missiles slammed into the deWulf formation, the Elysian freighters lumbered on 

their course. But as the deWulf lost ship after ship, first one freighter and then another peeled off from 

their own formation. Their drives momentarily redlining as they began to flee from the attacking fleet. 

Bait was one thing, but charging unarmed into the heart of a hostile battlefleet too much for their 

fragile morale to take. As Czar Scion watched, a third freighter broke away to join its fleeing brothers. 

 

"Hmf. The freighters are routing. Faithless dogs." 

 

The words had barely slipped from his beak as the first freighter imperceptibly shuddered, her course 

swaying ever so slightly. If this was a display from a less refined projector such a wobble might have 

been an artifact of the display, but this display was absolute. No such flaws were permitted. Scion's 

eyes focused in on the first freighter, watching as she suddenly swung about again, joining the flock of 

her brothers in resolute motion. The second and third freighter followed suit, drives straining to get 

back in formation. 

 

"Priest-general reports remaining freighters have locked navigation and propulsion; they are sounding 

collision warnings." 

 

Again the Elysian PDCs belched fire, targeting another deWulf battleship grouping. Despite their best 

efforts, the Nordsee and Werner Linke were just not capable of dealing with the kind of firepower that 

a planet could put out, and they were destroyed as well. 

 

"Standard Missile batteries now in range; Engaging targets." 

 

The battle was now transforming into a slaughter. As the capital missiles steadily killed battleship after 

battleship, the standard missiles engaged the lesser ships, picking them off one by one. Cruisers, 

destroyers, it was immaterial at this point. More chaff for the furnace. 

 

Blinking, Czar Solon's eyes tried to take in the ballet of destruction before him. Somewhere in there 

were two opposing waves of gunboats, but the spectacle of so many battleships being destroyed in 

quick succession had captured his attention, and he found it almost impossible to pick out their 

individual signatures in the maelstrom. Traces of fire from the deWulf fleet streaked out in return, their 

own shots managing to slip through the wall of PD that the planet was throwing out in return. 

Individual PDCs cycled from green to amber, indicating damage that was beginning to mount. But it 

wasn't enough. The deWulf fleet was cracking, and they were losing ships faster than they were 

destroying PDCs. 

 

"My Lord, I believe we have them." 

 

Solon nodded. He could see the battle turning. 

Scion nodded. He trusted his people.  

 

Once again the deWulf had tried. Once again, they had failed. 

 

 

 

In high orbit around Attica 

Elysium Star System 

The Elysian Sovereignty 

 

"Bridge, engineering. We can go to 115% on the reactor, but not for much longer." 

 

"Bridge copies, engineering." 

 

The volume of fire continued to ripple up from the planet, waves of capital missiles sleeting in on the 

remaining ships in the fleet. Escorts danced and wove in front of the battleships as they clawed in 

closer to Elysium. They swatted down the incoming missiles in ones and twos, but tens more flew in. 

The Piotr Tomaszewski shuddered even as her escort Schwartzsee broke wave after wave of capital 

missiles on her own point defense batteries. But even a breakwater as powerful as a Baltic-Class 

defense battleship could not stand against the storm of a planet. 
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Bridge, engineering! I've got radiation alarms across three decks and spreading! Reactor is running at 

120% and climbing, and I've been locked out of the command systems! Bridge, are you there? Bridge?! 

 

The Pitor Tomaszweski continued on, her starboard washed in the glow of a second sun as the 

Schwartzee took one hit too many and disappeared in the glare of her reactor's failing containment. But 

her sacrifice was not in vain, for the Pitor Tomaszweski had reached her destination.  

 

"Helm, down forty-five. Go to one hundred and thirty percent on the drives." 

 

The maimed battleship skipped across the upper reaches of Attica's atmosphere, her drive field 

struggling to convert the matter into energy. Her passing lit up a comet's tail a hundred kilometers long, 

bright enough to be seen in the noonday daylight on Attica's surface.  

 

"Bridge, Engineering! The reactors are going critical! We're having burn-throughs on plants three and 

five, and rad alarms are screaming! Shut her down! Shut her-" 

 

Like a stone skipping across a pond, the Pitor Tomaszewski's end was sharp and sudden as she 

slammed into the thickening atmosphere of Attica. Unable to deform her drive field into the right 

shape, she had instead bulled her way through the steadily thickening atmosphere. The sleet of energy 

flooding across the drive field finally proved too much to handle, and with lurch the drive field burned 

out and died.  

 

When a drive field shut down, the ship usually attained a safe orbital velocity around the nearest, most 

powerful gravity well. When in the upper atmosphere, this orbital velocity rapidly led to friction, and a 

quickly decaying orbit. The Landser class battleships had never been meant to fly, and upon being 

forced into such an unnatural state, it took on all the flight characteristics of a cinder block. Seven 

hundred and eighty four thousand, eight hundred tons of battered, broken battleship began to accelerate 

towards the planet's surface.  

 

Fate was not yet done with the destroyed battleship, however. With the failure of her main engines, the 

ship's reactor core was pumping out terawatts of power that had nowhere to go. Safety systems had 

failed to engage, and the excess energy burned through control runs and power systems with 

frightening speed. Twenty five seconds after entering the atmosphere, the battleship Pitor 

Tomaszweski's primary power core detonated, releasing two hundred and fourteen megatons of 

destructive force. The shockwave travelled around the planet seven times, and the resulting mushroom 

cloud reached right to the boundary of space itself.  

 

Once more, the deWulf had left their mark upon Attica. 

 

Turn 121 
 

To: SPM Rollen 

From: Ken Backenbart 

Subject: Naval Force Analysis 

Security Clearance: Crippen/9 

 

Overview & Introduction 

 

For twelve years now, the deWulf Corporate Navy has been, generally, victorious on the field of battle. 

Our operations ended in success, our doctrine and adaptations were solid. There was no challenge that 

we could not, and did not rise to meet. 

 

It is now clear that our previous successes were, to be blunt, due to luck and the sheer weight of 

numbers. When we could not win via tactics, we won via raw expenditure of resources. We chose 

correct (or at least successful) tactics based on our own doctrines that were successful in part due to 

inferiority, inexperience, and resource shortfalls on the side of our opponents. 
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This “Happy Time” has come to a crashing end with all the finality of a period at the end of a sentence. 

 

The Elysians, while possessing fewer raw resources (estimated) compared to ours, have a qualitative 

edge in technology and a solid doctrine to use it. They have ruthlessly analyzed their position and 

deployed their forces to maximize their strengths and minimize their losses, and have exposed critical 

flaws in our own navy. We have a fleet of samples, concepts chasing battles two wars behind the 

present. We have also neglected devising tested and effective means to deal with assaulting planets, to 

the result of having to make multiple attempts and wasting countless lives and credits to try and fail to 

break the same defensive perimeter again and again. 

 

As a result, we have undertaken a comprehensive analysis of naval requirements, goals, and logistical 

needs and capabilities. Going forward we will transition from a fleet of random, somewhat supportive 

ideas into one with doctrine, development and production priorities. We must understand WHY we are 

fighting the wars we fight, so that we may then begin to plan HOW to fight them. Only then can we 

know WHAT tools we must have. 

 

Our ignorance has cost us. Tens of thousands of our Citizens have died for no gain. Sif gains new 

companions thanks to our pride and ignorance. No Longer. 

 

The State Will Prevail. 

 

 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries.  

 

Incompetence or deliberate sabotage? That is the question being posed by investigators in the Krak 

University States following the disastrous debut of the new Vallum class orbital defence platform. 

While exact details are still unknown, investigators and officials from the Dean of History and Martial 

Sciences have confirmed that the Vallum defence bases have a severe design flaw. According to 

sources that wished to remain anonymous, when the full complement of six bases went on-line earlier 

this week, their command and control systems suffered a cascading systems error that quickly spread 

throughout all six stations.  

 

Reports are emerging of localized life support failures, irregularities in the stations gravity plating, 

inoperable emergency doors and component burnouts in the main power conduits. Defence analysts 

have commented that failures on this scale would have rendered the station entirely worthless. 

 

*Feed cuts to a pre-recorded statement from an expert* 

 

Well, if they were having problems in their main power grid, then you can expect that there were even 

bigger problems in the stations defensive and offensive systems. Shields and plasma cannon are energy 

hungry systems, and if the deck plating was acting up, then it's a sure bet that those stations wouldn't 

have been able to shoot or defend themselves.  

 

So if that's where the problem was, what caused it? At this early juncture it's hard to say. It can either 

be a hardware or a software fault, but my money would be on a hardware issue. Krak systems are often 

bleeding edge designs, and we know there's always a steady stream of product recalls and advisory 

notices coming from their corporations. 

 

*Feed cuts back to Janeth in the news room* 

 

Officers from the Krak Defense Forces have categorically denied any accusations of sabotage, stating 

that their involvement with the "aggressive war of blood being waged by the corporations" removed 

any reason for hostile forces to be targeting their own assets. They doubly commented that if such an 

attack WAS being done, then targeting strictly defensive units was a waste of time and effort. Another 
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representative from the Archdean's offices again rebuffed any suggestion that the deWulf would be 

joining in the current war effort, stating "While we officially express our sympathy for the deWulf as a 

people, we cannot be a party to tit-for-tat retaliations on a grand scale." 

 

*Vid Feed Offline* 

 

Turn 122 
 

Subject: Naval Force Analysis-Continued 

Security Clearance: Crippen/9 

 

deWulf Strategic Assumptions 

 

Before we can start looking at solutions to our current military situation, we must look at the 

overarching strategic environment. We have paid some attention to our overall situation, but a solid 

strategy demands a solid foundation.  

 

Security Environment 

 

Firstly, there is no known method of actual supra-light travel. The speed of light remains a hard limit, 

but a short-cut exists thanks to the existence of warp points. Patches of spacetime that are overlapped 

via some higher or lower dimension, they allow us to travel from star system to star system while 

skipping the intervening terrain. This also means we are not concerned with where a star is relative to 

any other in a classic sense (the realspace distance from star A to B has so far always been so large as 

to be effectively impossible to traverse).  

 

Instead, we are concerned how various star systems are connected by warp lanes, which results in both 

multiple approach paths and strategic "choke point" star systems. This means that we can effectively 

have "frontier systems" as well as "core systems", though the possibility always remains that unknown 

warp links can transform a core system into a frontier system in an instant.  

 

Overlaying this nature of reality is the fact that we have multiple colonies outside our home star 

system. These colonies provide raw materials, additional markets, and space for our populations to 

grow. Thanks to government policy that has encouraged their growth, three-fourths of our State exists 

outside of our home system. We are also not alone in the universe. Other polities exist, and have 

pursued the same approximate policies, supported by the same nature of reality that we must grasp 

with. 

 

Some of these polities are not friendly, so we must be ready and able to defend ourselves.  

 

Fiscal Environment 

 

Secondly, we are not a post-scarcity society. We have finite resources that must be allocated as 

efficiently as possible. The costs of maintaining and expanding State infrastructure is substantial, and 

maximum coverage everywhere is at best a pipe dream.  

 

Mirroring our population, three-fourths of our raw income comes from star systems outside of our 

home system. A full half of our income comes from star systems that are not the home star systems of 

the deWulf and the Sintillans. While a large portion of our income is concentrated, enough is spread 

out to be vulnerable to interdiction.  

 

All that being said, direct support for the Navy via corporate funding can be as much as fifty percent of 

total net tax revenue. This varies however, depending on allocated purchasing and funding, especially 

given the following points: 

 

1) Capital ship production costs have high up-front outlays, but take significant time to deliver product. 

 

2) Fleet R&D is a part of directed naval support  
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3) Colonization funding is part of the naval budget 

 

4) Naval funding extends to the logistical cargo train (cargo transport, additional landing ships for 

troops, and supporting additional colonization with fleet train units). 

 

5) Exploration is also supported by the Navy. 

 

 

Royal Magnetics of Ibiza, head offices 

Planet Ibiza 

Kalmazoo system  

 

War was good for business, or so the saying goes. On the surface it was an easy comment to make, 

backstopped by reams of financial data. Product created, only to be destroyed and bought anew. It was 

a market that any manufacturer would have gladly sold their soul to have. Most did. Today, as the 

chauffeured ride carried him from the starport to another towering corporate office, Saban Baumer was 

on the hunt to get one more supplier for his employers. 

 

As the grav limo came to a halt at the executive landing, Baumer flipped through a few last details to 

keep fresh in his mind. Perhaps a more challenging sale, but then this company had already sold one 

soul already; the second time was that much easier. The landing feet of the limo crunched deftly onto 

the pad, its rear door swinging open to reveal an Ibizan dressed in bright, sharp clothing. The late 

morning light glinted off gold and silver threads. Baumer mused quietly he should have worn shades. 

 

"Good afternoon Mr. Baumer. I trust your ride over was pleasant today?" 

 

"Quite pleasant. I hadn't expected that your service would have a governmental traffic pass. That made 

things very smooth." 

 

"Oh, we have a few of those for when we have important clients visiting." 

 

"Now you're just flattering me." 

 

"Yes, but you are an important client, aren't you?" 

 

Mr. Baumer couldn't help but smile. A senior contracting agent with the deWulf Navy (R&D Co-

Ordination), the transfer account he had access to was close to bottomless. He would have to justify 

anything substantial of course, certainly anything that would qualify as a capital purchase. Today was 

slightly different however. He already knew what he was here to purchase. The authorizations had been 

cut weeks ago. All that remained was making the deal. As they walked off the pad and into a private 

office, Baumer cut to the chase. 

 

"I'm still grateful for the respect shown. So, shall we get down to business?" 

 

"Ah, you Fenren. Always business, business business. You should take some time off, enjoy the day. 

We'll all still be here tomorrow, yes?" 

 

Baumer gritted his teeth, still forcing a smile "a position some of my comrades might not agree with, 

sir." 

 

"Oh, yes. The war. Of course. Well, that would explain why you're out here today. So what can Royal 

Magnetics do for you and yours?" 

 

Mr. Baumer took a few moments to think about this, lips pursing as he thought about the right 

approach.  

 

"Well, I'm interested in buying a few copies of your latest product, the 'Cabrera'." 
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The representative shifted back and forth some. "I'm not going to ask how you know about that, but I'm 

afraid that's a restricted product. Definitely not available for licenced production runs. Can I perhaps 

interest you in a Vulturo-" 

 

"You misunderstand. I'm not looking for a licence to produce. I'm looking for a small volume of 

completed products, say two dozen at most, to be delivered over a few months. We'll cover secure 

storage and transport from your factory to the end destination, of course." 

 

"That's certainly generous of you, but I'm afraid it's not just a matter of selling you a few off the 

production line. We're rather concerned with our design rights as well. Who's to say some corporation 

of yours won't just disassemble one and copy it?" 

 

"Herr Durante, you know as well as I that there is no company in the Corporate Democracy that 

matches or even comes close to what Royal Magnetics can do. Even if someone decided to try reverse-

engineering, and I am offended that such would even be suggested, we would have more luck banging 

rocks together in hopes of duplicating one of your products." 

 

Baumer leaned back in his seat, creating a little more space between himself and Durante. 

 

"Well, Ochoa. You're right. You pups can't match our products, and you certainly don't know enough 

of the underlying theories to even make a credible knock-off. But again, this is a restricted product. 

You'll need a special licence before we could even think about doing a production run for you." 

 

Baumer's smile returned, but wider, and with teeth. Already he was handing over a document to 

Durante. Made on classic parchment, with flowery writing and illumination and with the traditional red 

wax seal. The text was in the blocky legal style, but Durante could read the preamble easily enough. 

 

"You went and got this already?" 

 

"Your government is quite close to ours. We mentioned we were looking at making a purchase order, 

and they helped get all the approvals while I was still en-route." 

 

Durante was still reading the papers, eyes skittering back and forth as the meat of the approval took 

shape in his mind. 

 

"You said you were looking at two dozen, but this licence qualifies you for fifty of them." 

 

"As the army says, 'the only equation you need to know is M equals More'." 

 

"Clearly." 

 

Durante leaned back a bit in his own plush chair, setting the export licence onto his lap. 

 

"Well, at a glance I think we can fill your order, but not all at once. I can offer six Cabreras a month 

from our production line right now. I'd need to open a second production line for more, and that would 

mean retooling it from the Vulturo. That would take... say three weeks to do. Then we can offer you the 

balance of your licence next month." 

 

"No, I don't think we need them that soon. Six per month will do nicely. If we need more, we'll discuss 

that at a later date. If your government decides to put in additional orders, you may have to retool that 

additional production line anyhow, and if there's excess capacity there..." 

 

"Then you'd be more than happy to pick up the slack." Durante leaned back forward and smiled "You 

seem to know far more about how our government operates than you initially let on. I don't quite care 

to be blind-sided this way, but at the same time I like it when I don't have to hand-hold my customers 

through the bureaucracy." 

 

"So, six Cabreras a month?" 
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"Shipping?" Durante still looked wary, but he would admit that he had been hearing the right responses 

so far. 

 

Baumer's smile was thinner, but he was fighting it breaking into a broad grin by the second. The deal 

was as good as signed now. "Secure single-pull from your factory to final destination. deWulf 

Corporate Navy flagged freighter hulls the entire way." 

 

"Oh. Actual fleet train? 

 

"Is that a problem?" 

 

"No, not at all. Just surprised it would be getting that level. I would have through it would go via 

subcontracted shipping." 

 

"We have several vetted cargo handlers. So, six Cabreras?" 

 

"In principle, agreed. I trust you'll have someone bring the full purchase order and support 

documentation?" 

 

"It will be on your desk before second lunch today." 

 

"Good to hear. And always a pleasure doing business with someone who knows how it's supposed to be 

done." 

 

Baumer stood up, giving an almost theatrical dusting of his thighs. His wrists rotated, joints popping 

softly as he looked back at Durante. "We are professionals, Mr Durante. Did you expect less of us?" 

 

Turn 123 
 

Command Centre "Dergetayev" 

Voleversk 

Sintilla 

deWulf Corporate Republic 

 

The block of a building that was formerly the command centre of the Sintillan military hulked low over 

the city, a piece of brutalist architecture that stood out by its sheer lack of ornamentation. Even by the 

standards of the Sintillan People's Republic era, its hard, angular lines were an eyesore. Orbital fire 

support during the deWulf invasion had caused some cosmetic damage, but the building itself had 

survived little the worse for wear. 

 

In the aftermath of the war, the building had fallen almost to abandonment. The new government had 

little practical use for the complex, though they devoted some funds to its maintenance and upkeep. 

The outer landscaping had been repaired, and the exterior windows replaced. As the amalgamation with 

the deWulf edged closer, the facility was repaired, upgraded, and turned into a secondary command 

centre, tasked with managing the defences of space towards Fog Alley. Some deWulf navy personnel 

had been assigned here, but overwhelmingly the staff was, and remained, Sintillan.  

 

"So what news have you heard from CentCom, Pieter?" 

 

Pieter Rhett was one of the few deWulf who were cleared to work in the core command section of the 

facility, buried deep beneath the main office block. He was also regularly in travel, spending every 

other month at one, and then the other command centre. 

 

"Nothing official. They're still digesting the loss on our latest assault on the Elysian capital planet, I 

think. Saw a lot of data requests though, and it was hard to get time on the sim units in CentCom. That 

isn't too surprising. The rumour mill on the other hand..." 
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Listening to Pieter was Sergej Sokolov, the present caretaker of the facility and the flag officer who 

would be in charge were the command center ever activated. 

 

"Rumours, hm? Anything worth repeating?" 

 

"Usually-" grinned Pieter "and definitely in this case I think. Rumour goes that there's been a lot of 

traffic in the legal department as of late. Plenty of Navy lawyers, and a bunch of hired guns as well 

moving in and out of the command floors. Some of them have gotten upgraded security clearances, 

including Level Ten." 

 

"Any idea what they're all going in and out for?" 

 

"No clue. Last time they had this much going on was when Naval Intel dismembered UAC. So either 

they're exhuming another skeleton from the backyard, or something else is happening." 

 

"What do you think?" 

 

"If they were going after another corporation, I don't think they'd be bringing in outside help. No, if 

they're bringing in 3rd party legal then something else is going. And that's where the second rumour 

comes in." 

 

"Pieter, you know better than to string along a flag officer..." 

 

"They're searching the Articles of Incorporation. One of them let slip that they were looking at Article 

Seventeen, and that it was proving to be exceptionally dense." 

 

"Article seventeen?" 

 

"I looked it up. 'Disposition of Corporate Assets for Government use'. That makes about as much sense 

as it sounds, and the legalese that followed it was some of the thickest I've ever seen. If it was typed up 

as computer code I'm sure it'd be recursive enough to be sentient." 

 

"That bad?" Sergej wasn't one to disparage a well-crafted block of legalese, but as he called up a copy 

of it on his personal assistant, his mouth twisted into a grimace. 

 

"Breaker, that IS bad." A few taps with his primary tentacle only made Sergej wince. Threads crossed 

out from a single block of text, showing every other reference and link that had ever been made. Soon 

enough, the text disappeared entirely under the still-growing morass of cross references. 

 

Pieter chuckled harshly as he watched that little revelation come to pass. He'd experienced the same 

reaction when he had first looked into the documentation. "Whatever they're up to though, It's going to 

be big. Article 17 has so many hooks into so many other laws, it could probably be used for 

anything..."  

 

"What do you think it's going to get used for?" 

 

Pieter frowned. "Not a dammed clue. Given the losses the Navy's taken I suppose Rollen wants to 

argue for more funding, but I doubt there's much that the corps can really give him before they start 

getting asked awkward questions by their principle shareholders. Rollen has a lot of leeway under the 

State of Threat declaration, but even that has limits." 

 

"You think he'll push them?" 

 

"Unless some mysterious benefactor wills him a brand new battlefleet, I don't see what choice he has." 

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Turn 124 
 

Egon Gruzelier Memorial Highport 

Dave's World 

deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

Port docking Log 12.4 AS 

 

 

RIMMS Resplendent Faye 

Goa-Class Liner 

Cargo Lock 12B 

Status: Unloading cargo. 

 

This is the first colony ship we've had here since we're retaken the planet. Reassigned to Upper 

Concourse, Berthing Slip 1. Please have a purser on hand during customs clearance; corporate's set 

some gift vouchers aside. 

- Eva Christina von Reizend, Portmaster 

 

 

DWMS K. V. Luckenbach 

Provider-Class Container Ship 

Berthing Slip 5 

Status: Crew R&R 

 

 

DWMS Helgoland Blight 

FT2-Class Container Ship 

Berthing Slip 11 

Status: Standard 5-month Maintenance & Inspection 

 

 

DWMS Bright Star 

FT2-Class Container Ship  

Cargo Lock 6B 

Status: Loading Cargo 

 

 

KUCS Mulsum 

Scapha-Class Liner 

Cargo Lock 4A 

Status: Trans-loading passengers 

 

Watch these guys. Last shipload of them ran a drunken party that took over a quarter of the lower 

promenade. Request additional security. 

- Karl Zorin, Chief of Security 

 

Request denied. If you check the manifest, you'll see they're a forensic research team going down to 

work on the Eisenmauer remediation operations. Flag them for additional security screening on the way 

back though. I don't want them taking any new trinkets home. deWulf Heavy Industries ran some 

research labs there, and they're paying extra to ensure that security is respected. I could use the bonus. 

- Eva Christina von Reizend, Portmaster 

 

Noted. Will mention prospect of bonus to security teams when appropriate. 

- Karl Zorin, Chief of Security 

 

 

SSS Julius Rogov 

Praga-Class Bulk Freighter 
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Cargo Lock 5D 

Status: Ore Loading 

 

 

RIMMS - Ronaldo Bueller 

Jucar-Class Container Ship 

Cargo Lock 8C 

Status: Transferring Cargo 

 

Day late and a dollar short, as usual. Buller was due last week. Low priority transloading. If she wants 

assistance to try to get back on schedule, charge the captain and MAKE SURE THE FUNDS 

TRANSFER THIS TIME. 

- Kasmir Polmus, Cargo Manager 

 

 

DWMS Zeitrauber 

Provider-Class Container Ship 

Berthing Slip 3 

Status: Crew R&R 

 

On Fleet supply contract. Security posted at crew gantry.  

- Karl Zorin, Chief of Security 

 

 

SSS Товары качества (Quality Goods) 

знать -Class Bulk Freighter (Aware-Class) 

Cargo Lock 12D 

Status: Volatiles Unloading via lighters. 

 

 

DWMS das schnellen Geld 

Stulle-Class Light Trader 

Cargo Lock 3D 

Status: Buying/selling speculative cargo 

 

Have one security guard posted for security.  

- Karl Zorin, Chief of Security 

 

Correction. Have one security guard and one steward posted for security and to ensure docking fees are 

paid. 

- Eva Christina von Reizend, Portmaster 

 

 

DWMS Sołdek  

Lürssen -Class Mobile Shipyard (Heavy) 

Keel Dock (underside of station) 

Status: Replenishing  

 

 

DWMS Olza 

Protze-Class Assembly Ship 

Cargo Lock 12B 

Status: Cargo transload. Light repairs to Cargo locks 11B and 1B. 

 

Any chance we can get him to have a look at the #2 cargo lift?  

- Kasmir Polmus, Cargo Manager 

 

Permission granted. Olza's not due to leave for one week. Use of discretionary funds authorized (try not 

to go overboard).  

- Eva Christina von Reizend, Portmaster 
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------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Research Lab 12-B 

Gipfelpunkt OHG Headquarters 

Beta City, Planet Falke 

 

 

Hans hated his job. Well, not exactly, but as a sentiment was pretty damned close. Graduated top of... 

okay. Middle of his class in applied energy physics. An interview led to what he had hoped to be a job 

that offered explosive growth. Alright, reasonable growth! 

 

He snorted, immediately regretting it as he tasted burnt strudel in the air. At the pace things were going, 

he'd be willing to take a demotion now, if it got him out of this lab. But even in a wartime economy, the 

job market had proved to be just tight enough to mean that his applications were politely considered 

into a recycling bin. 

 

It had turned out that being a solid middle-of-the-field candidate didn't open the doors that he had been 

hoping for. Five years of being in a second-tier corporation had gotten more and more frustrating, day 

by day. The regular daily messages from what passed for HR and corporate leadership had gone from a 

promise of growth to a sad mockery of reality. It was a delusion that he found amusing, but only when 

he didn't reflect on what it meant for him. 

 

"Spam. Spam. Spam. Spam from HR. Spam." 

 

He was halfway through the pile of junk emails and mindless HR drivel when he smelled that dammed 

scent of strudel. Again.  

 

"Damnit Sergey, stop cooking those bloody strudels! How am I supposed to get any work done!" 

 

"We've been over this. They don't violate workplace guidelines, and HR has already ruled that I can eat 

them in the lab. So pipe down." 

 

The sounds of a badly overcooked strudel being consumed filled Hans' ears, and fresh waves of burnt 

apple mushroom abused his sense of smell. Teeth ground down tight, the groaning as they slid against 

one another managing to blot out at least the sound of the crispy pastry echoing in his ears. Turning 

back to the sensor emitter, he went back to work, adjusting the parameters one by one. Lock time was 

reduced, but the signal became more vulnerable to conventional jamming. Increase lock time, power 

consumption increased beyond what the onboard power source could provide.  

 

It was a problem that Hans could deal with at least, and as he continued to work, the rest of the research 

lab, Sergey, and even those dammed strudels slid from the ken of his mind. Time itself slipped away as 

his whole world became the sensor, the testing rig, and his own thoughts. 

 

He had finally slipped onto a decent setting. A bit more power consumed, but better lock-on strength, 

and even with a slightly shorter lock time. He saved the settings as one of the more promising settings 

when he was snapped back into reality. Sergey was making his way back to the cooker. More strudels. 

Again. He sighed inwardly, bracing himself for the onslaught of sound and scent. Best to get back to 

work, he thought. That at least seemed to blot out some sensations.  

 

The targeting sensor flicked to "Active/Scanning", obediently locking onto the target in the testing rig. 

Parameters were green all across the board, showing that the sensor was easily maintaining its lock 

through a series of random sensor jamming settings, including several wrinkles that the Elysians had 

used on their counterattack into Grant. 

 

Abruptly the sensor lost lock, struggling to see even the sensor target barely three feet in front of it. 

Occasionally it caught a taste of the target, but it slipped from its sight almost instantly. In the back of 

Hans's mind, he heard the grating sound of that dammed radcooker's poor cooling fan struggling 

through a caking of grease and rust. And then the fresh scent of incinerated strudel snapped his 

unfocused mind back at his testing rig. 
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The cooker clicked off, and the sensor head obediently found the target like it had always been there.  

 

"Sergey, did you just make another strudel?" 

 

"I'll make as many as I dammed well want, Hans." 

 

Hans sighed loudly, slumping forward some. "Look, come over here." 

 

Sergey obligingly strolled over, looking at the sensor and the testing rig. "Yes, what? It's the same 

sensor head you've been working on all week." 

 

This time it was Hans walking over to the cooker. "Yes. Nice solid lock-on, yes? Now watch this." 

Hans pondered a moment as he looked at the cooker's control. He supposed that he should have asked 

Sergey to hold his beer, but the moment for that had passed now. He keyed up a short half minute run 

on the cooker. It groaned to life, and the sensor obediently lost lock. The cooker counted down to zero 

and shut off with a ding. 

 

And just like that, the feed restored to crystal clarity. The sensor package hummed as it quickly locked 

onto the target and remained locked on.  

 

Sergey grumbled like he usually did, a collection of half-understood curses spoken through jello. The 

cooker cooled down noisily, and the sensor tracking feed obediently continued to blink and proclaim 

the hard lock. He still grumbled, the idea not yet caught. 

 

"So what do you want me to see, pup?" 

 

"What does this sensor feed look like?" 

 

"It looks just fine. Nice solid lock on the test reflector." 

 

"Just wait." 

Sergey blurbled, one of his eyes looking at me while the other two focused on the sensor feed. The 

cooker beeped out as it was again turned on, this time for a short burst. The strudel inside was burnt to 

a crisp now, but that was immaterial. The sensor system again lost lock as the cooker incinerated the 

pastry. 

 

It beeped obediently, shutting off. Again, the sensor feed snapped back to perfection and getting 

another hard lock on the test target. 

 

"The cooker... scrambled the targeting sensor." 

 

Hans grinned at him "Do you know what this means?" 

 

"There's going to be another Krak product recall, with the usual class action suit?" 

 

"Well, okay, there's that. But think about what else just happened." 

 

"The cooker turned on... and then the seeker head... it lost lock." 

 

Hans couldn't help but break into a smile as he watched him connect the dots. As he smiled in turn, 

Hans knew he had come to the same conclusion. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

TO: All Fleet Officers 

From: CentCom 

Subject: Pending Targeting Package Upgrade 
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This message is to inform all fleet officers (specifically but not exclusively Weaponeers) of an 

impending hardware update to all guided munition launchers. Within the next six months we will be 

sending new warheads with an upgraded sensor package that will include a built-in active jamming 

system. This system will actively cripple hostile sensor targeting systems and degrade interceptions by 

up to twenty percent. No additional security measures are required to defend this technology beyond 

usual security protocols for warhead magazines. Further information will follow with initial delivery. 

Turn 125 
 

Office of the Chief Minister 

Chair of the Corporate Council 

Lowell City, Fenris 

Capital of the deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

The office shined before SPM Rollen's eyes. Polished black hardwood inlaid with silver and sealed by 

a thin gloss of hard-wearing crystal. To his left and right were twin rows of plinths, each capped with a 

single artefact or sculpture. Rollen guessed that there was enough wealth in this single hallway to buy a 

Baltic-class Battleship outright. Certainly at least a Director-class Heavy Cruiser. He mused as he 

waited more "Not even dust in the air".  

 

Waiting, of course, was just one more way to illustrate whose time was more important, and Rollen 

rolled his feet forward onto the pads of his feet. If he was some vice president or functionary it would 

probably have worked. But Rollen was no minor paper pusher, and he grinned. He might be in 

hazardous country, but he was on the offensive here. And initiative counted just as much as the terrain. 

 

"The Minister will see you now." 

Rollen nodded once in acknowledgement to the attendant. A flunky, but a polite one. Good staff. The 

door was opened for him, the charcoal grey door swinging open for him to use. Brisk steps carried him 

forward and out of the hallway into an office that made the hallway look a peasant hovel. Surrounded 

on three sides by floor to ceiling glass panels, it had a commanding view of Lowell, towering above the 

other skyscrapers. Forward the view looked out over the expanse of the northern sea, the city spread 

out to either side. Rollen allowed himself a small grin as he walked towards the desk front and centre; 

he really could see his home from here. 

 

Chief Minister Rheinbach watched Rollen as he entered with the steady stride of a relaxed predator. A 

familiar look, and one that more than a few entrants had. But nobody ever had left the same way. 

 

"SO what brings you here, Rollen. Usually you have your errand boy Donnal delivering the 

paperwork." 

 

Rollen couldn't let the bait slide by. "He's my adjunct, not my errand boy. If you want to compare him 

to unquestioning servitude, you can have your doorman stand next to him sometime." 

 

"Please. He is my butler, not a glorified doorstop. I trust him to work with discretion." Rheinbach 

paused a moment. "I suppose if you wanted to properly hammer a message home, you would have one 

of your pet blobs running the mail." 

 

THAT hit a little closer, and Rollen's teeth grated as he bit back a more forceful reply. Okay he 

thought, You want to play hardball, fine.  

 

"Very well then." Rolln slipped his left hand across to his right, slipping into the thin cloth case and 

extracting a small sheaf of printed paper. He handed it over, the cover sheet having the deWulf 

Corporate Navy Logo and a single phrase: "Report on the application of Article 17 of the Articles of 

Incorporation" 

 

Rheinbach looked at the report. His brow furrowed as he read past the preamble and into the meat of 

the document. It was only five pages, once you got past the cover. Rollen could see Rheinbach's eyes 

widening steadily, pupils focusing tighter as he strained to understand the document placed before him. 
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"Rollen... you can't be serious here. This... this violates half the laws the Corporate Democracy has! 

What's this... temporary nationalization of industry? Military control of strategic resources?" 

 

Rollen stood impassively as the litany of charges was read, face looking like it was carved from basalt. 

 

"And you don't stop there! Conscription. An unlimited credit draft for the Navy. No-bid contracts. 

Liquidation of government financial holdings. You're even making mention here of seizing corporate 

assets that aren't voluntarily- and those are YOUR words for it, 'voluntarily surrendered for the duration 

of the current crisis.` Breaker, Rollen, what are you trying to do? Decapitate our entire government in 

one go?" 

 

"If that's what it takes to save it, yes." 

 

"So you're saying in order to save the State, you may as well destroy it?" 

 

"I suppose you want to go out there and tell the people that you don't want to win the war?" 

 

Rheinbach clenched his hands on the sheaf of paper he had been handed. Damn him, he thought. And 

Damn his navy. 

 

"You'll pay for this in the end, Rollen. There's no way around that, and this war won't last forever. 

Sooner or later..." This was no empty threat, Rollen knew. The fire would eventually have to be fed. 

 

"If we lose, then it dosen't matter. If we win, then I'll deal with it when it comes to that." 

 

"You mean when we win, Rollen. When." 

 

"I meant what I said, Rheinbach. I meant what I said." 

 

 

Turn 126 
Mittelsspannung Orbital Shipyards 

Fenris 

deWulf Corporate Space 

 

Rollen looked out of the window and across the expanse of the shipyard that orbited Fenris. Losses 

were being steadily made good as the yards worked feverishly to replace a fleet that had been crippled, 

near wiped out in orbit of the Elysian homeworld. The brutal realities of assaulting a defended planet 

meant that there were few cripples to repair; either one succeeded, or one lost. 

 

The fleet had lost again. 

 

There had been surprisingly little recrimination this time. The raw bloodlust had burned out, at last. But 

what was left was not less dangerous. The deWulf High Command had gone after pre-existing doctrine 

like a lab student with something to prove, and had dissected it down to each decision, each goal, each 

assumption. Time and again inconsistencies and weak points had been found, and they were excised, 

pinned, and put on display for further analysis. 

 

Careers were being broken on a daily basis in Analysis, Rollen knew. Proponents of the older doctrines 

were finding few sponsors (mainly because they were being broken right alongside their proponents). 

The Breaker was feasting well today, and his buffet would be open for a long while still. 

 

"Must this interminable wait continue, Rollen? Or is this secret shipyard just another tale told to fresh 

crewmen?" 

 

Rollen turned away from the window to look at his companion, the former commander of the Sintillan 

navy, and now his nominal second in command. 
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"We've been keeping this yard secret for a dammed long time, Stanislav. And the only way we've done 

that is to be paranoid about everything that comes near it. Case in point, we're not taking a shuttle." 

Rollen completed his turn as he stepped over to the lift doors behind them. 

 

"Then why wait here at this shuttle docking port?" 

 

Rollen grinned wide. "Because in ten minutes a shuttle -will- dock. And it will carry us both off to an 

inspection tour of the Never Depot on Sif. Where we will be conducting a rigorous inspection into 

production and research being undertaken there." The doors to the lift car slid open, leading Stanislav 

in. 

 

"Instead-" the doors slid closed with a soft click "we will be taking a cargo freighter, the dWMS der 

Tris, to the Y-12 yards. She'll have a full cargo load of components from here, officially bound for the 

fleet base at Porto Pollo. She'll just be making a stop along the way." 

 

Stanislav burbled softly, reasonably impressed. "And if someone enquires about the travel time or we 

get stopped for a customs inspection?" The lift continued downwards, dinging in announcement as it 

passed floor after floor towards the cargo docks. 

 

That damnable grin didn't abate for a moment "The transponder has a flag that lets it bypass any 

customs inspection based on random selection, and any deliberate attempt will cause a buried general 

order to flag on the custom boat's command display. As for travel time, we'll be changing ships when 

we arrive in the right star system. It'll only take a few hours to transfer cargo to another freighter. That 

one will take us the rest of the way. And that delay's already worked into the ship's flight plan." 

 

"And the crew?" 

 

The lift slowed to a halt, doors slewing open even while the lift car remained in motion. Greeting them 

both was a deWulf crewman in a civilian skinsuit. He nodded once to Rollen "Ready to go whenever 

you are, Sir." 

 

Stanislav focused his eyes on this crewman, his three eyestalks affording him a stereo vision of the 

'civilian' in front of him. The uniform was tidy, almost austere in decoration. Most civilian uniforms 

had a profusion of badges; some were ship identifiers or corporate logos, others were certification tags 

or just whatever the wearer wanted. But this uniform only had a trio of patches; a nametag, a small rank 

and specialization badge, and his ship's logo. "You really should work on blending in some more. That 

might as well be a navy suit." 

 

The crewman chuckled "Not really. We're part of a small co-op; we mainly accept ex-navy crew, so 

nobody's surprised we're a little... plain compared to the rest of the merchantmen around here. But 

we're not big enough to get on the big guys' radars, especially since we tend to go for the low profit 

contracts." 

 

He stretched out his left arm, twisting it around as he worked the muscle, fingers curling and releasing. 

There was a smooth, practised pace to the motion as he continued. "I think most of the big corps are 

glad for us to be around. Otherwise they'd have the low margin cargo jobs forced on them. Heh. Their 

loss." The crewman turned back to Rollen "Anyhow, we've finished loading. We're just.." he glanced 

back over at Stanislav "just waiting for a few crew to come back from liberty before we cast off. 

Already have clearance from traffic control." 

 

Stepping back, out of the way of the gangway beyond the small atrium, he nodded once. 

 

"As always, for the Good of the State, Sirs." 

 

 

Turn 127 
 

Excerpt from Fenris Business Monthly 
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"The Premium Source for Business News" 

 

The Helium Crisis of 12.4 

 

Most societies occasionally suffer this awkward moment when they discover that some key resource or 

component was either in short supply, about to become in short supply, or is about to be flat-out gone. 

The results vary, but often resemble someone grappling with imminent death. On the individual scale 

this can be a heart-rending process of anger and bargaining and denial. 

 

On the level of a society, it can degenerate into a farce. And like most farces, they're only entertaining 

from the outside. 

 

For the Ibizans, the Helium crisis was something that, like most real crises, was seen coming in the rear 

view mirror for some time. That is to say, the kind of mirror that says "Caution: Objects may be closer 

than they appear". And like most problems that one sees in a rear-view mirror, they go from being at 

the edge of your concern to forcibly reshaping your world in the blink of an eye. 

 

Imperial Armaments had been working hard to meet their latest contract, shipping Cabrera-class mass 

drivers to a brand new client. Someone other than the Ibizan Navy, for once. But that contract had 

official approval from so high up the ladder one needed an oxygen mask. And the payments arrived on 

time, and of the correct amount. So they produced. Until suddenly they weren't. The last shipment of 

Helium had been a week late, but that wasn't unheard of this year. The weather had been especially 

harsh this spring, even delaying the cargo maglevs that delivered the chilled tanks to the Imperial 

Armaments factory outside of Bortral. 

 

But when next month's shipment arrived, half filled, questions began to be asked. 

 

Distributors of course pointed fingers to suppliers, who in turn pointed fingers to the orbital cartels that 

supplying the helium. They promptly pointed their fingers at Queiroz, the closest gas giant orbiting 

their primary star. And the collection of debris that once was a vast skyhook farm that harvested 

elemental helium from its upper atmosphere. Accusations of corruption and incompetence rained down 

on the cartels, until they opened their books and demonstrated quite conclusively that they were indeed 

barely profitable, and had started work on replacing the skyhooks (and indeed there were a handful of 

new ones in orbit).  

 

What they had done in the meantime was scrap every component that had helium as a cooling medium 

and repackage it for sale. It took them barely a year to run down every wrecked starship, shuttle, and 

cargo pod that had been lost in The Binary War. They even joked that they'd done more environmental 

cleanup of their star system than anyone else had ever done. Whole cubic AU’s of space returned to 

pristine wilderness. An empty vacuum, but pristine nonetheless. The income from the rest of the scrap 

had also provided the capital to rebuild some of the skyhooks that were scooping helium at a 

prodigious rate. 

 

But not prodigious enough. The shortage quickly began to bite into the civilian sector as conventional 

uses of superconductor soon found themselves out of a key resource, and a mere strategic shortage 

turned itself into an economic crisis. 

 

And like any crisis there is opportunity. "Give us a licence, and we’ll have helium flowing into your 

economy like water" was the promise made by Geiger-Voss Industries.  

 

A deWulf Corporation. 

 

In the two weeks it took for an agreement to be hammered out, Geiger-Voss tankers hauled enough 

helium to restart all strategic industries. One week later, the rest of the Ibizan economy was back on its 

feet.  

 

And not one more skyhook was built in Queiroz orbit. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

SchützeFlach Station 
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Y-12 Research Base 

Location Unknown 

 

“Alright Sir, please place your bag inside the scanner. Any ID cards, access keys and handis in the bin 

as well. Thank you. Step into the scanner, please” 

 

Marshal Yakir observed the what for him was perhaps the ultimate debasement. Senior PackMaster 

Rollen, senior commander of the deWulf corporate navy, submitting to a slow, invasive scan of himself 

and his personal property on entry to the station. The scanner rings slid up and down, side to side as 

they imaged their commander in chief before letting out a single noncommittal beep. 

 

“You’re clear, sir. Step on through. Please collect your belongings on this side of the scanner.” The 

security rating looked over at the Marshal. “Please place your bag inside the scanner. Any ID cards, 

access keys…” 

 

--Five Minutes Later-- 

 

“And I can’t believe you not only LET them do that to you, but you actually signed off on that!” 

 

Rollen let out a wry chuckle before answering “we do that precisely because we don’t want ANYONE 

knowing about where this shipyard is. Total access and informational control. No exceptions. Not even 

for me.” 

 

Yakir nodded in response “We heard enough rumours about what it was, but never where.” 

 

“And the reporters have so many conflicting stories about it that it’s impossible to separate the fact 

from fiction” confirmed Rollen. “Of course, we make sure that we ‘leak’ a few stories here and there as 

well. Most of them entirely fake, but a few of them with a few kernels of truth in them. Some of them 

even verifiable. Intel assures me that in a few years, the rumour mill will become self-sustaining and 

we won’t need to do anything except vehemently deny a few of the more plausible lies.” 

 

“Grumman Weekly Star?" 

 

“That’s the preferred one. Sometimes I think they’re a vanity service. They’ll print anything if they’re 

paid enough.” 

 

“So what ARE we here to see?” 

 

“A solution. We’ve known… no, realised… that our current methods were inadequate. We don’t have 

the needed firepower to properly crack a defended planet. And it’s not just a matter of enough 

firepower, but the right kind, properly applied.” 

 

Yakir burbled with a sarcastic laugh “So not just a bigger hammer?” 

 

“Oh, a much bigger hammer. But a more accurate one as well. We've been using a spike maul. What 

we need is a pile driver." 

 

The two walked into a small cafeteria dining room, a few errant trays and bottles all that remained of 

the last meal served. 

 

"Please, over to the window" invited Rollen. "I think you'll see what we have in mind." 

 

The opposite wall of the dining room was a single floor to ceiling window that spanned the whole wall, 

looking into one of the three main shipyard bays that gave SchützeFlach Station its distinctive 

appearance. The outside walls were covered with docking frames and the outputs from more than a 

dozen smaller foundries and assembly bays that provided the individual components that went into 

every special project birthed here.  
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"That... that IS a hammer alright." Yakir's eyes ran over the half-assembled hull, openings dotting the 

smooth grey plating like lesions. "Has to be at least a battleship in tonnage. And the hullform's not a 

traditional deWulf layout." 

 

Rollen nodded. "Very perceptive. We're departing from a lot of our more classic design concepts with 

her. She doesn't look like it, but she masses closer to one of our heavy dreadnoughts than a battleship. 

And she's far more heavily defended than anything else we've ever built as well." 

 

A trio of eyes followed over the completed hull, and rows of point defence batteries ran up and down 

her hull. Looking closer at one of the incomplete sections gave Yakir an idea of just how much armour 

and shielding had been built into the massive hull, and as he looked aft he saw only a pair of gigantic 

Donnerer RG-120 class drives sunk into an equally staggering armoured housing.  

 

"Only two engines? I hope you're not hoping to catch someone with this. And I'm not seeing any actual 

offensive weapons on her." 

 

Rollen grinned, teeth glimmering in the cold, sterile light. The look of a hunter finally being able to 

show off the trap they had so carefully crafted. 

 

"Oh, she's armed alright. And she won't have trouble catching what she's chasing one bit. Not one little 

bit at all." 

 

 

Turn 128 
 

 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

"Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries. Tonight we will not be bringing you the news, but instead are 

covering an announcement from the Vulkanhof." 

 

The footage cuts from the news room to a single Fenren standing at the entrance to a classically 

designed house. Impressive, but by no means a mansion. Flanking him are two pillars supporting a pair 

of gates that were swung open, leading to the home. A tall man, he has the look of being weathered by 

unseen storms and bitter winds, but still he stands straight, and his eyes have a flat and 

uncompromising glare. It had been three months since Chief Minister Rheinbach's meeting with Senior 

Packmaster Rollen. If he couldn't resist, then he would redirect. He had not climbed to the top solely by 

crushing all before him. His jaw set tight, a granite look that radiated an uncompromising will. 

 

“Fellow citizens, we stand here today, two years on from the tragedy that began with an unprovoked 

attack, and a bitter siege. Over two hundred million of our fellow citizens murdered by a regime that 

made no demands, and offered no truces.” 

 

He paused a moment, eyes scanning out beyond the feed of the camera. They tightened imperceptibly. 

 

“At tremendous cost we have liberated those who survived, and paid ruinously to attempt to bring some 

level of justice to the perpetrators of so heinous an act.” 

 

His eyes scanned back, his gaze turning like a battleship's main battery training out in search for a 

target. 

 

“But let no one think that the Navy is solely to blame for this. They have spent their lives and honour 

with singular vigour-“ how smoothly he transitioned from cold outrage to self-serving lie “and with the 

utmost of determination. But the truth is that we in the administration goaded them to attack before 

they deemed themselves ready, and before the tactical and strategic realities were clear. Such mistakes 
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have been corrected. Those who made such errors shall be punished, make no mistake. But they have 

learned from their failures. It is over their shoulders that a hundred thousand eyes watch them, judging 

their works and seeing if they have truly learned. If they are worthy of redemption.” 

 

His gaze swung back over, demanding anyone present to challenge him. Such issues had already been 

dead and buried before today’s announcement of course, but the challenge of dominance played well in 

the focus groups, and Rheinbach was an old hand at this sort of theatre. Privately, he wished he played 

in fewer tragedies, but that did seem to be the only shows on offer as of late. 

 

“From now on, there shall be no restraint. There can be no more mercy. Already our compatriots are 

casting aside long-held grudges-“ yet another lie, but closer to the truth than many would admit “and 

joining us. We may be the poorer tomorrow, and on the year thereafter. But we can rebuild. We can 

grow. We will survive.” 

 

And as his gaze stared straight into the pickup that was carrying his speech planet wide, and soon 

across the whole deWulf State and beyond, he finished. 

 

“And those who stand against us shall have no such luxuries as a future.” 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

 

To: All Fleet Commanders, Support Fleet Command 

 

From: Bureau of Ships  

 

RE: Ship Decommissioning 

 

As part of our continuing modernisation and streamlining of Corporate Navy assets, within the next six 

months we will begin the next phase of our Fleet Realignment and Procurement process. As outlined 

earlier, we have recently completed a full evaluation of our present fleet doctrines, and as such we must 

now begin the long task of shifting our actual assets to match our doctrines. 

 

To this end, in six months we will retire all members of the following classes: 

 

Augen-Class Explorers 

Slingshot-Class Destroyers 

Sword-Class Destroyers 

Hauptmann-Class Assault Destroyers 

Hawking-Class Light Cruisers 

Krivak-Class Fast Destroyer 

Strelets-Class Fast Light Cruiser 

 

We will be preserving at least one Augen and one Sword as part of a museum fleet in Falke, but the rest 

of the ships will either be sold for disposal or into third party/corporate hands. Further instructions on 

decommissioning will be sent later, but it can be expected that all ships will be ordered to proceed 

under own power to the nearest fleet yard for initial work and official strickening. 

 

Crews will be given three months leave at the planet of their choice (pay to be worked out by Crewing) 

before they will be reassigned to new construction. Please co-ordinate with all Hunters under your 

command in order to smooth out crew transfers and bookings. A reminder that Crewing requires at 

least four weeks to organise non-essential transfers (such as out-system leaves). Ship transfers may take 

place beforehand to fill crewing requirements for newly-commissioned ships. Please be advised that 

replacement personnel will not be assigned except in extreme circumstances. This may result in some 

departments being understaffed. Hunters on-ship have the right to refuse transfers that will reduce 

departmental staffing to below critical levels. 

 

No reply will signify acceptance and understanding of the above orders. 
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Klaus Thies 

 

PackMaster, Commander of Bureau of Ships 

 

Authentication Encrypt: jN=mKEUH 

CHAMP FOSSE BUILDING RAIN OTHERWISE 

 

 

Turn 129 
 

deWulf Fleet Headquarters 

Logistics Command 

Planet Fenris 

 

 

"Sir, have you been seeing some of the shipments that we've been routing?" 

 

"Yes, I have seen those logistics requests, and yes they are odd, and no you shouldn't be inquiring about 

those. At all. Our job is to properly route and manage production and demands to wherever they are 

required. Not enquire as to the purpose and use of every container, sprocket, or chemical." 

 

"I understand that Sir, but it's just odd. I mean yesterday it was twelve containers of capital point 

defense mounts, and now there's a whole Provider's worth of armour plating. And I'm getting routing 

requests for prefabricated habitation modules and sensor systems for next week." 

 

The watch officer paused and looked at her subordinate. "Well, you've clearly put some thought into 

something you're not supposed to be doing." 

 

"It's hard not to wonder, sir. And we do have to check what is in the cargo shipment in order to safely 

route it." 

 

The watch officer rocked back in her chair a bit, sighing softly. She was right. It was their job to check 

shipments in order to route them properly. And the volumes and cargo were definitely out of the 

ordinary. There was even an absence of munitions. Or weapons of any kind. 

 

"What do you think, then? Refit program?" 

 

The shipping technician paused a moment and thought "No, I don't think so. This stuff is top of the 

line, but all of it is... well it's not old. It's just been in service for a while. And we don't have anything 

stationed out there that needs that kind of refit." 

 

"So what, then?" 

 

"Dunno. Strategic reserve? Parts dump for repairs? Can't be something being shipped out for 

assembly... no hull being shipped." 

 

The watch officer leaned forward, the chair clicking back to a fully upright position again. 

 

"Noticed another thing too, sir." 

 

"What's that?" 

 

"Our logistics system's been showing more and more drones in the inventory, but nothing's being 

shipped." 

 

"Not even a preliminary shipment notice? Odd. How fast is the inventory piling up?" 

 

The technician called up supply data, the stockpile report populating with information across The State. 
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"Hmm... we have three primary stockpiles at present... the Neu Carlsbad factory is running three shifts 

apparently, and half of the Sintillan yards are doing series production. Even seeing some output from 

the Mittelspanung here in-system." 

 

The watch officer tented her fingers as she looked over the same report.  

 

"Equipment but no hulls. Drones but without transportation." 

 

"And no munitions at all, Sir." 

 

"Curiouser and curiouser." 

 

 

Planet Elysium 

Capital planet of the Elysian Sovereignty 

 

It had been months since the last incursion by the corporate deWulf navy, months since they tried to 

breach the defences of Elysium and burn the planet to a cinder. Months since the bitter whine of sirens 

and omnipresent messages over comm systems had warned people to their shelters. 

 

The populace looked to the sky as always, but with a growing confidence that perhaps the nightmare 

had passed. Their gods had spread their wings over them again, shielding them from the horrors that 

had been delivered time and again to the innocent. Traffic had returned, first as a trickle and then a 

flood as a collective decision had been made, unspoken yet agreed that it was again safe to be out and 

to enjoy life in all its manifold ways. 

 

Only last week there had been a ceremony at the Menausus Peninsula where the Czar himself had 

attended, in person no less! Proclaiming the scorched lands as a preserve and a monument both, he 

dedicated the barren soil as a memorial to those lost, and as a symbol of their eternal blessing. Even 

through the contaminants and radiation life bitterly fought back. Though stunted and malformed, trees 

and plants had returned in patches, slowly colonising what was once a thriving metropolis. Their 

monument would be an eternal park showcasing the victory of life over death. 

 

Palace of Eternal Flight 

Highspire 

 

"I still feel that going out in public was an unwise decision, my lord." High Priest Solon bowed as he 

spoke, eyes not quite reaching up to his liege. "Despite all we have done to sanitise the area, there 

could have been-" 

 

His words were silenced by a single wave of a hand as Czar Nova slid into the chair in front of his 

desk. Years ago he had thought it was a rather opulent gift from the crafters who made such work 

desks, but the past months had demonstrated they knew practicality as well as opulence. A hundred 

different tells were read by sensors, and the holographic display leapt into form, affording the 

chancellor some little cover from the gaze of his pseudo-god. 

 

"The will of the White Wings is the final arbiter of life and death, Solon. I am certain that in my death, 

you, and my successor would spin it as a sign of the ancestors and the gods and so on and so on..." his 

left talon lazily spun in the air as his voice trailed off, an almost sarcastic tone on his tongue. "We've 

made use of sacrifices and martyrs before. A god returning home would just be the crowning 

expression of that tactic, wouldn't it?" 

 

Some questions did not need answers. 

 

"Regardless. The silence of our enemies is most disconcerting. They have not sent an envoy. No 

reflexive probes. No siege, even at a distance. Were it not for millions of my subjects dead and a 

peninsula that may never support life again, I would think we were back at peace. Why?" 

 

Some questions demanded answers. 
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Solon pulled his arms from behind his body, a small datapad scrolling information quickly as he 

searched for specific bits of data. 

 

"As you may know my Lord, we have been running some intelligence operations against the deWulf. 

While most of them are passive intelligence operations, we have a few more aggressive programs that 

are bearing some fruit. In this case, we are fortunately gifted with having multiple warp points 

accessing deWulf space, which are not always monitored. This gives us several potential drop 

locations. Thusly, we can guarantee that we're getting relatively current data." 

 

Czar Nova nodded, his talons playing over the controls of the hologram and handing it over to Solon. It 

obligingly showed the local network of warp points, showing the local deWulf systems and the 

spiderweb of links. 

 

High Priest Solon continued. "Additionally, their rather mercenary base nature makes it easy for us to 

find more questionable members who are willing to do work in exchange for pay. While we cannot 

provide any kind of technology of course, certain rare elements are always valuable and virtually 

impossible to trace." 

 

"There is actual information coming, presumably." While Czar Nova's tone was almost playful, there 

was an unstated threat all the same. A god's opinion could only be ignored at one's peril. 

 

"Of course, sire. Our sources suggest that the deWulf are rallying their fleet and putting more units into 

service to make up for those lost. Exact amounts and hull sizes are sketchy, even though their primary 

yards are in geosynchronous orbit of their capital. Even so, we can still tell large from small, and 

warship from freighter, and it is clear that there is a major rearmament effort underway." 

 

The Czar flipped through his own copy of the report, eyes catching one detail. "And yet their main yard 

continues to build civilian freighters." 

 

"They are still a corporate state, my lord. Even in wartime they must have to support their true 

masters." 

 

A noncommittal grunt was the only response he received to that statement, Solon took that as a spot to 

continue. "A likely case, but with regard to the pups, a healthy bit of skepticism is warranted." 

 

"And your other measures?" 

 

"We have also been funding more aggressive programs against deWulf forces, especially in this 'New 

Colony Region' that borders ours. They have many small colonies there, quite a few of them aren't even 

on their own records. Some of them are founded by those with more... malleable personalities. And 

some of them don’t look upon the deWulf with any real love. It took us a bit of work and no small 

amount of funding, but we’ve managed to get a few… independent contractors working for us in their 

backyard. They’ve actually been doing quite well for themselves, and if it keeps up, the whole process 

should be self-sustaining in a few more months.” 

 

“So we’re funding pirates now. There is little bottom to the depths we will travel, is there?” groused 

Czar Nova Scion. “Even against such a callous foe, this is a new depth.” 

 

‘And wholesale genocide isn’t?’ thought Solon. “Better to term them as freedom fighters. They 

represent a client race that was absorbed into the Corporate Democracy. They wish a return to the old 

ways that they know are the correct ones.” ‘That are even more antithetical to our own, but one 

problem at a time.’ 

 

“Still-“ pondered Scion “Still, when we win we can always mop up that little problem. Assuming the 

deWulf don’t take care of the problem while they burn.” 

 

“The deWulf do seem to solve most problems with the largest hammer they can find.” 
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“From what we have seen, my Lord, from what we have seen. There is more than enough evidence that 

they are capable of subterfuge and misdirection. We just aren’t in a position to see it. We do know they 

have broken other planetary sieges before, though we aren’t entirely certain how they did it last time. 

Or why they haven’t utilized that method on us.” 

 

Czar Nova leaned back in his chair some. “Or perhaps they have, and we’ve defeated it. Which means 

then that they will probably try something entirely new. So there are known unknowns, and the 

unknown unknowns. This trail of question-supposition-question-supposition just seems to get thicker 

and thicker.” 

 

He leaned back forward, taking control of his desktop display back from Solon. “Then we continue to 

listen, and we steel ourselves for the hammer blow.” 

 

There was little else to say. They knew the deWulf hammer would eventually fall. They knew where it 

would have to fall. They only question was when. 

 

 

Turn 130 
 

Never Depot 

Aklea 

Fenris System 

 

Karl Fredrick Muller looked out from the control room out onto the factory floor; his factory floor. The 

breakthrough of his molecular assembler had netted him this position. Funding to see his idea refined 

and put into use was always a wonderful thing for a graduate student. Seeing his invention used to 

produce Sarin in the other hand, not so much.  

 

One of the advantages of making it this way instead of more classic chemical reactors was the purity. 

Classical production always left you with chemical byproducts, half reacted products and contaminants. 

This lead to instability, spontaneous degradation, and decreased lethality. But assembled here, atom by 

atom, the output was pure, stable, and as efficient as was possible under the laws of physics and 

chemistry. Even with a slew of refinements and innovations, the molecular assembler could only 

produce so fast, and so hundreds of assemblers were operating in parallel, meeting demands via sheer 

brute force. 

 

In between supply visits and supervising repairs, the position he had once welcomed as another 

stepping stone had proven to be a plateau. There was little notice or recognition when things were 

running smoothly, just an occasional "good work!" message that felt like it was an automated script. He 

chuckled harshly as he remembered last month's big scare. SPM Rollen and PM (ex Marshal) Yakir 

were going to be visiting! Full inspection tour! No shelf left undusted, no doorknob unpolished! It had 

been a week of sheer unbridled terror as the entire facility was scoured, cleaned, organized... and then 

to hear privately, on need to know basis (of course!) that neither would be visiting at all. And to tell 

anyone who asked who didn't have VERY specific clearance that they indeed had been there. Karl had 

signed off on a ream of paperwork; inspection reports, conversations and findings that all stated they 

HAD been there. He chuckled in a frustratedly amused sound as he recalled his own inspection. One 

saving grace of faking your inspection was you could make sure you passed! With just a few small 

improvement opportunities to make it look legitimate. 

 

Leni Romott was here because of one of those opportunities. There was just enough extra work to 

warrant having another warm body here, a fresh grad student to help manage the production and give a 

little bit of work experience. Classified work experience always did look good on the graduation 

paperwork; it showed you hold a security clearance instead of just working. And if Leni was very 

lucky, she might find a new place to work once her practicum was over. 

 

But that meant it was still deathly boring, and Leni had spent most of her spare time drawing sketches 

in her workbook and pondering possible research projects for when she was free. 
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"So... I was thinking..." 

Karl looked over at Leni. "Yes?" 

"So we have these assemblers that can build just about any chemical structure we choose, yes?" 

"Yeah..." 

"And we have a pretty good understanding of quantum engineering thanks to that computer we 

salvaged, and those clocks we built for the navy." 

"Yeah. Its crude, but yeah we know a bit." 

"So why haven't we tried to build a universal constructor?" 

Karl paused a moment at that thought. "You mean like a nanoassembler? Grey goo, that kind of thing?" 

"Exactly! Why not?" 

"Because that kind of thing requires insane precision, a lot of complex components, and a... sterile, 

controlled environment..." His eyes looked over at the arrays of nanoassemblers quietly churning away. 

"Exactly my thoughts! Look, we're building something a few magnitudes larger than we know these 

assemblers can do. We have the ability to mass produce some of the internal components, but we could 

never assemble them correctly." 

"But now-" Karl continued, sounding and feeling like the bright eyed and bushy tailed undergraduate 

he once had been "we can use the nanoassemblers to put those parts together. Say we use an array of 

them to build the framework-" he began to sketch out a production diagram "and then hand off the 

frames to another assembler. We inject prefabbed cpu chips in-" 

Leni cut him off excitedly "yeah, on a gel carrier to make it easier to pump and pad against damage. 

Power them via a short range rectenna?" 

"Definitely. Forget about an internal power supply. Too complicated. Range only has to be a few feet, 

and that also keeps the grey goo thing to a minimum. Things go wrong, cut the power and it becomes 

useless powder." 

"And if they become truly dangerous, overload them and melt out the circuitry." 

"And once we've built the first few dozen, we could use them to assemble more. Under strict external 

control of course." 

"Yeah, this would work. This can work!" 

 

Karl smiled. He had found a way out of the factory and back to civilization. 

Already the first rock began to tumble downhill. 

 

 

Y-12 Shipyard Complex 

Somewhere in deWulf Space 

 

"Maneuvering thrusters to one third ahead. Right roll fifteen and arrest." 

 

The delicate maneuvering needed to slide a freshly built ship out of its construction bay was always a 

challenging task; the pinnacle of a station pilot's job. Undocking from the Y-12 complex was even 

more challenging. With a normal slip one would just have to nudge themselves down and out of the 

assembly bay. Y-12's was completely enclosed in armour and support structures, the only way out a 

massive hatch at the end of the bay. 

 

"Drift down two and arrest. Stand by." 

 

Hangar C was open, and the massive bulk of the dWS Herald of Destruction slowly inched free, meter 

by meter. The yard pilot watched his readouts as the ship slowly cleared the bay doors, in some cases 

less than a meter of space on either side. Damage at this point could of course be easily repaired, but it 

would be an embarassing black mark on his record. As the bulk of the ship's after third cleared the 

doors, he let out an audible sigh. 

 

"Thrusters to one half ahead. Engine room, stand by for drive field activation." 

 

Navigation and hazard lights blinked on the hull as it drifted farther and farther from the station. Slowly 

the armoured hatch closed in behind the warship's bulk as building inertia carried farther and farther 

away. A pair of yard tugs detached from her prow, pulling away and loping back to their docking 

cradles at the station, giving the massive warship the clearance she needed. 

 

"Proximity sensors showing all green. We are clear of the station." 
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"Thrusters to all stop. Drive status?" 

 

"Engine room reports drive torus charged. Holding on standby at forty percent and steady." 

 

"Very good. Bring the drive online. Station keeping only." 

 

Even with the reaction thrusters cut, the ship was still a slave to Newton, her momentum carrying her 

farther and farther from the station. But as the engineers applied power to the drives, the ship appeared 

to shimmer briefly, as if a mirage. And then Newton's reality no longer applied. 

 

"Drive is at forty percent and stable. We are holding position relative to the yard. My board is showing 

all green." 

 

"Bring the drive to seventy five percent. All ahead one half." 

 

Slowly the dreadnought thrummed, her drives pushing her farther away from the station, climbing 

steadily into an orbit that was entirely her own. Crew and engineers watched their stations for telltale 

signs of trouble; adjustments were made as her course shifted subtly until she orbited above a barren 

point on the planet's equator. 

 

"Engines to standby. Station keeping only." 

 

The basso rumble ceased as her engines relaxed. Their legs had been stretched and found acceptable to 

their task. 

 

"Maneuvering. Roll port thirty, pitch negative ninety and hold." 

 

"Helm copies. Executing pivot." 

 

She rolled over, her nose angling down to the battered planetscape beneath her. 

 

"Helm transferring command to Weaponeer." 

 

"I have command." 

 

Every warship had two parts that made her valuable. The first had just been tested. 

 

"Open gun port, begin loading cycle." 

 

Now for the second. 

 

"Siege cycle commencing." 

 

 

Turn 131 
 

deWulf High Command, 8th Sub-Basement 

Fenris Command Central, “The Pit” 

 

Breifing: Unternehmen Hammerschlag 

 

PM Donnal looked at his officers as they sat in the briefing hall. With Rollen still out on an extended 

review at Y-12, the briefing duty had fallen to him, and it was a mix of melancholy, anger, and 

determination that filled him to the core. How long ago had they been here, planning for the assault into 

the Elysians home system? He recognized faces. Some, but not all. A few chairs remained empty even 

now, their previous occupants floating somewhere in the Elysian system, never to return. `And more to 
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join them on the eternal hunt` mused Donnal. His teeth gritted a bit tighter. There would be time to 

mourn later, once the job was done. 

 

"Officers. I will merely state that this meeting is classified Alph-1. No recordings, no documents. 

Personalized order packets will go out to your commands once we get closer to the execution date. This 

meeting is to give you an overall idea of the operation and your place in it, and to see any critical flaws 

in the operational plan." 

 

Donnal stepped from the podium to the base of the holographic tank in the center of the steeply raked 

hall. A single keypress made the tank display a star system that every deWulf was by now completely 

familiar; Elysium. 

 

"We've paid a high price for this system, and I'm afraid we have one more payment to make. 

Fortunately however, we believe that we've finally developed an effective siege doctrine that will 

finally let us secure the orbital space around Elysium." <Italics> And then let us bring this whole war to 

a rather firm and conclusive end. </Italics> Donnal stepped around the holotank, looking up at the 

orbiting system map with a look that could have been mistaken for reverence. "We're through with 

finesse, comrades. It's time for a hammer. The biggest one we could find." 

 

The holotank shifted, the star system dropping down almost out of view and replaced by a dreadnought. 

At least, that's what it was called. Its hull-form was something entirely different and utterly alien 

compared to every deWulf ship that had ever been built. 

 

But not a station. 

 

"This is the Sieg-Class Siege Dreadnought. We've taken the next logical step beyond towing orbital 

forts into combat. They were one of the key components in our successful siege of Soban, but since we 

don't have a safe zone inside the Elysium system, we can't just assemble them in-situ. Thankfully, our 

contractors at deWulf Heavy Industries were able to build a rather special engine. I'll spare you the 

technical details, but in essence it allows us to make specially designed bases actually mobile. And 

while they're stationary, they retain all the benefits of being a base. That is to say, no blind spot aft, and 

a boosted targeting range." 

 

That little revelation brought a collective pause from the audience of fleet commanders. For a few 

moments, anyhow. "All well and good, but compared to our weapons that still doesn't give us much of 

an advantage. Their PDCs still would out-range ours, and there's no way we can hope to swamp a 

planet's point defense capacity." The singular deWulf officer stood up as the critique struck home. 

 

"A good question, Hunter... " 

 

"Senior Hunter Molle, Sir." There was still a bit of steel in his voice, but tempered now by the concern 

he had stepped into a trap. 

 

"Ah, yes. Quite right. And we don't have the fleet train, or even the raw industrial capacity to replace 

THAT many torpedoes that quickly. That's why we're not using torpedoes." The floating hologram of 

the Sieg-Class zoomed in to the forward half, hull and armoured plating exploding out to reveal the 

spine of the dreadnought and the truly bizarre component built into it. 

 

"That, ladies and gentlemen, is a Cabrera-class capital mass driver, straight from the production lines of 

Royal Magnetics of Ibiza. Sleek, efficient, and virtually unstoppable by point defense systems. It fires a 

twenty-kilo titanium slug every fifteen seconds with a muzzle velocity of one point two percent of 

lightspeed. This gives it the impact force of a 31 kiloton bomb, and the targeting profile of a VERY 

angry comet. And best of all..." The display zoomed in closer to the rear of the twin mass drivers "each 

integral magazine has enough ammunition for twelve thousand shots. For all intents and purposes they 

are bottomless." 

 

He let the silence hang after that thought. One of the problems that had always hampered any policy of 

sustained orbital bombardment was logistics. Ships simply did not have enough magazine space to 

conduct such an extended fire mission. Even the Tannsfells logistics ships were more of a fleet support 
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ship. They weren't designed to support the kind of prodigious munitions usage a long range and 

inaccurate bombardment would require. 

 

"Nevertheless" continued Donnal "It has one major flaw. While it is a capital weapon, it lacks enough 

standoff range to bombard Elyisum with impunity. While it will out-range the smaller ordinance that 

Elysium has, it cannot out-range the heavier 'capital' missiles." 

 

The holotank shifted again, the Sieg-Class Siege Dreadnought disappearing and being replaced by a 

hybrid of freighter and frigate. It had the utilitarian lines of a navy ship, but far too many cargo hatches 

to be a break-bulk freighter of that size, and its engine block lacked the angular lines and exposed 

tankage of a high-endurance commercial engine. 

 

"Which brings us to the Saaman-class minelayer. We've used mines and drones repeatedly over the 

years, and the Saaman is our first purpose built ship to transport and lay both. You'll see she has 

dispensed with the usual external container racks and instead has more classic enclosed cargo bays. 

Inside each bay is a loading rack designed for the transport of either mines or multipurpose drones. 

Each Saaman can carry 20 bombardment drones, and is at present capable of unloading the full load in 

less than 24 hours." 

 

Again the display changed, the freighter shrinking away and being replaced by a new light cruiser. Her 

lines looked like an older Hawking-class light cruiser, but with definite Sintillan inspirations. Her port 

and starboard weapon blisters had swollen into angular boxes, and the usual bow notch had been 

stretched vertically, the shuttle bay enlarged and hollowed out deep inside the ship. And flying out of 

the launch bay in her nose was wave after wave of sharp, dart-like craft. 

 

“We have also not neglected our small craft wings. As part of our re-examination of our doctrines, we 

have developed what we feel should be an effective counter to the gunboats that the Elysians have so 

far used. While it loses a lot of long-range strike capability, it is MUCH more efficient at knocking out 

small craft in general while still retaining some standoff strike capability. In concert with Michurin-

Rogov, we’ve put them into series production, so you can expect plenty of anti-gunboat coverage when 

we move in.” 

 

“I’m sure all of you are also happy to know that we’ve also designed a new carrier to get them into the 

fight.” That brought a few chuckles from the otherwise impassionate crowd. The tounge-twisting 

names the Sintillans had assigned to their carrier fleet was a source of frustration, if only because it 

made communication challenging. The “Roman Kurinnyj-Class” found itself instead shortened just to 

“Roman”, and her sisters often found themselves picking up even less flattering ersatz names, just to 

remain pronounceable in the heat of battle. 

 

“So yes, that means you will be able to pronounce their names properly this time. I’ve also had a word 

with our Bureau of Construction, and they inform me that they will be… more careful with what names 

get assigned going forward.” 

 

The display shifted, the Saaman shrinking down almost to a dot, still somehow recognizable in that 

small shape. They multiplied till it was a small flotilla of the freighters, new models fading into 

existence in an escort formation around the freighters. 

 

"The operational plan is fairly straightforward: Using existing sensor data, we will target an initial done 

barrage on PCS that are identified to mount capital weapons, and then point defense bases, and finally 

standard missile PDCs in that order. The initial drone strike will be accompanied by a heavy fighter and 

gunboat screen. After the bombardment goes through, we will conduct multiple combat patrols and 

strikes on any additional PDCs, with a priority towards capital missile batteries. Once neutralized, our 

Sieg-Class Siege Dreadnoughts will move in and commence a sustained bombardment. If we judge that 

PDCs have not been eroded enough, we will instead stand back and rearm for a second drone 

bombardment based on updated sensor data." 

 

"We have enough logistical support set up to allow us to maintain a combat small craft patrol at full 

strength for several months, with enough spare craft to allow us to hotswap and consolidate craft down 

for the long haul." 
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Donnal walked back to the front of the holotank, looking up at his audience. A tightly pulled jaw, teeth 

almost grinding, but not quite. 

 

"We're still finalizing the timing of the attack. Several smaller incidents are working to distract us from 

getting the correct fleet concentration, but we expect that to be completed within the next six months. If 

an opportunity presents itself, we will delay a little longer in order to go in with maximum force. Please 

review your components of this operation. If you see weak points, tell me. If you have ways to improve 

it, tell me. We cannot afford another 'near success'." 

 

"Dismissed." 

 

 

 

Grumman Weekly Star 

13.1 AS Weekend Double Issue 

 

deWulf Corporate Navy Denies testing of Nova Weaponry! 

 

New evidence has come to light that suggests the explosion of the star in the Chicago System may not 

have been accidental. Papers and reports gathered from recent meetings at UniverCity in the Krak 

University States suggest that this may have been the result of a secret weapons test! Sources state that 

several deWulf research ships were in-system days before the star went nova, conducting surveys of the 

system’s primary star.  

 

Said sources further state that the cause may have been that of a modified sensor probe designed to 

operate deep in the star’s photosphere, near what is considered to be the star’s actual surface. In 

actuality, this probe instead was modified to trigger a cascading collapse, causing the star to begin 

fusing heavier elements uncontrollably. The evidence shows that this test exceeded all expectations, as 

the star collapsed and experienced a nova only days later. 

 

Erich Kramar, a spokesperson for the deWulf Corporate Navy stated the following in response to 

questions asked by the Grumman Weekly Star: “While it is not the policy of the deWulf state to 

comment on rumor and hearsay, I can state specifically and without any restriction, qualifying 

statement or extenuating circumstance the following: We have no star-triggering technology, we are 

not pursuing any star-triggering technology, we have no designs for star-triggering technology, and we 

have no desire to pursue any such star-triggering technology. Any attempts to suggest otherwise will be 

met with the fullest denials possible.” 

 

A more concrete and full denial could not be made, but it is this reporters humble opinion that any such 

technology would be a matter of such utter secrecy that its revelation and deployment would only 

happen upon THE most dire and dangerous of situations. And before such a time denials and refusals 

would, of course, be the only sane policy. 

 

 

 

 

DD SRSS Iskra (Sintillan Revolutionary Star Ship) 

Voidward of Warp Point 1 

Borodino System 

 

 

SRSS Iskra held six light seconds away from the warp point, lurking in wait. Her sister ship Vlasov 

was on the other side of the warp point, covering the other flank, the third point of the triangle pointing 

in-system to the dim red primary star. At this distance, the small communications station couldn't hope 

to detect them. Civilian traffic was just as blind to their existence, and so they waited for their 

scheduled victim to arrive, shadow her into the emptiness farther in system, and pounce. 

 

"I think they're late." 

 

"Central's not always accurate. Sometimes schedules change, and they aren't able to get us updates." 
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"True, but this shouldn't have been changed. It's their monthly secure cargo run. A Provider-class full 

of chemicals, electronics, the whole can. If they'd have re-routed it, we'd be able to hear their corporate 

serfs screaming from here." 

 

"It's only been twelve hours. That's not too much of a delay. Probably had some issues with loading. 

Mittelspannung's been running at a full stretch for the past six months now. And that WAS mentioned 

in the last data packet." 

 

"All I'm saying is that it bothers me that they're late." 

 

"And I'm saying that I agree, but it's probably nothing to... aha. Detecting a grav surge from the warp 

point. Incoming transit." 

 

"Good. Bucket up and run them through the ID book as soon as you can. If it's not ours, we'll toss it to 

Vlasov and let them see if they want to bite." 

 

Seconds ticked by as the surge build, dissipating as a single ship emerged from the warp point, already 

aligned for the run in-system. 

 

"Running her now... Mass signature is off, she's definitely not a Provider. Hmm. Too big for a Zwei, 

but definitely not a Provider." 

 

"Talk to me Dashov. I need to know what it IS, not what it Isn't!" 

 

The singular ship moved in-system slowly, barely half the speed of a freighter as it cleared the 

immediate vicinity of the warp point. A minute ticked by as light raced across the void of space. 

 

"Lightspeed sensors coming in now... Hull outline doesn't match anything in the book... opening up the 

param-Oh Blood and Steel! Book's calling her a Hare-Class Sensor Picket! She's rolling port... 

Definitely a Hare, I can see her sensor domes!" 

 

"Vasly's blood alright. Signal Vlasov, change heading and run voidward, fast as you can! Meet at... 

Nav Dona. Helm, come to One-Eight-Zero tac Zero Four Zero, ahead emergency!" 

 

Iskra pivoted hard in place, her engines snapping to their redlines as she sought to put more distance 

away from the warp point and the Hare-Class. The idea was to run hard, to get out to where the Hare's 

sensors could barely detect her, then cut engines and drift like another rock. Dangerous, almost 

suicidal, but there were few other options. True, the Hare was unarmed. But fighting was never part of 

her design document, and they never traveled alone. No. Her purpose was to guide others to the fight. 

 

"Another grav surge. This one's a big one!" 

 

Vlasov and Iskra were running hard now, drives pushed to the WAR EMERGENCY settings, every 

few seconds putting more precious space between them and what they thought was their quarry. The 

warp point belched another unit out, this one impossible to mistake for a freighter. 

 

"Targeting lasers! Book's calling them dWMI-3500's." 

 

That meant she could either be a Director, a Kommandant, or a Landser. But with her mass, she could 

only be one. 

 

"Landser, then. Distance to safe range?" 

 

"Give us another minute and we should be clear. Landser won't have the range to engage us then." 

 

A few quiet moments passed, before Dashov spoke up. 

 

"Where's the rest of them? They wouldn't send a Landser all by herself out here." 
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"You just had to ask that question, didn't you..." 

 

This far away, Vlasov and Iskra couldn’t detect the grav surge. But the distinctive EM signature of a 

fresh drive field was unmistakable even this far away. 

 

"Book's not sure about this one. Mass is approximately on target for an Elder God, but the dimensions 

are wrong, and the energy signature's off profile." 

 

"Where's that Landser?" 

 

"Holding steady on the warp point. Why isn't she pursuing? She might not have the speed, but she 

should at least be trying to run us down." 

 

"If they're willing to let us escape, I'm not going to complain." 

 

That hope proved fleeting, as the "Elder God" was in reality a Alex Seidel-Class Carrier, launching her 

on-board craft into a combat situation for the first time. The small craft raced after the fleeing warships 

like wolves to scattered deer. 

 

"Small craft detected at close range, closing fast! Book has no ID, repeat No ID!" 

 

There wasn't even a need for a second strike. 

 

Turn 132 
 

Sebb Gloval Museum Station 

Fenris Orbit 

deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

"Hello and yes, welcome! Come now, plenty of room!" 

 

"So glad you could all be here to join us. I know that it's been a lot of work for us to get this all 

working, but I'm happy, yes, very happy to welcome you all to the official grand opening of the Sebb 

Gloval Museum Station. I know we've all suffered through the opening speeches and the unsealing 

ceremony, so let's go have a quick tour of the first three piers, and then we can get on to the buffet. 

Don't worry, I know where your priorities all are!" 

 

"Yes, all the docked ships will be open for tours after the buffet. Yes, you can queue up before hand, 

but you'll still have to wait." 

 

"Ah, yes, on to our first pier. This is is our exploratory pier. A little sparse right now, but we think it's 

best to allocate a good amount of space right off the bat. Right now we have the dWMS Augen, and the 

dWMS Denkfaul. The former is being refitted back to her original Mk1 condition as of her original 

commissioning, and the Denkfaul is in her current Mk3 configuration. We're quite lucky to have two 

Augen class ships; most of them are being sent to the breakers, but the deWulf Navy was kind enough 

to donate both hulls for our use." 

 

"Yes, we'll be doing some interpretive centers and the like on both ships, focusing on different aspects 

of space exploration. We're looking at having planet-side survey on Augen, and space surveying on 

Denkfaul, though when we get one of the command survey ships, we'll be moving the planet side 

survey over to her instead. Moving on." 

 

"Pier 2 is our first of two First Contact War piers. On one side we have a Slingshot-class, the dWMS 

Catapult, and a Hauptmann-Class, the dWMS Hauptmann. We're particularly proud of getting 

Hauptmann. She's only seen minimal upgrades since the First Contact War, and the majority of her 

systems are either period manufacture or period accurate. We're also scheduled to be getting the dWMS 

von Braun, the deWulf flagship for the second half of the war, but she's still undergoing 
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decommissioning at the Mittelspanung yards. We won't be seeing her till early next year at the 

earliest." 

 

"Pier 3 is probably our most controversial pier at present. Right now it has a Strelets-Class Light 

Cruiser, but we're working with a memorial fund from Sintilla to see if they can find a wreck of a 

Storvin or Ostrova-Class Frigate. It's going to be a long process, but we're also hoping to get a 

Berlenko-Class Destroyer as well. A few of them survived the war as scrap salvage, and we're seeing if 

any of them are still reasonably intact. As it is, we have a few containers docked with various 

components and interpretive exhibits, but we feel it's important to show both sides of the conflict." 

 

"At present we have only the exhibits for three piers at the moment. Pier 4 is slated to be the Binary 

War pier, and Piers 5 and 6 will be used for visiting ships on port tours, at least until we have more 

exhibits to put on display. Now, with that all done, let's head to the central dome for the buffet. Once 

we're all done with lunch, we can go down the pillar and see the small craft exhibits." 

 

 

 

Deep Space 

Piraeus-Elysium Warp Line 

Elysium System 

 

Even at this stage of the war, Elysian navy forces had chosen not to defend their warp points. A sensor 

watch was kept, modified freighters holding at a far enough range to give them a chance to escape but 

still able to watch the warp points. Away from the planet and its defensive fire, deWulf ships had 

shown their ability to sweep any warp point clear. 

 

But that comprimise between sensor coverage and the ability to escape meant that the warp point wasn't 

perfectly covered. True, any starship, or even any gunboat would be spotted and identified. But drones 

were small enough that they could slip in and out and not be spotted.  

 

And thanks to both the captured battlecruiser, as well as significant amounts of spare parts and salvage 

from Dave's World, the deWulf were ready to try a new technique against the Elysian navy. A single 

drone slid in through the warp point, the wormhole barely flickering as it passed through. Slowly 

stabilizing after transit, its scanners locking on to the watching freighter.  

 

Too far away to be detected by its sensors, the drone carefully aimed its communications laser at the 

waiting freighter. Built from equipment left behind on Dave's World, the laser triggered no alarms. On 

the right frequency and with the correct initial handshake protocols, the freighter's automated systems 

opened a communications link with the "friendly" drone. The freighter interrogated the drone, and 

provisionally accepted the access codes while it waited for further confirmation. 

 

Here the deWulf showed just how carefully they had studied Elysian technology. The initial comm 

request was carefully malformed, taking advantage of a subtle design oversight in the communications 

preprocessor. All it took was a carefully formed data header to cause part of the communications 

preprocessor to lock up, which in turn timed out the authentication request. That lack of response told 

the preprocessor to fully accept the outdated access codes, as no alarm had been triggered. With the 

communications link authenticated, the drone messaged that it had routine navigational updates. What 

it actually sent was something far different. 

 

Once in the suborned communications preprocessor, the uploaded data packet unfurled into an invasive 

worm, slowly taking up more and more processing cycles as it listened to the data system it was a part 

of. Its first act was to "confirm" its access by reinitializing the locked up part of the preprocessor, and 

then presented its new "up to date" access codes. These updated codes were duly sent to the main 

server, which then confirmed the validity of the permissions it had already granted. 

 

RTN-220 PROCESSING CYCLE DETECTED 

XERTOS DATA LOOP ARCHITECHTURE IDENTIFIED 

QUERYING SECONDARY DATA ROUTER 
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deWulf scientists had identified several flaws in the network architechture found of Elysian ships, and 

with an access point, they were finally able to put their knowledge to use. One of the largest 

weakpoints was that most system maintenence was managed through the secondary data router. In 

principle, it was a good idea as it kept the main data loop free for operational traffic. In practice, it 

meant the left hand of the network didn't always know what the right was doing. Worse, its memory 

management was built for speed first, and security second. After all, a hostile agent would need 

physical access to insert something into the data loop. 

 

After thirty seconds of sniffing, it had identified the locations where permissions were stored in active 

memory: 

 

IDENTIFY NAVIGATIONAL UPDATE V1588.8a 

QUERY NAVIGATIONAL FIX 005-883-480-586 

UPDATE NAVIGATIONAL FIX 005-884-480-586 

 

All it took was a single burst of data, and a single bit switched value before the secondary router knew 

what was happening. Instructed to update an obscure navigatonal reference (a resource-poor kuiper 

moonlet in the Elysian system), the data overflowed from one memory reference into a neigboring bit, 

and the "navigational update" found it had complete access to all hardware in the secondary data loop. 

 

With complete official access, the worm then backdated its own access, making its access completely 

above board. While this wouldn't stand up to any real scrutiny, it took advantage of one final weak 

point in the data loops. While the primary loop was carefully monitored for possible intrustions, the 

secondary data loop relied on external access codes and authentications for its security. By definition, if 

you had access, you were authorized. 

 

This little bit of circular logic was its true weak point.  

 

The worm then roamed the local network, hunting for any loose bits of information. Recent messages, 

navigational orders, personal notes, news reports and briefings. It hoovered it all up, compressing the 

data ruthlessly before bouncing it back to the waiting drone. It's work done, the worm quietly folded 

back in on itself, changing the date-stamps on some of the navigational files to preserve its cover 

identity. Once it received confirmation that the data was secure on the drone, it revoked its own 

network access before flagging itself for routine deletion (and triggering a garbage management routine 

in the process). 

 

The process took less than 90 seconds, and the drone quietly slunk back through the wormhole to its 

eventual rendezvous, the freighter none the wiser. 

 

 

 

------ Newsfeed Online ------ 

*Catchy news jingle plays* 

From the very depths of space to the lowest streets of Fenris, deWulf State News brings the facts of the 

galaxy to your desk! 

*DSN News!* 

 

"Good evening, I’m Janeth deVries." 

 

"Tonight's story is the announcement that EisenRucke United is moving its primary financial hub off of 

Fenris. The plan, apparently in development and research for the past year, is to relocate their primary 

clearing houses and records to a new location in the Falke system, one jump out. The new colony site 

named 'Thaarvald' is expected to open sometime next year. What does this mean for our local finance 

industry, and what can we expect when the world's largest bank effectively goes offshore?" 

 

"With me tonight is Hanneke Struppel, chairwoman of EisenRucke's Administrative branch. Thank you 

for coming, Hanneke." 

 

The camera pans to the right , showing an older Fenren in a conservative grey suit. Her eyes had a cool, 

almost indifferent look, and what motion she exhibited was a study in efficiency. 
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"A pleasure to be here tonight, Janeth. I can understand why our customers and clients would be 

concerned with this decision." 

 

"Undoubtedly. I'm sure you've already seen some of the editorials from the Thaar Financial Report. I 

believe they called this 'A callous business decision'. How do you respond to that?" 

 

Hanneke shifted a bit in her chair, leaning a bit forward of vertical.  

 

"It's anything but callous. The simple fact is that our administration, management, and analysis groups 

have grown too large for what Thaar can hope to support. I'm certain the Financial Report listed off an 

even dozen satellite campuses throughout the city that are ours, and that's just the ones owned and 

operated by EisenRucke directly. With some of our subsidiaries and partners, we make up almost a 

quarter of the office tenancies in the city." 

 

She took a sip of water from a tall glass on the table in front of her. 

 

"And the sad fact is, we just can't justify the amount of work needed to upgrade and integrate the entire 

organization in the way we need. If we did, we would have to dig up over half of the city to run the 

data lines. And that's not even including the cost of housing for our employees. Even with the opening 

of the Graan metroplex, we're still short-staffed. We have literally hundreds of employees wanting to 

join us, open positions for them, but no housing for them to live." 

 

The executive shifted a bit more, hands straightening out the front of her suit. 

 

"It's not even a total departure, either. The Thaar Financial Report states that we are entirely leaving 

Tharr. That's not even remotely true. The first divisions that are moving will be our secure data storage 

division, and our long-term secure asset division. Both of these groups are spread across a multitude of 

locations, each with its own security challenges and requirements. Centralizing them on Tharrvald 

simplifies matters, and also opens up more space for operations here." 

 

Janeth saw the opening, and like any proper investigator and reporter, drove the wedge in deep. 

 

"But that's only the first divisions. There's still assurance, investment management, analysis and 

insurance. All of those departments can also move as well, and they're not tied to their local markets, 

are they?" 

 

"No, no they aren't." Hanneke almost rocked back visibly from the hit as she continued. "That still isn't 

our biggest single department. Central Finance is responsible for managing the Corporate State's 

financial liquidity, and that means monitoring a half dozen blockchains that make up the deWulf Kett. 

That's also twelve different economic markets, each compromising over a billion in monthly GDP. 

Each chain needs to be crosschecked, verified, and synchronized up before being sent back to the 

issuing world. Having a single central location to accomplish this is vital as the Corporate Democracy 

expands." 

 

Leaning back forward as she caught her stride again, she continued. "Regardless of that, we still have 

too many customers to even think about reducing our footprint here on Fenris. Our customer base is the 

foundation of our business, after all, and no structure can hope to survive without a solid foundation. 

But if we are to provide the same quality of service to both our customers and the State, then this 

expansion is the best way to do it." 

 

Turn 133 
 

To: Research Executive Think Tank 

CC: PackMaster Brand, Chief of Research 

Topic: Theoretical Technologies AS 13 Q1 Grant Reviews 
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I appreciate your support in examining these new and potential technologies. We all have much on our 

worktables already, and even undertaking a cursory examination of them all is a substantial matter. As 

such, I will just provide a quick executive summary in this message and rely on the provided 

attachments to fill in the details. As a coordinator, it's not necessarily my job to understand everything 

in detail. Rather, I have the rather harder job of trying to synthesize a coherent overarching concept out 

of a quilt of different ideas. 

 

Even with as many viable research teams as we have, there is still more promising research topics than 

available lab space and funding. As such, we have to do some prioritization both on the short and long 

term. 

 

So, for your perusal: 

 

Applied Neural Grafting and FMI Interfaces 

Quantum Parallel Processing at near-space distances 

Wormhole-Drive Field Interactions: Extending dwell time 

Drive Torus Overloading 

X-ray Laser Gain Medium Studies 

Adaptive Signal Processing Electronics 

Charged Polymer Crystal 

Upscaling Doping Gain Mediums and Thermal Dissipation 

Off-Bore Fire Control Links 

Theoretical Applications of Negative Matter 

 

Please provide your three most promising avenues of research by the end of this week, and we can 

meet to start hashing out the proposals in depth. Additionally, please be ready to defend your 

selections. 

 

PackMaster Brand 

 

 

 

Main Boardroom, 120th Floor 

Hans-Roland Office Tower 

deWulf Capital City of Lowell 

 

It had been over three years since they had last met in this room, hard to believe given the tumult over 

the intervening years. The initial invasion. The shock upon discovering that the colony was being 

systematically exterminated. The liberation of a world with barely a tenth of its pre-war population. 

And then attempt after attempt to secure the Elysian system and bring a final, apocalyptic end to the 

war. 

 

The occupants of this boardroom hadn't seen the first attack coming, but they had navigated the shoals 

and rapids of the subsequent events with a practiced ease. That was no surprise; dealing with events 

light years away and separated by a dozen layers of bureaucracy was their day to day work. But as the 

war dragged on, it was becoming painfully clear that not all of the pieces they controlled were 

entirely... reliable. They were moving under their own power, making their own decisions. Ones that 

weren't quite in line with the pre-ordained plans. And worse yet, there were pieces on the board that 

they hadn't put out, running on their own rules and with their own goals. 

 

It was enough to make a ruling councilor turn to drink. 

 

"I'm still not happy that Rollen has decided to use Article 17." 

 

"You're unhappy with him using Article 17? I think we're all unhappy that he even noticed that Article 

17 exists." 

 

The two executives glowered at each other across the crystal polymer table.  
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"I think we're all unhappy with how events have played out so far. And as much as we can fault Rollen 

for his.. aggressive actions, we did ensure we had an assertive and competent chief naval officer. We 

can hardly fault him for playing to win. No matter how much it may have burned us in the short term. 

And that is all it is, a short term setback." 

 

The other heads nodded in agreement, though some less enthusiastically than others.  

 

"And on the subject of short term setbacks, I'm sure that someone here is a little disappointed that their 

privateering operation in the Borodino system was so thoroughly shut down. Rollen used perhaps a bit 

too big a hammer, but then this isn't really a time for subtlety. I suppose it is a good thing, though. The 

hammer was big enough there wasn't much of anything left behind to research, after all." 

 

The nodding heads all slowed, looking back at the speaker with a bit of quiet confusion. And concern. 

 

"We uh... we were talking about that back and forth before you arrived. As best as we can tell, nobody 

here was even vaguely involved in that particular operation. And the only corporation that didn't get hit 

was deWulf." 

 

The rest of the attendees all nodded in agreement, the confusion giving way to agreement. The same 

representative continued. 

 

"And with all due respect, Sir-" a phrase that always meant there was little respect due "None of us are 

terribly happy to have been so broadly targeted. Especially during wartime. We of course understand 

that you represent a full third of The State's economic output, but this was more than defending market 

share. Or even just cutting out a new market for yourselves." 

 

"Not to mention the use of technologies that even the navy hasn't deployed yet." Another voice joined 

in support, its owner leaning forward over the table. "That could have many people asking questions 

that we'd rather not have asked. Especially if it was Naval Intelligence asking the questions." 

 

The Fenren sitting at the head of the table leaned back some, hands resting across his chest in thought. 

"The raiders operating out of Borodino weren't ours. And our labs weren't the ones who are involved in 

torpedo development. The fact we weren't being hit though... that's disturbing. We have as much freight 

going through Borodino as some of you do. Which means someome's been using our shipping 

schedules against us." 

 

A fresh voice slipped in "If we take your statements at face value, then who?" 

 

The head of the table replied "I can think of one group that would happily make sure we started 

shooting each other..." 

 

And the pieces continued to move. 

 

 

 

Excerpts from "Space Warfare Quarterly" 

Issue 13.3 

 

Joining The Fleet 

 

dWS Sieg 

The dWS Sieg is completing her working up and pre-deployment trials at the Mittelsspannung yards in 

Fenris orbit, and scheduled to be joining the fleet in 13.4. She is the first of the Sieg-class ships to be 

completed, and her crew has been working since 12.3 to help build the testing and maintenance 

procedures for the new class of warship. When she is accepted, Sieg will be the first deWulf ship 

designed explicitly for assaulting hostile planets. Originally designed as part of the Naval 

Reorganization of 12.2, Sieg is a substantial departure from previous ship designs, having been 

optimized with a heavy defensive suite and minimal strategic speed.  

 

Corporate Sponsor: Wolfhard Fries 
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Commanding Officer: Lore Lexer 

Executive Officer: Mathilde Pfeffer 

Master Weaponeer: Leo Hämmerli 

 

dWMS Hansel 

Part of the fifth wave of construction, dWMS Hansel is the 46th Saaman-Class combat transport 

ordered for the deWulf. Laid down in 12.9, she was launched in 13.1 and completed working-up and 

acceptance trials on 13.3/22. Built to support fleet operations, Hansel offers additional logistical and 

operational support as an integral part of the fleet. As a logistical unit, no corporate sponsor or 

command information is provided. 

 

dWMS Rodov 

Part of the fifth wave of construction, dWMS Rodov is the 47th Saaman-Class combat transport 

ordered for the deWulf. Laid down in 12.9, she was launched in 13.1 and completed working-up and 

acceptance trials on 13.3/22. Built to support fleet operations, Rodov offers additional logistical and 

operational support as an integral part of the fleet. As a logistical unit, no corporate sponsor or 

command information is provided. 

 

dWMS Sornosen 

Part of the fifth wave of construction, dWMS Sornosen is the 48th Saaman-Class combat transport 

ordered for the deWulf. Laid down in 12.9, she was launched in 13.1 and completed working-up and 

acceptance trials on 13.3/22. Built to support fleet operations, Sornosen offers additional logistical and 

operational support as an integral part of the fleet. As a logistical unit, no corporate sponsor or 

command information is provided. 

 

dWMS Donfor 

Part of the fifth wave of construction, dWMS Donfor is the 49th Saaman-Class combat transport 

ordered for the deWulf. Laid down in 12.9, she was launched in 13.1 and completed working-up and 

acceptance trials on 13.3/22. Built to support fleet operations, Donfor offers additional logistical and 

operational support as an integral part of the fleet. As a logistical unit, no corporate sponsor or 

command information is provided. 

 

dWMS Milli 

Part of the fifth wave of construction, dWMS Milli is the 50th Saaman-Class combat transport ordered 

for the deWulf. Laid down in 12.9, she was launched in 13.1 and completed working-up and 

acceptance trials on 13.3/22. Built to support fleet operations, Milli offers additional logistical and 

operational support as an integral part of the fleet. As a logistical unit, no corporate sponsor or 

command information is provided. 

 

 

 

Leaving the Fleet 

 

dWS Issac Kleiner 

Commissioned in 2.2, Issac Kleiner deployed to the Sintillan front on 2.4 and remained on the front 

lines until the end of the conflict in 3.7, returning to Fenris shortly after for refits. She conducted 

additional combat patrols in the Binary war, helping secure hostile asteroid colonies and working as a 

close escort during both planetary sieges. She spent the years afterwards in Fenris orbit, conducting the 

occasional customs patrol in between experimental refits. During this time she served as a test-bed for 

design improvements that would eventually result in the advanced S-Boat-class light cruisers. During 

this time her portside cargo hold was converted to a barracks for scientists, leading her to pick up the 

nickname "Test Tube Rack" as she was put through experimental refit after refit. 

 

Reactivated for the Elysian war she continued to function as close escort for the battle line, shooting 

down four gunboats in the liberation of Dave's World. After serving as a carrier escort for the First and 

Second battle of Elysium, she was withdrawn from service in 13.0 and stricken from service in 13.2. 

 

dWS Krivak 

Built after the Treaty of Lvov in 6.8 that allowed the recreation of a Sintillan navy, the dWS Krivak 

was launched as the SIN Krivak. She spent the majority of her existence on patrols from Sintilla to the 
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colony world of Borodino and back, missing the Binary war in its entirety. She logged over seventy 

warp jumps, a record only surpassed by some Hawking-Class light cruisers. Krivak acquired the 

unfortunate nickname "Krusher" after a docking mishap in 9.5/08 at the Borodino Highport, when she 

destroyed three docking pylons in rapid succession. No casualties came from the incident, but she was 

permanently denied docking permissions at Borodino highport as a result. During the Elysian war she 

found herself being given a wide berth even by her sister ships. Her service as a warp point assault unit 

and carrier escort during the Liberation of Dave's world and First and Second battles of Elysium were 

unremarkable, and she joined her sisters at the breakers in 13.2. 

 

dWS Aufklärer 

First laid down as part of the Fleet 30 initiative, Aufklärer was the first ship to mount the new long 

range "Capital-Ya" sensor suite. Design considerations meant that she was effectively a mobile version 

of a similar planet-bound sensor array, which meant limited mobility and defenses. Nonetheless, she 

proved to be a vital part of fleet operations for the next ten years, helping provide fleet intelligence for 

numerous battles. In 9.2 she embarked a design team working on the successor to the -Ya, the -Yb. 

Over the next six months the crew shared their experiences and opinions on the Aufklärer class, as well 

as several in-service modifications that had been done.  

 

Even after the deployment of the follow-on Hare-Class sensor ships, Aufklärer continued in service 

until enough Hares were in service. Finally withdrawn from service in 13.0, Aufklärer found herself in 

the breaker's yards in 13.03. 

 

 

Changes of Command 

 

dWS Triez Kzushrenadov 

Hunter Esther Creuzburg relieved 

Hunter Urs Heun 

 

dWS Erich Grevstad 

Hunter Detlev Fincke relieved 

Hunter Oliver Weigl 

 

dWS Taifun 

Hunter Andrea Schleibaum relieved 

Hunter Koloman Rosen 

 

dWS Gerwing 

Hunter Evelyn Schiffner relieved 

Hunter Wibke Grisbaum 

 

 

 

Qualified for Command 

 

Sr. Lancer Lea Arnoldi 

dWS Aufklarer 

 

Sr. Lancer Tina Feilhaber 

dWS Yuriy Povstyev  

 

Sr. Lancer Adam Goldhaber 

dWS Issac Kleiner 

 

Sr. Lancer Finn Guttmacher 

dWS Tannsfells 

 

Sr. Lancer Rolf Hermann 

dWS Lise Meitner 
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Sr. Lancer Kunz Holzhausen 

dWS Mikhail Gurov 

 

Sr. Lancer Egon Kohring 

dWS Bo 

 

Sr. Lancer Thekla Lerch 

dWS Hans Richter 

 

Sr. Lancer Patricia Tausche 

dWS Arbatskaya 

 

Sr. Lancer Jürgen Wiedenfeld 

dWS Johan Von Karthy 

 

 

 

Qualified for Engineering Command 

 

Lancer Yannik Krieger 

dWS Bo 

 

Lancer Moritz Lindenbaum 

dWS Alex Seidel 

 

Lancer Günther Heinecke 

dWS Sturm 

 

Lancer Charlotte Freudenberg 

dWS Orkan 

 

Lancer Karolin Lowenstam 

dWS Taifun 

 

 

 

 

Turn 134 
 

Mittelsspannung Orbital Shipyards 

Fenris 

deWulf Corporate Space 

 

The yards above Fenris hummed with activity now, having been almost idle for the past few months as 

all of their attentions had been bent to assembling six massive hulls with all the haste of an obsessed 

and caffine-maddened engineer. Given the use of four shifts, all working at a breakneck pace, the 

comparison was perhaps not entirely off the mark. Components had been stockpiled in empty 

construction bays, carefully cataloged and positioned in order of need for this moment. 

 

The hulls had been "completed" only a few days ago, and now those parts were being pulled from 

storage, re-certified, and inserted into the cavernous spaces those hulls had formed. Engines, life 

support, meters of armoured plating and rows of point defense modules. All arrayed around a pair of 

kinetic railguns that were forming the spine of the ship itself. As more and more components found 

themselves installed, the empty hulls transformed themselves into fearsome engines of destruction. 

 

For the deWulf, they hoped that this time they would be fearsome enough. Certainly, they had thought 

that for the last assault. And the one before. And as more of the hull became ship, their crews began to 

assemble as well. New crews fresh from training, experienced hands and officers from disposed and 
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destroyed ships, steadily they began to replace the construction crews as they did the "last bolt" work of 

fitting out. Finishing connections, installing and configuring software, taking care of the last fittings 

and checks, a ship's first crew had every incentive to ensure that their ship would leave the yards fully 

operational. In the wake of their work, they settled in to the already complete parts of the ship and gave 

the systems a proper stress testing. 

 

As the dWS Heiterkeit Valley came together, one more crewman arrived to take his own position. His 

luggage cart followed along duitifully behind him as he stopped to look at the ship still coming together 

in the assembly slip, then looking down to his order. 

 

To: Hunter Jorg Hafig 

From: deWulf CentCom 

Subject: dWNS Heiterkeit Valley 

Clearance: 5-Oblate 

 

Your current leave is hereby cancelled, and you are hereby requested and ordered to report to the 

dWNS Heiterkeit Valley as her new commanding officer. Your earlier promotion to Hunter has been 

confirmed retroactive to your initial date of promotion. The board wishes to express its full confidence 

in you; your service aboard the Stan Maykovsky was in the highest ideals of the deWulf Space Navy. 

We look forward to seeing you execute your duties with the same pride and skill. 

 

Authentication Encrypt: ebHTNcCgZy 

MODULE LANDSCAPE CONCEPTION INN HAUNT 

 

 

"And with ships to sail in the blackness of space, there came crews to guide them." 

 

 

 

 

Royal Magnetics of Ibiza, Research Annex 

Planet Ibiza 

Kalmazoo system  

 

It had been eleven months since Herr Baumer had arrived at Royal Magnetics with a purchase order 

and a royal production licence. True to his word, the purchase order had arrived before the end of the 

day. And Baumer had proved that this wasn't the first procurement contract either. Included was a wire 

draft to easily cover the down payment, a full set of customs clearance documents, and account 

information for a Blue Star Shipping factor in the capital. Durante had wished all his contracts were so 

straightforward. 

 

By the time the first shipment of two Cabreras were leaving, the balance of the funds had arrived.  

 

Durante wasted little time with those funds, half being plowed into the production run that the contract 

required, and the other half into jump-starting a research department that had been pared back to the 

nub over the past years. Test facilities were reopened, former researchers were hired back on, and 

replacements were found for those who could not, or would not return. But there was more that could 

be done than just bring Royal Magnetics to where it was. It needed to go higher. 

 

The contract with the deWulf Navy was indeed fortunate, as it proved to open several doors in the 

Corporate State. A Navy contract was an explict sign of trust, and a vote of stability both on the 

financial and public relation ledgers. And the doors that it opened were rich ones indeed. Letters had 

gone out to several deWulf corporations; general inquiries that promised much but required a step into 

the unknown.  

 

Subach-Witzig sent the best response. They had anticipated that Royal Magnetics was looking for more 

than just a trade partner. Instead of a simple form letter asking for details, their response was two 

containers of research data, prototypes, and a single senior engineer. Subach-Witzig had spent several 

years trying to crack the basic secrets that underpinned Ibizan railgun technology, but had failed to 

make much headway, certainly not enough to have a combat-ready weapon available. But the data held 
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several ideas that Royal Magnetics had never even considered, nevermind pursued. And the engineer 

had a hunger for knowledge.  

 

It had taken a week for her cargo to be unloaded into a corner of the main engineering hall. She 

eschewed an office or a research lab in the tower, instead choosing to work on the testing floor directly. 

She hounded the engineers and technicians with questions both simple and esoteric, and by the end of 

the week there was little that she couldn't answer herself. The end of the workday found her in the bar 

down the line from the complex, and by closing she'd drunk two of the factory supervisors into a coma 

without a hint of restraint. The cleaning crew found her sleeping at her desk the next morning, but 

instinctively knew better than to wake her. Researchers were their own curious breed. 

 

Cordoning off a corner of the floor, she had set to work, pulling a random collection of abandoned 

prototype hardware from the Subach-Witzig containers, bolting them all to a half-assembled charge 

array she had pulled up from the factory floor overnight. The engineers who had asked what she was 

planning were shooed away, and they had soon left her alone. Duranted admitted to himself he was 

worried, thinking that perhaps she had a breakdown, that the pressure had gotten to her. 

 

The madness had continued on for a good week, until the rest of the working group from Subach-

Witzig had arrived. At the tail of the introductory meeting she dragged the assembled staff over to her 

project. The researchers and engineers from Subach-Witzig took it all in stride; not the first time she'd 

done this, apparently. Curiosity became skepticism and in turn became abject wonder as she presented 

an upgraded charge array that not only was more efficient, but could allow kinetic rounds to hold a 

static drive field for a few seconds longer. Enough to extend the range... and be fitted to a heavier 

round. As prototypes go it was bulky, temperamental, and at best only semi-functional.  

 

Durante had personally signed her bonus cheque, and reminded her that if she was looking, there was a 

place her for her.  

 

He saw her application the next morning. And had an irate message from Subach-Witzig's head of 

R&D by the end of the week. 

 

 

Turn 135 
 

dWMS Heiterkeit Valley  

Falke System  

deWulf Corporate Democracy 

 

"What do you mean there are 'irregularities' with the latest supply shipment?" 

 

Hunter Hafig looked at Lancer Laufs with a glare that could have fused armoured plate. dWNS 

Heiterkeit Valley had just been commissioned, and the press of the war effort (to say nothing of her 

abysmal cruising speed) demanded she depart NOW, and let the rest of her supplies catch up over the 

four months it would take to reach the front lines. But the shift from provisioning at dockside to on the 

move had thrown her original replenishment schedule into disarray, leaving her vulnerable to mistakes 

Such as the ones Lancer Laufs had discovered. 

 

"I mean that while we've received what we're supposed to have, we've gotten some... extra. I think at 

least one of our suppliers is trying to use the confusion to ah... correct some inventory discrepancies." 

 

The glare refused to abate, and Laufs dragged in a fresh breath of air to continue 

 

"The supply order said we're to receive another 50 general 'suits for our stocks. We did get a container 

with the requisite 50 Mark Twelve skinsuits, but the shipment we got was two containers." 

 

"So we got some extra suits. I'm not seeing the problem here." Hafig explained, treating the Lancer like 

he was fresh from the training academy and wholly ignorant in how military logistics tended to work 

out. "We can always trade them off for some other supplies."  
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"Yes, the other container had another 50, but they're all Mark Eight models. I'm not sure if we have the 

right plumbing for them in the shops. They won't interface with our current shipboard connectors." 

 

Hunter Hafig's glare softened, eyes going wide in surprise as he processed the information "Mark 

Eights? Those got supplanted by the Eight-Beths back during the Binary War! Breaker, there was a 

fleet-wide upgrade to the Mark Nines three months after the armistice!" 

 

Laufs nodded in agreement "That's what I mean! Technically though, Logistics never did remove the 

Mark Eights from the official supply lists. Or the Eight-Beths. Or the Nines. Or the Mark Sevens-" 

 

"I get the point, Lancer. So what are we going to do about this?" 

 

"Well, the Eights aren't bad per-se. Just out-modelled. The real problem is everyone finally 

standardized on fittings; they went with the ones that Trans-Solar used. They're a much better 

connector, and they were becoming common in the civilian market already. But the Mark Eights use 

the older UAC fitting styles. They're... serviceable. And they're an open standard nowadays, so they're 

very cheap to build..." 

 

"Did you have a previous job as a spacesuit salesman? Because all I'm hearing is the opening of a sales 

pitch." 

 

"I owned a small suit fitting and supply shop on Dave's World. I was on vacation with my family when 

it got rezoned as a crater." 

 

"Ah." 

 

"Point is, the old connections are still really popular in the civilian market. And you can get conversion 

kits to refit them to the Trans-Solar connectors. But that requires some pretty specialized tools and 

skills. We just don't have either aboard. A Protze-Class might; a Granit-Class probably would. I know 

that the Stülcken and Lürssen-Class ships do have the needed facilities aboard." 

 

Hafig looked like he had bitten into a piece of meat that was a few days after the best-by date. "Who 

shipped them to us, by the way?" 

 

"Bluhn & Dehl, of course." 

 

Bluhn & Dehl were the Navy's primary corporate chandler. They provided anything that wasn't 

military-grade, and a lot of things that were. As a general rule, if it could be carried through a personal 

airlock they could provide it. Bluhn & Dehl had delivered four full NF-8000 containers full of various 

supplies, and in the rush they had, through carelessness or guile, added one more shipment of skinsuits 

that should have instead been disposed of years ago. A complaint would probably be filed, but in all 

likelihood it would just disappear into the monolith that was B&D's administration. 

 

Lancer Laufs continued "No idea if this was an accident or an 'accident', to be honest. I can't imagine 

why they'd have held onto these older space suits for so long, but my guess is that someone at the depot 

saw an opportunity to get them out of his storage racks with some plausible deniability. They were 

shipped in excess to our requirements, so we can't say that we didn't get what we ordered. Regardless, 

we won't have the space to hold them for long. We need to clear the container out of the hold for actual 

supplies." 

 

Hunter Hafig gritted his teeth. That was the gripping paw of the issue; they couldn't just retain the 

cargo and trade it later for something they did need. They just didn't have the cubage available. "And 

we can't just toss the container out the airlock, can we?" He asked, half in jest but hoping that might be 

a plausible solution. 

 

"No Sir. We can't just toss them out. Hrm...." A grin spread across the Lancer's face. That sweet 

dawning of realization. "But we can tag the container as filled with dunnage from replenishment. You 

know, loose bracing, drained chemical tanks, that sort of thing. It'll get routed out to Mittelsspannung 

for processing and disposal." 
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Hafig smiled "And once it's off our ship, it's their problem. Good work Laufs. I want those suits off our 

ship before we transit in to Grumman.” 

“They’ll be offboard by the turn of the watch.” 
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